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three HFN/RR staffers add their
impressions

Attracting Anglophile CD enthusiasts the
world over, Quad's CD66 player offers
style, ergonomic elegance and long-term
serviceability. Meanwhile, you could
spend roughly the same amount of money
on aBritish-designed and built outboard
DAC, using Philips ' Bitstream' technology
— Deltec's PDM One. Reviews start on
pages 42 and 47. ( Photography by Tony
Petch.) In this month's music section,
violinist Kyung Wha Chung talks to Sorrel
Breunig: page 77. ( Photo: Peter Schaaf)
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The hi-fi sale
of the year

.ept2

"OK, so you thought life would be different
in the Nineties. You thought you'd seen the end of
the infamous annual Blue Murder Sale at Unilet. Where
every single item from the lowly to the hi-fi and mighty has
its price cut to the bone.
Not just afew promotional lines but on everything in
t
ire store - and at Unilet that means the top brands in the country.
Well watch out! The price slasher is back with avengeance.
\ (.4 From March 3I May 5Blue Murder will break out at Unilet.
There will be an extra 10% off all new equipment for
13o
,
cash, cheque or personal finance (
alittle less if you use
"ce
(
,
your credit cards). As licensu,; Lredit brokers we'll send
Post to: Unilet Hi Fi.
\
•
,
J,'5, you full written details. And don't forget the early bird
35 High Street,
\14,5
bargains. They're really worth killing for.
New Malden, Surrey KT3 4BY
The whole list of the murdered prices,
BLUE MURDER SALE LIST
includin: ex- demo equipment and
PLEASE!
\A‹,
/
factory seconds will be sent under a
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SOUND ADVICE AT AN EVEN BETTER PRICE
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plain wrapper to any enthusiast who
sends in the coupon or phones thu
incident room or 01-942 9567.
Doitiiglrtriow,
4:\
e
before it's too late.
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.'spite the efforts of the Federation of British Audio ( FBA) and
liritish Audio Dealers Association
(BAD:\ to educate the public with ' the
Real Ili-Fi Story', it is still possible to find
products described as ' hi-fi' that would
clearly fail to meet any reasonable definition of the term. For example. a recent
colour-supplement ad offered a Crown
one-piece stack system with speakers at
£79.95 'while stocks last', describing it as
a ' midi hi-fi system'. No power output was
quoted, but the features were said to
include ' three-band graphic equalizer' (!)
and twin cassette-decks. Mention of ' CD
input' is fair enough, even though this
would be just anormal line- level or ' aux'
socket, but to note ' power on/off in the
list of features is truly scraping the barrel;
and I'm not sure what a ' headphone input'
is meant to be! This kind of product has its
place and may well be good value for
money, but it is a shame if the ' hi-fi' tag
raises expectations unduly. It is still more
of ashame if buyers of low-quality audio
equipment find that their purchase does
not encourage listening to music, as this
negative experience prevents them from
ever discovering equipment that will
bring real enjoyment. But this must often
happen to those who purchase the
cheapest audio systems.
Most readers of this magazine are probably fortunate enough to be able to take a
detached view of the takeover battle
raging among the nation's major purveyors of mass- market consumer electronics. *lOwards the end of last year. the
Kingfisher group, which owns the Comet
stores, gobbled up what was left of the
Laskys chain. Now Kingfisher has lighted
on Dixons, but this takeover bid, which
would bring all the Dixons and Currys
outlets under Kingfisher's control and
give the group more than 25% of the UK
electrical goods market, has been held up
by referral to the Monopolies and Mergers
Commission, due to report in April.
Kingfisher's conversion of the Laskys
stores ( still looking uncomfortable in
their latest facelifts) into Comet outlets
was swift and marked the end of an era.
Laskys was alast living reminder of those
far-off days when a whole generation
bought its first stereo system in Tottenham Court Road or Edgware Road. In
the more difficult years that followed that
early- 1970s boom, Laskys, with many
branches and a ' discount' image. fell
between two stools when it tried to offer
'true hi-fi' selling skills.
Laskys might be a name with some
sentimental associations, but Idon't think
that the same could ever be said for
Dixons. Starting as a photographic
retailer, Dixons had grown successful
during the 1960s camera boom which
was really created, like the later hi-fi one,
by the arrival of cheap imports. By the
1980s Dixon's was big enough to swallow
(after abit of astruggle ) Currys, galvanizing the Currys outlets with its own

STEVE

HARRIS

hard-selling methods, and big enough also
to promote its 'own brands' of cheap Far
Eastern audio and video products.
It will be interesting to see what happens if Kingfisher does gain control of
Dixons and Currys. It is hard to imagine
that these names, too, might disappear:
but that is a prospect which hi-fi enthusiasts could face dry-eyed.

Pity they were joking
In the first week of April 1989, a press
handout from EMI carried the following
message: We at EMI are aware of the
existence of a small but significant number of customers who actively prefer the
sound afforded by the black vinyl LP.
Furthermore, it has become increasingly
clear that asmaller but no less influential
minority, inspired by the 1.13 counterrevolution and moved by concern that CD
sound is clinical and vinyl antiseptic, feel
they too should be able to buy music
recorded on the medium of their choice:
78rpm disc. As acompany renowned for
keeping faith with its customers, EMI
Records is proud to announce the following limited-edition release on this historic
and uniquely characterful medium.'
Unfortunately, close scrutiny of the
numbers for the records in this release
revealed the encoded message ' April
Fool'. Many a true word ...

Next month
Added attraction for May is the 1990
edition of the HFN/RR Guide To Classical
Music on CD, a special 32- page review
supplement which covers the year's best
compact discs and will provide an invaluable reference for classical music listeners. Next month's hi-fi cover story will be
our exclusive review of the Finial laser
turntable, while CD player reviews will
cover the latest MASH models. Further
equipment reviews will cover the new
Aura amplifier and a long-awaited Croft
pre-/power combination. With technical
and music features, abumper spring crop
of new releases in the Record Review
Section, plus the usual reader offers and
another superb free- entry competition.
the May issue is not to be missed. Order
from your newsagent now! The May issue
goes on sale Friday, April 20. ,
j
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ENVIOUS MUSICIANS SNEERED AT
HIS TECHNICAL MASTERY.
HOW WOULD THEY HAVE REACTED TO OURS?

When Mozart wrote his first Opera at the
age of twelve it was aprodigious achievement.
No less prodigious was the display of sour

Take the tape transport for example.
To achieve the sort of speed stability
necessary

for

use

with

today's

digital

grapes with which fellow musicians greeted it.

equipment, we've incorporated two features.

Mortified at being outshone by a child they

A quartz - controlled, twin motor direct-

spread the rumour that

drive. And a ceramic

he was really just a

door

talented midget.

cassette

It's probably how
our rivals

will

to

hold

the

immovably

in position.
So the only time

feel

when they hear the new Technics RS-B755

you'll hear Don Giovanni slurring is at the end

cassette deck.

of the Champagne Aria.

The radical new design offers a degree
of technical excellence seldom heard in a
cassette deck before.

To reduce distortion to a minimum we've
included the latest Class AA electronics.
And because two heads are better than

(
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tiee'•
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one you'll find separate heads for record and

recording with a unique system called APRS.

playback. It's called "three-head" technology

First it measures the musical peaks, then tells

and has the advantage that you can monitor

you the optimum recording levels to set.

And one other refinement you won't find in
many decks is Dolby* HX-PRO, or " extended
headroom'
Not a sign in Figaro's barber shop, but a

So no matter what heights the sopranos
reach, you still won't hear any distortion.
One other sound you won't be hearing is
the infuriating click of the tape running out
mid - way through a recording. The " elapsed-

clever piece of circuitry designed to reduce

time" tape counter tells you exactly how much

high frequency distortion.

time you've got left.

And don't worry if you're bewildered by
the variety of tapes available nowadays. Just
pop in a cassette and built-in sensors decide
whether it's chrome, metal or fern-chrome.
We've also taken the guesswork out of

Mozart, who didn't get a chance to finish
his last work, would have loved it.

Technics
For Music Lovers
TECHNICS, WILLOUGHBY ROAD, BRACKNELL BERKSHIRE KG 12 4FP TEL 0344 853943

'Dolby HX-PRO saregIstered trademark of Dolby Laboral

recordings as you make them.

Because it's there
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Aragon 4004: When you're finished with compromising.
The 4004's midrange skill is something to behold. At its price point, though, Ican
name nothing which even comes close.
Ken Kessler HiFi News & Record Review, June 1988
That's the kind of design it is: it sounds right from the very first note. More correctly,
it doesn't really sound much at all.
Alvin Gold HiFi Answers, December 1988
For further details please contact
PATH PREMIER
PATH PREMIER, UNIT 2, DESBOROUGH INDUSTRIAL PARK, DESBOROUGH PARK ROAD, HIGH WYCOMBE, BUCKS, HP12 3BG
TEL: 0494 441736, FAX: 0494 461209.

COMPETITION

W IN1. TECHNICS'

CROWNING GLORYThe all- new line-up of MASH-equipped Technics compact
disc players forms just part of the prizes on offer in this
month's exciting competition which concentrates on a
right Royal theme. First, Second and Third Prize Winners
will each also receive two new Virgin Classics recordings
on the 'Ventas' label, the Technics-sponsored 'A Venetian
Coronation' and Monteverdi's 'Coronation of Poppea'.
Putting its MASH ( Multi- stage
noise shaping) to the fore. Technics has added ahost of facilities to
its latest range of CD players
which includes our FIRST PRIZE
— the £ 300 top-of- the range SLPS70 with its 24- bit high resolution digital filter and 8- times oversampling. Eight DACs are incorporated in the design which features
a fader control and full remote.
SECOND PRIZE is the Technics
SL-PS50, again with MASH noiseshaping. This £250 new season
player is built around an I8- bit
high resolution, 4- times oversampling digital filter with remote
control. Both models have centralized playing mechanisms to
improve stability. Our THIRD
PRIZE winner will receive the
Technics SL-P477 £200 player.
TEN RUNNERS UP will receive
the Virgin Classics recordings of
the 3CD Coronation of Poppea
together with A Venetian Coronation: this disc will also form TEN
CONSOLATION PRIZES.

The Opera London production
of Monteverdi's three-Act Coronation of Poppea was the highlight
of the 1988 City of London Festival, with Arleen Auger and Della
Jones heading an enthusiastic cast.
with the intimately- scaled City of
London Baroque Sinfonia. The production was transferred to Petersham, and the Technics sponsored
recording was there in the expert
hands of Andrew Keener Mick
Hatch, who find just the right
degree of presence in balancing
this subtly fragranced work.
In contrast is the ceremonial
music for the coronation of Doge
Marino Grimani in 1595. The
recording location, Blackburn
Priory Northumberland, allows
some simulation of the original
resonant St Mark's acoustic, and
the spatial drama provided by
brass consort, four organs, processions and vocal groups: the varied
dispositions of musicians and
'choirs' was a principal feature of
Venetian sacred music. 1-

Answer our

THE QUESTIONS
I): Which Scot introduced Paul Temple and Steve?

simple

musical

teasers

which

are

on

the

1

common theme of Coronation and complete your name and
address on the coupon. Send your entry to us to arrive by
30th April

1990.

Entries should be

marked ' Crowning

Glory' and posted to HiFi News & Record Review, Link
House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, Surrey CR9 2TA. The
2): Who delivered his Orb and Sceptre in 19532

winners' names, together with the answers will be published in the August issue.

3): What was the Papal significance of Karajan's 1985 recording of Mozart's ' Coronation Mass'?

The Rules
))*Ibe competition is open to t:K readers only. All enties must be on the entry form
provided: photocopies will be accepted but only one entry per reader will be
considered. No other correspondence must be included with entries.
2)The.Te will be no cash or other alternative to any of the prizes offered. the
winners will be the first correct entries opened.

3) Employees of Link House Magazines or associated companies, or of Technics or
4): Which * famous composer to the opera' was commissioned
to write an anthem, performed at every English coronation
since 17272

Virgin Classics or its agents.

s,t

not be

4) All entries must he received b) tirst post on 30th April, 1990, when judging will
be carried out. The Editor's dcc sn nwill be final and binding: no correspondence of
any kind will be entered into regarding the competition
5 )*Ilie prize winners will be notified by post and the results suill be published in the
Aug. 1990 edition of leYRR.
(, ) Entry to the competition is token to indicate acceptance of the rules.

5): (a) Elgar's Imperial March (b) Walton's Crown Imperial (c)
Bliss's Welcome the Queen — why is (b) ' odd man out't

Name and Address

Daytime tel no
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Suffice to say that, in their own humble opinion, Pioneer

have

come

however,

up

have

trumps

not

with

been

so

the

CT- 91a

restrained.

and

CT- 656.

The

Others,

Pioneer CT- 91a

cassette deck is a superlative product that offers outstanding

performance and luxurious build quality for £ 499.90.

Once again Pioneer's

This is

a true de- luxe item in every respect,

but Pioneer might easily have asked for more (£ 800?) without

latest cassette decks

anyone batting an eyelid; the CT- 91a looks and feels

that good.

Indeed, this is one of the very best cassette decks

have been showered with
(8 1081 li

lavish praise.

I've

Quite

11189

JIMMY

tested '

ever

HUGHES,

HI.FI

simply, the CT- 91a is a brilliant

cassette deck well worth every last cent of its £ 500ish asking

price. . Fine

under- the - skin

engineering

and

glossy Japanese

home market good looks pay off spectacularly in this talented

and purposeful design.

thought and

careful development has gone

ALVIN GOLD, Ill Fl CHOICE.

entrant

deck

is

in

A masterpiece in many ways, a lot of

the

neatly

orroaEit

market

laid

1989

The CT- 656 is a distinguished

for budget

out,

very

into this model.

three

logically

head

designs.

designed

and

extravagantly equipped for the price.

be confidently recommended.

ALVIN

The

almost

It can

GOLD, HI- El CHOICE, OCTOBER

1989.

So if they sound as good as they say they

sound, it could be worth a trip to your nearest dealer.
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VIEWS
Arm' all right
Dear Sir, In February Ken Kessler gave us
all atip about using Armor All to clean/
polish CD's. Iwell understand his mental
torment as it does appear that someone
come up with anew ' tweak' every other
week However Iam very grateful that he
decided to pass on this advice as it made
me decide to give it atry.
Bearing in mind how cheap abottle is
and the fact that failing all else it is areally
good cleaner of CD Jewel cases any way, I
must heartily recommend any of your
readers to give it atry.
Not being in the position of owning two
copies of the same CD Ihad to settle for
trying it on two identical tracks, one on a
Latin Music sampler from Charly Records
the other on the original CD by Ruben
Blades. Iplayed both before the treatment
and could hear no differences in them at
all; Ithen treated the sampler disc and
after waiting the 30-40 minutes needed I
replayed the discs. l'he diffCrence was as
stated, quite marked and definitely agood
thing. The extra feeling of ' air' and
naturalness is really very big and
noticeable even to my long-suffering wife
who is totally turned off equipment but
likes music.
The only problem that Ithen came
across was the hard work of treating 100
CDs. It's taken me quite awhile but it has
proved to be time well spent. All of the
discs treated have shown improvement
but Ihave noticed that older analogue
master discs appear to benefit more. Discs
that were previously dense and alittle
muddled ( l12's me Joshua Tree) improve
slightly hut still show signs of the original
problem. Discs that were already good
and had great transparency anyway ( Mink
De Ville Sporting Life) really seem to get a
boost and now sound so real it's
breathtaking. So far Ihave found no
drawbacks apart from the hard work of
cleaning all the discs, but lam glad you
printed awarning anyway.
'Ibis last bit was amistake and Iwill not
say it will work for anyone else nor am I
really certain about it. My wife used the
Armor All spray to clean the t/table cover
and other plastic items, she then noticed
that the mid range/bass units on my
SI.600's were dusty. Yes you guessed it,
she used the Armor All to clean them and
Ionly found out when Igot home. They
now look like new and don't appear to
have suffered any damage. They also
appear to have improved in sound quality
making bass notes appear deeper and
tighter. However I'm not sure if this is
really the bass units or the cleaning of the
CD's so I'm not going to say try it but
perhaps one of your reviewers or even a
speaker manufacturer could do so.
Anyway, thank you for all your good
tips and keep them coming; not all of
them will work or be universal but you
sometimes strike gold and find something
that is both cheap and beneficial.
A C McBride, Liverpool
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Armor All right too
Dear Sir, Ken Kessler's brief test on the
subjective effects of spraying Armor All on
CDs, (' Headroom', February 1990 ),
prompted me to perform my own
experiment using two copies of the same
HFN disc. My tests ( conducted blind with
afriend ) first compared the two copies
before treatment, in order to rule out
possible differences due to variability
between samples, and then again after
applying Armor All to one of them. The
results were exactly as Ken described, ie
tracks which sounded edgy and aggressive
on the untreated disc sounded smoother
and more transparent on the treated copy.
Although Ken's suggested explanation
seems plausible, le reduced demand on
the error correction system due to amore
transparent disc surface. Ihave thought of
another possible cause. It is the exact
opposite of that suggested by Ken. If the
original recording was edgy and
aggressive and was being faithfully
reproduced by the CD player, the
application of Armor All could increase
the reflectiveness of the disc surface and
thus reduce its transparency. 'Ibis would
cause the error correction system to work
even harder, perhaps requiring
interpolation to take place, resulting in
smoothing of the music wavefiem. Such
an effect could also lead to areduction in
edge and aggression.
Ido not pretend to know which, if
either, of these explanations is correct.
but can suggest an experiment which
could give avery strong clue, and also
throw some light on the question of why
some CDs sound aggressive. Iremember
reading afew years ago that Stan Curtis
modified aCD player such that it logged
the number of times the error correction
system went into action while adisc was
playing. Such asystem would reveal
whether the use of Armor All increased or
decreased the error rate.
Perhaps Martin Colloms or Chris Bryant
would like to investigate this
phenomenon. Iam sure HFNIRR readers
would be very interested in the results.
R E Burns, SHumberside
We have to confess that afurther ten ' blind tests'
produced conflicting responses - Ed
Points of view
Dear Sir, After reading February's issue of
your magazine Ifeel compelled to put pen
to paper. Martin Colloms' ears certainly
differ from mine and several of my friends
- the Marantz CD85, better than the
CD/CDA 94 combination? Don't make me
laugh. 'there is no way the CD85 can
match the CD94; when the CDA 94 is
added the extra dynamics and sense of
space the converter adds could never be
achieved by the CD85.
On to my second complaint; Mr
Colloms' review of the PS Audio 4.6
pre-amp was also ajoke, he says aMF
pre- amp 3is better. Well, Iactually

replaced aMF pre with a4.6 and, good as
the MF was, it couldn't hold acandle to
the 4.6, which is far more dynamic and
images much better than the MF. All who
have heard the 4.6 agree. When the 4.5
was reviewed about 2years ago. Irecall a
comment being made that, to the
importer's embarrassment, the 4.5 is
closer to the Audio Research SP? ( the
model Ican't recall ); therefore, as Mr
Colloms says the 4.6 is better than the 4.5
Iremain confused.
Is HFNIRR turning into HiFi Answers?
Plastic bubbles under I.Ps, car polish on
CDs? No thanks. On amore serious note.
optical cable is directional, so try it and
you will find Iam right.
R PJeapes, London N19
Nightmare
Dear Sir,
Ihad amost terrible dream last night.
From which Iawoke in an awful fright:
Ithought my equipment had gone to
pot Cables all bell-wire - the mains, the lot Speakers were wobbling on carpets thick.
No units weighted by aBrick,
Nothing on Spikes, but resting free And Martin Colloms was coming for tea!
My Linn had shrunk to an old Dansette
On aheavy oaken side-I3oard set,
The plugs were tarnished - not of gold And used adaptors as of old;
The speaker cables cross the mains
With all the hassle this obtains;
Amplification was all Class B And Martin Colloms had come for tea!
Ihad no Album with Bass Guitar,
Strange Vocalism on apar;
No echo-chambered frantic freak
Electrically to stun the weak,
So Imade the room completely dark
And played him ( blind of- course ) some
Bach
And other very varied stuff
Of which we seldom hear enough.
From late Beethoven Quartets
To Gliere's Ilya Mourametz All through this equipment Ihad got And, blow me down, he praised the lot!
Halsall Owen, Warrington, Cheshire
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PRE•AMPLIFIER

AMPLIFIER

Sometimes it is fashionable to boast about amplifiers

Accurate, powerful and load tolerant. The Audiolab
8000P is everything you'd expect from asophisticated
modern design and a perfect match for the new
generation of bi-wired and bi-amped speakers. Play it
gently and you'll appreciate the natural, detailed sound.
Turn up the volume, and with over 100 watts per

with minimal facilities, but that can be rather awkward
when you're faced with areal Hi Fi system! That's why
the Audiolab 8000C pre-amplifier includes correctly
matched inputs for your CD player, MC and MM phono
cartridges, tuner and tape decks. With the 8000C you
have flexibility plus outstanding sound quality. There are
even two sets of pre- amp outputs in case you decide to

channel of real power, you'll notice how the 8000P

connect more than one power amplifier.

always remains totally in command with exceptional

Call or write for information and details of your Audiolab dealer:
Cambridge
Systems
Technology
Limited,

dynamics and asuperb stereo image.

26 Roman Way Industrial Estate, Godmanchester,
Huntingdon, Cambs PE 18 8LN. Tel. 0480 52521.

VIEWS
Re rock pickers
Dear Sin Ihave long been an admirer of
Barry Fox's writings but Iam afraid that

Elna Duorex and Cerafine types and
Rubycon Black Gates sound infinitely

find out how the things we observe to
happen in the real world actually happen.

preferable to the humble DIY store

M Mills, Staines, Middlesex.

be corrected.
When the BBC designs aloudspeaker.

varieties. The sonic advantages of Marantz
Cl) players and other upgrades such as
Geoff Bull's Covent Garden Records mods
utilize these good sounding caps to best

standard assemblies are selected which
are judged to represent the median of the

advantage, as of course does AMP 02.
The low noise and low impedance

letter you would think he has.
At the risk of being damned and having

acoustic performance required. A
standard assembly of this type is lodged

power supply requirements of such high
quality circuits inevitably mean large

with manufacturers who are licensed to
produce that design, and is used by them
to ensure that their production meets the

amounts of capacitance in the power
supply; this may reduce ESR and noise,

to go into hiding Ilike his scoring system!
Over the past 7years Ihave bought a
hit of hi-fi, and use magazines as aguide to

his Rock Pickers' piece in Technology'.
February, has misconceptions that should

required performance.
As part of the license agreement. the
BBC takes sample production units for
quality assessment. These may be selected
from the factory with the manufacturer's
knowledge or purchased 'off the shelf
from asupplier. Additionally the BBC
buys speakers for its own use. These
speakers are examined for any obvious
defects and then auditioned by an expert
listelier against the standard, to ensure
that the production is within tolerance.
'Ibis work is carried out by the BBC in a
specially designed room with acarefully
controlled acoustic and temperature.
ln practice, the manufacturing process
is well controlled and it is unusual for a
unit to sound significantly different from
the reference. When aproblem is
identified, this is discussed with the
manufacturer and corrective action taken.
This quality control system ensures that
the public gets ahigh quality product.
There is certainly no intention for the
BBC to ' cream off the best loudspeakers
for itself.
Incidentally, the BBC have used
numbers of commercial loudspeakers for
some time, in areas where the particular
characteristics of the unit makes it amore
suitable choice than aBBC type.
DJ A Walker, Chairman, BBC
Loudspeaker Liaison Committee

Acid effects

but the sonic imprint of large doses of
capacitance remains present and audible.
Ihave used lead acid batteries to reduce
the amount of( electrolytic ) capacitance
in the power supply to very low levels.
'Ibis gives massive gains in the sonic
cleanliness and detail. The batteries
themselves act as very low impedance

Iam using lead acid batteries to
power my CD player. Ben's
environmental point is valid hut as Mr
Wright says, the environmentally

conscious can send their dead cells
(mineral not animal ) hack to the

Salman Rushdie? Reading Mr Spendlove's

point me in the right direction.
Ithen listen, decide to upgrade bits of
my hi-fi, spending approx £ 1750 and
bought a8000A amp, CR3 CD, CR IEtape
deck, I.56A speakers and AT-01.5
cartridge. For me it was afinal( ish )
upgrade to the best value components
that Ifound, and felt comfortable buying.
If Mr Colloms or Spendlove or anyone

inductance of the leads to the batteries.

else do not like the sound of these
components, it doesn't matter. Ipaid the
money for what / like, and am reasonable
enough to appreciate that not everyone

Ihave provided aseparate battery
supply to each channel of the CD upgrade

agrees.
Ilowever ajournalist's task is to put in

audio board and to each of the digital
chips ( including the IMC ). The batteries

writing — in aform people can understand
— information on his subject. Ile requires

with their chargers are all mounted in a
21' rack case which sits underneath the
player. Once afortnight the power supply

to use what devices he can to achieve this
purpose, especially if each item has to

is switched from ' play' to ' charge' and left
on overnight. 'Ibis combination sounds
much cleaner and more detailed than a
mains supply using even the best
clectrolytics.

been written on other similar items.
Iread reviews on everything that Iwas
interested in ( except 1.56A & CD3 )
before buying and found these very

capacitors. A small amount of dccoupling
is still required at each chip and
regulators to isolate the chips from the

Graham M Lust, London

Self doubts

stand for comparison against what else has

helpful. But in shorthand score 83% is
concise definite and categoric — most
verbal descriptions aren't. In short if you

Dear Sit; There seems to be a

don't like the scoring read the rest.
As amatter of interest Ifound the 65SE

considerable shortage of logic in the
arguments of the ' objectivists' expounded

to be dull lifeless and fiat, the Meridian

in your magazine. The main argument put
forward by Mr Self and others seems to be

the C1)3, and the CD3 very nice, but

that since the test equipment cannot

warm up for 1hour to be at its best. See
you in Siberia!

detect any differences in sound or signal
quality, then there are no such differences
audible. This conclusion does not follow.

near Sir

Satanic verbiage
Dear Sir, Is Martin Colloms trying to do a

A series of null test results cannot prove
anull difference. They simply show that
any possible difference has not ( yet) been
detected. On the other hand, arepeatable
measurable difference can be said to
prove such difference. Since at this time

206 nice, the Arcam 170.2 second best to
needs to be left on permanently on to

Paul Santoni, Uddingston, Strathclyde

Short on idealism
Dear Sir, Ilaving read David Nice's review
of Rostropovich's recording of Rayok by
Shostakovich ( March), and, in particular,
his initial criticism of the short measure of
34 minutes on the disc, 1can quite

manufacturers for recycling.

the human ear appears to be the only

understand why nothing should be

Sealed lead acids are exceptionally
friendly to the sonic environment. Ibev

instrument we can use to detect
differences, astatistical approach is
necessary. This allows ameasure of doubt

'dragged in' with that piece to keep it

can detoxify the sonic pollution of power
supplies caused by diodes, capacitors.
hum, mains spikes and 5011z harmonics.
When auditioning Ben's CD upgrade
project, it was obvious that power supply
improvements contributed as much to the
sonic clean-up as the use of high quality
components. Ilaving listened exhaustively
to separated power supplies, regulators,
fast recovery diodes and high quality
capacitors,1 am convinced that all
electrolytic capacitors have asonic
signature which firmly imprints itself on
the final sound. however good the power
supply and regulation. Due to carefully
specified ESR. ceramic damping and high
conductivity electrolytes, the high quality
Ill II 'M'5& RECORD RI'VIEU
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for objectivists to seize upon.
In reality then, how much evidence do
objectivists need before they start
examining in detail the reported results
from the real world? ( How many meteors
need to fall before scientists can accept
that rocks can and do fall from the sky?)
How can Mr Self possible defend his
stance on the basis of asking asubjectivist
to explain Mr Selfs null result and then
deriding the unscientific explanation?
Ilow can Mr Self suggest that since the
human ear only evolved fir survival, it
can't be very discriminatory? What bunk!!
Can the objectivists please use some
science and logic, in humility, to try and

company. That still does not justify
charging full price for arecord, which is
not, in fact, 34 minutes but twice 17
minutes of what sounds like total tedium
— and Iwrite as agreat fan of
Shostakovich's music.
Laurence Watt, Lincoln's Inn, WC2
Readers' Letters
We reserve the right to edit or shorten letters for
publication, which should be addressed to the
Editor and must contain no other material or
enquiries. Letters seeking advice on technical
matters will be answered, resources permitting, at
our discretion but we regret that we are unable to
answer questions on buying specific items of hi-fi
and cannot answer queries over the telephone.
IS

AUDIO RESEARCH
atrue classic

High on any list of all-time amplifier greats is the original Audio Research 150, alegendary
device much sought after by music lovers around the globe. Designer William ZJohnson has
returned to this exceptional product for inspiration, the result being anew line of all-triode
amplifiers headed by the Classic 150. Already recognised for setting new standards in
transparency and the retrieval of inner detail, the Classic 150 lifts valve technology to ahigher
plane. To complete the range, Johnson has introduced — to come alongside the already
legendary D125 — two lower-power versions, the Classic 30 and Classic 60, for
less-demanding applications.
Such amplification warrants anew level of preamplifier performance. To meet these needs,
Audio Research is proud to announce the SP 9and SP- 14, the first beneficiary of the technology
introduced in the SP- I1 and SP- 15 — the world's reference preamplifiers.
Audio Research: the only choice for the connoisseur.

Write or phone for perceptive advice and details of nearest dealer.

Absolute Sounds 318 Worple Road Wimbledon London SW20 SQL
Tel: 01-947 5047 Telex: 894800 Absol G.

Air Tangent. Apogee, Audio Research,
California Audio Laboratories,
Counterpoint, DMP, Duntech, Entec, Goldmund,
Kinergetics. Koetsu, Krell, Madrigal,
Mandrake, Magneplanar, Martin Logan, Micro-Seiki,
PS Audio, Randall Research, Wilson Audio, Sonus Faber
'1 have the simplest of tastes...
Iam always satisfied with the best'
Oscar Wilde

NEWS
LET'S HEAR IT FOR ALLISON

SONY'S SERIOUS SPEAKERS
Designed in Europe and assembled
in the UK are five new ES speaker
models from Sony. The range
includes two smaller designs: the
£100 APM 101ES and the bi-wireable
APM 121ES (at £ 150), for use in
budget audiophile systems. The
APM 141ES features a twin-driver
system of two 121 sq cm units and a
19nun titanium dome tweeter for its
£199 price tag. The three-way APM
181ES, at £299, and 60 litre APM
66ES at £699 complete the line-up.
The APM ' flat diaphragm' driver
technology is used in all models.
Sony is in its fifth year of a
development programme intended
to highlight its ES range designed to
suit the British listener. Loudspeakers have received significant attention from Hans Bauer at the Wega
speaker plant in Germany and UK
experts who recognize that parts of
the world have different listening
preferences. Sony ( UK) Ltd, Staines.
Tel: (0784) 467000.

KENWOOD'S FLAGSHIP SEPARATES
Four units make up Kenwood's new ' flagship' range of hi-fi
separates which, according to the company, have been designed
to satisfy the requirements of the discerning music lover.
The designs are certainly aesthetically pleasing and represent a
change of tack for Kenwood who has put only major controls on
the heavy-duty zinc diecast front panels, leaving many functions

The latest trio of speakers from
Allison completes the company's AL
Series. The additions are the ALI 20
(£400), the £550 AL125, and the
AL130 at £700, and available in a
choice of finishes: black, oak, and
walnut vinyl woodgrain.
Like previously announced models, these three include the Allison
power guard system which protects
them by sensing the current fed to
each driver to avoid thermal failure.
A full five year guarantee covers all
models in the AL Series, while the
three top-line designs incorporate
the push-pull woofer design found
in the IC-20 speaker where two
woofers are acoustically in-phase,
one reverse mounted with magnetic / mechanical motion opposite to
cancel even-order products.
Allison makes its own drive units
in its Massachusetts factory, including the Convex diaphragms. Contact
Allison Acoustics Ltd, Hudersfield.
Tel ( 0484) 603965.

to the remote control handset. The heart of the system is the £500
L- 1000C control amplifier, which is a fully-featured design with
balanced phono equalizer and XLR connecters for CD player and
power amp. Six inputs are provided along with four outputs.
The matching L- 1000M power
amp costs £700 and is of a dualstage parallel push-pull bridge configuration
capable
of
130W+ 130W into 8ohms with a
quoted THD of 0.008 per cent.
The Cl) player, designated L1000D, uses a 16-bit DAC and
boasts a finite impulse response
293rd-order digital filter with 4-

times oversampling. The £700
player, complete with display
defeat function, has balanced and
phono connecters, and achoice of
optical and coaxial digital outputs.
To complete the new series, an
FM-only Tuner is to be made
available in May: the £600 L1000T. For more details contact
Trio-Kenwood on ( 0923) 816444.

GOLDNIUND

PRESENCE POSITION

BEATLES BOFFINS

British brands handled by Sussexbased distributor Presence Audio
look to be fighting the current

The correct answers to our December Beatles competition were: 1 Rolls
Royce; 2 Two; 3 Hofner; 4 Vee Jay; 5 Brian Epstein; 6 Apple; 7 Dusty

down-trend in hi-fi sales and have
announced anumber of initiatives.
Improved value amplifier models

answered all the questions and our judging panel chose the winners on the

decides to enter the digital arena.

merits of the tie-breaker. First prize winner, who walks away with the

Famous for over a decade for its

complete boxed sets of EMI's Beatles titles on CD together with a Philips

high-end tonearms and turntables,

are promised from Cadence of
Salisbury: notably a quieter moving-coil stage in its pre-amp but
also complete new monoblock
designs. We understand that alinelevel only pre- amp version is

CD260 player, is Dave Taverner of Enfield. Runners up were Tara Punchard

under development.
The tiny yet 'big sounding' metal
box loudspeakers from Alexander
of Bristol are, according to Brian
Smith at Presence, going from
strength to strength, with the
latest white option being taken up
by interior designers as well as
commercial installations.
Better known for its range of
cables, and former high-end turntable, Vecteur has announced a

Springfield; 8 Blue Meanies; 9 The Searchers. Lots of readers correctly

from Carshalton and Ronald Fry of Ipswich.

BOOTLEGGERS CO VICTED
bootleggers
have been convicted by aCourt in
west London. Tim Smith, 33, of
Chelmsford. Essex was given a
4- month gaol sentence and served
with a Forfeiture Order for the
£6000 he carried when arrested.
and Roberts Andrews, 37. from
Slough, Berkshire was sentenced
to 3 months imprisonment — both
suspended for 2 years.
Isleworth Crown Court
atxepted Andrews' plea of guilty of
selling Ms, singles, picture discs
Two

international

range of electronics to be released
to the UK through Presence Audio.
The initial products will include a
solid-state 35W Class A power
amplifier, with thermal cut-out,
expected to retail for £ 3,000, and
a matching pre-amp for some

the £700 SAE CD player has also
reached us. The previous 14-bit
design has, we understand, been
substantially improved and is now
a 16-bit player with 4- times over-

HI- El NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Bootleg victim Prince
APRIL 11990

Goldmund has just announced its
first digital product in the shape of
the Mimesis 10 outboard DAC.
Admitting

to ' the

inherent

limitations of analogue',

infringe the 1956 Copyright Act.
The convictions were the culmination of Operation Black II.
masterminded by the BPI's anti-

since the beginning, but concedes

piracy unit. Since June 1988 an
accommodation agency in Slough
was under observation as Smith
and Andrews assumed various
aliases to deal in vinyl copies of the
Black Album. In February 1989.
Damont Audio received an order
to press 2000 CD versions of the

against CD piracy and the BPI
trade body described itself as

sampling. The revised box is due
very soon. Further details from
Presence Audio in Horsham on

Another analogue die-hard finally

Black Album and an LP of Paul
McCartney's Russian-only release
Back in the USSR. Smith also
pleaded guilty to conspiring to

title masquerading under Songs
for Tribes by Mandigo ( Zulu for
Black ) at aSwedish pressing plant.
But Damont recognized the
recording and alerted the BPI.
West Drayton police arranged a
trap and later arrested Smith and
an associate as they went to collect
the compact discs.
This Case represents the first
decisive legal victory in the battle

£2,000. More powerful designs are
also promised.
News of an improved version of

(0403) 891777.

and (. Ds ot Prince's unreleased

DIGITAL PUSH-OVER?

'satisfied with the outcome'. Summing up, the judge commended all
involved in bringing the case.

Gold-

mund says it also recognized the
limitations of the CD medium
that in order to listen to recent
recordings CD is the source.
While undertaking research and
development of CD players, Goldmund felt

that

Digital Audio

Tape may be the way forward
and, realizing that it could not
surpass its Stellavox brand DAT
player, work revolved around the
common area of digital playback:
the digital to analogue converter.
Because

integrated

circuit

manufacture is evolving so fast,
and because today's ' best' converters are likely to be surpassed, the
Mimesis 10 has been designed to
be fully upgradeable. Additional
inputs are also an option to cater
for other

optical

outputs.

The

finished product is expected later
this year. Absolute Sounds London SW20. Tel: 01-947 5047.
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marli±r
evinson
MADRIGAL AUDIO

LABORATORIES

MONAURAL
REFERENCE

AMPLIFIER

Nc9 20.5

A range of musical instruments handcrafted in limited
quantities to ensure their high standards.
Visit your Mark Levinson dealer to hear how good
music can sound in your home.

No 26. DUAL MONAURAL PRE- AMPLIFIER

No 23. DUAL MONAURAL POWER AMPLIFIER

No 25. DUAL MONAURAL PHONO AMPLIFIER

No 27. DUAL MONAURAL POWER AMPLIFIER

No 20.5. CLASS A MONAURAL REFERENCE POWER AMPLIFIER

No 29. DUAL MONAURAL POWER AMPLIFIER

PATH PREMIER, UNIT 2, DESBOROUGH INDUSTRIAL PARK, DESBOROUGli PARK ROAD, HIGH WYCOMBE, BUCKS, HP12 3BG. TEL 0494 441736, FAX: 0494 461209.

NEWS
BITSTREAM RULES OK?

TOO CLEVER BY HALF

Stand-alone external PDM Bitstream converters are the logical

Pioneer's CLD 1450 video disc
player is an ingenious box of tricks
capable of playing all sizes and
formats of laser discs, from the
30cm video films and albums to

progression from 1-bit on-board
DACs. First on the scene with such
a unit is Deltec Precision Audio
Ltd with its PDM ONE. Initially
demonstrated, in prototype, at the
HFN/RR sponsored HiFi Show last
September, this £475 model has
gone in to production at the com-

the tiny 8cm singles', and everything in between, including standard audio CDs and CD-Vs.
Even NTSC-encoded discs can
be replayed through the £599 unit
into a PAL-equipped TV set. The
future of the player is uncertain

pany's Cardiff factory.
The decoder provides an opportunity to experience Bitstream
decoding from a CD transport or
conventional 16- bit player
through its digital output. The
company suggests that audiophile
quality sound, hitherto available
only in analogue form, is now
obtainable from CD, and this is

with early shipments selling fast. It
is conceivable that a replacement
may emerge — possibly manufactured at Pioneer's new Wakefield
factory. Further information can
be obtained from Pioneer GB Ltd,
Greenford. Tel 01-575 5757.

heralded as progress!
A high specification has been
adhered to throughout the design
of PDM ONE which is built around
the Philips SAA7320. Martin Colloms' full technical review of the
unit appears on page 47.

The Finial arrives in the UK at last but with a £20,000 price tag.

LASER TURNTABLE MATERIALIZES
Much talked about but rarely sampled. the Finial laser turntable
has figured in along-running saga which happily now seems to be
over. Following the paper presented to the Audio Engineering
Society last November by Messrs Stoddard and Stark, the design is
a production reality. The machine which reads a vinyl LP with a
beam of light rather than aconventional stylus has been regarded

SEAT FOR THE FUTURE

by many as nothing more than a myth. But it will now go on sale

Feel hi-fi vibes with this futuristic

in the UK through Acoustic Gold for £20,000. Perhaps not the hi-fi

Bodysonic Chair which resonates

dream that many have waited for, it is expected that the player,

to allow listeners to feel the
sound. The prototype can be
seen at London's Design
Museum, Butlers Wharf.
Tel 01-403 6933.
TuesSun 11.30 to 6.30.

with its line-level output, will be taken-up by libraries and
broadcasting companies.
Manufactured in Japan in a joint
venture with Finial's US parent,
Carillon Technology, the main
advantage is that replay is completely free of groove deformation
and mechanical resonances and
may, for the first time, show just
how much information has been
captured on analogue LPs.
The Finial is a complex system
of servos, lenses and mirrors
which keeps the optical assembly
at a constant height above the LP
to sense the varying angle of the
groove wall The facilities offered

by this 'revolutionary' turntable
are much the same as those found
on a CD player, with forward or
reverse scanning, cueing and flexible programming, and readout of
elapsed/remaining time options all
offered. An electronic noise
blanker discriminates between
pops and the wanted signal by
detecting reverberation.
An exclusive review on the
Finial Optical Turntable will
appear next month. Meanwhile,
interested parties should contact
Acoustic Gold on 01-941 6737.

EVENTS
25 MARCH 1990: 10am-

.50.5 982-2366.

6pm, Audio Designers open

8-10 MAY 1990: 4th

day in Chesterfield. Call

ShcrwTech Berlin ' 90.

(0246) 200096 for tickets.

International Trade Fair and

11 APRIL 1990: Yamaha

Congress for Entertainment,

surround sound demo by Zeus

Technology and Stage

Audio at Drumkeen Hotel,

Engineering at ICC Berlin.

Upper Galwally, Belfast at

Contact: 010 49 30 30 38-0.

7.30. Call (0323)332522.

2-5JUNE 1990: Summer

11 APRIL 1990: Cambridge

CES, Chicago, USA. ( Trade

Audio evening by Aston Audio

visitors only.)

at Stanneylands Hotel,

6-8JUNE 1990: APRS '90,

Wilmslow. Tel: (0625)582704.

Olympia 2. ( Trade only.)

18 APRIL 1990: Naim

Contact: (0923)772907 .

Musical Evening in Sheffield

19-22 AUGUST 1990:

Contact Audio Centre (0742)

Symposium on perception of

73789.

reproduced sound at Hotel

22-25 APRIL 1990: Vision

Faaborg Fjord, Denmark.

and Audio '90, Earls Court,

Ca11010 45 86 13 62 11.

London. 01-660 8008.

24 AUGUST-2SEPTEMBER

27-29 APRIL 1990:

1990: 26th Firato consumer

Stereophile HiFi Show,

electronics exhibition with

New York. Contact: (0101)

Music Pavilion Amsterdam.
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PURRFECT SOUND
Asian is fast becoming the hi- ti
world's most wanted cat. He's the
first feline to be used in audio
equipment tests. Research has
revealed that cats emit different
levels of purring in response to
amplifier tones. Furthermore, the
purring ceases if the amplifier produces unwanted noise. Tests with
18 month-old Asian involving five
different companies have proved so
successful that he is able to com-

mand fees of up to £250 an hour.
Not surprisingly he lives on adiet of
smoked salmon and is quite partial
to the odd lick of best vintage
champagne.
Asian's owner, Den Bunsen of
Lincoln, insists that there is absolutely `no cruelty involved. Asian
takes a relaxed approach to his
work'. A spokesman for Paws and
Claws said 'we are satisfied the cats
involved are not maltreated'.
DK
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PHILOSOPHY,

NEWS
RC PATRICK 1904-1989

ATC's SMALLER MEAN MONITOR

We were saddened to learn of

Over three years' intensive design has resulted in a compact

the death in December of Reg

two-way monitor loudspeaker from ATC. The SCM20 is regarded

Patrick.

Credited with the

as a radical departure from current trends and comes at a time

invention of the needle arma-

when the Stroud- based company, formed in 1974, was under

ture pick-up, he was quite an

increasing pressure to design asmaller broadcast-type monitor.

inventor before settling down

Admitting that he was ' not keen on going two-way', ATC's Bill

to acareer at the BBC, begin-

Woodman wondered if the technologies of his existing designs

ning as one of the Savoy Hill

could be combined to make asmaller high performance system.

pioneers in 1925. In 1930 he

His aim from the start in developing the SCM 20 was to be able to
offer end-users a product with a louder, clearer, more natural
tone with accurate bass, and with a startling stereo image.
brated air- cored inductors and
At the heart of the SCM20 is the
hand- made 150V AC metalized
SB-75-150Sc bass/mid drive unit
polypropylene capacitors. The
with a 180mm magnet which is
SCM20 is housed in a cabinet
70mm deep, attached to a new.
constructed from 18mm veneered
British made, low-pressure-diecast
MDF lined with 6mm Bitumastic,
aluminium chassis weighing atotal
while the baffle is manufactured
9kg. The voice coil is - 5inm in
from 36mm thick material.
diameter, and the tweeter chosen
A-rc hopes the new product.
is a25mm viscous damped fabric
priced at £ 1320 per pair. will find
dome type with a ferro fluid
favour in hi-fi circles as well as
cooled voice coil.
monitoring applications. For
The 10- element crossover
further information, contact ATC
designed for the new speaker uses
on ( 0285 -6) 561.
hand- wound individually call-

joined Research Department
and in 1932 was responsible for
the installation of the Blattnerphone steel tape recorders and
the later Marconi-Stille models. In August 1939 Reg was
deputed to the war emergency
studio centre at Evesham
where he worked, around the
clock, to prepare equipment to
record Neville Chaimberlain's
announcement of the declaration of war. He will be missed.

BRIEFING
CRYSTAL SEMICONDUCTOR

THE LISTENING GALLERY is

integral amplifier with its own

has made available arange of stereo

providing ahome demonstration

infra-red receiver within the cabinet

TAPE ONE STUDIOS has
installed Britain's first CD-R

analogue to digital converters using

service in the Harrogate area. This

to provide aremote facility. The

compact disc recording system in

two l-bit delta-sigma modulators

new venture also has two studio

handset allows anumber of

Tottenham Court Road. For under

which simultaneously sample the

rooms at its Huby base. Agencies

operations to be enacted including

£200, customers can walk away

analogue input signals. Included is

incude Rogers, ARCAM, Ratel,

adjustment of bass and treble

from the London outlet with a

athree-stage digital filter the

Oracle, Oakley, Allison, Revolver

controls, left/right balance, variable

reference WORM CD carrying

constructs pairs of 16- or I
8-bit

and Marantz. For an appointment

volume, and mute.

some 60mins of material.

values: anti-alias filters are not

call (0423)734656.

required. Details on the CS53 series

LMP PROFESSIONAL is CAD

may be obtained from UK

software for loudspeaker design

hi-fi video recorder to create a

distributor: Sequoia Technology Ltd

using aMacintosh to produce an

complete audio visual sound system

at Marlow. Tel: (06284)76726.

audible square wave response along

the £160 model offers 25W output

EAR has announced the following

with graphic account of predicted

through aI25mm woofer and 20mm

price increases for its amplifier

phase, amplitude, and squarewave

dome tweeter. Details of stockists

range: 509 MkII £ 1868, £ 1978 in

response. Priced at £35 the package

from Goodmans at Havant. Tel:

TRAKRAKS is ahigh-quality, real

brass, and £ 568 in gold. The 519

is available from PO Box 54,

(0329)823288.

wood storage system for CDs or

Mel is now £2500, while the 549

Newark, DE19711, USA.

MUSEATEX of Montreal has

cassette. Finished in black ash, the

model is £3628. Pre-amp prices are

MASTERING LAB of Los Angeles

acquired Calgary-based Highwood

CD shelf holds 52 titles and sells for

as follows: 802 (m-m)£1098, and

has launched aretrofit crossover for

Audio, maker of the Sumo panel

£30 complete with fixings. A larger,

£1220 with m-coption.

the Tannoy SGM-I0B. The Model

speakers. Former vice-President

79 CD version is £40. Beaver&
Tapley Ltd, Scotts Road, Southall,

Described as an ideal
combination with astereo TV and

HARMAN KARDON has created a

10 Crossover is priced at $650 per

and General Manager at Sumo,

logo in blue and gold for its 3D-Bit

pair incl installation. Full details

Randy Patton has become

Middx. Tel: 01-574 4311.

Stream decoding technology to

from Mastering Lab in the USA on

Executive vice-President of Sales

THAT's-brand latest metal audio

avoid confusion with `Bitstream'

213-466 3528.

and Marketing at Museatex, and is

tape is the MGX, available in three

used as ageneric term.

MAXAMP GOES REMOTE. The

also named President of its new US

lengths: 60,90, 100 minutes — and

HOME TAPING RIGHTS

latest variant of Goodmans

subsidiary.

in single or twin packs. Typical

CAMPAIGN is making renewed

Maxamp speaker incorporates an

PRECISION MONOLITHICS has

price for asingle C90 is £2.79.

representations to the European

announced ahigh common-mode

Harman UK Ltd, Slough, Berks

Commission after the latest threat of

rejection differential audio line

SL2 5DD. Tel: (0753)76911.

alevy on home taping which is seen

receiver in the form of its SSM-

as areversal of the Commission's

2141 8-pin DIP which can drive

1988 Green Paper. The campaign

600ohm loads. This IC is priced at

questions the premise that home-

$1.95 and available from PMI in

taping is undermining the record

Santa Clara, USA. Tel: 408 727-

industry.

9222 for details.

JVC has developed anew 16-bit

TANNOY GOODMANS

48kHz digital audio system for

INTERNATIONAL (
incl Creek

WE'RE only human, Apogee's

Super VHS to further enhance the

and Mordaunt Short) has recorded

Stage speaker ('High End' March)

format. Depth-Multiplex records

adrop in pre-tax profits in the half

should be placed 915mm from the

video and audio signals on different

year to 30 September, with turnover

rear wall, and not 115mm as stated

layers of the oxide.

up 9per cent to £25.2m.

in the review.
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JOIN THE CROWD
Join the crowd now going to Doug Brady
HiFi. An increasing number of people are
discovering that at Doug Brady HiFi you
can listen in comfort to a very wide range
of products from the inexpensive to the
esoteric.
The staff are as pleasant as they are
knowledgeable and will help you select
what is right for your system and your

budget
Most of this month's most highly recommended products are to be found in our
London and Warrington stores, together
with all of the other leading brands and [tie
friendliest service around. Liverpool
Branch holds a good range too and can
obtain non- stock items from nearby Warrington with a day's notice.

odifilhninfilil, A

Doug 37me
Kingsway Studios,
Kingsway North,
Warrington, Cheshire.
10925) 828009.
Open six days.
Fax: 0925 825773

rL

DELTEC PDM

401 Smithdown Road,
Liverpool 115 31,1,
Merseyside.

14,18 Monmouth Street,
Covent Garden,
London WC2H 9HB.

(051) 733 6859
Closed on Wednesdays.

(01) 379 4010.
Open seven days.
Fax: 01 -497 9205

Connect the excellent Deltec PDM Bit
Stream to the digital output of your CD
Player and stand back in amazement
It could save you thousands . ..
Contact

us for ademonstration

BRADY'S THE MUSICAL EXPERIENCE!

SPALDINGS
HI- FIDELITY

SPECIALIST

e G
E.
ti,16
,

49

The most extensive range of quality products in the south-east. Backed by our
service department and wide ranging delivery service. Please phone or call in
for ademonstration or a copy of our new in house magazine.

352-354 Lower Addiscombe Rd. Croydon. Surrey CRO 7AE Tel 01-654 1231/2041

SHOW REPORT
AT LABS AUDIO 90

floor- standing £ 3000 Model 3.
Further down the corridor,

First held in 1980, the AT labs
London Hi Fi Show saw a return
this year as some forty exhibitors

Acoustic Research was at last
able to dem its 152s. In design for
over 15 months, the £ 349 speaker
is built in the US, but includes an

gathered at the Gloucester Hotel
in central London in early February. More than just 'another entry
in the show calendar', there were
significant new products at this
regional event.

Elac drive sourced in this country.
The Cerwin-Vega AT speakers
from Denmark are back in the UK
with 5 models ( finished in roseOne rather shy exhibit was the long awaited Audiolab 8000T double-conversion FM tuner
with its 9th-order elliptical birdie filter and low emission LCD

Alphason Nova turntable (fl 29) an the
company's new flat-pack, sand-filled
hi-fi furniture
Three turntables stole the analogue limelight: the brand new
two- speed Alphason Nova ( £ 129
complete with Opal and Ortofon
OM cartridge) which sports an
acrylic platter, and the Dual 503
in Mark Il form at £ 139 having an
improved lid, better mat and platter than before. There was also an
early prototype of the forthcoming
Revolver 21 which. complete
with plinth. will sell for £499
finished in a veneer inlay with
polished edges.

There are always one or two
unexpected surprises at an event
like this — Japanese giant Pioneer
looks like making something of a
comeback at the top- end of the UK
market. Having already announced
the Urushi range, it unveiled its M6
300W full class- A solid-state
monoblocks: £ 10,000 the pair
with a matching pre- amp due
soon. And then, in the HW International room, the Carver Iris
pre- amp with remote handset that
had no batteries — apparently it

High end from Pioneer-300W monoblocks

wood ) ranging from £ 199 to £ 599
and a sub-woofer system being
distributed by CSE. In the Hotel's
ballroom Philips showed that it.
too, is serious about speakers. The
previously launched 3-way FB815s
(£230) were shown alongside an
interesting floor- standing model
which looks poised to be introduced here. 4-

New styling for the Kelvin Integrated
works on the body's natural electric charge! Other electronics
worthy of mention incluue the
re-styled Integrated from Kelvin
Labs which now sports a smart
new case and improved output
devices as it moves into MU form
at £ 395, and the revelation that
Carver's cassette decks are to be
available in Britain.
No Show could go by without a
host of announcements concerning loudspeakers, and Audio 90
was no exception. Pro-Ac saw
realization of the latest in its
Response Series by way of the

I t:a ,reakt.rsIet7411, to tht

SIDELINES
orne eyebrows have been
raised at my suggestion that
50dB of channel separation is
needed for proper preservation of
astereo signal. How can it possibly
be this high, when we commonly
tolerate 40dB in cassette players
and 25dB in pickup cartridges?
Well, my remarks were made in
the context of an argument about
amplifiers and CD players, where
adequate isolation of left and right
channels must be assured before
one can debate the alleged
influence of such devices on
soundstaging.
But how much is ' adequate'?
This depends on two factors: ( i)
the separation needed to place a
source unambiguously at one
extreme of the perceived soundstage ( the most stringent test ); and

o
10
20
40
AMOUNT BY WHICH DEVICE SEPARATION EXCEEDS
SEPARATION OF INPUT SIGNAL (
dB)
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(ii) how much crosstalk can be
tolerated in devices handling such
a signal before the image starts to
blur inwards.
There's a widespread notion
that aI./R differential of 20dB is all
that is needed to hold asource out
at the soundstage limit, and by
implication thus to locate everything else correctly. However,
examination of the published evidence reveals that listeners are
extremely variable in their ability
to decide when asource is actually
at the extreme. The graphs tend to
peter Out when the image gets
within a few degrees of the
notional limit. Also, if one simulates increasing crosstalk at the
frequency extremes, with and
without phase-shift ( which might
characterize a signal), while
including listening positions
which could favour image dilution
due to nearness of the 'silent'
speaker ( which often occurs
domestically ), the matter becomes
fraught with uncertainties. Harwood and Shorter, for instance,
investigated the subject many
years ago ( BBC Engineering Monograph No 52), but their figures
representing minimum perceptible crosstalk were based on the
APRIL 1950

average scores of a listening team
whose judgments encompassed a
very wide scatter.
Those ' normalized' findings suggested that a minimum signal
separation of 20dB might indeed
suffice, which it probably does for
Mr Everyman, who is unlikely to
be worried whether some of the
images or ambience he hears
should or should not stretch to the
absolute soundstage limits. But the
appended distribution- curves
showed that the presence of crosstalk was perceived at much lower
levels in a minority of judgments,
while other available data and
various extrapolations also point
to fringe acuity well beyond the
norm. lhus, in extremis, some
listeners with some programme
(and/or listening set-up) will be
sensitive to losses of information
corresponding to
signal separations approaching 3(kill.
So, if audiophiles are to avoid
any risk of stereo degradation,
what should they demand of their
hi-fi gear? There is a common
belief that the channel separation
of equipment need not exceed the
input signal's separation, but a
glance at the graph here indicates
otherwise. This plot holds for any

stereo signal whose separation is
greater than about I5dB, and
shows that when the crosstalk in a
component equals the applied signal's separation, the latter is
actually halved, or worsened by
(dB. Also, if we require that any
deterioration be kept below IdB,
it is seen that a device must be
better than the signal by almost
20dB. The suggested extreme case
will thus give 30+20dB, hence my
seemingly over-zealous 50dB. But
even if one adheres to a 20dB
'Everyman' signal, this still needs a
device separation of nearly
to avoid any losses.
Now, using the graph and turning to one of those 25dB pickups,
take an LP which places asource at
a modest extremity of 20(.1B. The
cartridge, being only 5dB better,
will reduce this to I6.2dB, and if
the pre- amp then contributes
crosstalk at — 3(k1B ( 13.8dB better) the final separation figure will
be I4.6dB. Thus an image
intended for the soundstage edge
is shifted to aposition one-third of
the way towards the centre. Or
one-fifth, depending on which
findings you use. Separation creates such problems that one longs
for adivorce!+
John Crabbe
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MAIL ORDER ADVERTISING

EXPENSIVE TUNER??

British Code of Advertising Practice
Advertisements in this publication are required to conform to
the British Code of Advertising Practice. In respect of mail order
advertisements where money is paid in advance, the code
requires advertisers to fulfil orders within 28 days, unless a
longer delivery period is stated. Where goods are returned
undamaged within seven days, the purchaser's money must he
refunded. Please retain proof of postage/despatch. as this may be
needed.
Mail Order Protection Scheme ( Limited Liability)
If you order goods from Mail Order advertisements in this
magazine and pay by post in advance of delivery. HiFi News &
Record Review will consider you for compensation if the
Advertiser should become insolvent or bankrupt, provided:

THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES
You spend many hours and quite
alot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath free, clean signal which
only awell designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23. with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and Acc.
Ang. down to 15 Degrees or have a
"one off" special built, up to 32
elements.

GALAXIE CIRCULAR 17 ELEMENT STEREO
GAIN 15 9dB 1 to B 33 7dB L 74"

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT
* FM. arrays from 4to 23 Element. TV from 10 to 136 element.
* British built and designed to withstand our weather for 5guaranteed
years.
* Interested D.I.Y. advice freely given, backed by our complete range
of masts, brackets, rotors, cables, and aerials. Systems available for
chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting.
* Professional installation service available within anominal 150 mile
radius of LUTON. Full details of this service available on receipt of a
large S.A.E. which will bring you our complete "Aerial Guide" which
is much more than just alist of our products and prices, and carries
details of all our services, including MAIL ORDER and site surveys.

SEE THE REST, THEN FOR THE BEST, CALL
RON SMITH

AERIALS
98 ASH ROAD LUTON BEDS.
Day

Luton 36561 90 to 60 Eve

Luton 2%60 after 730 pm

Shop Hours: 9.0 to 6.0. Closed Wednesday
5Minutes from M1 Motorway. Turnoff No. 11

(1) You have not received the goods or had your money
returned; and
(2) You write to the Publisher of Hi Fi News & Record Review
summarising the situation not earlier than 28 days from the
day you sent your order and not later than two months from
that day.
Please do not wait until the last moment to inform us. When 'ou
write, we will tell you how to make your claim and what evidence
of payment is required.
We guarantee to meet claims from readers made in accordance
with the above procedure as soon as possible after the Advertiser
has been declared bankrupt or insolvent up to alimit of £8,950
per annum for any one Advertiser so affected and up to £26.850
per annum in respect of all insolvent Advertisers. Claims may be
paid for higher amounts, or when the above procedure has not
been complied with, at the discretion of Hi Fi News & Record
Review; but we do not guarantee to do so in view of the need to
set some limit to this commitment and to learn quickly of
readers' difficulties.
This guarantee covers only advance payment sent in direct
response to an advertisement in this magazine ( not. for example,
payment made in response to catalogues etc. received as aresult
of answering such advertisements). Classified advertisements are
excluded.

Shure cartridges.
Still the best
on record.
Shure
ML140HE

Shure Encore
ME97HE

Shure Encore
ME95ED

Whether you are an analogue or digital supporter, you
have probably accumulated asubstantial record
collection. Chances are that some of these recordings
will become irreplaceable. So it's essential that you
protect them from unnecessary wear.
Shure Cartridges and stylii have an unrivalled
reputation for superb engineering and sound quality.
So, if you want to get the best from your records and
24

Shure
Encore
ME75ED

Shure
Encore
ME708

keep them in pristine condition, here's atip for future
reference. Change to aShure cartridge right away.

SOMME
Contad your nearest Shure stockist or HW International
3-5 Eden Grove, London N7 8EQ. Tel: 01-607 2717
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TECHNOLOGY
have always thought of exotic cabling
as a fashion industry. If people can
afford to spend £ 50 per metre for
loudspeaker cabling le around £ 500 to
connect apair of speakers, and then, not
surprisingly, think they have spent wisely,
then good luck to them.
Equally, good luck to those who think
that good thick copper mains cable, at less
than £ 1ametre, sounds much the same.
That leaves £490 to spend on a better
amplifier and loudspeakers.
But without doubt, some reviewers
who have either been given very expensive cables, or got them very cheap, firmly
believe there is amarked improvement in
sound. So I've always been on the look-out
for any technical evidence to support the
theory that oxygen- free copper wire
made as a single-crystal length by the
Ohno Continuous Casting process has a
significant effect on the audio signal carried. And Ithought Iwas finally going to
get some technical evidence when Quantum Audio of Ayrshire in Scotland
arranged a seminar in London at which
Kunio Negishi, manager of the audio/
video cable engineering section at Furukawa Electric Company in Tokyo, would
discuss high-end cable technology.
Furukawa is only one of two companies
in Japan licensed to use the continuous
casting process developed by Professor
Atsumi Ohno of the Chiba Institute of
Technology. Furukawa, established in
1884 and now employing 7,600 people at
twelve factories in Japan, makes electricity power lines and telephone cables. Two
years ago it started making exotic cables
for audio and video.
All Furukawa's products are researched,
developed and produced in the company's own laboratories and factories.
Kunio Negishi is in charge of the design of
interconnect and speaker cables. So the
seminar seemed the ideal opportunity to
distil some hard fact science from the
black magic mythology that bedevils the
world of high-end, high- cost cabling.
Sadly, despite sterling work by Quantum Audio ( for which I am genuinely
appreciative) Ileft the seminar at least as
confused as before — probably more so.
From large quantities of muddled technical documentation written by Negishi, it
seems that Furukawa sees skin- effect as
the main culprit in degrading sound quality at audio frequencies. Skin-effect is the
well known phenomenon whereby high
frequency electrical signals travel along
the edge or skin of a conductor, rather
than down the centre core: an effect
caused by electromagnetic induction. The
higher the frequency, the closer to the
edge the signal moves, and the greater the
skin effect — notably at RF.
The result of skin-effect is that the
electrical resistance of acable is higher at
high frequencies than at low frequencies
je high frequency flow is throttled. So a
wide-band signal entering at one end of
the cable leaves the other end with
111.11 NEWS & RECORD REVIEVi
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attenuated high frequency response, or
emphasized bass.
Normally skin effect only concerns
designers of radio frequency equipment,
who compensate for losses by using hollow cables or using thin multi-strand
wires. But according to Negishi, the effect
becomes evident at around 10kHz and
thus affects the audio spectrum. No prizes
for guessing that Furukawa cable, made
from Pure Copper by the Ohno Continuous Casting process ( PCOCC),
exhibits less skin effect than bog-standard
Tough Pitch Copper cable. The surprise is
that thick single core cable performs
better than multi-strand cable. Solid core
PCOCC at £ 50 per metre has less resistance fluctuation than stranded at £ 12.
But how much extra resistance is
caused by skin effect at frequencies
betiveen 10kHz and 20kHz?
Graphs prepared by Negishi are confusing for two reasons. They quote resistance
in ohms-per-kilometre, whereas in a real
life situation loudspeaker cable runs
rarely exceed 5 metres. The frequency
plot is on alogarithmic scale, when means
that the rise from 10Hz to 1kHz takes up
the same chart space as the rise from IkHz
to 100kHz.
To make useful sense of the plots you
need to divide the resistance by a
thousand, to get milliohms-per-metre, and
remember that the top of the audio band,
20kliz, shows on the graph as only slightly
above the 10kHz line! When all this
common sense is taken into account.
Furukawa's graphs end up showing that
the resistance variations between different cable types due to skin effect in the
audible frequency range are in the order
of 1 milliohm-per-metre: that's 5
thousandths of an ohm extra resistance at
the top- end of the audio band for a five
metre speaker run. Is this worth paying
£50 a metre to avoid?
Negishi claims yes. He also claims that
there is audible benefit from using a
copper wire drawn from asingle crystal,
because it is virtually free from the grain
boundaries which are created by the
crystals in conventionally cast copper.
Negishi further claims audible benefit
from using copper cast in afurnace with
inert gas, rather than air with oxygen.
To prove the point, Quantum Audio ran
comparative tests. We heard the bogstandard TPC, un named oxygen-free
cable, un named Pure Copper Ohno Continuous Cast copper, and — finally — three
grades of Furukawa PCOCC, costing £ 12
and £ 20 per metre for multi-strand, and
£50 per metre for solid core.
It wasn't a blind test and Iended up
with the embarrassed feeling that Iwould
be perfectly happy living with TPC. So I
asked Kunio Negishi to tell me what I
should be listening for, and what difference he, himself, heard between TPC and
Furukawa's £ 50 per metre PCOCC.
Iam sorry to say it, but this completely
flummoxed Negishi. Ile just kept going

BARRY

FOX

back to the technical specifications of the
cable, referring to the beneficial effect of
using polypropylene insulation instead of
polyethylene, the importance of skin
effect and the benefits of casting asingle
crystal without oxygen impurities.
Surely the man who designs the cables
should be able to tell acloth-eared technology journalist what subjective
improvements he hears from them?
This ties in with the jaundiced conclusion I've reached after fifteen years of trips
to Japan. Far too many Japanese designers
are claiming audio improvements that
they just cannot hear.
Trying to salvage something useful from
the event, I dropped the subjectivity
questions, and asked Negishi if he could
please explain the theory which dictates
why oxygen-free cable without grain
boundaries should improve the sound. His
answer was frank: he didn't know.
So, as far as I'm concerned, high-end,
high-cost cabling remains afashion industry. Issues like isolation and earthing, to
avoid hum loops and reject mains- borne
thyristor noise, will for most people be a
far more important consideration.
Don't believe me? Try an experiment.
With no signal, wind up amplifier gain and
listen to the gunge that comes out of the
speakers. Compared to this, what price a
few milliohms of extra resistance above
10kHz on the speaker cable?

Paper chase
A final thought. At the Berlin show last
August, Akai and Sanyo were playing a
neat trick. They were both charging 2DM
(a little under £ 1) for their brochures and
catalogue pack. This had the desired effect
of deterring people from collecting catalogues and then dumping them in litter
bins outside the exhibition. The clever
part is that the companies did not pocket
the cash. They gave it to charity.
Who will be first to play the same game
in Britain? If it's Sanyo the company will
have to improve the quality of its information. Some of the ' information' Ihave seen
recently from the company certainly
wouldn't be worth as much as apound!
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Hear the performance

RADIO
ducation programming on BBC
Radio is about to undergo major
changes with the creation of
medium-wave-only Radio 5later this year
with a sport and education mix.
Because the transfer of Schools Radio to
MF will cause problems, not least because
most schools have spent money installing
agood VHF system with directional aerial,
the downloading sérvice on FM at night is
to continue. Additionally, the BBC is
making available a small converter capable of receiving the MW signal and
feeding it to VHF-only sets. This device
will be free to educational institutions
who completed a recent BBC questionnaire on recording and listening habits.
Recognizing that time-switch taping is
prone to error, BBC engineers in Radio
Technical Facilities have proposed an
automatic switching scheme that would
use inexpensive ICs. BBC Designs Department has concentrated effort on generating and decoding hardware for an over-air
trial of the system in conjunction with
receiver manufacturer Coomber.
DTMF signalling was adopted, with a
burst of tone combinations transmitted as
a label just before each schools programme. It is proposed that tone details
will be published in the Radio Times, and
teachers simply select the appropriate
label on their specially equipped radio
cassette recorders. However, to date,
there is no such equipment, and time is
surely running out.
It is ironic that medium wave is now
being sold to schools as acceptable when,
for so long, the BBC has been using MF's
limitations to encourage VHF listening.
How are those stereo drama productions
(made at no little cost!) going to fare on
crackly, band-limited, mono AM? Not surprisingly some producers are unhappy
about the proposed alterations.
A Corporate 'brave face' is being put on
the matter. Head of Schools Radio at the
BBC, Nicholas Whines, told me that individual cassettes of programmes would be
sent, via LEAs, to any schools not able to
receive the re-scheduled broadcasts, and
there was no need to feel that anyone
would lose out as aresult of the changes.
Mr Whines did admit though that emphasis would shift towards Primary Schools
output, although he hoped that Radio 5
could carry children's magazine programmes during vacations. Further plans
include aSaturday morning slot on radio
for teenagers and young people, while
evening output on the new Network
would also cater for programmes aimed at
a youth audience, he said.

anniversary of the first broadcast of the
pips back in 1924 at the instigation of the
then General Manager John ( later Lord)
Reith. The occasion was regarded by
many as ' the end of an era', and saw afew
tears from some of the staff who had given
a large proportion of their working lives
to providing the Greenwich Time Service.
The change was necessary because the
Observatory is moving to new premises in
Cambridge, and as part of a cost-cutting
exercise it was felt that time-keeping has
now become abranch of metrology,.The
responsibility for national time- keeping
has now passed to the National Physical
Laboratory. The redundant equipment at
Hurstmonceux is being transferred to the
Science Museum in London to provide a
permanent reminder of the service.
The BBC had already tested its time
signal generator, and those listening at
1500 hours on January 15th may have
heard a slightly ' rounder' sound at the
start and end of the pulses, although the 4
milli- second error probably went
unnoticed by most. HFN/RR understands
that the BBC is looking to sell the service
to other users worldwide. Previously a
constant signal was sent to Broadcasting
House which was interrupted by Greenwich to represent the pips: the ' holes'
being inverted to pips before being fed to
the relevant studio. In this way it was
possible to determine that the line from
Hurstmonceux was working, without having to wait 15mins for the next signal
generation. This line has always been the
weak-link in the chain, and many feel the
pips will now be more reliable.
That ' pip inverter' is to remain in use,
alongside the new equipment which consists of four master clocks, arranged in
two pairs to form amain and stand-by set.
The clocks, manufactured by Leitch, are
linked by radio and satellite to international atomic time standards. One
receiver is tuned to either MSF Rugby or
DCF77 Mannflingen Germany, while the
other receives time and date information
from GPS ( Global Positioning System).
High-stability rubidium oscillators are
employed to provide a stable frequency
reference for the system, and any drift is
corrected by the received GPS signal.
Information from the receivers is pro-

Gives me the pips
Time has moved on for the famous six
pips which signalled the top of the hour as
responsibility for their generation has
been officially handed over from the Royal
Greenwich Observatory to the BBC. A
ceremony at the Hurstmonceux Observatory in early February marked the 66th
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l'he mechanical eqUIP1111.711 used from 1949-1990 by
the Royal Greenwich Observatory to produce the
famous six-pips time signal for the BBC

TREVOR

BUTLER

cessed by aTime Voltage Switch made by
Seltech ( contracted by the BBC to undertake the project) which ensures accurate
information even if the off- air reception is
temporarily lost.
At the hand-over ceremony, BBC's Duncan Thomas said he hoped to maintain the
high standards set by the Observatory.
although he was sad the BBC's links with
the RGO were being severed.

Integrity rating
Radio Communications magazine, published by the Radio Society of Great
Britain, has given the average hi-fi manufacturer or reviewer ascore of 0.001 on
an engineering integrity scale of 1to 10.
The publication is sceptical of 'directionality' in cables.
Noticing that the world of hi-fi is not
only concerned with the type of cable, but
which way round it is used. RadCom
suggested that radio hams dig up their
aerial feeders and reverse them to see if
reception improved! It must be acoincidence that within weeks of publishing this
item three of the journal's editorial staff
walked out in disgust?

Compression continues
Following the decision by Radio 3 to
introduce compression at drive-times (cf
'Radio' May '89), acopy of aBBC internal
memo seen by HFN/RR instructs those
balancing the Network to ensure that the
output does not remain at low levels
(PPM 2) for more than two minutes at a
time. In other words, if the work being
played does not warrant anatural balance
of — 8dB, the operator will be obliged to
manually increase the mod level. Meanwhile the listening panel set-up to monitor Radio 3 is to publish its report which
will give an independent assessment of
level and balance.
Speaking during a 'phone-in as part of
the BBC's See for Yourself theme, R3
controller John Drummond admitted that
the insertion of Optimod compression
affected the overall tonal balance. The
subject of audio processing was discussed
in the new series of the Radio programme
on Radio 4 of which more next month. -1
4
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HEADROOM
nveterate headphone users ( whether
by choice or necessity) will do anything to enhance their listening conditions. However wonderful the sounds
reproduced by today's finest headphones,
in- the- head images and direct- injection
are unnatural experiences. Open-back
cans went much of the way toward
pulling the sound out from one's skull. hut
it's still an odd sensation and it's not very
pleasant sitting near someone using them.
Stax, known for what may be the best
headphones money can buy, have continued to research the problem of making
headphone listening a closer approximation of the 'sound in front of you' experience. The latest device added to their
armoury of electrostatic ' earspeakers' and
various energizers is a black box dedicated to just one series of models.
The ED- 1Diffuse Field Equalizer, which
works only with the various Lambda
models, was created in conjunction with
Munich's Institute of Broadcast Technique to produce aLambda Pro ' capable of
monitoring binaural radio plays and
delivering diffuse- field response for

What you hear is aspatial as well as a
tonal change, the latter making the ED- 1
useful with the kind of recordings you
wouldn't expect to employ because of
their multi- track origins. At first, it sounds
ahit like minor muting has been activated;
then you realize that the sounds are - if
such can occur inside the head - ' further
away'. The stage expands and more space
and air are detected between instruments.
On cluttered recordings, this effect is
negligible, hut the flattening of the
response where it matters most can mean
a reduction in listener fatigue if you find
headphones across the board ( not just
Stax) to he aggressive midband transducers.
At £795 and of use only to Lambda
owners, the ED- I is a limited appeal
product. But it's a fascinating one,
responsible for turning some alreadyrealistic performances into breathtaking
experiences. Even if you have no intention of investing in an ED- 1, at least listen
to it at the next hi-fi show, or at your local
Sue( stockist's.

experiments'. This link- up between a
Japanese manufacturer and a German
broadcast organization is not that surprising amarriage, as it's Stax's German wing
which now leads the field in the production of commercially- available binaural
('dummy head') recordings. Ironically, it
was aJapanese company - JVC - which
appeared to he binaural's strongest supporter, but JVC's continued efforts arc
staying in-house for future projects.
Given that binaural recordings produce
the most life- like sound available through
headphones ( and, some would argue, via
loudspeakers, even without a binaural
decoder for speaker use), it's no surprise
that programme material recorded with
dummy- head techniques produces the
best results with the ED- 1. The ED- 1's job
is to deliver aflat response at the eardrum
rather than at the entrance to the ear
canal; it's therefore logical that recordings
made with microphones placed in a

Croft pre-amplifier, inside elevation

dummy head at eardrum position would
prove to be the best test of flat response at
that point.
'Ibis doesn't mean, however, that only
binaural recordings can exploit the ED- 1.
Any good purist- technique recording
seems to benefit, as do well- recorded
multi- track affairs which aren't too cluttered. Curiously, this didn't exclude all
modern, studio-generated material, and
you'll find that you should try the ED- 1
with all types of recordings, using the
bypass as an A/B tester.
The ED- 1is aclassic black box, in that
all it sports are on/off and bypass. It fits in
between your pre- amp and Stax energizer,
in the tape loop or from spare ` main out'
outlets if your pre- amp is so equipped ( as
is my SP- 14). The bypass mode is quiet
enough to listen to your Lambdas with no
extra circuitry in between, and the worth
of A/B type switching is beyond question
in this particular application.

We all love bargains, something for
nothing, champagne on a beer budget.
Well I've just spent some time with an
absolute giveaway of a product.
Croft is back with anew range. No big
deal. Croft is always around. For years, this
company has been producing glorioussounding equipment, with all of the effort
going inside the box for maximum effect
at the outputs. After having made many
poverty-stricken audiophiles happy with
an ugly all- valve pre-amp which sounded
like agrand for only £ 150, the company
has produced a new, better- looking and
constructed range with prices which
don't even keep up with inflation.
Iknew Iwas going to be reviewing a
pre/power combination from up in the
range, but Ijust had to get my hands on
the new entry level pre- amp, the Micro II
Special. At first, Ididn't like what Isaw,
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Back with abargain . . .
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because it smelled of price increases: an
(almost) attractive, custom-made chassis
and face-plate, dual- mono source selection and volume control. I% metal film
resistors, the same labour-intensive ( now
solid- core) hard-wiring, regulated heaters
and a valve regulated HT supply, polypropylene and polystyrene caps... bye, bye
bargains. huh? The dual- mono controls which Idislike on the ground of ergonomics, despite the sonic benefits - had to
add to the cost, the wee Croft now
sported aproper ( single) mute switch, it
actually looked presentable ( hut will
Croft never turn to the next page in the
Letraset catalogue?) and the sound blows
the original Basic into the weeds.
Forgive the melodrama, hut there's no
other way to describe what : his funkylooking black box can do for your system
with minimal damage to your bank
balance. It offers volume and ( by virtue of
its dual- mono controls) balance, fairly
high gain phono, three line inputs including tape loop and muting - which is
absolutely essential for dual- mono volume
controls. It is quieter than any all- valve,
budget pre-amp has any right to be. It is
musical in the extreme. It sings.
And at £ 199 it now joins the AudioTechnica AT- F3 moving- coil cartridge. the
Celestion 3 loudspeaker, the 1.53/SA, the
Rega RB200 tonearm and the original
Sennheiser HD 400 headphone as one of
hi-fi's all-time greatest bargains ...
'I'he original Basic, if caste(' today,
would easily match that price just allowing for inflation. How Croft managed to
improve the circuit, the specification. the
internals and the cabinet, for only £49, I'll
never know. It may he apain trying to find
aCroft stockist, hut persevere. The Croft
Micro II Special is the best thing ever to
happen to hard- up music lovers.+

Stax is distributed by Path Group, Unit 2,
Desborough Industrial Park, Deshorough Park
Road, High Wycombe, Bucks HP12 3BG. Tel:
(0494) 459981/2/3.
Croft is 'distributed' by Eminent Audio, tel: (0902)
865326, which is the last phone number Itried
which worked. Good luck....
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Units 3&4 Townsend Centre.
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DIGITAL DISCOURSE
tmust surely he asource of supreme
satisfaction even to the most ardent
analogue aficionados that. using
Fourier analysis, the sampling theorem
can he demonstrated to meet so preisely
the needs for high-quality audio; in Discourse 1it was shown that, providing the
anti-aliasing filter approaches the theoretical optimum, no in- hand distortion is
generated, afact readily demonstrated by
the fractional delay test for an impulse.
Nevertheless, the performance is sensitive
to the design of anti-aliasing and associated processing where a sub- optimal
design will revcal a chug1w in waveform
shape when an impulse is progressively
delayed over a sampling period. Also,
there will be linear- waveform distortion if
the filter exhibits in- hand ripple and, in
some instances, there may be corruption
of the transfer function at low level due to
limitations in arithmetic resolution. Our
philosophy, therefore, is that fundamentally there are no distressing side
effects of digital audio and the 16- bit by
44.1kIlz boundaries should lead only to
(almost) ultrasonic bandlimitation and
the addition of a low-level noise signal.
However, it is also important to appreciate that there are numerous mechanisms
for signal degradation which are of an
instrumental nature and it is these factors
which occupy the minds of the critics and
offer a challenge to the design engineer.
The next stage in reviewing the fundamentals of digital audio as aprelude to
discussing oversampling and noise shaping is to introduce amplitude quantization and to observe its association with
sampling, especially as the high frequency
spectral components of the resulting
error are not constrained by the antialiasing filter. The arguments have so far
assumed infinite signal resolution which
in adigital environment is not the case, as
digital signals must be discrete in both
time and amplitude. The mapping of a
continuous analogue signal to a discrete
signal is termed amplitude quantization, a
process that, at worst, introduces nonlinear distortion but, at best, generates
only anoise- like residue. In this Discourse
we shall concentrate on uniform amplitude quantization and discuss the determination of signal-to-noise ratio ( SNR)
and the effect of sampling upon the
quantization distortion spectrum. The cosubject of dither is also relevant, where
we shall investigate the encoding of lowlevel, non- sinusoidal signals and build
upon the observations made in Discourse
1, linking time shifted impulses and aliasing distortion.
Although there is nothing in the rulebook to demand that digital signals
III FI NEWS & RECORD RFNIEW
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This second article on the
fundamentals of digital audio
covers amplitude quantization
and the use of dither
by Malcolm Hawksford*
employ uniform ( linear) sampling and
quantization, the present formats for CD
and R-DAT use this standard, so our
discussion is biased accordingly. Indeed,
the decision to implement a uniformformat digital system is asource of some
relief as, at the time the standards were
defined, research on data compression
algorithms was ( and still remains) far
from complete and signal processing is
much simpler when sampling and quantization are uniform. If. for example, adata
compression algorithm is employed, then
not only is there the possibility of asonic
signature, hut the signals would require
decoding prior to any subsequent processing such as loudspeaker equalisation. In
my view, if high fidelity is our aim and an
extension of our consciousness, then
ADC/DAC must reach the pinnacle of
perfection before definitive judgments
can he passed on the effectiveness of any
data reduction scheme.
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Amplitude quantization and
signal-to-noise ratio
The process of transforming acontinuous
signal c to a discrete signal is succinctly
described by reference to the stair-case
transfer characteristic illustrated in Fig
1(a). This characteristic acts as alook- up
table so that asignal in the range ( r— O.5 )d
to ( r+0.5)d is approximated to a new
level rd, where, for uniform quantization,
ris an integer and d aconstant quantiza-

tion interval or quantum. Consequently,
in an ideal system, the resulting quantization distortion e spans a range — d/2 to
d/2, although due to non-optimum electronics, this range many be exceeded. It is
also desirable that all values of error over
the quantization interval are equiprobable, where this aspect of quantization
will be returned to in later discussions on
dither and noise shaping.
The SNR can he estimated by observing
the periodic behaviour of quantization
distortion expressed as a function of
signal level as shown in Fig 1( b ). Assuming equi-probable levels, then the meansquare value of quantization distortion is
also the mean- square value of this
periodic waveform, which can be estimated by averaging e2 over the interval
c=0 to d/2 ( where e=c), that is
,

mean- square quantization distonion=: f
d

‘1 2
c-, tic =—
12

For aN-bit quantizer the maximum amplitude A for asinewave is 2Nd/2 which has
the corresponding mean-square value of
A2/
2 ,whereby
SNR -- 10 log in

an...sonars. signal
]
nu:an-square ni isc

„
I — 0 bin

'Ibis result shows for aN=16 bit system
that SNR=98dB and that a1-bit increment
to the quantizer resolution changes the
SNR theoretically by 6.02dI3 ( usually
rounded down to 6dB).
So far, the investigation of quantization
has avoided any reference to time sampling or to the bandwidth over which the
quantization noise was measured. Inevitably, when the amplitude- quantized signal
is sampled, the spectrum of the quantization distortion is changed. However, what
is probably surprising on initial encounter
is that when the quantized signal is
sampled, the quantization noise power
remains unchanged and is concentrated
into the frequency band 0 to L 211z,
where f
sHz is the sampling frequency,
although a replication of this spectrum
also occurs about each harmonic of FslIz.
This is an important observation and is
worth further consideration, especially as
we shall revisit this result in association
with oversampling in both ADC and DAC
applications.
The process is not too difficult to
comprehend where in Fig 2, an illustrative
power spectrum of the quantisation distortion is shown which inevitably decays
to insignificance at high frequency. Since
this spectrum represents the total quantization distortion, the area under the
curve must correspond to the noise
power d2/12. Also shown in Fig 2 is the
sampling frequency f
silz and its associated
harmonics rfsliz. Remember from Dis31
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studio 1

The Studio 1offers copious amounts of rich, solid bass which swings up and down
the scale with the grace that the source signal requires. The surprise for those who
expected either quantity or quality, but not both, especially at realistic prices, is that
TDL manages to endow this small system with both. The Studio 1provides the
sheer weight and mass which similarly dimensioned systems lack, yet at the same
time offers control and damping almost on apar with the sealed enclosure systems
against which this must compete.

The TDL has been designed for the music lover who knows just what the role of the
bass notes is relative to the easier-to-obtain midband and treble.
What we have with the Studio 1is aspeaker within reach of awide sector of the hi-fi
community which provides the scale and scope of four-figure systems.
June '89 Hi-Fi News
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course 1 that the sampling function and
the signal to be sampled are effectively
multiplied which corresponds to a convolution in the frequency domain. In
simple language, this is equivalent to the
frequency shifts normally associated with
amplitude modulation, where for example, considering the rth harmonic of the
sampling function, the spectrum in the
range rfs—fs/2 to rfs+fs/2Hz is frequency
shifted into the baseband region 0 to
f
s/2Hz. If we now observe this frequency
shift for all the remaining sampling harmonics where there exists significant quantization distortion, the complete distortion spectrum of power d2/12 becomes
folded and irreversibly interwoven into
the region 0to f
s/2Hz. Strictly, this relocation of the distortion spectrum is agross
form of aliasing distortion as described in
Discourse 1, but it only applies to the
quantization distortion which is generated in the amplitude quantizer after the
anti-aliasing filter.

Nostalgia
In Discourse 1, we demonstrated that
time sampling resulted in aharmonically
related series of amplitude modulated
carriers, which was a result of the input
signal being sampled at uniformly-spaced
time instants. However, parallels can also
be drawn with amplitude quantization,
where the transfer characteristic of Fig
1(a) reveals an input function c that is
effectively sampled at uniform instants,
but along the amplitude axis, where the
sampling instants are d/2, 3d/2, 5d/2, etc.
Indeed, the error ewhen expressed as a
function of c shows precise periodicity
(see Fig 1(b)). Consequently, the error e
can be represented by aFourier series as,
e= 1
n

(21r)
N= I
N

This result demonstrates that quantization distortion is equivalent to an infinite
series of phase- modulated sinusoids, that
enables digital coding to be modelled in
terms of both amplitude and phase modulation. In a sense, it is gratifying to
observe the parallels with earlier established modulation processes of AM and
FM. Not only does this viewpoint hold
nostalgia, but it also forms auseful analysis
tool in understanding the formation of
non-linear distortion spectra when a signal is digitized.

Dither
The fundamental processes of time sampling and amplitude quantization have
now been introduced and give our first
glimpse of the gateway between the
analogue and digital domains. However, as
we move closer and observe the finer
detail, the gateway exhibits some rough
edges, like splinters that emerge to trap
the flow of information and cause lowlevel distortion. The gateway is in need of
smoothing to remove the rough edges so
as to allow low-level signals to flow with
only random- like perturbation rather than
complete obstruction.
To illustrate the low-level distortion of
a quantizer, consider a sinusoidal input
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Fig 2. Aliasing of quantization distortion to base band
together with replication of chased spectrum about
sampling, harmonics
To illustrate the low-level distortion of
a quantizer, consider a sinusoidal input
function c=2d sin aft applied to the
quantizer of Fig 1(a). In Fig 3, the
resultant waveform is shown, where gross
distortion is evident, together with the
periodic nature of the distortion. Since
the signal and distortion are both periodic
they are correlated, whereby a Fourier
analysis would reveal a line spectrum
reminiscent of harmonic and intermodulation distortion in amplifier systems.
Because of the sampled nature of the
waveform and the non-bandlimitation of
the error waveform, aliasing distortion
generally produces a non-harmonic distortion spectrum. This type of behaviour
of a digital converter exhibits a highly
objectionable sonic signature.
If the input signal c is lowered still
further so that the amplitude is less than d,
then the output becomes a square wave
for a mid-riser quantizer, that is, the
converter has minimal capability of coding low-level signals. The objective for
low-level encoding is to translate the
quantization distortion to a noise- like
residue which exhibits no periodicity,
whereby the distortion sounds like a
steady hiss reminiscent of white noise,
together with the capability for the signal
c to sink into the noise without obvious
distortion. This goal is attainable and is
achieved using additive dither or, as will
be seen later, high-order noise shaping.
My first experience of the effectiveness
of dither was in picture coding for television systems in the late 1960s. If avideo
waveform is quantized in amplitude, it
exhibits contours of constant brightness.
For example, a continuous video grey
scale would map to astair-case like grey
scale; this effect has also become popular
more recently in video recorders as solar-

Fig 3. Low level quantization distortion without dither
(quantization range ± L)
2

isation. However, if a noise- like signal is
added to the video signal prior to quantization, the discrete bands of constant
brightness are broken down in exchange
for a noisy picture where, if the picture
were attenuated, it would appear to sink
into the noise; effectively, the signal and
quantization distortion have become
decorrelated.
The technique is equally applicable to
digital audio and can be considered a
fundamental requirement of the conversion process. Basically, adither signal is a
noise-like signal of low level which is
added to the audio signal prior to quantization. Ideally, after quantization, the
same noise signal should be subtracted in
the digital domain to minimise noise
impairment. However, since the dither is
usually of low level and is uncorrelated
with the signal, this correction is often
omitted.
Although the dither process is usually
implemented with an additive noise signal, it is equivalent to consider the process as a jittering of the quantization
levels. Consequently, the quantizer comparison levels are no longer confined to
fixed values but on average can occupy all
intermediate values when observed over a
sufficiently long time period. This
observation demonstrates how the lowlevel coding performance of aquantizer is
extended to enable signals to be converted that sink into the noise. The target
in designing adither signal is to produce a
smooth quantization distortion noise
spectrum that is completely decorrelated
from the signal, whereby quantization
distortion appears as additive noise.
The effectiveness of quantization distortion decorrelation can be tested by
applying a periodic signal to aconverter
and then performing an average of the
output taken over successive periods of
the waveform. As the number of averages
is increased, the correlated signal components will add coherently and thus reinforce while the decorrelated components
will add only as apower addition; hence,
averaging can ultimately expose the
repetitive components, allowing the performance of the dither signal to be tested.
To illustrate the technique of dither, a
computer model was constructed based
upon the system of Fig 4. A controlled
level of noise was added to a timesampled sinewave of amplitude 0.5d and
subsequently subtracted after quantization to prevent unnecessary noise
degradation. The quantized output sequence x(n) was then averaged over 256
consecutive input periods to reduce the
decorrelated distortion components and
expose the effectiveness of low-level conversion below the noise floor. In Fig 5, the
results are shown for arange of noise n(n )
to demonstrate the coding dependence
on the level of dither, where a splitwindow presentation shows the coded
output both with and without averaging.
The results of Fig 5show that providing
the dither sequence n(n) produces effective quantizer comparison levels that span
the full range — 0.5d to 0.5d that excellent
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low-level coding into the noise occurs,
but if n(n) does not achieve this target
then there is inevitable non-linear signal
impairment. Interestingly, for dither with
auniform level distribution, if the dither is
increased over the optimum value (± d/
2), there is an increase in non-linear signal
distortion ( see n( n )= 1.25). Hence, the
good news is that dither translates quantization distortion to a noise- like residue
and so represents the third fundamental
operation necessary to optimally convert
an analogue signal to digital.
Our discussion in this Discourse has
been based upon dither with uniform
amplitude distributions where a marked
sensitivity to dither level was demonstrated ( see Fig. 5 for example). In practice, dither signals with non- uniform
probability distributions find greater
favour" where lower modulation noise
and areduced sensitivity to absolute level
is revealed For example, Blesser 6 has
shown that a concentration of narrow
band dither located at the Nyquist frequency results in enhanced SNR even
though the dither is of greater level
compared with noise of uniform spectral
density. However, for high-accuracy/highresolution ADC source noise and amplifier noise are often sufficient to guarantee
decorrelation; where dither is mandatory
is in the digital domain whenever signal
truncation ( such as when 18/20-bit data is
reduced to 16-bit) generates requantization distortion.

produced by the analogue recovery filter.
This is also compounded by the nonbandlimitation of the quantization distortion which results in aliasing distortion.
In a well- designed system, the process
of dither can come to the rescue as it
enables signal coding into the noise floor,
so again Iwould not cite this distortion as
fundamental to digital audio, though the
performance of dither is paramount.
However, it does suggest that in suboptimal systems, where low-level quantum are not uniformly spaced in either or
both ADC and DAC and dither is not
correctly applied there is at least the
potential for degradation where the time
dispersion fundamental to the anti-aliasing
filter is corrupted and intermodulates
with other signal components through the
vehicle of quantization distortion.
Itherefore offer as asuggestion that, in
testing ADC and DAC performance, lowlevel impulse tests may prove valuable,
particularly when the relative timing with
respect to the sampling sequence can be
adjusted, enabling potential changes in
output impulse formation to be observed.
'Ibis could prove more searching than
low-level sinewaves, particularly with correctly synchronized time averaging to
expose the signal residue.
We have now explored in some detail
the fundamental processes of time sam-

pling, amplitude quantization and dither.
The next stage is to investigate some
techniques for implementing the conversion processes, taking account of our
ultimate target to achieve the full potential of the digital audio format, together
with the minimum of degradation from
associated hardware. In Discourse 3 we
shall apply the fundamental principles
already discussed and introduce the topic
of oversampling and demonstrate its
application in both ADC and DAC.,etBibliography
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Low-level coding of impulses
To conclude Discourse 2, Iwould like to
return to the subject of anti-aliasing distortion described in Discourse 1. Usually,
when a digital system is tested for lowlevel resolution, a sinusoidal signal is
employed. Indeed, we have just used that
technique during the investigation of
dither and most readers will also be
familiar with Martin Colloms' tests on CD
player resolution incorporating both
dithered and non-dithered sinewaves,
using period-synchronised, time averaging. However, for curiosity, let us examine
the low-level resolution of adigital system
using a periodic bandlimited impulse
sequence; we will allow ourselves the
luxury of ahigh-performance, anti-aliasing
filter prior to the amplitude quantizer.
Fig 6 shows four impulses with relative
timings with respect to the 44.1kHz sampling sequence of 0, 0.2545,0.5/fs,0.7545.
Each impulse is of amplitude 5d and two
superimposed traces are shown both with
and without amplitude quantization. Of
particular interest is the greater waveform
distortion in Figs 6( b ), ( c), ( d), where the
impulse peak is non-coincident with a
sampling instant. This distortion results
because of the dispersion introduced by
the anti-aliasing filter and the joint effect
of quantization distortion which corrupts
the dispersive region. When the impulse
peak is located between samples, greater
information occurs in the dispersive
region, but since this is of lower level,
quantization distortion is more severe and
therefore corrupts the interpolated signal
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Fig 4. Process to test effectiveness of dither in coding low-level signals
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Fig 5. Quantization distortion without and with signal
averaging for arange of dither level 0w I.25d
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TICS

MARKING
THE
BOUNDARIES

loudspeaker is a very inefficient
device. Typically, direct radiators
»: convert less than 1% of the
amplifier's electrical power to acoustic
power. This is because the radiation
resistance — the resistive component of
the speaker's air load, which accepts the
power — is small in comparison with other
impedances in the system.
The other side of the coin is that a
speaker is avery inefficient microphone; it
follows that the motion of the speaker's
diaphragm is, practically speaking,
unaffected by changes in sound pressure
on its surface.
If we place aloudspeaker system in an
anechoic chamber ( or somewhere far
away from any reflecting surface), and
drive it with alow- frequency tone signal,
it will produce that tone at a sound
pressure level depending on its efficiency
in such an environment. It is free to
radiate in any direction without constraint; its radiation angle is full-space, or
4r steradians. We assume here that the
loudspeaker is adirect- radiator system of
usual size.
When the same loudspeaker is placed
very close to the centre of alarge wall, all
the power radiated toward the wall is
reflected back almost immediately, and
the sound pressure doubles. Doubling the
pressure quadrulples the power, indicated
by a 6dB increase. Half of this increase
(3dB) occurs merely because all of the
power is now radiated into half- space; the
radiation angle is now 2r steradians. The
other 3dB comes from an actual doubling
of the speaker's efficiency. The increase is
proportional to the reduction in radiation
angle. With areduced volume of space to
work into, the diaphragm is able to get a
firmer ' bite' on the air.
Thus we would expect to see another
3dB increase in radiated power if we put
the speaker very close to a 90 ° intersection of two room boundaries, and so we
do. If we place it in a corner at a
three- boundary intersection, restricting
the radiation angle to rc/2 steradians, there
is yet another 3dB increase. ( It isn't
probable that we could find aloudspeaker
site in aliving room which would provide
a radiation angle less than 11/2 steradian.
Even so, it is interesting to note that with
progressive reduction of the angle we
would create a conical horn having the
high efficiency typical of horn loudspeakers.)
however, it is most important to
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This third article concludes a
discussion of the ways in which
listening rooms modify the
performance of loudspeakers
used in them with an explanation
of boundary effects
by Roy Allison*
remember that such increases are
obtained only when the speaker is indeed
close to the boundaries. What is 'close'?
Recall that the speed of sound is 1130 feet
per second. Say that the woofer cone of a
loudspeaker system is one foot from a
single large boundary, as it might be if the
cabinet were on the floor in the middle of
a room, and that it is producing a 501Iz
tone. The wavelength is 1130/50, or
22.6ft.
During the time required for sound to
travel from the cone to the floor and back
again, the cone will have moved 2/ 22.6 of
a cycle ( 32 °) ahead of the reflected
energy cycle. 'Ibis is basically still in phase
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Fig I. Woofer output varying with distance (in
wavelengths, from 0.02 to 2.0 wavelengths)
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and most, but not all, of the 3dB boost
would be obtained. l'he speaker is ' close'
to the boundary at this frequency.
Increasing the tone frequency to 28311z
changes the wave length to 4ft. The
reflected wave now laws the direct sound
at the cone by 1
/ wave length ( 180 °), and
2
there is no increase in power output.
Closeness to aroom boundary is therefore
measured in wavelength units: it is thus
dependent not only on distance but also
on frequency.
Fig Ishows how the woofer's poweroutput varies with its distance in wave
lengths from a single large room boundary, relative to its output in an anechoic
chamber. At aspacing of 0.1 wavelength
the power increase is 2.5dB, not 3, and
there is zero increase at 0.25 wavelength.
Between 0.25 and 0.5 wavelength the
power output is actually less than the
output in anechoic space! Beyond 0.5
wavelength there is little effect. The total
variation in power output is 4dB.
'Ibis bizarre behaviour is even more
pronounced when the speaker is equidistant from two intersecting room surfaces,
as Fig 2 shows. Here we obtain the
predicted 6dB boost in output at distances of very small fractions of a
wavelength, but incur a 3dB loss in the
region of 0.3 wavelength. Fig 3shows the
result of placing a speaker equidistant
from the three surfaces defining acorner:
from + 9dB to — 11dB relative to its
full-space or anechoic chamber output. If
the woofer were placed symmetrically
with its centre at I
6in from each surface,
its power output would be augmented
very nearly 9dB at 5011z but decreased
11
dB at 2371Iz — a 20d1) variation.
These relationships were quantified in a
series of papers by RV Waterhouse and
R K Cook in the 1950s and 1960s but did
not receive much attention then. In 1970
and early 1971 Paul Klipsch and 111)
Harwood engaged in spirited debate ( in
Wireless World) on the advisability of
using speakers in corners. Of course
Klipsch was for, Harwood against, and Mr
Harwood produced warble- tone room
transmission curves showing the kind of
result described above.
In a recent paper Glyn Adams showed
that these near- boundary effects on
speaker power output are modified by the
build-up of room resonances, as we would
expect. The degree of change depends on
the amount of resonance damping in the
room as deined by the reverberation time. > 41
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'CD SOUND':
THE DEFENCE
aving followed the debate for
some years it has been asource of
constant amazement that the analogue brigade hold, and indeed honestly
believe, that CD is per se a less accurate
medium than ' analogue': by which Imean
vinyl record and pickup. So much hinges
on the total lack of understanding of how
the digital process works, and how any
analogue signal can be perfectly captured,
reduced to mere 'bits', and then perfectly
re-created time after time.
It's pointless to argue the case for CD
on apurely measurable ( objective) basis
because of the lack of understanding
already noted. Ifreely admit that there is
something about the sound from an analogue system that, on agood day, with a
pristine pressing, a top notch system,
clean stylus, correct weight and bias, etc
can sound quite appealing, but never
because of its claimed ' neutrality' or
'musicality'. Just the opposite in fact, for
it's completely impossible for the analogue system to pass a signal without
contributing acharacter of its own. And I
do mean completely impossible.
But why do we frequently make criticizm of the `CD sound'? What are we
really criticizing? For my tastes, what I
hear from CD all too frequently sounds
hard, brittle, and quite unmusical despite
my faith in the technical performance of
the CD system. What is going on?
The first question to address is: does the
use of digital technology always result in
the problems noted above? Fortunately,
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Fig Ifrequency response of sudio-quality capacitor mic
we can make a comparison between
commercial CD recordings and those
made by the BBC. They freely mix analogue and digital recorders, and the microwave links to the transmitters have
been digital for about 15 years ( and of
only 14-bit resolution, 15kHz bandwidth)
yet the sound is quite exceptional. Since
nobody criticizes FM sound surely this
proves that there is nothing fundamentally wrong with the digitization of
audio.
Whatever nasties you hear on your
domestic CD system are exactly what is
on the master tape used to press the CD.
The original session tape is not what the
CD pressing plant are working from —
they use a 'post-processed' master.
So, an understanding of the sound
quality of CD requires an evaluation of the
practices and technology of the recording
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So much criticism is made of
'CD sound', yet in every
measurable way the analogue
medium is hopelessly inferior
by Alan Shaw*
process, and a sympathy with the commercial pressures brought to bear on the
producers, engineers and artists.
This was amply den'ionstrated during a
visit to aclassical 'post-production' studio.
Obviously there is editing, timing, cueing
information put on the tape. Much more
sinister was the flagrant use of electronic
equalization of the session master to make
the sound '... more exciting, more sellable ...' as the engineer put it. And that
was for a classical recording!
The sound of the pressing master is a
reflection of how the engineer/producer
want it to sound and, as they may not
have been present at the original session,
the post-production relies totally on the
monitored sound. All kinds of weird and
wonderful speakers are used and few
could pass the speech test, let alone
acoustic music. So, in part, the sound of
the CD is a reflection of the inverse
characteristics of the monitored sound.
Fashion and fear work together in the
studios, many use speakers which to my
purist ' BBC' taste sound 'boxy', lacking in
top, recessed in the mid. If amore evenly
balanced speaker had been used, perhaps
less tweaking would have occurred.
Even if the knob-twiddlers were all
fired, and speakers used that could better
represent the original sound, there is
another major problem, an even bigger
crime: multi- tracking.
The use of the multi- track recorder has
totally transformed the way recordings
are made. Now, multi-microphone techniques go hand- in- hand with multi- tracking:
that is, the provision of one microphone
for each performer and one track of tape
for each microphone. The resulting sound
is then balanced or mixed-down to stereo
some time after the session resulting in a
completely synthetic soundstage.
I never gave much thought to multitracicing/multi-miking practices until owning aSony DAT recorder to build alibrary
of speech and music. First experiments
were to record alocal violinist, in mono,
using our B&K precision reference ( about
£2000) that we use for loudspeaker
measurement, which has acompletely flat
frequency response, as does the DAT.
What we learnt from this was that aviolin
sounds quite different at 0.5m, 1m, 5m,

and 10m and generates horrible hissing
and rasping noises when close-up and,
that at distances beyond about 1m, there
is asurprising amount of extraneous noise
pick up which goes unnoticed at the time
but is unacceptable for arecording. A real è
dilemma for the producer/engineer.
The point that this experiment demons- I'
traced was that there is a direct conflict
between naturalness of sound ( which
improves with distance and is, after all,
what you hear at the concert hall) and the
close miking which is apre-requesite for .1
multitracking, where leakage from other
players has to be minimized. Next time
you see an orchestra on TV, notice how
close the mies are to the performers and

e

e

imagine standing at that distance!
In the final analysis, the quality of the
recorded sound is only as good as the
positioning and performance of the microphones. It's incredible that the quality
of the recording mie is taken for granted
when volumes are written about equipment way down the reproduction chain.
Examination of published data for the
most common and respected types to be
found in studios reveals that the frequency responses are far from flat, especially at the higher frequencies — compare
the frequency/amplitude response of Fig 1
with ruler-flat ones typical of CD players
and amplifiers. Apparently a certain
amount of HF lift is necessary to add
sparkle to compensate for the reducing
sensitivity to off- axis high frequencies, but
the lift amounts to typically 3dB between
7-15kHz. But the on-axis curves tell little
about how the microphone will actually
sound. As with loudspeakers there is
coloration present in varying amounts in
part due to reflections around the capsule
and body, and sudden changes in sensitivity varying with frequency and incident
angle.
Faced with these factors, it doesn't
require agreat leap of imagination to find
a system that would positively compensate for the deficiencies noted in the
recording process. Our experience suggests that a domestic hi-fi system would
greatly benefit from these features:
1. Addition of continuous soft background hiss ( best to roll-off the high
frequencies). This provides areference
level for the ears, and helps the ears
cope with large and sudden changes in
dynamic range.
2. Presence of low frequency rumble to
break up room resonance nodes and
soften the bass resonance Q of loudspeaker/room interface.
3. Limited dynamic range, cf 1.
4. Print through echo ( both pre-echo
and post echo), to soften the risetime of
high frequency transients.
5. Mono bass below 100/1z to minimize
room resonances.
6. The addition of harmonic distortion
especially 2nd- harmonic to enhance
the warmth ( the valve sound) and a
little 3rd-harmonic to add some sparkle.
7. Resonances at various frequencies, of
different Q's and amplitudes/phases to
add an overall smear so that the sharp
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truly linear transfer characteristic, the
new XL600 heralds anew era of
affordable high powered accuracy. It
has already won wide acclaim amongst
press and public alike.
From its gold plated input and output
jacks to its relay- protected output, which
exceeds 1000 watts mono and 360 watts
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per channel stereo into 8ohms, this is
an amplifier to be compared by any
standards with the most expensive
alternatives. Audition the XL600 at your
nearest Hafler dealer soon.
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MECUM
edges are taken off.
8. Non-flat frequency responses which
ideally rolls off above 51(1-1z and below
50Hz to take off the nasty sound of
`toppy' microphones.
Of course, such a system has been
available for around 100 years and is
eminently capable of ' undoing' the damage done in the recording process!
The state of recordings hasn't always
been so bad. Indeed, there was agolden
period about 30 years ago when ' recording fidelity' really peaked. It seems that
the introduction of stereo records in the
late 1950s fired up a commitment from
technicians, artists and producers that
even today, 30 years on, more than stands
the test of time — the good ones can sound
so convincing! In comparison, so many
modern recordings are sterile, lifeless
'chromium plated' offerings made in the
shortest possible time and on tight
budgets — and with the limitations of

modern recording practice noted above —
just don't hold a candle to some of the
vintage works. I highlight in particular
Decca Records, who managed to pull
together the technology and human
resources in those heady days, and in
particular the late John Culshaw.
Decca has amply prove that 30 year old
analogue master tapes, despite the ravages
of time and the limited technology of the
day, have so much fine detail. It's atribute
to the CD medium that old recordings,
once dusted down and reissued on CD,
reveal just how far off the rails the
recording train has gone in the last 20
years, despite the vastly superior studio
equipment available now.
To illustrate the point we have used for
the past 15 years or so a vinyl disc of
Britten's ' Peter Grimes' — surely the most
fabulous operatic recording ever for its
ability to convey the listener to the
setting. It was with some trepidation and

reverence that we auditioned the CD
version: the vinyl version was outstanding, but the CD was an utter revelation.
Proof again that there is nothing
inherently wrong with CD.
Loudspeaker manufacturers have certainly played their part in alienating the
CD audience, with speakers that have
searing treble and unnatural but exciting
sound balance.
In conclusion I believe that compact
disc and the digital recording process is
capable of absolute fidelity in capturing
the output from the microphones, if that's
what we want. However, its great potential has exposed serious weaknesses
throughout the recording chain, — and
that no amount of expenditure on domestic equipment can overcome.
Record companies: you, not the equipment manufacturers, hold the key to
greater fidelity. For goodness sake wake
up to your responsibilities.+

ACOUSTICS
>37 For typical residential living rooms, with
average reverberation times close to
0.3sec, the differences are minor; Figs 1to
3describe with reasonable accuracy what
really happens.
The low- frequency increase in
efficiency obtainable with corner placement is powerfully tempting. It is available without paying the price of a huge
hole in response, if the loudspeaker system is built with this in mind.
'hiere are other matters of a practical
nature to consider as well. Does aparticular room layout facilitate good stereo
image formation by corner speakers for
listeners in preferred seating locations?
Are the room's proportions and resonance
mode damping good enough that we can
affied to have all the lower-frequency
modes fully excited, as they will be by
corner speakers?
The choices available to us in corner
speakers are very few. A corner is the
worst place to put any other kind of
speaker, so we must look at other options.
A good place to start is to look at Figs Ito
3once again. We see that for spacing very
much less than aquarter wavelength, each
halving of the radiation angle by addition
of another boundary has the same effixt:
an increase in output by 3d1). However,
the cumulative power reduction caused
by three reflections at about 0.3
wavelength spacing is far more than three
times the Id13 reduction from a single
boundary.
A speaker designer can do the same
thing at a two-boundary intersection as
was described for a corner, provided he
uses at least athree-way system with alow
crossover frequency and a suitablypositioned woofer. Few do. and in any
case it isn't apractical option at all tbr a
two-way system. Nearly all high- quality
speakers of conventional design will have
notches in low- frequency output because
there is no practical way to avoid them.
What we can do is to minimize the
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notch severity by placing the speaker so
that it is 0.3 wavelength from the nearest
three room boundaries at widely different
frequencies, thereby producing three
mild depressions rather than a single
crevasse in the power response. ' I'his
requires placement of the woofer centre
at maximally different distances from
these room surfaces. And that, in turn, is
facilitated by getting the woofer as close
as is practical to one surface. In general, if
A is the distance to the nearest boundary.
B is the distance to the next nearest and C
the third distance, the hest distribution
occurs when B2=AC. One can see that
putting acompact speaker on an I8- inch
stand 16in from afront all would not get
the best out of it.
Keith Ballagh has investigated the problem of speaker placement for flattest
power response. His criteria do not allow
for a general rise in output as frequency
decreases. One consequence of this restriction is that loudspeakers must be
placed unrealistically far from room surfaces: he calculates that aspeaker with a
low- frequency cutoff of 50liz and abass Q
of 0.7 should be sited out in the room 7ft
from a corner. The power curve can he
made very flat, but aroom would have to
be really quite large to accommodate the
placement of two loudspeakers each 7ft
from a corner and separated adequately
for good stereo imaging.
Boundary reflections also modify the
spectral response at listener positions, in
the same way and by the same amount.
One of the car- to- boundary distances, the
seated height above the loor, is relatively
constant at about 3ft. A very had seat 'Or
music listening, therefore, would be a
corner chair that places the listener's head
at 3ft from each wall.
When we apply the B2=AC criterion to
listeners' ear locations we must call this
3ft dimension either A or B. If it is to be B,
A must be small, preferably not more than
1ft 6in. That requires sitting on achair or

sofa placed close to a wall. If the 3ft
dimension is to be A, then B and C must
both be larger ( say, 5 and 811, respectively ) and that requires afairly big room.
But if the room furnishing scheme does
provide for seating well out in the room,
listening is likely to be better than at
positions close to awall. Either way, with
listeners as well as with most speakers.
location asymmetry is the thing. It's not
the only thing — hut it is the least
expensive major improvement you can
buy for your music system.!+
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'It is my opinion that such arise, if not too drastic. is
nearly

always

beneficial.

Domestic

living

rooms

usually have boundaries that are not still emiugh to
contain lows effectively, and at very low frequencies
have no resonance modes to build pressure. 'lite net
result is that a rising power output is needed to
compensate, and most often is not sufficient to do a
complete job of it.
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uad was one of the first manufacturers to use CDs as a soundsource for public demonstrations, and at long last its own
player has arrived. The exterior is in the
manufacturer's latest styling, the player
being aprime component in Quad's new
range of remotely controlled units called
the ' 66 Series'. The established 306 power
amplifier is aretrospective inclusion, but
the new 66 pre- amplifier will soon be
available. A matching tuner is also on the
cards, but the system's remote control — a
substantial and elegant handset — will
initially only be available as part of the
pre- amp package.
A problem associated with the absence
of the remote control is immediately
apparent, as there are no operating controls whatsoever on the CD player or the
pre-amp. To get the CD player up and
running as aseparate component. Quad is
currently including a simple Philips
remote handset in the player packing, and
if that fails the 66 player can be put into
play mode by simply pushing the disc
drawer gently shut rather than operating
the open-close button. The latter is the
only control directly available apart from
an unobtrusive on-off switch.
Dimensioned to match the current line
of Quad's compact separates, the player
features the new inverted and truncated
'V' front- panel style, with a compact
liquid-crystal display located behind the
42

The player has been around for
months in prototype but this is
the first full technical assessment
on aproduction sample

by Martin Colloms
dark tinted plastic of the 'V', back- lit in
orange. While the numerals are decently
sized and provide simultaneous readout of
time, track number and index points
(when present), fairly subdued ambient
lighting is desirable if you want to see the
display clearly. No ' display' or ' time' mode
is available, but certain additional display
data are offered via specific operating
modes; for example, as adisc is loaded the
player shows the total number of tracks
and the total time. In play, it reveals the
relevant track number as well as the
elapsed time for that track.
Random-order track programming is
possible, but the player has no repeat
modes at all, nor does it offer any headphone facility. The supplied remote control is astandard type which uses the RC5
coding common to most Philips- based
machines. It includes a 10-key pad, audible music- search, track-skip functions,
programme and indexing. In conjunction
with the new pre-amplifier, the more

advanded Quad 66 remote unit provides
volume and balance controls, but then
omits the 10- key track array and indexing.
The required track or FM station must be
reached by successive key pressures in
the case of both the CD player and the
future 66 tuner.
A short IEC mains cable is provided to
link the player with adjacent Quad components, but one could use .tmore normal
length cord as the standard 2-pin connector is fitted. A budget phonotophono
audio cable is also supplied, but uses
gold plated plugs. Outputs comprise
fixed- level audio at a nominal 2V, a
phonosocket for digital data, and apair of
sockets for the wired Philips RC remote
interface. In this way the unit may be
integrated with other non-Quad RC5 products under overall system control.
As regards Quad's attitude to CD sound,
the company's MD, Ross Walker, has gone
on record concerning his views on CD
replay design quality. Some of his comments ring true — for example, 'The
performance of a CD system is defined
entirely by what is on the disc itself. No
matter how many bits you have in the
DAC, or how many times over-sampling
you employ, you will never extract more
information than is there already'. Noting
that the CD66 has no hi- tech circuitry, Mr
Walker also states that ' Provided none of
the read errors falls outside the scope of
the error-correction system — and that
I
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CD PLAYER
system does not have degrees of quality —
then the signal fed to the D/A converter
will be identical to the signal on the
compact disc, which in turn is identical to
the signal from the master- tape. The signal
can never be made "better" — sticking
magic bits of something or rubber rings
on the disc can make no difference.
Provided all errors are correctable, the
only things that can make adifference to
the sound are the D/A conversion process
or the analogue stage'.
Here 1must take issue with Ross, if, as it
would appear, he is expressing the now
largely discredited Philips slogan of ' Perfect Sound Forever' in another form. By
consciously and deliberately disregarding
the varied design opportunities for the
improvement and development of CD
player systems, one shuts off rewarding
avenues of performance. Moreover, by
implication, Quad entirely discounts the
weighty consensus of opinion regarding
variations in CD replay fidelity, and seems
happy to disparage the work of others in
the field, such as Sony and Marantz. The
latter's careful research has revealed many
subtle effects in CD replay which may
occur before the D/A stage, and this
despite the presence of 100% correct
operation of the data and error-correction
systems. One only needs to mention the
presence of varying degrees of jitter or
time imprecision on the signals arriving at
the D/A converter, and point out the
variations in sound quality which result,
to negate Mr Walker's claim that correct
error-protection is all that is required
from the digital side of a CD player.

Design and technology
Perhaps reflecting the above Quad views,
the main internal sections of the player
are straight off the Philips OEM production line. l'he standard budget-priced
mono board is used, with one of the least
expensive choices of transport, the CDM4. This dates from the time before the
latest ( and better sounding) mass-loaded
centre clamp, and Ilast saw it in the old
range of players that Philips made for
Toshiba.
The main circuit-board is fitted with the
current 7220 ' B' filter, while at the DAC
position asocket is present to aid Quad's
specific selection of the best 'SI -crown'
TDA1541A D/A converter, these carrying
ablue Quad logo. Otherwise, nearly all is
standard Philips; no ' 5534s are used, but
instead the usual '833 alternative has been
fitted. A good quality bi-polar electrolytic
output capacitor is installed ( current Philips practice), while the omission of headphone circuits can only improve matters.
Quad's contribution includes their own
liquid-crystal display and associated processor from Sanyo, and their own casework — a well toleranced affair with
precision diecast shells front and back, a
moulded plastic chassis floor, and a
damped wrap-around sheet-steel cover.
The construction is tidy and the unit
should be easy to service. Quad stresses
its intention to achieve along service-life
for this product, as for all its other designs.
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Briefly outlining the technology, the
CD66 uses the Philips system, with its
highly respected ' swing arm' CD transport, one which is well suspended to
combat vibration and shock. There is
4- times oversarnpling plus digital filtering,
with two channels of 16-bit D/A conversion followed by simple 3rd-order analogue Bessel filtering at the output.

Sound quality
Quad is discriminating in its choice of
player technology, as this Eindhoven system has withstood the passage of time and
never failed to do well, especially when
set at a moderate price level. Very much
in keeping with the genre, the Quad CD
player's sound is eminently respectable:
solid, well balanced and dependable. Conversely, it clearly does not aspire to
greatness, and eschews the increased
definition, purity and subtlety available
with this particular technology when
some judicious sound-quality development work has been applied, as exemplified by Marantz, Rotel and Arcam.
An overall ( post-Wadia) rating of 44%
was arrived at, with careful reference
made to a Philips CD582 as well as an
older clone from Toshiba, their 9218, plus
the Rotel RL850 and Marantz CD6OSE. All
these represent various incarnations of
predominantly Philips- based multi-bit
technology. Some aspects of the Quad
sound were 'pre- 582'. For example, the
upper bass had a curious if mild 'boxiness', asort of reverberant effect, while in
contrast the low bass appeared to lose
some of its weight and power. Conversely,
the characteristic liveliness of this category of player was retained, and the generally good bass definition and articulation
remained intact.
In the mid- range it was essentially
correct, barely thinning the tonal balance
of familiar vocals, if adding a little more
'steel' to solo violin. The treble sounded
tidy, with little trace of fizz or tizz, but
showed a mildly ' etched' quality — a
degree of glare around highlights is the
closest description Ican come up with.
Timing and dynamics were rated as well
above average, and are awelcome characteristic of this player type. Stereo images
had very good width and focus, and as
regards the latter it rose well above the
norm. However, the impression of stereo
depth was not far above average. The
player did not resolve particularly high
levels of detail, nor did it uncover the
more subtle nuances of tonal colour and
harmonic shadings particularly well.
Achieving arating alittle above average
for the market as a whole, Quad has
successfully avoided contention in
respect of the new player's sound quality.

Lab results
The measurements were typical of a
standard Philips deck taken from abatch
where the odd few DACs of lower
accuracy have been weeded out. As
regards linearity, the graphs were not
exceptional ( Fig. 1 for left channel). By
filtered, absolute measurement, the error

at — 90dB modulation averaged — 3.7dB
for the two channels, while the linearity
curve was well behaved down to
—115dB, with supporting results indicating a good dynamic range of 104dB.
At — 90dB a decent 1kHz dithered
sinewave was recovered ( Fig. 2), while
the accompanying spectrum analysis is
very satisfactory, with the 3rd-harmonic
some 20dB down, or — 110dB relative to
full modulation. At — 70dB ( also 1kHz
dithered) the distortion relative to full
level rose slightly to — 104dB, which a
plot of IOkHz bandwidth ( Fig. 3) shows to
be mainly 3rd and 5th harmonics.
However, opening up the analyser bandwidth showed that up-band spuriae were
rejected by some 110dB under typical
conditions — afine result. Excellent results
were obtained for HF intermodulation,
with aplot taken at full level completely
failing to show the Ikllz difference product. The latter was separately measured
(via the API analyser) and gave an average of — 104dB for the two channels.
These and the — 98dB result recorded at
—10dB modulation were first-class.
Chasing through the formal data, channel balance and frequency responses were
to the usual highly accurate standard,
interchannel phase-difference was barely
measureable, and the output signal was
near linear-phase and polarity-correct.
Output level was very close to the
nominal 2V, sourced from the usual moderate 200-ohm impedence. De- emphasis
was very accurate, and our shop-bought
sample also demonstrated excellent errorcorrection of up to a 3mm gap, also
coping with 4mm consistently if one
initial click was tolerated.
Track-access was satisfactorily rapid at
3.5 seconds on our test, while mechanical
noise was low and a good resistance to
shock and vibration was shown. RF noise
was satisfactorily low, and fine results
were also obtained for signal-to-noise
ratio in the audio band.

Conclusion
Viewed in the context of a Quad audio
system, the 66 CD player is a worthy
addition. It will complement the other
components well, in both sonic and visual
terms, and will also be more than good
enough not to compromise the overall
performance in any way. At £450, the
price is similar to the direct equivalent
from B&O — the player in the 5000 system
— and the sound is also similar. On the
engineering side, the lab tests revealed no
surprises, the machine being built with
tried and tested parts. Visually, it is
interesting and different, but it did evoke
some mixed reactions from friends.
As regards the technology, 1must confess to a feeling of disappointment at
finding suéh humble if highly competent
innards in a modern up-market design
from a specialist audio manufacturer.
Perhaps it was decided in advance that
properly error-corrected CD players just
could not sound different, so there was no
point in trying to find out if this was
indeed the case.
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WHY CLEARTO
AS MORE EWS ON HI-FI
THAN HI-FI NEW
The best matched systems
housed in totally unsuitable
environments can often
sound worse than your
average rack system.
Consider atypical
customer who's read the
latest rave reviews, knows
more or less what he wants,
but has simply to consider
the practicalities.
A young toddler for
instance who has just
learned that ahammer is for
hitting things, or astudent in
abedsit where the only
sensible place to put ahi-fi
system is between the oven
and the washbasin.
You may laugh, we do
sometimes, but these are
precisely the problems that

we get asked to
solve every day
of the week at
our Cleartone stores.
That's why you have
to know more about HiFi
than how it will perform
in anormal domestic
environment. And that
takes years of practice.
At Cleartone we have a
reputation for precisely that.
Come to us with your
ideal system, explain the
problems if there are any,
and we'll take it from there.
Almost certainly we'll ask
you to make an appointment.
And on your return ahighly
skilled expert will escort you
to one of our single speaker

demo rooms.
There you will probably
find the system of your
choice and aCleartone
devised alternative built
to your specifications.
All set up ready for
an A-Bcomparison.
Invariably the customer
goes away satisfied. We'll
most likely want to set up
the system ourselves, so
that when you've sited the
speakers and the pre and
power amps, you don't
suddenly discover there's
nowhere to put your Linn.

CLEARTONE

Controversial but true

BOLTON 235 Blackburn Road. Tel: 0204-31423 MANCHESTER 54 Bridge Street_ Tel: 061-835 1156 ALTRINCHAM 15 Ashley Road. Tel: 061-928 1610
ROCHDALE 52 Drake Street. Tel: 0706-524652 WIGAN 6Crompton Street. Tel: 0942-323897 WOLVERHAMPTON 39 Victoria Street. Tel: 0902-772901
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—90dB, waveform below distortion spectrum above

To complement Martin Colloms full
review, here are three further subjective
assessments:

'A lack of roundness'
Sombre, with atouch of futurism ( the area
around the display is somewhat arbitrary
in design), the Quad CD player offers
'button touch — drawer push' straight
playthrough for technophobes, whilst fun
may be had from the non-directional
remote — point anywhere, even behind
the unit, and player acts to command.
Iam inclined to concur with Martin's
surprisingly low percentage rating for
sound. First impressions held, although
the quality improved with the player on,
for six then 24 hours. ( The short mains
cable may be detached — reversing the
connection gave an overall ' lift', but the
basic quality was unchanged.)
It would not be difficult to sell the Quad
66, by selecting the demonstration material: slow, quiet pieces — groups like
Clannad, for instance. The lean, dry sound
has a ' conservative' character. Stereo
separation seems impressive at first. Yet
the wide images are rather flat, aand the
sound hardens disagreeably as dynamics
increase. Reference to my Meridian PRO
showed how the bloom to voices was lost,
the fullness of guitar or pianoforte diminished; and focus and dynamics were less
apparent. In Ilandel's Concerti grossi,
Op.6 ! Guildhall String,s/RCA I, the independence of parts separated across the
stage exposed the Achilles' heel of the 66
in a hardening of fortes, and a lack of
'roundness' in the focus of instrumental
groups. Some exaggerated conducting
gestures at the beginning of the new
Bernstein/DG Beethoven Ninth passed
less significantly; and CDs Iwould have
graded as [
CI on the Quad, lifted to WI on
the Meridian — such as Feltsman's Liszt
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Supplier:
Quad Electroacoustics Limited, Huntingdon,
PE 18 7DB Tel: (0480)52561
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LISTENING IMPRESSIONS
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109dB

The 66 player is designed for use with the 66 pre-amp and its
'system' remote handset, also seen in the photograph
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recital on CBS, shallowly recorded. The
pianist's occasional loss of articulation in
fast passages was more apparent listening
with my CD player.
I also experienced disconcerting
occurrences of loud clicks and spitting
from discs: hut when removed and
replaced in the tray these would play
perfectly. ( The player was used as recommended, on afirm shelf, then on aTorlyte
isolation board; DNM interconnect was
used for both players, levels adjusted to
compensate for the slightly lower output
of the Quad). A disappointment. Incidentally; the two transit screws are left-hand'
thread!
Christopher Breunig

'Equally happy with the Quad'
This player is evidently aimed at the plain
music- lover, who hardly needs the proliferating mass of facilities normally on
offer. It is certainly very easy to use, and I
soon had the CD66 set up and playing a
wide range of music recorded in various
acoustics. Most items sounded splendid,
but a few raised doubts, and these were
shunted back to my regular Marantz
player ( CD75 II SE) for re- listening. This
showed the supposed differences to be
illusory, arising, as so often happens, from
concentration on previously unscrutinized facets of the musical texture.
Next came some extended A/B comparisons, using four duplicate CDs: Chandos ' Best of British', Virgin Classics ' Collection', Denon/Inbal Fantastic Symphony, IIFN Test Disc I. I used headphones for much of the time, as this
banishes the listening- room acoustic and
is generally more revealing of both detail
and ambience. The upshot? Well, at no
point during four hours of music ( constantly switched between players) did I
detect any changes.
Finally Itried the ' Neptune test', using
the end of Nimbus's Planets and advancing the gain progessively as the chorus

fades. Both machines followed the voices
down into oblivion without faltering, but
this trick did reveal one difference: the
Quad has aslightly less obtrusive ultimate
noise-floor. I've been delighted with the
Marantz ( whose hi- tech FI'S facility I
confess to using), but as a plain musiclover I'd be equally happy with the Quad.
John Crabbe

'It's not value-for-money'
Ilaving already been aware of MC's subjective score for the new Quad CD player
I was pleasantly surprised by its sonic
abilities, although Ican concur with many
of the noted failings which were evident
in my own system of MF Prc3/P140s
driving a pair of Ilarbeth 111.5 monitors.
Perhaps in acomplete Quad line-up the
shortcomings would be sufficiently disguised, but for me there was just a mite
too much sibilance, grain and edge in the
treble. However, there was evidence of a
reasonably quick, tight and tuneful bass
combined with decent stereo depth,
width, and focus to form an acceptable
overall package. But with players like the
Rotel RCD855 and Marantz's CD5OSE on
the market at around £250, how can
Quad justify its asking price?
Ihave to report that there is nothing
special about the overall construction
here — the latest metal drawer mechanism
has been ignored in favour of the cheaper,
plastic alternative, many components are
of standard quality, and the internal construction too can he rated only as ' standard'. It may be asad fact, but this seems
to be the new direction of Quad.
This player will doubtless find a niche
among those who need something to
blend with an existing Quad stacking
system, but with the sheer musicality of
competitive players at half the price of the
Quad — I'm afraid the bottom line must be:
it's not value-for-money.
Trevor Butler
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HI-FI LIMITED
Kensington Showrooms
London Road
Bath, Avon.
Tel: Bath 316197

THE COMPLETE AUDIO DEALERSHIP

No more do you need to shuttle from shop to shop in order to audition equipment
while attempting to remember the sound you heard two hours or two days earlier. It
is very rare to find an audio dealer who gives you the opportunity to audition so many
fine products in one shop. We pride ourselves in having one of the best speaker
selections in the UK., and certainly the best in the West country.
Why not take advantage of this, and our excellent facilities like the seven day
exchange, two years guarantee, home demonstration, personal service, and the CAR
PARK. We also offer in most cases free delivery and installation.
Customers
car park.

BATH AND THE WESTS LEADING SPECIALIST DEALER WITH
PERSONAL SERVICE.

Closed
Monday

Just afew soiled demo bargains to cheer you up after all this lovely calm
weather we've been having lately.
SOLE DEP_ER FOR BATH
BRISTOL & WEST COUNTRY

Technics SLP333CD
Rogers Studio la
Spendor SP1's
Celestion SL12 si
Linn axis

now
now
now
now
now

£99.00
£399.00
£569.00
£399.00
£265.00

Rogers LS7t
Mord short 442's
Kef 107's
Linn Power amp LK2
Yamaha TX1000 tuner

now £279.00
now £799.00
now £ 1299.00
now £249.00
now £259.00

Full Range Of Tapes and Accessories To Complement.
TOP TAPE CENTRE.
-
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The Dynamic Duo
"Holy headphones! These Prolites are the work of
abrilliant but fiendish mind."
"Yes, they're for real professionals but they're
super- light... and super-comfortable too!"
"So, who's the Joker that designed them?"
"Well . . . only one organisation in the
whole world has the years of technology
and expertise to know how to put these
together."
"I Ioly super-sounding stereo . . ."
"It must be Koss!"

The word on everyone's ears
1111 .International ltd. 3-5 Eden Grove, London. N 7 SEQ. ' Id: 01-607 2717

Please send me full details of the Koss headphone range, plus the address of my nearest dealer:
Name
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DELTECS

BOLT ON BITSTREAM
rofessing a lack of faith in CD until
now, Deltec has been encouraged
by the early reports on Bitstream
and decided to have a go. As a designer
and manufacturer of high- quality
amplifiers, De'tee had expended considerable effort in the development of acustom
amplifier module using thick- film technology. Said to be of higher performance than
an equivalent IC, this unit plays akey part
in Deltec designs and thus finds aplace at
the output stage of their new digital
decoder or processor.
First seen in prototype form at The
Hi Fi Show last September, the PDM One
has now been available from dealers for
some months and is well into its production cycle. Highly compact, the 'One'
measures 19.5 x 21.5 x7.4cm ( wdh),
which endows it with adistinctive appearance hut also makes stacking more difficult. Devoid of frills, the design's
engineering budget was devoted mainly
to the inside and not to pretty flashing
lights or multiple input options. It has one
digital-audio input via a phonosocket,
while the audio outputs ( also via phonos)
are at afixed level of nominal 2.5V. Deltec
has chosen to use the Philips one- bit
Bitstream technology, described as ' onebit 256x oversampled'.
111 FI NEWS tti RECORD REVIEVI"
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Deltec offers an exciting option
with its PDM One 'Bitstream'
digital-to-analogue converter,
ready to connect to the digital
output of any CD player...
by Martin Gallants

Design and Technology
Strongly built, the unit is founded on a
3mm thick aluminium chassis bolted to a
cast- alloy front panel. Separate power.
supplies feed the analogue and digital
sections, while the circuitry is realized on
high-quality PTH board. SPDIF data are
conditioned and clamped on entering the
decoder before reaching the Sony interface demodulator. From this IC come the
'1 2S' digital- audio data ready for delivery
to the heart of the design, namely the
SAA732 I multi- role Bitstream D/A. A
single 5V power- rail is used for this
surface- mount device, which incorporates
the original 4- times oversampling digital
filter plus the up-sampling and noiseshaping circuits — and not least the one- bit

PDM converters, followed by two opamps per channel.
This represents a tall order for highquality products, and the task of maintaining suitable standards is taxing the ingenuity of the best designers. Systems for
current- to-voltage conversion and deemphasis are built-in, and are thus not
amenable to custom design. However,
some scope remains at the output stage,
and here Deltec has fitted its established
DH-OA 32 unit. Considerable care has
been taken with respect to RF interference and unwanted RF coupling via all
known routes: mains cable, input and
output lines, and internal circuitry.

Sound quality
Deltec advises an extended first warm-up
of 40 hours, and our listening began after
26 hours and continued off-and-on for the
next 36. It must be said that the improvements obtained over the longer period
were rather small. Used without accessories and driven by a Maranta CD 50
transport, the PDM One scored a high
figure of 75%. This puts it within striking
distance of the Wadia and is a great
achievement at the price. In arriving at
this score some degree of juggling had to
be undertaken, much as occurred with
-17

LINN • EPOS • QUAD

REAL HI-FI COMES TO
SOUTH KENSINGTON . . .

ARCAM • MERIDIAN

The Listening Rooms is London's newest specialist
HiFi shop, with the principal staff, John Oliver and Paul
Tam, having over thirty years' experience between
them. Whether you are thinking of spending £300 or £30,000,
our aim is always to give the best possible sound within
your budget.
We have two comfortable Listening Rooms where you
can audition HiFi in arelaxed and friendly atmosphere.
We offer afull installation service and all equipment
comes with atwo year guarantee.
The Listeniq Rooms is London's leading multi-room
HiFi specialist and provides afull planning and installation service.

MARTIN LOGAN • SME

listening

MUSICAL FIDELITY
MISSION • TANNOY
AUDIO RESEARCH
MARANTZ • YAMAHA
DENON • NAKAMICHI
ACOUSTIC ENERGY
SONUS FABER • DUAL
REVOX • GOLDMUND
CREEK • KISEKI • VDH
ROGERS • KOETSU
MAGNEPAN • TOPTAPE
THE

LISTENING. ROOMS

LTD.,

161 OLD BROMPTON RD, LONDON, SW5

ot.j.

TEL:01-244 7750/59. FAX: 01-370 0192.
VISA•ACCESS• AMERICA N EXPRESS
EXPORT AND CREDIT FACILITIES
Monday- Saturday —

10am-6pm

Nearest Tube: Silt Kensington or Gloucester Rd
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THE GOOD NEWS

—1
The

new RADFORD CD PLAYER is available
!now from selected dealers. See it, hear it,
;desire it!
Woodside Electronics, Kimberley Road, Clevedon, Avon BS21 60J. Tel: 0272 877611.
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DIA CONVERTER
the Meridian 208. Once again, an apparent
conflict emerged between rhythm-anddrive and sweetness- and-air, acontinuing
difficulty when auditioning PDM systems.
On pace and drive Ican only rate this unit
at ' good', while on ambience, space,
depth, transparency and stage-width it
rates between very good and excellent. If
your sympathies lie more in this latter
direction, your overall rating would be a
little higher than mine. Perhaps unfairly
comparing it with the 208 - the latter
benefiting from the absence of a digital
interface - the 'One' sounded a little
shut-in, a touch more enclosed than its
mild measured HF rolloff would suggest. A
trifle more grain and alittle less detail can
be heard in the treble.
The neutral tonal balance showed the
mildest hint of thinning in the treble
register. In the bass it rated 'good plus':
but more tune- playing and a firmer,
tighter slam would have helped balance
the other virtues. Remembering that this
criticism is in a high-end context, the
'One' also showed a perceptible loss in
dynamics and in transient power and
speed. Here, for example, it does not quite
match up to the 206 - or for that matter
the Marantz 94 II. Adding the ' Power'
mains- filter to the system very slightly
slowed the pace, but conversely
improved clarity, focus and air. Deltec's
supplied cable for the digital link worked
well too.
While Ihave pointed out some weaknesses, there is little doubt over the PDM
One and its high sound quality. Questions
of ' musicality' verses 'drive' can hopefully
be resolved by a personal audition.

DELTEC
P20012 Mt TO MOM 12/2 01111121.

01111014125111/a1

Lab report
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Conclusions
A nice contradiction is provided here, for
the PDM One fails signally to show the
oft- vaunted virtues of Bitstream, perfect
linearity, etc, yet still achieves a remarkably good standard of sound quality. The
lab results are distinctly ordinary, not to
say mediocre. The output level is too high
for easy comparison with other models,
and it clearly doesn't perform to the hill
capability of the CD medium. Yet what is
provided sonically is more than sufficient
for musical replay.
When used with all the gadgets, the
Power, etc, subjective performance
approaches that of the Wadia but falls
below the Meridian 208; this is no mean
achievement at £ 500 or so. Used with an
ordinary transport and no gadgets, the
results are still somewhere between the
206 and the 208. Despite technical
reservations, there is no doubt that the
Deltec decoder is good value, and may be
recommended as the best design available
so far at below £ 1000:14-
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Fig I. Deltec PDM One: linearity plot below
-60dB, left channel

This is the first single-chip Bitstream
design Ihave officially tested, and it was
interesting to have an opportunity to
explore the performance. Handcalibrated, the channel balance was predictably excellent at 0.05dB or better.
Channel separation was satisfactory for
CD, constant over the frequency range
and gently peaking to 84dB at lkHz, while
no significant phase difference was
observed between channels. The output
was phase- inverting, linear-phase, sourced
from a very low 0.5ohm ( approx) impedance. Showing slight peak- level compression, the harmonic distortion at full
level was not particularly good, typically
-82dB against the similar figure of
-81dB at - 10dB recorded level.
At lower encode levels the distortion
was satisfactory if not brilliant, cg - 27dB
at - 70dB modulation. Spectral analysis of
the latter revealed a series of odd-order
harmonics, which are reflected in the
linearity graphs Figs 1 & 2. These show
noticeable non- linearity below - 85dB
and an imbalance between channels. The
early 7320 Bitstream chip employed is
not renowned for its accuracy, and barely
scrapes a resolution of 14-bits in the
application. At - 90dB ( Fig 3) the 2ndharmonic is only 7dB down even when
using a dithered encode. An effective
dynamic range of 94dB was achieved,
111-14 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

10dB poorer than average.
On the positive side, the results for IIF
intermodulation were tidy, but on signalto-noise the Deltec was poorer than average with aCCIR result of just 84dB, while
some hum content could be seen in the
various spectrograms we plotted. Certain
LF ' idling tones' appear to be present,
which vary according to the level of small
signals - or indeed their absence ( Fig 4).
Here, the spectrogram is presented over
an expanded 501Iz range and shows
changes in spuriae at low frequencies,
which made our usual graphing of a
-90dB sinewave impractical. Delivered at
a rather high 2.8V level, the output
signal's frequency response ( Fig 5) is
noticeably tailored: - 0.5dB at 10Hz and
at 12.51cHz, the latter well within the
audio band. By 20kHz it is 1.2dB down, a
point picked up in the listening test. But
de-emphasis was accurate, IIF spuriae
were rejected satisfactorily, and no clipping was observed on the white- noise
peak test signal.

ee ma

Fig 4. Dehec PDM One: LF spuriae up to .50Hz for
three conditions, top to bottom - ( i) no signal, (ii)
!kHz - 70dB dithered, ( iii) IkHz - 90dB dithered.
Displays spaced by 20dB for clarity
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Fig 2. Deltec PDM One: linearity plot below
-60dB, right channel
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Channel balance
Stereo separation
Channel phase difference
TIIDOtiB
Till) - I
OdB
THD - 70dB
Intermotl 19k117./20kliz.0d11
Intermod I
9kIlz./201(11z.- IOdE1
Frequency response. left
Frequency response. right
S/N 20117.-20kIlz unweightecl
S/N CCIR/ARS1. IkIlz. ref
Output level. OdB
Output impedance
De-emphasis ( error in dB)
Spuriae up to 100kIlz
Resolution at - 90dB, Iteright
Dimensions ( wdh)
'typical price ( inc VAT)

Fig 3. Deltec PDM One: spuriae up to 10kHz
associated with MHz dithered tone at - 90dB

20Hz ' kHz
0.03(1B
80dB

0.03.18
84dB

20kHz
0.0SdB
83dB

-80dB - 84/80 - 91dB
-8IdB
-27c1B -90d13
-85dB
-0.09dB. OdB - I.19dB
-009dB. OtIB - 1.19dB
82dB
84d11
2.79V ( phase- inverted )
0.5ohms ( appmx
'kHz
5kliz
Mint
-0.04 + 0.02 - 0.4
-100(1K
-84c111, - 84.5t1B
I9.5x22x8.2cm
£500

Supplier: Deltec Precision Audio, 16 Claude
Rd, Roath, Cardiff, South Wales CF2 3PZ.
Tel. (0222) 482818
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Sometimes in life, to get the
best require
le extra effort.
We admit that replacing the
grille on one of our Series 3
loudspeakers can have its tense
moments.
"Ping", it flies out of your
hands and settles on
the lampshade.
\. "Twang", it shoots across
the room, catching
the cat squarely

cooling, whilst common to all
speakers, are extremely uncommon
in terms of performance and
reliability with piston operation to
beyond audibility enhancing the
top end of the range.
IT'S A PEACH

The stand we've designed for
the Series 3speakers is possibly the
most innovative feature of all.

between the eyes.
But perseverence
brings its
own reward
because
that grille,
on or off, is simply the final touch to
ahost of innovations embodied
within the Series 3range.

It consists
of aseries of
precision
injection
moulded sections, or
'vertebrae', which slot together to
give areadily adjustable height,
providing astructure of
which the rigidity and
freedom from unwanted
resonances is unparalleled by more conventional
methods.

THE BAFFLE, FOR INSTANCE

Traditionally, the loudspeaker
baffle is made of wood with all its
inherent problems of dimensional
instability and construction
limitations.
Our baffle is
plastic moulded
in polypropylene
making it highly
inert with
considerable
self-damping
properties.
Which means
we can add strengthening ribs and
vary section thicknesses at strategic
points, giving us abaffle which is
both lighter and more rigid.
We can incorporate
performance-enhancing
geometrics not practicable with
conventional woodworking
techniques, we can design
components for function, rather
than manufacturing ease and then
fit everything together with the sort
Winner

What HiFi? had
this to say of
the MS3.I0
"...a build integrity
and finish never
seen in aspeaker
at this price."
WHAT

HI•Fl?

of tolerances that make accurate
assembly areality every time.

of the
composite baffle
is not being compromised.

WHERE WE STARTED...

All of which brings us
back to the grille.
NOT ONE, BUT TWO...
Which has had as much care
Having devised the
DRIVERS...
and invention accorded it as any
polypropylene baffle, we then
No compromise feature of the Series 3.
went one better.
either with
It is afine
Two baffles.
our bass/mid open weave mesh
One behind the other
unit. Each
with no frame to
One structural, one
Series 3
cause diffraction,
cosmetic, made of two
speaker
so it can be left in
different — yet each
features a
place ( it arrives in position on your
eminently appropriate—
polypropylene- speaker) with no fear of reduced
materials with asmall
coned bass
performance.
air gap sandwiched
driver matched
Or you can remove it. It
between upper and lower
to ahigh-hysteresis comes off easily.
baffles providing aresonant
." rubber surround with
And then, when you're ready,
behaviour far superior to the
the motor system vented
you can put it back on.
conventional one-piece baffle.
so as to minimise asymetric pressure
The Series 3grille is designed
The upper baffle has it cushy,
distortion. As you move up the
rather like ahair net with elastic
its sole purpose being to look good,
range, so does the specification.
edges which fit snugly into agroove
secure in the knowledge that the
Which is true also of the alum- around the loudspeaker cabinet.
mechanical performance
inium dome tweeter. Its
It's as simple — or as difficult —
PCeITF-C PROTECTION
special suspension,
as that.
It's not new, be
braided voice-coil conSometimes in life, to get the
the POSITEC
nections and ferrofluid
best requires alittle extra effort.
protection circuitry
on all Series 3
speakers safeguanis,
inaudibly, against
drive equipment
overload or
Morclaunt-Short
malfunction.
CLOSER TO PE RFECIION

Hurford Mill, Perenifield, Hampshire GU3I SAZ, Great Britain.
Tel: (073 080) 721. Telex: 86443 MS HIFI Fax: (073 080) 854
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THIS KOETSU'S
FOR KEEPS...
Koetsu enters the 1990s with
anew standard-bearer in
the shape of the hand-made
Urushi cartridge
by Ken Kessler

A

sIsat back and listened Ithought,
maybe it's the particular recording, perhaps it's my frame of mind
but no — it can only be the cartridge. All I
know is that my smooth and steady
progress in coming to terms with CD has
been set back to its 1985 level. Why?
Because I was in peril of missing an
important fact of hi-fi life: just as CI)
hardware and software has been getting
better and better, so has analogue. The
turntable, arm, and cartridge makers
haven't stopped producing even finer
methods of extracting the music from the
grdoves, but the prerequisite for charting
the maturity of CD has diverted attention.
For me, the past month has been an
education. Ican no longer accept that CD
and analogue are so firmly set in their
relationship to one another that CD
should be accepted as afait accompli.
No, this isn't ashow of supreme naïveté.
It is now certain that CD will emerge
within the next two years ( at the most ) as
the number two sound storage medium —
in terms of sales figures — after cassettes.
And this is not merely a voluble show of
allegiance to a format Ihad never abandoned anyway. But Ican no longer accept
the improvements in CD playback as
some form of miracle, to be accompanied
by an ' 1told you so' from that format's
supporters. And that's because the new
Koetsu cartridge has shown how wide the
gap remains.
I'd heard whispers of the new Koetsu a
few weeks before attending the Las Vegas
CES; my initial reaction being nothing
more than asigh of relief. It meant alittle
more to me than a demonstration of
Sugano's continued well-being, in itself
enough of a reason to be grateful. But
busy as Ihave been since October with a
hectic survey of ahalf-dozen cartridges so
good that it's hard to grade them, Ididn't
respond to the news with other than mild
interest. And why should I? I've been
using a Rosewood Signature for a few
years and feel no need to look for an
alternative. My content was becoming
complacency....
As luck would have it, I ran into
111.11 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Nakanishi-San, the worldwide distributor
of Koetsu, at CES. Isuddenly remembered
the rumour, and asked for details. Nalcanishi-San disappeared into another room
for a few moments, reappearing with a
small cedar box. Ile handed it to me and
told me that it was the new Urushi: a
cartridge described by Koetsu's Sugano as
the finest he is capable of producing. 'Ibis,
of course, was heady stuff for someone so
overloaded with cartridges at the time;
but it rekindled my enthusiasm.
Iopened the box and saw what struck
me as the most beautiful cartridge I'd ever
seen: ajewel of amodel which suggested
hand- made construction, craftsmanship,
artistry. Nakanishi-San explained that the
unusual finish was the source of the
cartridge's name. urushi' being a lacquer
made from the sap of the tree by that
name. The cartridge body itself was made
from solid aluminium in standard Koetsu
shape: aslab-sided rectangle designed by

someone who knew all about the lunacy
of trying to align a cartridge without
parallel sides. But the colours! Gold and
rust, red and copper, in splashes which
looked like the heart-stopping patterns
seen only through microscopes. It looked
organic: the paintwork showing brushstrokes and texture to remind one that
man, and not machine, did the finishing.
Ialso learned that the urushi lacquer
had afunction other than aesthetic. With
time, it would continue to harden,
enhancing the strength of the alreadyrigid body and eliminating further any
vestiges of resonance.
l'he Urushi takes its position at the top
of the Koetsu line, in away areplacement
for the less-expensive onyx- bodied ( Silver) Signature. Indeed, it sports that
cartridge's boron cantilever and fineline
stylus, but the motor has been changed to
incorporate materials regarded as the
state-of-the-art for moving-coil cartridge
51
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CLASSÉ AUDIO - THE
CIVILISED HIGH END
CLASSÉ AUDIO describe their amplifiers as 'affordable excellence'.
That's exactly what they are: every one of their creations has a
wonderfully reassuring solidity of build, impeccable workmanship and
a sound quality that is winning praise from the most critical of
reviewers in the States.
This is equipment that any of us would be proud to own — and few of us
would feel that, even with the inevitably higher prices in the UK, we
were not getting superb value for money.
In Pinewood's view, these devices can take on and beat many other
amplifiers at more than twice the price. They are utterly silent
mechanically, do not run hot, can fit in a conventional rack and are
exceptionally reliable.
Designed by the talented and conscientious Dave Reich, Canada's
Classé Audio amplifiers represent the leading edge in craft and
musicality as well as being easy to live with. Because they are new to
the UK you'll need convincing, so plese telephone Brian Rivas for a
demonstration.

'Martins', Church Lane, Goodworth Clatford,
Andover, Hampshire SPI 17HL
Telephone Andover ( 0264) 57536
Seven days aweek service
Agents for:
Apogee, Audio Research, Classé Audio, Gohlmund, Koetsu, Krell, Krell
Reference, Magnephmar, Mandrake, Micro-Seiki, Sicomin, Smuts Faber,
Theta Digital, Well Tempered Lab, WBT.

Pinewood Music is aspecialist dealer for ABSOLUTE SOUNDS Ltd
r
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design in Japan. The first new ingredient
(which will also appear in Lydian's Parnassus) is aplatinum-core magnet. A material
employed not so much for magnetic
strength but for control of eddy currents
and overall behaviour. The other new
ingredients are iron in the magnet of
99.999% purity and copper wiring of ' 4N'
purity. This may seem a rather oldfashioned sales technique — creative
decimalization as it were — but the effects
are audible. If anything, Koetsu is being
conservative, as other manufacturers are
talking of ' 5N' and even '6N' purity.
FranIdy, my talk with Nakanishi-San
instilled much anxiety. I was afraid to
handle this precious device, a creation
which deserved to be placed on a black
velvet cushion in the window of Tiffany's
as much as it warranted fitting to a
tonearm. Ordinarily, Ihold no fear when
handling cartridges. This one, though,
wasn't just expensive: it was rare, one of
very few samples outside of Japan in the
weeks before it would go on sale.

him, I'd have to say that analogue excellence was the furthest thing from his mind.
Switching from CD to Koetsu and back
made it perfectly clear that neither of a
pair of CD players ( the least expensive
costing more than the £ 1612 Urushi, by
the way) fed with CDs known to be
among the finest sounding available today
could deliver bass so deep, so rich, or so
natural. It was afoundation for the music

Out of the box
Set-up is similar to that of every other
Koetsu I've handled. Only its 12g weight
might cause problems for certain
tonearms. The standard counterweight on
the SME V Iused was enough to balance
the cartridge, and with the counterweight
still some distance from the end of the
arm. As mentioned before, the body shape
makes alignment an easy task, and the
cartridge tracks beautifully with the top of
the body absolutely parallel to the LP. A
tracking force of 1.8g was ideal in my
system, set only by ear as Koetsu handles
the owner's manual problem in the simplest way of all: none is provided.
Amplifier matching was also straightforward, the Urushi driving the Audio
Research SP- 14's 47k-ohm phono input
with ease. Again, the dearth of literature
suggests that Sugano expects the owners
of his products to be experienced enough
to set them up by ear. I'm just glad that he
favours medium-to-high output and nonquirky behaviour!

And into your ears
Life as a reviewer isn't hard, but it is
sometimes hectic. The latter means alot
of visitors, something Imind only when a
dead- line approaches. One such visitor,
whose products compete directly with
those of Koetsu's UK agent, was present
the day after Ifitted the Urushi, and he
stayed longer that he normally would
have. The reason is that he wanted to hear
more and more through the Urushi. He
visits me often enough to know the sound
of my system, so we both knew that it was
the Urushi ( the only change since his last
visit ) doing something utterly remarkable.
I'd been reeling since the day before and
needed a second opinion, just to make
certain Iwasn't imagining things.
My guest's initial reaction ( unprompted
Imight add) was the same as mine: what
glorious bass! Considering that I was
talking to him about CD players and DIA
converters prior to playing the Urushi to
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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unlike anything I'd heard before in my
system, enough — at first — to prejudice
the review with the bottom octaves alone.
Drawn to the Ace records reissue of
Isaac Hayes' soundtrack for Shaft, I
experienced an unravelling of upper-bass/
lower-mid-band layering which not only
made the component sounds easier to
follow but had the added benefit of
improving imaging and openness. Note
that the cartridges I'd been auditioning for
the forthcoming survey are all ones I
could live with quite contentedly once
the Urushi is returned. The Urushi,
though, made them seem sluggish and
thick by comparison. If you ever have the
opportunity to hear an Urushi and can
supply your own `demo' LPs, make certain
that you have something like a Stanley
Clarke title, some classical with phalanxes
of timpani, or some cluttered funk. And
bring along the CD as well for a direct
comparison.
The rock-solid and and truly dimensional protrayal established by the bass
instruments remained consistent through
the frequency spectrum; the Urushi being
the first moving-coil I've ever tried which
actually surpassed a ( working) London
Decca in this respect. Images were spaced
in such a way as to offer more of those
`Ha! I fooled you!' reveries than I can
recall ever experiencing. With better
recordings, including the uncannily lifelike The Saints Meet The Sinners, With
George Melly (C5 Records), the sensation
of being in the venue is enough to silence
anyone who ever thought you mad for
indulging in high-end audio.
Where the Urushi was most familiar was

in the mid-band: the 'clarity-with-warmth'
feeling reminding me of my all-time fave —
the Red Signature. But the still-amazing
Red Siggie cannot match the Urushi at the
extremities, the aforementioend bass
being only half the argument. The trebles,
too, are of awhole magnitude better than
anything Ican recall: sweet yet precise,
and utterly devoid of 'spit' if you set the
SRA with precision. The Red Signature is
softer, sweeter and therefore of greater
appeal for certain installations. The Urushi
is designed for systems free of the anomalies which will compromise its performance rather than benefit from its superior
retrieval capabilities.
Ikeep to-hand some 50 'old faithfuls':
LPs which Iknow intimately and which
make easier the path to discovery. It's like
acrash course in learning about acomponent, the familiarity making it far simpler
to home- in on specific characteristics.
With the Urushi the tables were turned
and it became asession in learning about
recordings Ithought Iknew. The revelations come thick and fast, the flood of
previously unrevealed details making
each recording sound like anew one. The
effect is not unlike hearing for the first
time an unfamiliar version of a song
you've heard ahundred times before. It's
disconcerting because the new sound
eliminates the sense of familiarity which
allows one to listen to the music in a
relaxed state. Instead, one ends up
approaching old standbys with the kind of
attention usually reserved for the initial
exposure to a fresh recording. Only I'm
talking about old friends here, Beatles U's,
the first David Crosby solo LP, and other
records which Ibelieved could hold no
more surprises.
Ortofon said it first in its advertisements
which promised anew record collection
just by upgrading to anew cartridge. With
the Urushi Inow feel compelled to listen
again — with ' new ears' — to the thousands
of cherished performances in my record
library. More to the point, Ino longer feel
any compulsion to make allowances for
CD — no more dual standards in which
one tends to go easy on CD because it's
new technology relative to a mechanical
system which has long-passed its first
century. The best CD — and there's no
doubt that in the last two years alone it
has advanced in easily identifiable stages —
is so far behind the Urushi that it would be
comical if the Urushi were affordable.
Koetsu has pushed analogue even further
ahead of CD.
Don't get me wrong. Icould live with a
fine CD player if that was the only way I
could have music of audiophile quality.
And, yes, you can get fantastic performance out of the world's best CD players.
But compared with asystem using Urushi,
that's like saying that you can get a
brilliant hamburger, next door to a restaurant that's selling fi/et mignon. In less
culinary terms, the Koetsu Urushi is the
best cartridge I've ever heard.+
UK Supplier: Absolute Sounds, 318 Worple
Road, London, SW20.
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It's apleasure to talk to
agood listener.
MERIDIAN

Is the new 208 CD player as good as the
reviews say? — how does the 206 compare? — should Igo ' bitstream'? The
answers to all these questions and many
more are all available at Acoustic Arts.
Why not come along and hear for yourself.

DENON

We are North London's biggest dealer for
this superb range of equipment and
usually have most models in stock for
immediate delivery.

ATC
Just about every major
studio in the world, alot
of major artists and
now the illustrious BBC
use this company's
loudspeakers for serious reference listening
— so why don't you? A
marvellous range of
active
and
passive
monitors of truly outstanding performance.

What is now generally considered to be
the best mid-priced turntable on the market is now even better. The new power
supply significantly improves all aspects
of performance and you must hear one if
you are interested in rejuvenating your
analogue collection. We now have the
new TABRIZ arm on dem.

The Nebula is possibly the best integrated amp at the price — the Theta tuner
is definitely the best sounding tuner at
the price and we now have the new Vega
pre and power amp combination which
continues the excellent run of new products. Please arrange for an early
audition — we guarantee you won't be disappointed.

TOVVNSHEND AUDIO

RADFORD

We are the main London agents for this
company who make a superb and well
known range of valve amps and preamps. What you may not know is they
make one of the best CD players we have
ever heard and an absolute bargain at
just under £ 1000.

CELESTION
The new SL3000, 5000
and 7000 ribbon loudspeakers from Celestion are creating quite a
stir. Atrue ' state of the
art' performance at an
affordable price. We
very strongly recommend an early audition
of these standard setting loudspeakers.

We are very pleased with the new
Townshend Rock ' Reference'. Stage
width and depth and astability of stereo
image which borders on the uncanny all
contribute to give all us analogue freaks
a reassurance that there is still more to
extract from a piece of 12" vinyl. The
latest Glastonbury speakers are afurther
revelation. For openess, transparency
and superb bass they are unequalled at
their size and price. Do come and hear
them.

NEW PRODUCTS

CLASSE

We have on dem one of the most flexible
and exciting new DA convertors available.
To prove the flexibility of this computer
mainframe we can demonstrate four different levels of sound quality from one
unit, i.e. the ' DIGIMASTER' or ' FRENCH
CURVE' software with either 16 or 64
times oversampling. In the latter mode
this unit has the processing capability of
over 70 IBM personal computers. If you
require proof of the sonic excellence then
Stereophile'
read the current reviews in '
and '
TAS'.

cousticArt
ITh

"

We have on dem. the new DR5 pre amp
and DR8 power amp and for the price
they set a new standard. For £4400 the
pair you will discover a number of
refinements in sound quality that
normally cost nearly double. Do come
and hear them along with all the other
good products from Absolute Sounds like
Apogee,
Audio
Research,
Krell,
Magneplanar, Martin Logan, Sonus
Faber etc — they are all here on dem.

We are the first UK dealer for the amazing
Solen Tigre integrated amp from France.
A most fascinating hybrid design using
valves and mosfets which has unbelievable sound quality for its size and price. It
'costs £870 plus extra for an outboard
phono stage and sounds divine. Real high
end sound in asmall package!
We are also the first UK dealer for the
American Graham unipivot arm. A true
'state of the art' tone arm which is the
best we have heard outside the exotic
parallel tracking arms like Air Tangent. A
really outstanding product beautifully
made and finished and agem to set up.

Among the equipment we stock and love:
A&R, ATC, Acoustic Energy, Air Tangent. Alexander, Alphason, Apogee, Aragon, Audiolab, Audio Research, Celestion, Classe,
Counterpoint. Denon, Dual, Ensemble, Goldmund, Hem Heybrook, Jadis, Koetsu, Krell, Linz, Magneplanar, Manticore,
Marantz, Martin- Logan, Meridian, Micromega, Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity, Oxford, Pink Triangle, PS Audio, Quad, Radford,
Revox, Rogers. Roksan, Rotel SD Acoustics, SME. Solen, Sonus Fabus, Spendor, Stu, Sumo, Systemdek. TDL, Tannoy.
Thorens, Townshend Audio, VDH, WTA, Wadia, Whar`edate, Yamaha.

Acoustic Arts Limited, 101 St. Albans Road, Watford, Herts.
Telephone: Watford 245250 Fax. No. 0923 30798
Open Monday-Saturday 9.30-5.30 p.m.

LOUDSPEAKERS

SEN TOR
MONITORS

Continuing our loudspeaker test
programme we examine three
larger, upmarket designs

(Fig. Ib) show the driver outputs to be
well ordered, with good evidence of
effective crossover design.
At 86dB ( Fig. Id) the distortion was
low, and although at 96dB ( Fig. le) the
2nd- harmonic was greater than expected.

by Martin Colloms

peaking to 3%, the 3rd- harmonic was
judged satisfactory. The impedance graph

riced in the £800-900 region, these
models subscribe to the modern

over, while the good-quality crossover is
mainly 12dB/octave and has user adjust-

(Fig. lc) shows a standard 4- ohm load
with 108dBA within reach.

narrow-fronted approach, resulting

ments for mid and treble levels left at
'normal' for our tests.

in a slim appearance and a superior
horizontal radiation pattern conducive to
sharper stereo focus. The Harbeth 111.5
and 13&W Matrix 2/11 are two-way bassreflexed models, but the Allison CD-9 is a
true three-way, using a 240mm bass
driver. As regards siting, the Matrix 2/11
and Harbeth HL5 are intended for
34-45cm

stand- mounting

in

free-space.

ALLISON CD-9
An unusual floor-standing speaker with an
integral steel stand/baseplatc, it is
designed to be placed against a wall, the
low-down woofer position providing
strong acoustic coupling to the wall and
floor boundaries. A three-way system, its

Lab report
Anechoic traces are a poor guide to a
'boundary' model such as this, and should
be viewed with great caution. In the

Conclusion
The CD-9 is acivilised speaker: it offered a
reasonably accurate tonal balance, with a
wide frequency response, especially into
the fundamental bass region. Sensitivity

chamber the main frequency response

was high, notwithstanding the 5- ohm
impedance rating. It took high powers and

(Fig. la) did confirm the high 90dB/VV
sensitivity claim, while the bass requires a

could deliver high sound.
Its merely average rating on

6dB allowance for the boundary-effect

quality related strongly to its rather ' flat'

and thus extends to 451Iz for — 6dB. This
reached down to 251z in- room, where
the overall balance was pretty good ( Fig.

presentation of stereo images: in this
respect, the lower priced CD- 6 sounds
clearer, with a better translation of depth

If) despite some measured loss of power
in the 100-20011z range, perhaps due to

and ambience, and sounded crisper and
more dynamic in the bass. Not a speaker

the physical separation of bass and mid
drivers. The off-axis responses at 2 metres

to be easily dismissed, hut not a recommendation at UK landed prices.

ALLISON

mid and treble drivers are conventionally

sound

CD- 9

placed on the upper section of the front
panel. The enclosure is finished in real
wood

and sports 4mm socket/binding-

posts and electronic overload protection.

Sound quality
Rated at 50% this big Allison had some
hollow and boxy' colorations in the mid-

Fig la. Allison C09: on-axis response at 1m.

band despite the sound being judged
'open' and quite articulate.
More than satisfactory on classical programme, the bass was found to be less
appealing on rock. Stereo images were
broad and well focused, but the panel
described a lack of depth. and a failure in

°

_...

mate to a section of a pulsating sphere.
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stantial speaker encloses a scaled-box,
driven at frequencies below 75011z by a

Above 3.8kIlz the Allison tweeter takes

11

t

Fig lc. Allison CD9: Modulus of impedance, ohms.

Using ahigh-power 50mm motor- coil, the
cone is a traditional design in a ribbed
paper-pulp. From 350Hz to 3.8kIlz a
unique convex radiator is said to approxi-

f

al
•D1V

did not appear very even in the bass.

24.5cm steel- framed 210mm activediameter bass unit deliberately mounted
very close to the floor/wall boundary.

103

•F

Fig lb. Allison CD9: one-third octave response family
at 2m.

space. In our listening room the speaker

Design and technology

55

.111.

consistent recovery of sufficient recorded
acoustic and a feeling of ambience and

The enclosure is strongly constructed
with well engineered bracing. This sub-

t

Fig le. Allison CD9: distortion at 96dB spl.

,•,
Fig Id. Allison CD9: distortion at 86dB spi.
Supplier
Allison Acoustics Ltd, 20 Cleveland Way,
Shelley, Huddersield, West Yorkshire
HD8 8NQ

1
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Fig lf. Allison CD9: room-averaged response (RAR).
Test results

Size ( height xwidth xdepth. cm)
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
Recommended placement

Allison C13.9
9-i x .i2 x
25-211t51

On door against
had( wall
Frequency response within ±:1(111
See Rem
(2m )
II roll off ( - 6dB Iat Im
.( 516
Bass frequency extension ( typical
2511,
in room
Voltage sensitivity ( ref 2.83V tat Im 90011
Approximate maximum sound level I ()MBA
(pair at 2m)
Inpedance characteristics ( case of
Balms average
drive)
Forward response uniformity
Very good ( on
houndary
1./6)11
Typical price per pair ( inc VAT)
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A bit of a change .

. . . the PEINI ONE bit stream
digital to audio convertor

Deltec Precision Audio Ltd, Unit 7, East Moors Business Park,
East Moors Road, Cardiff, South Wales. CFI 5EE, United Kingdom
Tel: (0222) 482818 Fax: (0222) 497522

LOUDSPEAKERS
judged to be ideal for rock programme,
where better dynamics and crisper bass
articulation are required.

B&W MATRIX 2/II

Design and technology
The 30- litre enclosed volume is reflextuned by a decent 50cm diameter, 7cm
long port, while the B&W bass driver has
a massive magnet to help impose the
necessary low Q-factor. Like the ' I', a
nominal 200mm die-cast chassis bass- mid
unit is fitted, with a critically flared
polypropylene diaphragm. The treble is
handled by B&W's 25mm aluminiumalloy dome, the crossover being a highquality affair with anumber of film capacitors and the established APOC electronic
overload protection system.

Lab report

This is the ' middle sized' model in the
Matrix range, and could be regarded as a
larger and louder '
1', with the bass
augmented by alarge reflex-port situated
on the rear panel. Measuring 60cm high, it
is intended for placement on matching
stands a few feet clear of the listening
room's rear and side walls.
As with other Matrix models, the 2/11
may be hi-wired via the gold-plated 4mm
socket/binding-posts, but a small hatch
must be opened beneath the loudspeaker
to uncover the crossover section where a
couple of small links have to be detached.
All Matrix speakers can be ordered in
black ash, walnut, natural oak and rosewood, plus arange of high-gloss coloured
lacquers, the latter at an extra cost and to
special order.

Pair- match was very good at ± 0.5dB, with
the reference response ( Fig. 2a) appearing impressively flat and well balanced at a
useful 87.5dB/W sensitivity, which is a
step up from the Ml. The bass extended
to 53Hz for — 6dB, which in- room translated to some excess in the 30Hz and
501Iz 3rd-octave bands. Unfortunately,
the room match was poorer in the midbass, showing a suckout of 10dB in the
100Hz region ( Fig. 2e). Only mildly
uneven, the mid/treble characteristic is
fine about 150Hz in this same listeningroom plot.
At 2 metres in the anechoic chamber
(Fig. 2b), the M2/I1 produced an elegant
set of averaged forward responses, and
one could hardly wish for better off- axis

B&W
11

Conclusion
The anechoic chamber results were very
good for this model, the tests showing
good sensitivity, an extended bass, and a
uniform and well balanced frequency
response — with the latter particularly
good at off-axis angles. 'Ibis made the
sound more consistent than usual for
different seating positions in the listening
room. Decent sound levels were possible,
while the distortion was moderate. Build
and finish were both very good. The
minor technical doubt concerned uneven
bass measured in the listening room. Was
this connected with the panel's reports of
an uneven LF — a lumpiness at the
extreme low end and chesty coloration in
the upper bass? Certainly this speaker was
not considered as agile, coherent, tidy or
integrated as the Matrix 1/11, and the
numerical score reflected this.
The Matrix 2/11 is awell designed and
essentially neutral performer, whose
slower pace definitely suits classical programme. However, it is outclassed by the
Matrix 1/II, and although it remains worth
hearing, it offers insufficient value for a
formal recommendation.

MATRIX

2/II

TUT,

Fig 2a. B&W Matrix 2 on-axi response at Im.
Or4 .

SOO
II
MUM' AI Ms
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Fig 2e. B&W Matrix 2: room-averaged response
(RAR).

Sound quality
Rated at asatisfactory 56% in the hi-wired
condition, the Matrix 2 nevertheless
scored significantly below the Matrix 1on
unsighted listening. It was auditioned in
good company, namely the Spica TL50
and Ilarbeth Compaçt. Offering more low
bass than the Matrix 1, the bass did not
however sound as tidy, and was occasionally too heavy, lacking sufficient speed
and articulation. Some chestiness was also
present, the result less clean than for the
Ml. Although capable of a ' big' sound, the
M2 appeared less articulate in the mid,
evoking the odd criticism concerning
mild boxiness.
In general, the 2/11 showed good detail,
an essentially neutral tonal balance, and a
wide, even frequency response, while
coloration was moderate. Stereo images
showed fairly good depth, as well as good
perspectives, with respectable levels of
stage width and focus. The speaker handled high power effortlessly, but was not
III FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

uniformity. With a200W power- handling,
it was capable of high maximum sound
levels of 105dBA in atypical room, and its
'good' loading helps the amplifier deliver
its maximum rated output. Distortion was
particularly good at low frequencies at the
higher 96dB sound level ( Fig. 2d), and
was also generally low at the 86dB test
level ( Fig. 2e).
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Fig 2b. B&W Matrix 2: one-third octave response
family at 2m.
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Fig 2c. B&W Matrix 2: distortion at 86dB spi.
Test results
Is

Fig 2d B&W Matrix 2: distortion at 96dB spi.

Supplier
B&W Loudspeakers Ltd, Marlborough Road,
Lancing, West Sussex BN'5 8TR

Size ( height xwidth xdepth, cm)
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
Recommended placement
Frequency response within ± 3dB
(2m)
LF roll off ( — 6c1B) at Im
Bass frequency extension ( typical
in room)
Voltage sensitivity ( ref 283V) at 1m
Approximate maximum sound level
(pair at 2m)
Inpedance characteristics ( ease of
drive )
Forward response uniformity
Typical price per pair ( inc VAT)

B&W Matrix 2/II
60x26x 31.5
20-200W
On low stand in
free-space
6611z-20kHz
531Iz
301Iz
87.5dB/W
I05dBA
Good
Excellent
£795
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COVENT GARDEN RECORD_.
CHARING CROSS ROAD
LONDON WC2H OJA
Tel: 01-379 7635/7427
Fax: 01-836 1345
Open Mon - Sat 10.00 am - 7.30 pm 2 mins from Leicester Sq Tube

THE COMPLETE SERVICE TO ALL MUSIC LOVERS
AT LONDON'S FINEST COMPACT DISC CENTRE
NEW RELEASES
Classical full price new releases only £9.95 and mid price £6.95
per CD for the first 30 days after issue: Decca, DG, Philips, EMI,
CBS, RCA and selected others.

THE ULTIMATE IN
SOUND ADVICE

QUALITY AUDIO
We stock an excellent range of some of the best audio
equipment and loudspeakers available from famous names
such as Arcam, Audiolab, B&W, Celestion, Denon, Marantz,
Meridian, Mission Cyrus, Monster Cable, NAD Monitor, Nakamichi, Philips, Pioneer, Proac, Quad, Revox, Rogers, Sennheiser,
Sony, Technics, Van den Hul, Yamaha and more.

LISTENING FACILITIES
Not only the cheapest new releases in town but also full
individual listening facilities — listen before you buy.

DELIVERY AND INSTALLATION
Free delivery with n London area on selected Hi Fi systems.
Installation service provided. Orders actioned within 24 hours
subject to stock availability.

8,000 CDs IN STOCK
A continually updated and growing stock of the best classical
compact discs.

DEMONSTRATION
rwo private demonstration rooms to audition your future
purchase. Demonstration room can be pre- booked. Just phone
to make an appointment.

SECONDHAND
Secondhand CDs bought and sold, on sale from £ 1.99.

SERVICING

TOKEN SCHEME

Full up-to-date department for servicing and CD Player upgrading by qualified technicians.

Unique scheme of one token for each CD you buy ( value £ 10.95
and over) entitles you to afree CD when you have collected ten
to the value of £ 10.95.

CDV
Compact Disc Video now on sale and on demonstration.
Phillips, Marantz and Pioneer ( universal) players now available.
Full range of 5", 8" and 12" CDV in stock. List of universal CDV &
LV now available. Please phone for details.

SPECIALISTS IN CD PLAYERS
Over 45 CD Players in stock and on demonstration.
From £ 149 to £ 5,000.

moon
LECTRO111C1

FULL RANGE of Mission Speakers 761 to 767 in stock and on
demonstration.
I Designed for every type of room and every type of pocket.
/ 5 YEAR WARRANTY on all MISSION Speakers.
/ Stockist of COMPLETE RANGE of CYRUS audiophile products:
Cyrus One, Two, PSX, Tuner, 781, 782, speakers and the
renowned PCM2 CD Player.
Featuring complete range of MISSION and CYRUS
ACCESSORIES.
k These outstanding products set new standards for reproducing
music as it was performed.

r HrN/4/90

WHEN YOU BUY A
CD PLAYER (OR AUDIO
COMPONENTS OVER £5001
Bring this coupon in during
MAR/APRIL
and get El off your next

£6
OFF

ON PURCHASE OF
5 CDs OVER f9.95
84 Charing Cross Road, London WC2.
No Tokens Given Valid to end April 1990

£1
O
FF

ON PURCHASE OF
1 CD OVER f9.95
84 Charing Cross Road, London WC2.
No Tokens Given Valid to end April 1990

50 CDs over £6.99 this year
Sale P. Special offer goods excluded. Valid to end April 1990
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LOUDSPEAKERS
Design and technology

HARBETH HL5

A mixture of the traditional and the new,
the 111.5 continues the established BBC
lossy box' technology, achieved through
the use of a relatively thin-walled enclosure damped by bituminous laminate. The
original model has a soft-dome tweeter
and a polypropylene bass unit, whereas
the new one employs acustom-designed
bass-mid unit using aTPX cone, built on a
die-cast magnesium frame, with the tweeter apure-piston 25mm aluminium-dome
unit from SEAS.
The sizeable 50- litre box is tuned by a
front vent, 63mm in diameter by 150mm
deep — slant-cut inside. Driver vibration is
reduced by the choice of a 20mm laminated material for the front panel, and the
complex crossover/equalizer is a high.
quality design.

Lab report

This model is the logical successor to the
original Dudley Harwood-designed HU,
which became available alongside the
Spendor BC1. Built in a large enclosure,
this speaker becomes quite an impressive
looking system in the domestic lounge
when properly free-space mounted on
46cm stands. The IlL5 is atwo-way reflex
design, intended to meet the established
BBC- inspired standards for low coloration
and tonal neutrality from amedium-sized
monitor. Wood veneer is used for this
craftsman- built system where, for example, both front and back panels are
screwed, not glued, firmly in position.

On- axis at 1 metre ( Fig. 3a), the 111.5
delivered an average sensitivity of 87dB/
W, with a mildly depressed treble range
and an even, extended bass. The foam
grille had anegligible effect. At 2 metres
(Fig. 3b), 3rd-octave equivalent averaging
reveals the excellent uniformity of forward and off-axis responses, handsomely
confirming the panel result. Off-axis, the
treble holds up well, thus mitigating the
mild axial depression.
In the listening room ( Fig. 3f) the
mid/treble is outstandingly smooth, but
the room/speaker interface does not look
particularly attractive in the bass. The

upper bass is clearly depressed, while the
low bass is a touch excessive, perhaps
suited to a larger room than my 70cu
metres.
Maximum sound levels of I04dBA were
possible, and the highish impedance ( Fig.
3c ) offers an easy amplifier load. Driven to
the 96dB level ( Fig. 3e), distortion was
commendably low, and improved still
further at 86dB where it was better than
0.3% above 20011z.

Conclusion
Clearly attaining agood standard, the 111.5
will serve well as a medium-size, neutral
monitor suitable for wide- range orchestral programme. In fact, several areas of its
performance, such as the mid/treble
integration, were clearly improved over
the earlier versions and helped it set a
respectable standard. Build quality and
finish were first-rate, while the lab results
pointed to careful design, skilfully pairmatched and well executed. 'I'he driver
integration was also handled well, with
the output consistent over arange of axes,
while the response was smooth and well
extended, and the termination rated as
easy- to-drive. It handled high powers well
and also demonstrated commendably low
distortion.
The IIL5 is suited more to classical than
rock material, on account of its mildly
muted dynamics and less than energetic
bass, but was a worthy performer
nonetheless, comfortably qualifying for
clear recommendation in its class.

HARBETH

HL5

II
• • •.
• I.1111

IIHill

Sound quality
Improving on the Compact ( as it should!)
the new HL5 achieved 60% in the panel
tests, using the bi-wire connection. Cor-

Fig 3a. Harbeth 111.5. on-axis response at Im.

relation between panelists was very good,
indicating aconsistent forward frequency
response — a trait shared with the Compact. It was noted by one panelist as a
speaker possessing a recognizable ' monitor' quality, sufficiently bow in coloration
and accurate enough in tonal balance to
qualify for the title. Colorations were
modest and appeared to resolve as a
mildly ' thickened' mid range. The bass

I1, I11111 I'
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On the other hand, stage width and depth
were deemed unexceptional, and some
panelists indicated that they would have
liked more absolute transparency. Dynamics were atouch muted, and some loss
in listener involvement was apparént.
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Fig 3f. Harbeth HIS: room-averaged response (RAR).

Fig 3c. Harbeth HIS: Modulus of mpedance, ohms.
Test results

perspective was handled very naturally.

rousED

a

Size ( height xwidth xdepth, cm)
Recommended amplifier power
per channel
Recommended placement

The treble was to agood standard, with
sweet orchestral string tone and precise
sibilants. Stereo images were well
focused, and alarge measure of orchestral

slâtoS:
R115,04

Fg3b. Harbeth HL5: one-third ocave response family
at 2m.

improved the score.
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was well extended, but judged to be on
the soft and heavy side — more crispness
and speed here would definitely have

Fig 3e. Harbeth HIS: distortion at 96d8 spi.

tr.
•le

Fig 3d. Harbeth HL5: distortion at 86dB sp.
Supplier
Harbeth Acoustics, 3Enterprise Park, Lewes
Road, Lindfield, West Sussex RH16 2LX

Frequency response within ± 3dB
(2m)
LF roll off ( —(xIB) at 1m
Bass frequency extension ( typical
in room )
Voltage sensitivity ( ref 2.83V ) at Im
Approximate maximum sound level
(pair at 2m)
Inpe&ance characteristics ( ease of
drive)
Forward response uniformity

Harbeth HL5
63.5x 32.5x 30
20-150W
On 40-50cm stand
in free- space
4511z-2(11cliz
5811z
301Iz
90dIVW
I04dBA
Easy

Excellent
boundary
Typical price per pair ( inc VAT) £.875
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1 BB100 VALVE AMPLIFIER
BRITISH BUILT AUDIOPHILE PRODUCTS have launched an
exciting new design by Bill Beard. An integrated 50 watts/
channel Line Stage valve amplifier that sounds seductive when
matched with most types of speaker. Ahigh performance
product that offers exceptional value for money. ( See Ken
Kessler's review in HiFi News — February 1990.) Demand is
already outstripping supply so don't delay — ring today for a
dem' appointment and get in on awinner!
Vinyl lovers, panic not, Bill Beard has a
Phono stage to follow.

£995

*Exclusive London Dealer
:Izxà2.aeArce•Alr-

illitetk•U.,C2r.etlexalb.r1Y..MY

M208 PRO COMPACT DISC PLAYER
Its great to see aBritish product lead the world in its field.
Using ' Bit stream' technology and designed by Bob Stuart the
Meridian 208 is quite simply the most natural sounding CD
Player we have heard. It also doubles as afully operational
line stage pre- amp ( phono stage optional) and comes with
remote control.
Atrue audiophile product that will appeal to all music lovers.

£1490
AUF:Ax.Amenkvack&N,;er
. isountzteeesixvAatanosesiLei&vu

1 " LITTLE PINK THING" TURNTABLE
Pink Triangle formed some years ago by Arthur & Neil have
been responsible for several world renowned audiophile
products such as the " original" turntable and the " PIP" preamp. Their latest ' baby' is the award winning " Little Pink
Thing" turntable. Anyone considering buying adeck at a
moderate price must consider the LPT. Certainly one of the
finest sounding mid- price turntables and this ' baby' is also
blessed with stunning good looks. You can also get the
famous Pink lid for just £ 15 extra.
Finished in Nextel

Te

u•

£345

Finished in Piano Black

£389

STOP PRESS

› .-1•

DELTEC PDM 1 Dto Aconverter,
stunning reviews, from stock now!

INTEREST- FREE
CREDIT 0% APR
Spend a minimum of £550 at our
normal prices. Pay adeposit of 10%
and the balance in six monthly
instalments without any charge for
interest.
HALF PRICE CREDIT PLAN
Spend a minimum of £550 at our
normal prices. Pay adeposit of 10%
and the balance in 12 monthly
instalments.
FLAT RATE 8% - APR . 15.4 0/0
FULL TERM CREDIT
Also available at competitive rates with
18-36 months to pay.
(Full written details on request KJ
are licensed credit brokers)

Leisuresound

•
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WHERE TO
FIND US

NEW CAVENDISH
STREET WI
CITY Di

WISTAIINSTIII

THE BRANDS
WE STOCK

W.» STWEE

Acoustic Energy, Alexander, Apogee,
Arcam, Audiolab, Audioplan, Audio
26 NEW CAVENDISH STREET, Research, Beard, Cambridge, Celestion,
LONDON W1M 7LH
Counterpoint, Creek, Croft, Denon,
DNM, Epos, Harbeth, KEF, Kiseki,
TEL: 01*-486 8262/8263
Koetsu, Krell, Linn, Linx, Magneplanar,
Fax: 01 1'487 3452
*from 6th May changes to ( 071). Marantz, Martin Logan, Meridian,
Michell, Micromega, Mission,
Open: Mon-Sat 10am-6pm Mod Squad, Musical Fidelity,
Thurs until 7pm
Nakamichi, Oracle, Pink Triangle,
Pro-Ac, P.S. Audio, QED, Quad, Revox,
"Worldwide Export"
Rogers, Rotel, S.D. Acoustics, SME,
Sonus Faber, S.P. Audio, Spendor,
Spica, Stax, Systemdek, Tannoy, Voyd,
Yamaha, Zeta.
KJ WEST ONE

CAVENDISH ST

W7GPAORE STREET
rn

O
,,,•I]
y, Oy
OXFORD

STREET

SONO St.-,
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LOUDSPEAKERS
t is now eight months since we
embarked on the current HFN/RR
loudspeaker marathon, where the
reviewing technique has mostly involved
the classic combination of panel auditioning and full anechoic chamber testing.
Over forty models have undergone this
treatment in reviews published since last
August. This has provided the magazine
with a powerful data base, and we can
now reprint all the review findings in
summarized form ( pp 64, 65). We have
also taken the opportunity to include data
from important loudspeaker reviews published before and/or outside the above
scheme, but which conform to the same
format regarding the recording the presentation of test results. This makes agrand
total of over 100 entries, with ahandful of
the supporting reviews still to come in the
next month or two.
A substantial proportion of this material
derives from reviews where subjective
judgments of sound quality were made by
an experienced listening panel working
'blind' under carefully controlled conditions — in a room of well
defined acoustics, close to the IEC specification and with an ambient noise-level of
around 32dBA. Several of the listening
sessions included reference speakers of
proven neutrality, while every care was
taken to relate earlier models to the later
review group, which has benefited from a
particularly rigorous assessment regime.
Back-up listening and cross-checking
were also carried out to help impose the
maximum consistency on all reviews
whose results are summarized here.
Readers are referred to the original
reports for detailed discussion of performance, and for the associated diagrams
which plot frequency responses ( in
various modes), impedance curves, and
distortion behaviour.
The test methods employed have been
covered previously in some detail, both in
separate articles over the years and in the
reviews themselves. The latter have normally included the 'Test Results' tables
gathered here, covering basic parameters
such as size, recommended placement
and the use of stands, frequency limits,
impedance, and power ratings. On the
assumption that 96dB is a respectably
high volume level, the minimum perchannel power quoted is the one which
will achieve this in an average room,
assuming that astereo pair is being driven.
Clearly, the more powerful and sensitive
systems are capable of delivering higher
acoustic levels into larger rooms, and the
'average room' here is assumed to be a
fairly substantial 80cu metres. Load impedance is given in the tables: this gives a
basic idea of the ease with which atypical
amplifier can drive the speaker, but again
the reader is referred to the individual
reviews for back-up details. The two I.F
figures are a guide to what one might
expect in the way of bass extension, while
the ± 3dB frequency response gives some
idea of aspeaker's range for an acceptable
tonal balance. However, this last parameter sometimes needs special elucida HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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THE SPEAKER
SI IRVEY
Comparative listening and
lab test data on more than
100 loudspeakers . . .
by Martin Colloms
non, hence the occasional 'see review' in
place of figures.
The aim of this compilation is to be as
comprehensive as possible, though inevitably there have been some omission. It is
fair to say that manufacturers tend to send
their better models for review, thus ensuring that the performance of this group is
above the average set by the speaker
market as a whole. This partly explains
why there is a considerable number of
recommendations: many speakers were
simply never sent for review! But this is
certainly not to say that all the models not
represented here are rubbish. Many from
firms with alegitimate reputation are well
worth investigating — speakers from Naim
and Linn for example.
The average sound quality rating was
set conventionally at 50%, and it should
be noted that the average price for the
whole batch is around £ 350, enabling the
ratings to be put into acash perspective.
When valuing aspeaker you also have to

MUSIC SOURCES USED
FOR LISTENING SESSIONS
Main programme
LP julsang' from Cantate Domine Pmprius
(ATR 002)
CD Britten: Frank Bridge Variations Track
7 ( Nimbus NIM 5025)
CD Loussier: "The Best of Play Bach', Track 2
(Start K32Y 6030)
CD Yello ' Flag', Track 5 ( Mercury 836T182)
CD Shostakovitch: Symphony No 1, Allegro
(Sheffield CD-26)
CD Joan Armatrading: 'The Shouting Stage'
(AM CDA 5211).

Ancillary tracks used
in allied tests
CD Miles Davis: Tun' . (925 490-2)
LP Meyerbeer: Les Patineurs (Decca SXL
6812)
12 Prokofiev: Romeo &Juliet (Sheffield Lab
8)
LP Malciewitz ( Sheffield Lab 21)
CD Bill Withers: 'Ain't No Sunshine' ( normal
Eclipse mix) ( CBS 32343)
CD & LP Rickie Lee Jones: 'Rickie Lee Jones'
(Warner 03296-2)

consider sensitivity and maximum loudness, amplifier load rating, bass extension,
flexibility of room position, and ( if it
shows a bias) whether it tends to favour
rock or classical. Other considerations
include appearance, build quality, powerhandling, and whether you actually like
the sound or not!
Because so many variables are involved
in speaker performance, each design has
its own character, even though the major
manufacturers attempt to minimize such
character variations over arange of models. A good dealer, a fair demonstration
and, if possible, ahome trial, are the best
steps to ensure successful speaker purchase — even when published reports maintain that all is well.

THE RECOMMENDATIONS
Although value-for- money plays its part in
our recommendations, performance
remains paramount. Products offering
exceptional value are starred'* while
speakers of exceptional quality are listed
separately: 'Audiophile Speaker' group.

Up to £ 100
Goodmans Maxim II (£80)
Wearing well, this competent miniature is
awell balanced and musical performer for
shelf or free-space location. The amplified
version also works well at £ 100 inclusive,
but its loudness is restricted by small
on-board amplifiers.
KEF C15 (£99) *
Wall- mounted, this high-quality miniature
delivered a fine result in the listening
tests, with ahigh-grade build quality and
standard of engineering.
Also worth noting are established
budget performers such as the Wharfedale Delta 30 and the evergreen Toshiba
SS33ES.

Up to £ 150
B&W 550 (£ 149)
Although not a 'best buy', the ' 550 is
liveliest of the current 500 series and
offers good value.
Celestion Three ( £ 110 )*
Justly abig seller, this budget miniature is
a bit bright. But it delivers a generously
musical performance full of life and detail.
Fine treble.
Energy
Another
Canada.
life and

ESM4 (£ 160 )
budget model, this time from
It sounded pretty accurate, with
drive its major strengths.
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Listen Hear Ltd
la Regent Street
Ilkeston

Radford Hifi
12 St James Street West
Bath

DEVON

BEDFORDSHIRE

Radford Hifi
28 Cowick Street
St. Thomas
Exeter

Ashtons
6High Street South
Dunstable

Richlow Electronics
264 Torquay Road
Paignton

BERKSHIRE

DORSET

Frasers
4Park Street
Slough

Underwoods
49 High Street
Shaftesbury

Berkshire Hifi
124 Bridge Road
Maidenhead

Suttons
18 Westover
Bournemouth

B& BHifi
Princess Square
Bracknell

DYFED

B&BHifi
62 Northbrook Street
Newbury
B&BHifi
18 King Street
Maidenhead
Reading Hifi
4Queens Walk
Broad Street Mall
Reading
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE

Aylesbury Hifi
98 Cambridge Street
Aylesbury
B& BHifi
4Priory Road
High Wycombe
CHESHIRE

AI

DERBYSHIRE

Gardner & Badman
3Clevedon Walk
Nausea

B& BHifi
36 Minster Street
Reading

41.

g

Dix Bros
16-18 Dimond Street
Pembroke Dock
Lewis Audio
2Queen Street
Carmarthen
Dyfed

CHANNEL ISLANDS

Sound Engineering
69 King St
St. Helier
Jersey
Soundtrack
Church Square
St Peter Port
Guernsey
CLWYD

Electro Trader
19 Colwyn Crescent
Rhos On Sea
Colwyn Bay
CORNWALL

L EJ

Dimensions
3St Georges Road
Newquay
CUMBRIA

H LElliott & Son
29 Lowther Street
Whitehaven
The Hifi Centre
46 Cavendish St
Barrow-in-Furness

NIA

HUMBERSIDE
G EMenders Hifi
2-4 Edward Street
Grimsby
Exotic Sound Co
East Anglia Buildings
Princes Dock Street
Hull
ISLE OF MAN
Island Compact Disc Centre
Peveril Buildings
Loch Promenade
Douglas
Island Compact Disc Centre
Parliament Square
Ramsey

Invicta Hai
Iris Avenue
Bexley
VJ Hifi
29 Guildhall Street
Folkestone

Audiotech
193 Duckworth Street
Darwen

Practical Hifi
81 Whitegate Drive
Blackpool
LEICESTERSHIRE
Hit, Choice
10 St Marys Road
Market Harborough

Hifi Western
52 Cambrian Road
Newporr

A VC
40 Belvoir Road
Coalville

HAMPSHIRE

Hifi Choice
5Town Square
Syston

Audio Vision Sales & Service
43 Camel Green Road
Alderholt
Fordingbridge
Hopkins Hifi
38-40 Fratton Road
Portsmouth
HERTFORDSHIRE

Acoustic Arts
101 St Albans Road
Watford
Hypertec
6Bancroft
Hitchin
Staks
4Park Place
Stevenage
W Darby
6Market Place
St Albans

Lloyd Paton
Albany Rd Trading Est
Chorlton
MERSEYSIDE

Better Hifi
16 Cook Street
Liverpool

Norman Audio
131 Friargate
Preston

TASS
91 Bournemouth Road
Chandlers Ford

The Music Room
50 Bridge Street
Manchester

KENT
The Camera Shop
135 High Street
Hythe

GLOUCESTER

Southampton Hifi Centre
37 Bedford Place
Southampton

Joe Koczur Ltd
185 Yorkshire Street,
Rochdale

Southport Hill
6Princes Street
Southport

Norman Audio
5Butler Street
Preston

Hutchinson
105 High Street
Cheltenham

Stereolectrics
176 Lee Lane
Horwich
Bolton

Russells
38-40 Upper St James Street
Newport

Brentwood Music Centre
2Ingrave Road
Brentwood

TV & Hifi Centre
34 Castle Street
Cirencester

GREATER MANCHESTER

ISLE OF WIGHT

LANCASHIRE
Upminster Hifi
38 Station Road
Upminster

All

JL

ESSEX

GWENT
New Dawn Hifi
1-3 Castle Street
Chester

ria

LONDON

Armstrong Smith
65 King Street
Wallasey
MID. GLAM

NORTHERN IRELAND

East Antrim Electronics
Lower Main Street
Lame
County Antrim
Zeus Audio
Unit 6Hope Street
Belfast BT2
NORTH YORKSHIRE

Scarborough Hifi
53 Dean Road
Scarborough
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
Peter Ellis
27-29 Kirkgate
Newark
OXFORDSHIRE
Astley Audio
3Market Place
Wallingford
Power People
Launton Road Ind Est
Bicester

Just Music
52 Upper Tooting Road
Tooting SW17

PJs Hifi
21 Parsons Street
Banbury

Analog Audio
849 Finchley High Road
Finchley N12

SCOTLAND

The Sound Shop
56 The Broadway
Mill Hill NW7

Hifi Corner Ltd
Rose St Pedestrian Precinct
Edinburgh

Nicholls Hifi
430-434 Lee High Road
Lewisham SE12
Robert Taussig
1Formosa Street
W9
70 Sound
146 Wandsworth Bridge Rd
SW6
Hifi Exchange
126 Pinner Road
Northwood
Middlesex

Mike Manning Audio
110 Middle Street
Yeovil
Watts Radio
1West Street
Some, on
STAFFORDSHIRE

Intersounds
62 Bennett Precinct
Longton
Stoke-on-Trent
Action Electrical
107 High Street
Buton-on-Trent

WILTSHIRE
In Phase Audio
21-23 Faringdon Road
Swindon
Suttons
3Endless Street
Salisbury
PR Sounds
58 Castle Road
Trowbridge
JD Stereo
10-14 Station Hill
Chippenham
LJRutter
17 The Brinox
Devizes

SURREY
Danvic
Quest House
35A Victoria Square
Aberdare

M C Q Entertainments
218 Walworth Road
SE17

Kamla Electronics
251 Tottenham Court Rd
W1

SOMERSET

Datasound
23 South Street
Dorking
Aerco
11 The Broadway
Woking
PJ Hifi
3Bridge Street
Guildford
Oakey & Lee
13 Upper High Street
Epsom
SUSSEX

Hastings Hifi
32 Western Road
Hastings
Laser Sound & Vision
72 Terminus Road
Eastbourne

AM

FIN

Jaysound
5Waterloo Square
Bognor Regis
Kirkman ( Crawley) Ltd
3A South Road
Haywards Heath
Sou ndvvaves
1York Place
London Road
Brighton
Alternative Sounds
10 Eastgate Square
Chicester
TYNE & WEAR

James Kerr & Co Ltd
98-110 Woodlands Road
Glasgow
Hifi Experience
145 Bath Street
Glasgow
SHROPSHIRE

Mid- Shropshire Audio
4Holland Court
High Street
Dawley
Telford

Practical Hifi
84 Penny St
Lancaster

Albion Audio
120 High St. West
Sunderland
WARWICKSHIRE
Power People
Unit E
The Shires Retail Park
Leamington Spa
WEST MIDLANDS
Alternative Audio
95 Hobbs Moat Road,
Solihull
Coventry Hifi
126 Church Lane
Stoke
Coventry

To audition Heco loudspeakers contact any of the above dealers or write to
Zenonlec Ltd, Fourbury House, 36 Victoria Road, Mortimer, Reading, Berks, RG7 3SE
Tel: 0734 333636 for afree brochure

German loudspeaker technology— Now in Britain.

LOUDSPEAKERS
JBL TLX12 (£ 149 )
JBL on a budget, this compact model
performed well in the tests, particularly
when using clean CD sources.
Mission 761 (£ l30)
A lively but refined budget speaker with
traditional Mission virtues — clarity pace
and a healthy output.
Mordaunt Short 3:20 (£ 30 )
My favourite from the new MS range, this
compact example communicates well,
delivering much of the atmosphere and
acoustic of the recording.
Sony APM12es (£ 150)
Despite its heavy bass, this rockorientated speaker delivered good power
and clarity for the money.
Tannoy Eclipse Ell (£ 130 )*
Following successfully on the heels of its
predecessor, the new El 1 ' Eclipse' has
done very well, and represents excellent
value.

Up to £300
Arcam 2 Plus (£ 280)
This characterful model's exceptional
build quality is reflected by its solid,
precise sound.
Allison CD6 (£ 290)
An unconventional design, it loved wallmounting as it was designed to do. and
delivered a big sound.
Ariston Image II (£ 159 )
A well balanced compact design with
more bass extension than you might
expect.
Celestion DL6 II (£ 159 )
An honest package — good all-rounder at
the price.
Celestion DL8 II (£ 199)
Similar to the DI.6, but more powerful and
more refined.
Cyrus 781 (£ 220)
Bi wired, this model performed very well
in all tests. Compact, powerful and
neutral.
Monitor Audio MA300 (£.249)
One of the best of the moderately priced
MA models, this one is good value.
Musical Fidelity Reference 2 (£ 199)
Light and forward in presentation, clarity
is exceptional for the money.
Musical Fidelity MC- 2 (£ 299)
A dependable all-rounder.

£300 to £ 1000
Acoustic Energy AE1 (£700)
With all- metal drivers, this true miniature
provides near seamless clarity and dynamics over its working range, especially on
its own stand.
B&W DM1600 (£ 399 incl stands)
Best of the middle-sector B&W models,
presents acoherent performance — sensitive and well tuned.
B&W Matrix 1S2 (£ 595)
Superbly neutral and self-effacing. this
high- quality compact is uncritical of room
variations.
Celestion SL6si (£. 379)
Well established, this finely crafted compact still stands up well for clarity, focus
and a wide frequency range.
Celestion SL12i (£ 580)
Powerful and dynamic, the 12 is recommended with caution owing to some
room sensitivity in the low midrange.
Celestion SL600si (£800)
Latest incarnation of the 600 Aerolam
miniature, this passed all the tests and is
recommended, the original character
unimpaired.
Harbeth HL5 (£875)
A large, generous-hearted classical monitor for free-space standing- mounting.
KEF C95 (£ 599)
A ' three-way' Uni Q, the C95 performed
well on test, and can be considered as a
sort of budget R104.
Musical Fidelity Reference 4 (£ 399)
Light but fast in the bass, clarity is this
wall- mount's forte.
Musical Fidelity MC-4 (£499)
A more subtle and authoritative version of
the MC- 2.
Rogers LS7t (£400)
Well established, this is a fine compact,
offering monitor sound quality and good
bass extension.
Rogers, Spendor, Harbeth ` LS3/5A'
(£.330 average)
Smallest of the true monitors, this miniature legend lives on. Good enough for
mere stands equalling its price, but not for
high sound levels or real bass.
Spica TC50 (£ 599)
Staying the course, the slope- fronted
TC50 11 has an open, airy sound with fine
stereo.

Tannoy DC2000 (£ 299)
This speaker fought for inclusion on
grounds of dynamics and its ability to play
loud. A superior concentric design.

Audiophile loudspeakers
Apogee Stage (£ 2350), Caliper Signature (£ 3150), Duetta Signature
(£4250), Diva (£8600). All these are
ribbon, open-panel designs.
Magneplanar MG 2.5 (£ 1995), MG 3 II
(£2700). Planar magnetic with pure ribbon treble.
Martin Logan CLS II (£ 3998), visually
transparent, full- range electrostatic;
Sequel II (£2650), needs personal evaluation, superb mid and treble range,
hybrid electrostatic.
Ensemble PA1 (£ 1695), Reference
(£2995). High-quality Swiss- made miniature.
Sonus Faber Minima (£945), Amator
(£2500), Electa (£ 1345). Dynaini(.
powerful miniature speakers
Wilson Watt (£ 5650), lightweight, but
astonishing clarity and dynamics. See new
woofer accessory.
Spendor S100 (£ 1100)
A magnificent and not-so- big three-way in
a classic mould. Plays any kind of music
and will exploit the best sources if so
required.
Celestion SL700 (£ l350 inc stands)
While less suited to loud dynamic rock,
the 700 audiophile miniature has soundstage transparency and focus to balance.
Quad ESL63 (£ 1690)
Arguably the most complete design of
medium-sized electrostatic ever, the 63
must be heard. Excels within its compass.
Spica Angelus (£ 1195)
Despite a coincident floor- reflection
mode, the Angelus consistently impresses.
A fine floor- mount design.

Contenders
Speakers listed here are models which
have not been given the full laboratory
and listening treatment, and have been
reviewed in the magazine by others than
MC. Nonetheless, the consistency of
approach used in the main group and the
level of shared listening experience
involved has allowed us to draw these
models into the recommendation scheme.
Celestion 3000; 5000

Rogers LS4a (£, 220 )*
A star of this collection, the LSta is a
'natural' and performed very well in all
the tests. A classic sealed- box two-way.
Tammy M15 Mercury (. l69 )
Not quite such a hit as its predecessor,
eminently recommendable yet.
111.11 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Spendor Prelude 2 (discontinued)
In Mk Il form, with bi-wiring, this performed well in its sector.

Magneplanar 1.4
ATC SCM50 Audiophile loudspeaker

Spendor SP2/2 (£440)*
A touch dry in the bass, this accurate
compact sailed through the tests and is
firmly recommended.

Meridian D600 Audiophile Loudspeaker
TDL Studio 1
63
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12/89

Mordaunt Short 5453.30

alsx24x 28

19

90

107

15-150

65

50

8

75Hz-85011z

good

av

good

good

good

50

stand, near wall

Worth considering

£180

12/89

Mordaunt Short MS3.40

59x24x28

25

90

10 7

15-150

58

50

8

65Hz-1.21:11z

good

av

as.

ay

ay

44

stand, near wall

£230

12/89

Mordaunt Short MS3.50

87x24x 39

63

90

107

15-150

53

30

8

60Hz-90011z

good

av-

as--

av

ay-

43

floor, 0.3m from wall

£350

12 89

Mordaunt Short 442

95x26X 38

N/A

ygood

vgood

Si good

ay

ygood

60

own stand

Worth considering

£1149

11 8- (PC)

Musical Fidelity Reference 2

38x 25x 22

13

90

10 5

20 -150

93

Musical Fidelity MC2

49x23x 17

22

87.5

101

20-100

60

Musical Fidelity Reference 4

38x25x22

13

90

105

20-150

Musical Fidelity MC4

57X27X29

33

87

103

25-150

Opus Credo

33x29x31

-

88

102

15-75

70

Quad ESL63

93x66x27

N/A

84

99

25-100

3-i

Richard Allan CD5

38X 19x23

10

89

103

15-100

62

50

Rogers LS2a

35x23x21

12

87

100

15-60

90

55

Rogers LS4a

43x26X25

20

88

103

15-100

54

Rogers LS6a

5Ix28x28

V

87.5

102

15-150

50

Rogers LS7t

56X27X28

30

88

106

10-200

Rotel 1U/350 Il

94x25x25

20

87

103

15-150

6

-

-

63

8

11011z-20kHz

good

good

vgood

vgood

ay

58

Mkin stand, near wall

Recommended

£199

1/89 ( MI)

-t0

8

90Hz.16kHz

good

good

vgood

good

good

60

90cm stand, free space

Recommended

£299

10/87(PC)

77

62

8

10011z-20kliz

ygood

ygood

vgood

61

40

8

60Hz-20kHz

ygood

ygood

good

35

4

see review

av

av

4011z.181(11z

ygood

es

6

7 211,20kHz

ay-

ay

as

ay

8

150Ilz-81diz

good

ay

good

ay

av

33

8

65Hz-20kIlz

good

good

good

good

30

8

60Hz-20kHz

good

good

good

good

good

48

30

8

60Hz-20kHz

s. good

good

vgood

good

52

52

8

63Hz-20kHz

ay

good

good

-

-

good
good

good

ygood

ay

59

50cm stand, near wall

Recommended

£399

4/89 ( SH )

good

good

63

40cm stand, free space

Recommended

£499

2/88 ( PC)

ay

av

48

well away from rear wall

£399

10/89

good

71

stand, free space

43

stand, near wall

48

50cm stand, free space

Worth considering

£180

6I

50cm stand, free space

Recommended'

£220

8/89

57

45cm stand, free space

Recommended

£285

3/90

good

61

stand, free space

Recommended

£100

7/87

av

ay

50

free space

Recommended

£130

good

Recommended

£1538
£240

-

Royd Eden

31X21X19

7

88

102

20-175

150

50

8

see review

good

poor

good

ygood

good

43

near wall, stands

Worth considering

£235

11/89

Spendor Prelude 2

50x26x 29

27

87

104

15-150

55

35

8

69Hz-20kHz

good

ygood

ygood

good

good

59

free space, 45cm stand

Recommended

£385

11/89

Spendor SP2/2

51X26X28

27

87

104

15-150

62

30

8

80Hz-20kIlz

good

vgood

vgood

ygood

good

64

free space, -4Sens stand

Recommended'

£440

10/89

Spendor SIO0

70 x37x43

70

89.5

110

15-150

45

25

8

60Hz-20kIlz

vgood

vgood

ygood

vgood

ygood

69

free space, 40cm stand

Recommended'

£1100

5/89

Spica TC50 II

40x33X 28

13

87

101

15-75

60

45

76Hz-20kIlz

ay

good

ygood

good

good

60

free space, 50cm stands

Recommended

£599

10/89

Spica Angelus

II3x53x26

N/A

vgood

ygood

ygood

ygood

good

66

floor standing

Recommended

£1195

Tammy El 1Eclipse

39x21x21

11

86

10 1

15-100

62

45

8

90Hz-20kHz

ay

good

ygood

good

good

59

stands, near wall

Recommended'

£130

Tammy MIS Mercury

50x25x21

17

88

102

15-75

62

40

8

60Hz-16kHz

good

av

good

good

ay

50

stands, near wall

Worth considering

£169

Tannoy DC1000

50x25x23

20

91

105

10-75

50

8

70Hz-20kIlz

ygood

good

good

good

ay

51

stands, near wall

Worth considering

£199

3/89

Tannoy DC2000

72x26x 27

30

99.5

112

10-150

50

33

8

63Hz-20kHz

ygood

good

good

good

good

54

floor, free space

Worth considering

£299

3/90

TDL Monitor

115x-17x 30

N/A

87

105

50-200

-

20

8

3511e2Okliz

ygood

ygood

good

good

vgood

63

floor, free space

Recommended

TDL Reference

118x 56x 50

N/A

good

ygood

good

good

vgood

65

floor, free space

Worth considering

£2999

Toshiba SS33M

40X26X22

16

86.5

99

15-60

stand, free space

Recommended

£100

Wharfedale 505 11

44X26x24

19

87 5

103

Recommended

Wharfedale Ritz Diamond

36x25X22

12

89

103

Wharfedale 507 II

49X26X30

28

sa 5

Wharfedale 512 II

90x 28x 30

58

88

8
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1/90

3/88
7/88

52

45

8

I
00Hz-15kHz

av

good

good

av

av

48

15-125

50

33

8

83Hz-20kitz

av

good

good

av

good

50

0.3-1m from wall"

£179

1/90

10-75

90

50

8

200Hz-21(11z

ay

ay-

ay

ay-

99

wallfree space

£149

9/89

105

15-150

58

33

8

65Hz-20kilz

ay

ay

av

ay

good

48

90cm stand, free space

£220

11/88

104

15-150

55

30

8

801D -16kHz

vgood

av

av

good

ay

51

floor, free space

£600

6'88
1/88 ( KK)

Wilson Audio WATT

42x31x35

13

91

106

20-100

80

50

9

NIA

ygood

good

CX

ex

good

70

60cm stand, free space

Audiophile

£5650

Yamaha NS1000/4

68x 38x33

55

90

108

10-200

40

30

8

55Hz-19kliz

ex

good

good

ygood

vgood

60

35cm stand. near wall

Worth considering

£900

Notes: Titis table summarizes lab test data and panel listening test results generated by Martin Conan's. Where reviews have been published in HFN/RR, the issue dates are as shown. All dates refer wfull technical, subjective reviews by Martin Calkins except where initials are given, to indicate that the published
review was by another author: JA John Atkinson; PC, Paul Crook; AG, Alvin Gold; SH, Steve Harris; KK, Ken Kessler; DP, David Priikel. Readers are advised that test data, subjective scores and recommendation should be taken in the context of the onginal review; for example, poor frequency response
figures do not necessarily indicate apoor-sounding speaker. 'See review' usually indicates an anomaly requiring further explanation. While every care has been taken in compiling this information, no liability is accepted for the consequences of any errors or omissions herein. Dimensions are rounded up to the nearest
centimetre.

00/

Acoustic Energy AEI

30x 18x25

7

83

Acoustic Energy AE2
Acoustic Energy AE4
Acoustic Research AR112

100

25-100

50

39X2-ix 33

22

54 x33x45

60

89

107

10-200

89.5

109

10-301.1

36x 19x 18

8

Acoustic Research AR122

38x 22 x 19

10

Acoustic Research AR142

65 x23X 28

30

90

Acoustic Research AR162

94x23x3s

30

Allison CD6

29x29x 28

Allison CD9
Apogee Caliper Signature

48

8

42

35

45

35

-

a

-

W ee'

eee
a
.cee
we'verssyee cce

fie

OeezeeeZslieestcce:;c-eet‘efeee

ecceee

vgood

good

66

own stand. free space

Recommended'

good

vgood

good

55

own stand, free space

Worth considering £ 1140

1139

ay-

ygood

vgood

55

own stand. near wall

£1800

1/89

av

ay

pour

33

near wall

£125

8011z- 201:11z

good

ygood

ex

8

see review

ygood

good

8

6011z-' Oldie

ygood

av
av

irs
£700

l-89

-

8

ay —

av

av

good

ay-

39

near wall

£150

105

10-100

49

30

4

55111-20kIlz

as

ay

ay

av

3V

46

own stand

£300

91

108

10-150

56

35

4

6011z-20kIlz

good

av

ay

good

good

46

free space, own plinth

£450

10/89

18

90

105

20-100

60

35

see review

av

good

good

good

ygood

54

against wall

£290

11/89

9-1x 32 x27

N/A

90

108

25-200

45

25

see review

good

ay

ay

av

good

50

against wall

£890

4/90

122x71x5

N/A

82.5

105

50-150

35

30

4011z-20kHz

good

ygood

ygood

ex

ygood

74

free space

Audiophile

£3150

12/89

Apogee Duetta Signature

147x 66x 8

N/A

86

105

50-2110 -

3011z-20kliz

ygood

ygood

vgood

ex

ygood

80

free space

Audiophile

£4250

12/88

Apogee Diva

I85x79X8

MA

ex

vgood

1
,good

ex

ex

85

free space

Audiophile

4.81,00

6/88 ( KK )

Arcam 2 Plus

38x 23x 27

15

87

102

20-100

60

48

8

70hz-201:11z

ay

good

good

ygood

good

56

3/90

Ariston Image 11

-i2x 22X 27

17

87.5

99

20-60

73

50

6

I
0011, I "1.11,

av

good

good

good

good

54

BBC ( liarbeth) LS3/5A

31X19xI7

6

83

96

25-60

67

50

8

8011z- 201.11z

as

ygood

ex

good

31/

56

BBC ( Rogers) L5 5/9

-à6 x28x 28

26

89

106

10-150

55

30

8

65Hz-20k11 z

good

ygood

vgood

good

good

58

B&W DM550

35x20x24

11

86

100

15-75

75

60

8

100Hz-20kHz

good

good

good

good

31/

52

near wall

B&W DM560

49x 24 X30

26

003

105

10-100

55

50

8

6011z-20kIlz

good

JV

good

good

ay

50

B&W DM570

64 x24 x30

3-à

093

105

15-100

45

40

8

48Hz-201(11z

good

ay

good

good

B&W DMI600

49x 24x 30

26

88.5

106

20-150

43

25

8

50Hz-20kIlz

ygood

good

vgood

good

B&W DM1800

64 X2-i x28

32

87.5

105

20-200

41

30

8

6011z-20kIlz

ygood

good

good

good

B&W Matrix 1 ( Series II)

41x 23x 32

22

85

102

20-150

52

30

8

63Hz-20kIlz

good

ygood

vgood

good

vgood

62

free space

B&W Matrix 2(Series II)

41 x23x 32

22

87.5

105

20-200

53

30

8

6611z-20kIlz

vgtxxl

vgood

good

good

good

57

free space

-I
4

30

-

near wall

Recommended

8/89

Recommended

£280

Recommended

£159

50cm stand, near wall

Recommended

£ 330

stand, free space

Worth considering £ 1150

8/86

Recommended

2;89

-à5cm stand, free space

£ 149

-ilkm stand, free space

Worth considering £ 199

50

40cro stand, free space

£249

ygood

58

osen stands

good

5-I

mem stand, free space

Recommended

8/88

11/88
2/89

£399

2/88

£499

8/88

Recommended

£595

10/89

-

£795

-

B&W Matrix 3 ( Series II)

91x26X-il

76

vgood

vgood

good

good

good

60

free space

Worth considering

£1145

Castle Stirling

55X 26x 32

34

88

103

20-100

50

30

8

60Hz-20kliz

good

good

good

good

good

5-i

40t.in stand, free space

Worth considering

£399

8188

Celef Nimbus

45x26x25

17

88.5

103

15-75

68

50

8

51,111z-201dIz

ay

av

good

good

46

free space

£230

3/89

Celestion Three

31x19x20

8

86

98

25-60

75

55

8

87Hz-20kHz

ay

good

ygood

vgood

good

57

on or near wall

Recommended*

£110

1/90

Celestion IlL4 II

38x2IX22

12

89

102

10-75

78

60

8

90Hz-20kIlz

av

good

vgood

good

ay

55

near wall

Recommended

£ 139

Celestion DL6 II

46X25x26

22

88

103

15-100

60

50

8

70Hz-20kIlz

good

good

good

good

good

56

40cm stand, free space

Recommended

£159

Celestion 01.8 II

50x 28x 26

27

89

105

20-100

60

45

8

65Hz-20kliz

good

good

good

good

good

58

stand, 0. un from wall

Recommended

£199

Celestion SL6si

37x20x24

12

89.5

101

25-150

52

35

8

65Hz-20kIlz

av

ygood

ygood

good

good

59

free space, 45cm stand

Recommended

£379

10 /
89

Celestion SL12

53x20x28

19

86

102

20-150

52

35

8

I00Hz-19kHz

good

good

ygood

ygood

good

62

35cm stand, free space

Recommended

£580

9/88 ( 1W )

Celestion SL600si

37x20x23

12

82

97

30-150

55

35

8

70Hz-20kHz

av

vgood

cx

good

good

62

45cm stand, free space

Recommended

£800

9/88 ( DP )

Celestion SL700

36 x20X 24

12

83.5

98

25-100

48

38

8

65Hz-181filz

av

vgtxxl

ex

good

good

65

own stand, free space

Recommended

£1350

11/87(DP)

Cyrus 781

43x23x28

16

89

103

15-75

42

40

8

5011z.20kHz

good

good

ygood

vgood

good

58

near wall

Recommended

£240

3/89

Energy ESM4

35X24X23

14

88

102

15-80

60

50

8

75Hz-201(11z

ay

good

good

vgood

good

56

near wall

Recommended

£160

9/89

Ensemble PA1

35x23X22

10

89

103

10-75

60

50

4

6511z-20kHz

av

vgood

vgood

good

vgood

67

staid, near wall

Recommended

£1695

8/86

Harbeth HL Compact

52x28x29

30

86.5

102

15-100

65

50

8

6711z-20kHz

good

vgood

vgood

good

good

57

free space

Recommended

£499

9/89

Harbeth HL5

64X33X 30

48

90

104

20-150

38

38

8

4 5Hz -2 M

ygood

vgood

vgtxxl

good

good

62

40cm stand, free space

Recommended

£875

4/90

lieybrook 0.7

41X23X23

13

86

100

20-75

55

40

8

70Hz-20kHz

av

av

lex>d

good

ay

44

on or near wall

£185

1/90

Ileybrook IIB100

47x26x28

25

88

103

15-100

53

35

8

55Hz-5.5kHz

good

av

good

good

good

53

against wall. 45cm stands

Worth considering

£249

11/89

Infinity IRS Beta

160X56x 36

N/A

-

-

-

ygood

good

ygood

vgood

ex

72

floor, free space

Recommended

£9995

12/88( IcK

JBL TLX12

39x23X23

12

89

103

10-75

85

48

8

95Hz-14kHz

good

av

good

ygood

good

57

un or near wall

Recommended

£149

1/90

JBL TLX16

56X28X30

33

89

105

15- 100

62

35

8

70Hz- I5kHz

good

ay

ay

good

av

£279

3/90

KEF C15

27X I8x 14

4

85

100

20-75

58

55

4

8011z-20kHz

av

good

I/ good

good

av

54

on or near wall

Recommended*

£99

9/89

KEF C35

38x25x21

13

88

103

20-100

60

60

4

66Hz- 1 ' kHz

ay

good

good

ay

good

50

near wall

Worth considering

£ 169

10/88

KEF C75

72x 25x 26

34

90.5

106

20-100

52

52

4

see review

good

good

good

good

good

56

near wall

Worth considering

£349

10/88

REF C95

87x25x30

47

30

4

5011t-201diz

vgood

vgood

ygood

ygood

vgood

66

floor, free space

Recommended

£599

10/89

REF R104 II

90X28x41

82

4

-

ygood

vgood

vgood

ygood

ygood

64

door, near wall

Recommended

£895

REF R107

116x33x45

N/A

4

35Hz-18kliz

ygood

ygood

ygood

good

good

64

Boor, near wall

Worth considering

£2025

90
90

-

-

-

-

-

108

10-200 -12

-

-

116

15-200

30

-

30

8

4

-

-1 z

-

:IV

-à3

45cm stands, free space

-

-

1188

7/86 (JA )
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If anyone doubts our honesty, then
read on, because we are forced by
our open-minded approach to the
universe, life and Hi Fi to recommend alandmark product; from a
giant company whose products
some people are surprised to see in
our showroom.
We have now tested, and are
disturbed by, aproduct which challenges our minimalist approach.
Therefore, it is not for everyone,
but it has musical truth combined
with the last word in control flexibility. It therefore re-directs audio history, by fusing two channels of
design which were previously mutually exclusive. Before we begin
to describe its features, bear in
mind that, despite its complexity,
this machine does not mangle
music; that is to say, it retains a
remarkable amount of transparency, etc. The explanation is in the
correct employment of signal processing in the digital domain. To
their credit, Apogee have pioneered this in their DAX crossover,
but at aprohibitive cost, but which
really makes their ribbons work!
The following bag of tricks retails at
only £700; an indication of how low
HiFi pricing is in Britain.
The Sony TA-E1000 ESD Digital
Processing Control Pre-Amplifier is
a mouthful; and a handful. You
have never seen so many phono
sockets paraded in straight rows!
They accept inputs from turntable.
tuner, two tape decks, and up to
five video inputs including DAD.
Camcorder and TV tuner. The TV;
VTR Control Centre includes the
ability to mix sound from its audio
inputs. Digital inputs are by way of
co- axial and optic fibre. All signals
are ultimately converted into the
digital domain, and here the parametric equaliser and the sound
fields are applied; the choice by
which the user can creatively apply his own parameters or
accept pre-programmed factory
options give, shall we say, our
large choice. For this reason,
the remote handset is very
comprehensive,
itself
programmable and can replace
all others within your system.
Most recommended options
(eg. orchestral, chamber,
operas, church, jazz, disco etc.)

NEWSLETTER

APRIL 1990

our lack of enthusiasm for many
small but expensive loudspeakers
which are raved about. It is certain
that there is great demand for a
product which gives great results
from asmall box, but in the past the
British buyer has been persuaded
that the right compromise is very
clever. We have never endorsed
these various products, although
we have tried them carefully. Now
the right thing has arrived. Of
course they are expensive, £ 1000
for asmall pair of boxes, but you
won't argue with the price when
you hear them. But do be careful,
select an appropriate surround signs ever made, in mint condition
you'll want apair, and the waiting
sound, equalisation, and the for only £ 1000 including apair of
list is already three months long.
third parameter. which is EBS stands. Another classic British
Just long enough to save up for the
dynamics, may be expanded or £2000 loudspeaker is the KEF
deposit the way mIrtgage rates
compressed ( eg. for low level 107 and we have a pair in black
continue to spiral.
listening).
ash selling for only £ 1,095. And we
Had you listened to us, you
have a KRELL PAM- 1 pre-amp
The outputs include signals for
would have missed the queues for
in less than mint condition, hence
rear speakers and acentre-front
JPW Loudspeakers; Britain's
only £650; what remains intact is its
channel and a sub-woofer. The
best kept secret is out. We recomastonishing attack and construcdevice is, of course, designed for
mend the best of British, but we
tion; this is areal bargain. Now that
audio-visual integration, and has
always praise the best of American
the Hi Fi season is over, prices are
outputs for two TV monitors and
loudspeakers too. And Snell
extremely low yet many bargains
Dolby Pro Logic for the increasing
Acoustics make very interesting
remain static: last month that Sony
number of VHS tapes. Its ease of
boxes to go along with the planar
pre- and power amplifier combinause, or user-friendliness, is achand electrostatic designs. Thus we
tion (TA- Eand TA- N901) failed to
ieved by its LED screen which tells
stock and highly commend the
find agood home, so we shall drop
you all it is doing. You can actually
new APOGEE Stage Ones and
the price to £850. In Glasgow, we
hear the effect on the processing,
the Magneplanar range starting
have a Conrad Johnson Preand it is reassuring to monitor the
mier Four valve power arm, a from the SMGa ( areal bargain) up
before and after situation. Anyone
to the ribbon designs; and the new
truly awesome beast, and abarwho has heard the Cello Palette, a
MARTIN LOGAN designs, the
gain
at
£2,000.
remarkable but very expensive
amazing high-end bargain of the
Last month we spoke of Michell
product, might be prepared for the
Products and the Synchrodek decade ( Irefer to the Sequel II)
kind of " improvements" but Sony
and new Gyrodek in particular. If and the stunning full-range electrohave not employed the subjective
static. Martin Logan has the best
experience of Richard Burwen you have not already done so,
customer service I
have seen; you
come in and check out these prodwhose maths were so successfully
ucts. At The Music Room, choice can buy these products with full
employed in analogue circuitry by
confidence. Ioften wonder why a
is always unrestricted. New prodour American friend. As soon as
good manufacturer cannot cut the
ucts and upgrades from Roksan
someone does. Ishall rush out and
Engineering continue to make delay in sending parts by using a
buy the product; designers please
this company the pacesetter in the courier service direct to the dealer
take note!
analogue arts, which are very from anywhere in the world. Martin
A product like the TA- E1000
Logan can, simply because they
much alive and well. A new budget
could be something of a Trojan
turntable called The One by Sys- care; and we salute their philosohorse in that for a mere £350 a
phy which matches their uncomtemdek plans to keep Scotland
matching power amplifier does
well ahead in the field of budget promised products.
not let down the sloe. In an
Finally, a word on amplifiers.
turntables; in fact it takes out many
obvious marketing strategy to
mid- priced products; and yet its Valve amplifiers are now very afkeep the cost within £ 1000, you
styling and construction quality are fordable, reliable; and even
get a power amplifier which is
well up to the usual Systemdek integrated. Audio By Design is
hard to beat at less than £500.
standards; quite an achievement, well named, and even better
Fortunately, Britain still rules the
priced. Listen now before the herd
therefore.
waves so far as acoustics are conThe greatest recent achievementality causes astampede. Oh,
cerned. We have in Manchester a ment in loudspeaker design unand first come first served for apair
special pair of ProAc EBS in ma- doubtedly comes from Monitor
of used LINX Stratos power
hogany, one of the greatest deAudio whose Studio 10 confirms
amplifiers; priced at only £450.

The Music Room, 50 Bridge Street,
Manchester M3 3BN. 061-835 1366

The Music Room, 221 St. Vincent Street,
Glasgow G2 5QY. 041-248 7221

ANIPLIFIERS
eliberate planning for a single
Europe may, or may not, have had
anything to do with it, but the
Europeans used the late 1980s to make
their mark in high- end audio. Smashing a
UK- US monopoly on serious' equipment,
companies like Goldmund, Gryphon, YBA,
Sonus Faber, and others have shown that
the Continent can now boast serious
competition. Until recently. though, any
Eurofi of merit has been decidedly expensive. Now there's a new piece aimed
straight at the heart of the entry-level
sector of high- end...
Solen is aFrench manufacturer of tube/
MOSFET hybrids, whose initial appearance at The
Show produced an
expected response: 'The shape! It's a
triangle!'. Well, sort of. At eye level the
Solen Tiger B50 line- level amplifier, in its
solid aluminium case, looks ' normal', with
a rectangular faceplate bearing a volume
control, source select buttons ( each
sporting ared tell- tale inside the button ),
and a power switch.
But the upper corners, when viewed
from the front, are slotted, and it's only
when the eye travels to the top-plate that
the observer realises that those slots are
the front edges of the amplifier's heatsinks. The designer sweeps these down
the sides, and they meet at the back,
forming a rear panel 150mm wide —
compared to the frontal width of 370mm.
The rear edge provides asensible surface
for mounting the five-way speaker binding
posts, sockets for CD, video, tuner and
tape in/out, and gold-plated sockets
marked phono/aux.
The Tiger is phonostage- free, as its
line- level tag suggests, but the company
does manufacture an outboard phono
section, the PA- 2 Phono Module, as an
option. This consists of asmall, Walkmansized black box with gold phono sockets,
earthing tag and power lead: the phono
stage being driven by the Solen Tiger itself
via a tiny socket labelled 'VA', sited just
below the speaker terminals.
The Tiger is small but densely packed
with circuitry, the triangle of a chassis
surrounding a massive toroidal transformer: the main circuitry is best viewed
from the underside. The relatively small
size of the unit reiterates the company's
intention to employ ultra- short signal
paths. The circuit itself consists of a
hybrid design in shunt- regulated push-

The unusual, trapezoidal-shaped design, seen here with top
cover off, is definitely not for stacking
I
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TIGER
BURNING
BRIGHT
Solen Tiger's innards revealed

A French valve/MOSFET hybrid
integrated amplifier of unusual
proportions reaches the UK
by Ken Kessler
pull configuration, with apair of ECC81s
used in the pre- amp section. The company. as with others who have used this
topology, states that valves at the input
stage offer the widest possible overload
headroom, ' with the dependability and
low output impedance of a solid-state
design in the power stage'. MOS logiccontrolled circuitry is used to route the
signals directly from the inputs to the
pre- amplification stage.
The power amp section was designed
for stability but with fast rise times. Iused
the Tiger — the name became more
appropriate with every listening — with all
manner of ' difficult' speakers, including
,Sonus Fabers and Apogee Stages, and it
served dutifully without complaint.
Two main strengths allow the Tiger to
stand proud in aprice sector crowded not
only with good integrated amps ( with
photo sections) but also with less expensive separates combinations. The first is its
way with dynamics. In no way does the
Solen have the sheer urge of the similarly- rated BB100, but it still behaves like
alot more than a2x 50W amplifier selling
for under £900. To keep within its
capabilities, I'd recommend slightly less
difficult matches than the Sonus l'abers —
the Monitor Audio Studio 10s, for example, worked a treat with the Tiger — but
hungrier designs will not embarrass this
baby. It is able to swing from soft to loud
with consummate case, especially if it's
not being asked to deliver the kind of bass
possible with a design like the Stages.

'Me other noteworthy characteristic is
its gloriously transparent mid- band. Slight
cloudiness affected the extreme treble,
almost asoftening effect, but this is only
worth noting because the all-important
mid- band is so open and refined. And this
effect was noted more when using the
Tiger's outboard phono section than with
the line inputs or the phono section of the
SP- 14. Not that the phono stage is that
bad; it's just that the line stages are better.
And as far as the PA- 2 goes, keep in mind
that it retails for a mere £ 170 so it's
actually pretty good value.
The general behaviour of this unit
favours CD, so offering it in standard form
as a line- level-only device means an instant saving for those who have abandoned the LP. Using CDs designed to
impress rather than entertain, the Tiger
was able to handle outrageous ' torture
tracks' like the stampedes on Telarc's
Round- Up or our own 'garage door' without suffering from compression. More
thrilling was its superlative behaviour in
all three dimensions, with space and
location perfectly preserved, even if the
soundstage seemed scaled down a
shade ... hut in the right proportions.
But this slight reduction is in keeping
with its ' little jewel' nature, a reminder
that good things often do come in small
packages. It has charm on many levels —
aesthetically, sonically and ergonomically
— and the unusually-shaped case occupies
a comfortable spot between novelty and
domestic acceptability. At £870 ( in linelevel form), it has to be judged a wise
purchase for the iconoclastic audiophile. a
musical, wholly pleasurable bargain of an
amp. Funnily enough, it'll even make you
feel good about the pending Single European Market idea. -It-

SOLEN

TIGER

Manufacturer's specifications:
Output
SOW- channel. 8ohms
Output impedance ( loudspeakers 10. I' ohms
Input impedance
300mV 22k- Ohm (line)
VOIMIV/c7k-Ohm ( tape)
Frequency range
5-60 kIlz(OdB'IW )
Rise time
tsiN ratio
92dli
1E03% ref I'S'
IM distortion
0OS% IW I
klIz 8Ohm
Dimensions
3"Sx 220x 110mm 1.0111
Weight
".5kg
Price
£8 -11( Tiger)
£ I ( PA2. Plum° Module)

UK Supplier The Final Upgrade, Suite 1,48
Somerset Road, New Barnet, Herís ENS 1RG.
Tel 01-440 2588

HEAD TO HEAD
Two top cassette decks — bristling

response shows ( Fig. 2 ) the metal bias of

with knobs and buttons, but there

giving

this sample appears to be wrongly set,
a pronounced

treble

lift.

At

a

—20dB record- level the response on Type
IV tape peaks almost to + 10d13 at I5kliz.
On Types Iand II tapes the responses at

are shortcomings...

—20dB are respectably fiat and reasonably
extended with the bias control set centre.

by Chris Bryant

Switching in Dolby produced some midhese two decks come from contrasting giant multi- nationals. Both
have factories in Europe and japan,
hut Philips has a more distinctly electronics base, while Yamaha's activities are
very diverse. We also see a contrast in
styling: Philips' model has retained the
usual black exterior, while Yamaha has
progressed to the titanium finish which
may become predominant in the Nineties.
At approaching £ 300. both decks have
three heads and plenty of features.

range suckout, which was more pronounced with Dolhy-C than with B.
Pre-recorded test- tapes produced a
commendably flat plot, albeit with some

PHILIPS FC870
This particular Philips unit comes from
Japan and the cassette transport is typical
of the genre and has a pressed- metal and
plastic construction. It uses two motors
but only one capstan and pinch- roller.

and are about 3dli down by 3011z. At a
OdB recording level the responses

There is a standard three- head system:
one separate erase- head and a combina-

I1kHz respectively on Types I and II
tapes. At this higher level, the incorrect
bias for Type IV tapes ensured that the
response extended to 20kIlz, but with an

tion record/playback head.

PHILIPS

FC870

Fig 1. Philips FC870: flutter spectrogram at
3150Hz ( span 400Hz)

—

,....

While the Technics cassette deck that I
reviewed last month relied on Philipssourced Dolby chips, this Philips uses the
standard Sony variety!

MHz

Midis

Test results
Replay .noise ICC IR ARM weighted.
ref ntIlt I
Tape Type I1ISR off I
hilhy II Dolby ( : I
ih Sh hMlli
Tape Type II
51 6) -0(1B
.
I
.
ape 11 -pe IV
16 Sh ( i5.111
Wow and Butter ( ar pl. tv righted DIN I
II 06",
Speed error
I0".. last
Azimuth e ( Muse shift at I
OM Ir I
' ndegrees
lane output I ( k111 ma.', /
0 So ; Any
VI . Indic:Mini Iat lFI ikIlt I
2,111
(humid separation IILI lz 1
okl 1r I
II, 11.1H
Line input 1•1.11•116 16 11 I% 1 g11 Crload I
' link' > 11V
1M distortion from 11 I2k11, Mlli Intuir,,)
Tape Type I
- i2(111
Tape '
Ipi- II
- 52dB
Tape Tt pc IV
- 515111
Tool harmonic dis ttttt nut ref Al 511,
at OtIll
Tape Type I
- 3Adli
Tape Type 11
- 36tIB
Tape Type IV
- 311.111
Dimensions( whd. inm
)
-122x Tinx A00
Typical price inc vAT
£251)

Supplier
Philips Consumer Electronics, City House, 420430 London Road, Croydon CR9 3QR. Tel:
01-689 2166.
(18

I1kHz.

Sound quality
Using TDK metal tape. the treble was

'Recall' is auseful function if you're trying

added touch of 'grain', this can become a

to extract the maximum performance
from a particular tape; when activated, it

little wearing. The rising frequency
response makes itself felt, and as the deck

recalls the peak level of the last recording

stands is far too bright. Because of this

made. Next to the balance control is the
tape bias adjustment, a facility available
only on Type I and II tapes.

response anomaly Icouldn't really listen
to classical music on Type IV tape, but
other tape types gave a more balanced

The fluorescent record- level meters
cover a range of — 35 to + 12d13 in 15

reproduction and so were used for the
majority of the listening, with Type II

steps, with 2dB resolution around and
above Odli, and there is a numeric read-

preferred. Type I tapes were not as
dynamic, sounding relatively noisy and
coloured.
On rock and jazz, the ' 870 sounds

Lab report
wou.

tidB peak measured at

particularly exposed, and as there is an

out of peak level from 0 to + 12c.113. This

gou.

became more limited at 11F, with the
—3dli points occurring at 9k1 lz and

'I'he player has all the familiar facilities
of a modern unit, plus some extras.

display section also indicates the various
operational modes as used.

Fig 2. Philips FC870: frequency responses at
-- 20dle recorded level (5dBldivision). Top to bottom:
I, II, IV, II with Dolbv-C, Itest-tape

treble droop above 10kliz, but all the
record/replay responses fall below 1001-1z

dynamically more coherent than many
cassette decks; it manages to preserve a
large element of the original integration.

For both decks. BASF pre-recorded test-

Tonally,

tapes and TDK, Sony, and BASF blank

become a little thin and forced. Dolby- B
brought a certain steely coloration — a
brightish sheen which • added a ' chromium-plated' edge. The bass appeared to

tapes were used during the lab and
listening tests. Replay noise was examined
with aCCIR-weighted filter in circuit and
the

results

provided

figures

which,

although not quite up to those measured
for the Yamaha, are perfectly respectable.
Wow and flutter were very good, the
spectrogram ( Fig. 1 ) revealing the tine
transport stability. The 10kliz prerecorded azimuth test- tape showed a I/R
error of 70 degrees, which would represent aloss of nearly 2dB at this frequency
if the channels were commoned; but it's
not important in stereo terms. I.ine-output

however,

female

voice

can

lack weight a little, hut what there was
integrated well with the midrange. DolbyC. was similar to B. but more lacking in
detail and texture — timing starts to go,
while focus is generally only reasonable,
with some image smearing.
The stereo soundstage seems limited
with all tape formulations and settings; it

was close to the industry norm, and up to

is narrowed and lacks both depth and
separation. Generally, the sound is brash
and fieward, and doesn't match the depth
and space of the Yamaha. The treble is

3.9V is available before the amplifier clips.

also grainier, while the Philips doesn't

which ensures adequate headroom. The

reveal subtle detail to the same extent, the
overall reproduction being saved only by

meters over- read by 2dB, but this gives
little cause for complaint. Line- input was
quite sensitive at 74mV, with an exemplary overload margin.
Distortion figures were good, especially
on

metal

tapes,

but

as

the frequency

its dynamic integrity and interest. There is
some high-level compression and the
sound is less precise. with images
rounded and a mite blurred, with less of
that reassuring lock- in quality.
11111 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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CASSETTE DECKS
sure of depth and transparency. The bass
still lacks dynamic urge, but the mid is
reasonably quick, while the treble is clean
and open in character.

CONCLUSIONS

YAMAHA KX-630
The Yamaha chassis is made mainly from
steel; this includes the basic case structure and it has a wrap-around steel lid.
The back panel has a plastic injectionmoulding covering, and the front panel is
of thin alloy over plastic. The buttons and
knobs are made from grey plastic. which
is not very thick and flexes if pushed too
hard. In terms of styling it looks balanced
and well organized, with a long Perspex
strip covering the display and remote
sensor ( the remote control itself is
optional). All the lettering is in white,
consistent everywhere, and is set-off well
by the high-tech titanium finish.
Automatic tape- type detection is fitted,
and this can be fine-tuned for bias subjectively using one of the rotary controls and
anoise-source (eg, FM interstation noise),
as with the Philips. The fluorescent display, which carries all the function reminders as well as the tape- counter and
peak- reading meters ( with arange cover«ing — 30 to + 12dB) iS orange. Optimum
recommended- level indicators appear as
lighted segments between the numbers
on the signal- level scale, in red at ()dB and
above. Source/monitor switching is automatic, but ci-h be overridden manually.
'Play Trim' is a new Yamaha feature, to
increase compatibility with tapes
recorded on other decks by controlling
the HF response ( ± 3.5dB at 1()kHz). As it
operates before Dolby the effect is magnified, especially with Dolby-C.
The tape- transport has two motors and
asingle capstan, but it is well made from
plastic and pressed-steel parts and looks
fairly sturdy. The tape is not back- lit.

Lab report
The CCIR-weighted signal-to-noise ratios
were all respectable, with Dolby-B providing a 10dB improvement irrespective of
tape type, and Dolby-C afurther 9dB. As
on the Philips, the wow and flutter figure
was very low, and this shows as anarrow
central peak in the visual representation
(Fig. 3). There was little speed error,
while the azimuth measurement produced a harmless phase-difference of 40
degrees between channels at 10kHz.
Line-output at OdB level was 630mV,
and with 3.4V available before clip there
is plenty of headroom; but the meters
DM NEWS& RECORD REVIEW
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over-read by 5dB. The line- input sensitivity for OdB was 110mV — around the
industry standard — and the input overload margins were exemplary. Channel
separation was moderately well maintained at 10kliz, although 30dB is getting
near the stereo bone. Intermodulation
and total harmonic distortion were pretty
consistent on all tape formulations, worse
than the Philips on IM but better on THD.
Metal tapes faired better than the others
on both machines. The response plots
were satisfactory ( Fig. 4), with all tape
types holding flat through the midband at
both OdB and — 20dB test levels. Metal
types provided greater extension at the
higher recorded level as expected. On
Dolby, the responses displayed a little
treble lift, as the ' C' plot shows. LF
response reveals some head- contour
effects, but these have cleared by 60Hz.

Sound quality
On metal tape there is anatural balance,
with good, fairly pure treble. There was a
noticeably good soundstage, with fine
focus and precise imaging. It had good
depth and fair width, with solid images
well created in their own space. The
balance is close to natural, reasonably
lively but losing some dynamic impact.
With Type II tapes, the treble had more
tinkle and grain, with some slight tonal
coloration, but detail was still well preserved for acassette. Type Itapes were a
little too hissy with Dolby NR off, and
captured less detail. Generally, the '630
made a reasonable effort with the three
tape types, but it sounded a mite restrained when directly compared with the
Philips — it doesn't have as much ' acceleration'.
Switch the Dolby on, and the player
gets a ' turbo lag' which unfortunately
extends right up to the red line. It never
comes on boost. Dolby also seems to kill
some of the spaciousness and imaging
abilities. I don't normally like signalprocessing of the Dolby type, and on this
deck Idislike it even more than usual.
Dolby-C in particular loses detail such
that it imposes an early stop to the decay
of notes, while voice can sound slightly
clipped. In the treble the cymbals are too
processed, and the bass lacks timing even
more. However, pre-recorded Dolby- B
tapes sound well presented, with a mea-

Technically both decks gave areasonable
account of themselves, although there are
one or two problems, the worst of which
is the incorrect bias for metal tapes on the
Philips. Both the transports worked well,
but Ifelt the styling on the Philips wasn't a
total success and preferred the Yamaha's
ergonomics. The latter player rendered
more faithful tonal copies of the source
material, but the Philips remained truer to
the dynamics and inter- band integrity.
If you intend to record classical music
you should probably go for the Yamaha,
but to preserve rock-type rhythm you
would need the Philips. Neither deck is all
things to all listeners, so it is difficult to
recommend either without serious
reservations. But both have their strong
points, so neither should be dismissed
without examination.+

YAMAHA

KX - 630

i. ..„
.,,
Fig 3. Yamaha KX-630: flutter spectrogram at
3150 Hz (
span 400Hs)
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Fig. 4. Yamaha KX-630: frequency responses at
—20‘113 recorded level (5dB/division). Top to bottom:
I, II, IV, II with Dolby-C, Itest-tape
Test results
Replay noise ( CUR/ARM weieted,
ref lkIB 1
Tape Type I( NR off/Dolby B/Dolhy C)
48158/6 -MB
Tape Type II
51/61/70dB
Tape Type IV
49/59/611dB
Wow and flutter ( av pkweighted DIN)
0.06%
Speed error
0.3% slow
Azimuth error ( phase shift at 101cIlz )
40 degrees
Line output ( °dB/max)
0.63/3.4V
V1' indication ( at 1EC OdB)
5dB
Channel separation ( Iklizil °kHz )
47/30dB
Line input sensitivity ( OVU/overload)
110mVi> 13V
IM distortion from I1 / 12101z OdB tones)
Tape Type 1
— 23dB
Tape Type II
— 28dB
Tape Type IV
— 42dB
Total harmonic distortion ref 31511,
at OdB
Tape Type 1
— 40dB
Tape type II
— 36cIB
Tape Type IV
— 40dB
Dimension; ( whd. mm)
435x 11 , x2, 3
Typical price inc VAT
£300

Supplier
Yamaha Electronics ( UK) Ltd, Yamaha
House, 200 Rickmantworth Road, Watford,
Hens WDI 7.7.S. Tel: (0923)33166.
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ACOUSTICS
...If the character of the music springs from the mind of
the composer,
and the interpretation flows from the skill of
the conductor...
what will a Harbeth monitor add to the performance?
nothing!
Surely that's how it should be!
Our FILS', HL Compact and BBC LS3/5A monitor
loudspeakers symbolise this simple philosophy.
And the hard proof is that our sales have increased by over
10 times in just 3years.
As our customers say:
"If you're serious about music...it has to be Harbeth"
The Harheth HL5 is reviewed in this issue

I. HL5:Sest Buy 1989/90' Stereo Sound Magazine, Tokyo.
I. HL5: Recommended, Hi Fi Buyers Guide 1990, Gramophone Magazine
2. HI. Compact:'Components of the Year 1988' Stereo Sound Magazine, Tokyo.

5-1
3Enterprise Park, Lindfield,
Haywords Heath, West Sussex RH16 2LX
Telephone 04447 4371
Fax 04447 4376
VAT 449 5815 10
Designers and manufacturers of monitor loudspeakers
/
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POT POURRI
BEYER DT 770 PRO 9DT 990
PRO HEADPHONES
An open and shut case. The pun is
irresistible, when it both summarizes my
feelings and highlights the one major
difference between these two designs: —
otherwise identical in every parameter
quoted by Beyer ( except weight). Costing
£10 less, the 770 is a closed dynamic
headphone, the 990 open. Both are frequency response equalized to diffuse
soundfield, te they don't appear bright in
relation to normal room speakers —
indeed, the preferred 990 makes a good
subjective ' match' to my usual RATA
stand- mounted Quad ESI-s.
The 770 and 990 are similar in their
rugged construction; finish is extremely
good, but comfort is less so. Both designs
clamp very firmly and, even after some
weeks, there is no apparent ' loosening'.
There is ample adjustment, with facility
for angling and increasing the spacing of
the ear- pieces. The best sound is
achieved, though, with the padded coupling strap bedded tight down on the
head. The 770 has a pliant plastic eircumaural liner; that on the 990 is finished in
soft piled fabric, which tends to make the
ears hot. These cups can he renewed to
order. Inexplicably, the longer you go on
listening, the more comfortable the
'phones become. The long, coiled signal
cable exits from the left earpiece. Unlike,
say, the new Sennheiser 560 model Ito be
reviewedl the microphonic feedback
from chafing across clothing is extremely
low — virtually absent with the 990.
Nominally 3m, the signal ribbon is terminated in gold-plated jack-plug: for my part I
wish there were alternatives — was there
ever a more erratic audio connector
devised than the 6.3mm stereo jack
socket? ( Apart from use direct with a
Marantz CD-94/II, the Beyers were connected via a 10ohm liolco series resistor
to the outputs of two monoblock DNM
Gems for this review.)
After initial sessions which led to a
conclusive preference for the 990s,
neither 'phone was used for some weeks,
and then a final reassessment was made.

At first, it seemed hard to believe that the
subjective differences could be so great;
later, the similarities between the 770/
990s were seen more objectively. Even
so, the effect of the closed design is to put
one seemingly further away from the
'sound stage' — the 990 gives a closer
image, is less cool tonally, and recreates
far sweeter string sounds in chamber/
orchestral recordings. Incidentally, the
removeable padding around the headstrap plays a definite part in the sound
reproduction: the 990s, which I find
excellent in quality — outstanding for their
£139 cost — will sound like two cheap,
unrelated sources playing into the ears, if
used with the metal head-strap hared!
Strictly for monitoring purposes, the
enclosed 770s might be considered superior: with them, for instance, it was easier
to isolate one of the Labèque sisters,
singing along on the CBS West Side Story
arrangements CD 1455311 — a feature
which has puzzled some critics! But the
990s offer a more realistically blended
image, and deal confidently with aspects
of musical timing ( where the 770s can
often sound comparatively incoherent or
disjointed).
Both will play loud without breakup,
and both are kind to surface defects on
LPs. My strong recommendation is for the
electrostatic- like 990 PRO. It lets you
follow musical strands at will, doesn't
tend to make all recordings sound alike
and, with its low coloration and ability to
resolve ambience as well as orchestral
timbres, allows easy reconstruction of the
acoustic setting: thereby throwing the
image ' out of the head'.
Christopher Brew ig
Supplier:

Beyer Dynamic, Unit 14, CUM Industrial
Estate. Lewes, Sussex ENS 6
.
11. Tel ( 02'3) 4-9411

ROTEL RA-820AX AMPLIFIER
A steady evolution of amplifier designs
from Rotel over the past few years has
resulted in some refined models: perhaps
most notably the RA-820BX2 which many
felt was ahead of the more expensive, yet
slower-sounding, RA-840BX2. The latest
batch of integrateds from this Japanese
company sees the 840 in BX4 form at
£250, the £ 190 RA-820BX4 and — the
model under review — the RA-820AX
which sells for just under £ 140.
Externally similar to earlier versions.
the 820AX ( measuring 444x86x303mm
whd) is rated at 30x3OW rms into 8ohms
continuous, and caters for m- m phono and
4 line inputs ( all rated 150mV/20k-ohms)
namely: CD, tuner, tape, and an aux/AV
provision. Both bass and treble tone
controls are offered and, while these give
a slight veiling of sound quality, a front
panel control allows them to be defeated.
The headphone socket and remote
speaker selection complete the complement of features, although it was good to
see that the speaker cable binding-posts

MIR
are able to accept 4mm banana plugs.
The advantage of purchasing a mainstream brand, albeit of Far East origin, is
the ease with which service may be
obtained, and the fact that dealers will
amost certainly carry the entire range,
simplifying A/B comparison between
models in the same range. UK importers
Gamepath has arenowned Service Centre
and carries most spares in stock.
The sound quality produced from a
'budget' integrated will reveal design
compromises taken to achieve the pricepoint and these have to be expected. But
how noticeable these flaws are, or
whether they distract the listener, is the
important point. First impressions with
this Rotel were amazing: a well focused
and rich presentation with decent stereo
separation and avery spacious sound. Yes.
there was a hint of midband coloration
and slight congestion in mid to upper bass
— although it was clear from the outset
that this model was going to be a real
winner in its class.
These qualities of openness were
retained through classical test tracks, both
from CDs such as Bridge's Suite for String
Orchestra IESO/Boughton/Nimbusl and
vinyl with Elgar / IWO/Handley/UPI —
with the dynamics of individual instruments most realistic, but not as rich on
vinyl. The m- m phono stage was able to
achieye a solid and coherent bass, good
stereo focus and controlled presentation,
while transparency was above average on
all inputs tried: sounding very much like
an amplifier costing several hundred
pounds more than it does.
In conclusion, the overall perfOrmance
was excellent, and more than I would
have expected at such a price-point.
However, Iseem to remember the old
RA-820BX model possessing just a little
more ' get-up-and-go' than Icould extract
from this latest design — although the
820AX had the edge on power output,
and benefits from some design enhancements which three more years of research
has brought the company. This latest
model is well worth considering if you
need a value-for- money, compact integrated, and feel the urge for tone controls.
It can be regarded as Rotel's best current
'budget' integrated.
Tremr Butler
supplier: Gamepath ltd 25 IleathlieW Starer
Bushes. Milton Keynes Tel (09101) 31 - '07 •
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HEARING, LIKE SEEING,
IS BELIEVING

REGIONAL NOMINEE

Our superb service is the same,
regardless of price.
Featured systems this month:
OXFORD ACOUSTICS CRYSTALETTE
AUDIO RESEARCH SP9 MKII
AUDIO RESEARCH CLASSIC 30
MAGNEPLANAR 1.4
CAMBRIDGE CD3
and
REVOLVER TURNTABLE
MARANTZ CD5OSE
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO P50
WHARFEDALE 5052
Also on dem:
NEW Aragon D2A — Home trial available
Nakamichi CR7 * Linx Theta • Linx Vega
Proton A13000 * Marantz CD5OSE
SD Acoustics OBS * Wharfedale 505.2
Rogers LS4a * Krell KSA 80
Sonus Faber Electa * Aragon 4004
Marantz SD80 * Nakamichi CDP2
Formal opening hours: 10am-6pm,
Tuesday to Saturday; closed Monday
Individual consultations bookable
Home demonstrations apleasure
Free delivery & instal!ation
Custom Home Installations
Full service back-up
Part Exchange
Instant Credit
Major credit cards accepted
Agencies include: Oxford Acoustics, Audio Research, Apogee, Air Tangent,
Counterpoint, Koetsu, Krell, Magneplanar, PS Audio, Sonus Faber, Aragon, Audio
Technica, Cambridge Audio, Goldring, Linx, Marantz, Micromega, Ortofon, Rogers, SD
Acoustics, Stax, Thorens, Wharfedale, Allsop, Discwasher, Foundation, Hunt EDA,
Kimber, Lift, Sennheiser, Slate Audio, Target, That's Tape, QED, van den Nul, Tara, Shan
Acoustics, Nakamichi, Proton, SME, Revolver, Philips etc.
MARANTZ DIT1
Upgrade your CD player with this
amazing black box
home trial— no problem!
PART-EXCHANGE AND EX-DEM BARGAINS

Fed up with all those expensive upgrades not
delivering the goods? Then you need
'The Mana Touch'.
'Mana Sound Tables & Shelves' use an open
frame ( patent applied for) with no 'Tubular Bells'
in their construction.
Top and bottom levelling spikes for maximum
stability, minimum point contact
and easy setting up.
The top platform is made up from polished lOmm
plate glass. The whole assembly is not only
visually attractive but also very rigid.
A circular spirit level is also available which has
ahole on the underside to locate on the centre
spindle thereby ensuring arm and platter are
level. As they say ' Hearing, like Seeing, is
Believing.'
Prices:
Mana Reference Sound Table
£275.00
Mana Sound Table
£ 175.00
Mana Sound Shelf
£ 125.00
Mana Mini Sound Table
£99.00
Mana Spirit Level
£25.00
14-day money back guarantee
Please send cheque or postal Order
E Mana Reference Sound Table
11 Mana Sound Table
D Mana Sound Shelf
Mana Mini Sound Table
D Mana Spirit Level
E More details on Mana Products

£275.00
£ 175.00
£ 125.00
£ 9.00
£ 5.00

Name
Address

Nakamichi CR3 ex-dem — £ 495, Cyrus One — £ 125.00,
Stax Lambda Pro/SRD7 — £ 448, Marantz PM35 — £ 119.
PHONE FOR DETAILS OF CURRENT LIST

Oxford Audio Consultants
Cantay House, Park End Street, Oxford OX1 1JE
Telephone: Oxford ( 0865)— 790879 ( 24hr. service)
Write or telephone for appointments or our comprehensive
information pack

Icl
Phone for further details, Demonstrations
& appointments
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POT POURRI
MAGIC MARKER FOR CD

TECHNICS SB-CS5

You are present at ademonstration using
CD; when everyone has settled down you

Technics' latest range of transducers
includes the «budget' £70 SB-CS5. These
speakers are a little too large, at
25.1 x42.7 x24.1cm ( whd ), to be classed
as kitchen or bookshelf units, and were

ask for the CD for a few moments. You
return the disc for further play — all
present are amazed. What did you do? Did
you breathe on it? Or clean it, or wipe the
disc with aspecial cloth? None of these. A
Magic Marker is the answer Not any
marker pen mind you. Ideally it should be
a deep shade of green, and it must be a
permanent spirit type.
All you do is to hold the disc carefully
and mark round the outside and inside
edges of the disc. Do not colour the
label/play ing surfaces.
Matched samples of the same CD were
compared in treated and untreated states
for three players: aMeridian 208, 206, and
Maranta 50SE. Only percentage basis, the
magnitude of observed improvement was
surprisingly high at around 20% — the
kind of improvement you can pay large
sums of money for. Subjectively the
improvements were heard over many
fronts, eg stereo focus, depth, ambience
and transparency. Bass lines sounded crisper and dynamics were improved.., it
sounded like a better player.
The explanation lies with simple optical
theory. Light from the laser diode is
beamed directly onto the disc's pitted
reflective by a close-coupled, wide aperture lens. The sensing photodiode reads
the interference pattern which results,
this comprising the coded audio data.
More photo sensors determine the
accuracy of tracking to the spiral line of
pits. Some light is also dispersed into the
body of the disc: the view from the inside
is that of a low-ceilinged space with a
mirrored floor and ceiling. The scattered
light travels out to the edges where it is
reflected, effectively flooding the disc
interior. The optical signal-to-noise ratio
is impaired. Now the action of the lightabsorbing coloured boundaries at the disc
edges in the experiment becomes clear.
Stray light is mopped up by the darkened
edges so improving the optical S/N. Better
S/N suggests lower optical read errors,
more secure tracking and less work for
the servo systems — such changes are
generally associated with improvements
in sound quality.
Ideally, the colour should be apigment
or dye which is the complement of the
laser wavelength, which lies in the infrared. My suggestion is for adye at manufacturing stage, which would benefit all users
and avoid the need for any subsequent
treatment. The dye need not affect the
transparency significantly in the normal
mode, yet would offer a really effective
absorption in the bulk mode across the
diameter of the disc.
Ihear from Ken Kessler that the Accessories Club is initiating aproprietory CD
pen dubbed the Stoplight. Ihave tried an
early sample and found it to be effective.
Martin Colloms
'Interestingly, PWB has recently made
similar claims for CD improvement,
using a purple marker — Mus Ed I

assessed on 20in tall spiked Heybrook
stands, although a height of 24in would
have been preferable.
Despite an excellent finish overall, the
SB-CS5s were let down by the rear cable
entry design: no 4mm sockets here.
Instead, rather cheap and certainly very

PARTINGTON SAM STANDS
For some time I've been using Partington's superb Dreadnoughts, which too
many readers feel are too costly ( at £ 110
per pair) to justify with budget speakers.
The new SAM stands are tubular constructs featuring twin uprights on threepoint bases. All come with spikes below,
while the top plates accept either Toppers
(an optional extra) or the supplied selfadhesive rubber feet.
SAM 1 (£40) stands 61cm tall and is
ideal for most small monitors, from
Wharfedale Diamonds on up, while the
SAM 2 (£ 50) at 44cm suits beefier boxes
like Spendor BC Is. The chunkiest model
in the range, the SAM 3 (£60), stands
30cm high and suits the systems which
fall just short of being floor-standing types.
Iconcentrated on the SAM Ibecause I've
been focusing on small budget boxes
lately and have this urgent need to recommend something for the Celestion 3
which costs less than the speaker itself.
The SAM stands can be filled by the user
with what ever damping material he or
she prefers; Iopted for straight sand. What
I did not expect was such wonderful
synergy between this stand and the lighter
speaker systems, especially the Roksan
Hotcakes, the Celestion 3s and Diamonds.
Small but heavy speakers like the Sonus
Fabers still worked best on the Dreadnoughts; though offering the necessary
mass and added rigidity, the chunky SAM
2 and SAM 3 are too short for systems
smaller than the Spendor-esque monitors.
This is one of those odd situations where
the budget decision — going from a £ 100
stand to a £40 stand — made better sense.
The Celestion 3 seemed ' quicker' and
more precise on the SAM 1 than on the
Dreadnought, although the bass 'weight'
seemed reduced. In changing abit of body
for serious gains in attack and precision,
the listener merely opts for a different
style of presentation. The use of the
budget stand made the inexpensive speakers more suitable for delicate programme
material, while the rock-solid stands better adapted the budget boxes to the
demands of soul, funk and rock.
The SAM is a stand that will stay with
the owner as he or she progresses up to
serious mid- market systems. Ken Kessler
Supplier: Parting ton & Co, Unit 9, Kestner Indust
Estate, King Edward Re Greenbithe, Kent DA9 9AP
Tel: (0322) 843712

nasty grip terminals are used. Perhaps this
is why Technics supplies short lengths of
bell wire — an accessory quickly dispensed with.
As the SB-CS5 weighed in at over 6kg, it
was clear that there was alot of product
for the money; atwo-way speaker design
employing an 18cm bass unit and a2.5cm
soft-dome tweeter with crossover at
3kHz. The quoted frequency ranges are
36Hz-25kHz and 46Hz-22kHz.
Ibegan with the new HFNIRR Test CD
to check for phase accuracy, and an
immediate sibilance problem was evident.
This was confirmed with the Beatles' Help
on CD, while the group's Yesterday took
on a `chesty' sound with the vocals being
distanced from the rest of the performance. To try and overcome the problem,
the speaker grilles were removed. There
was then amuch more coherent feeling as
the vocals were brought back into the
main theme. The grilles are spaced away
plastic lugs, and when in place produced a
definite filtering effect on the upper.
midrange, prominent on vocals which
took on this ' chesty' quality. Moving the
speakers out to near 'free space', it was
clear that the lop' was well detailed, but
the midrange suffered from congestion, as
detail was lost when playing Edith and the
Kingpin. Gloria Estefan's Ay, Ay, Iseemed
to lose its rapid attack, though, the bass
line was produced very well.
Changing to vin. I. Vaughan Williams
Fantasia on Greensleeves, by ISO/Boult
(EMI), showed the midrange congestion,
while the kettle-drums appeared rather
hollow. While single instruments were
well detailed, the work became amismash
as other members of the orchestra joined
in. A fact that was reinforced by Handel's
Fireworks music ( ECO/Leppard), where
the normal 'airy' sound was lost.
A final check with CD confirmed previous thoughts as Kate Bush's And Dream
of Sheep lost its usual ethereal quality as
the music was forceful and rather ' thrown'
from the cabinets. Stereo imaging was not
as good as one would have liked, either.
The SB-CS5 certainly presents value for
money in a well-finished package which
works well at least 18in from the wall — to
tame the bass. Although high sound levels
resulted in a forceful sound, and despite
the fact that stereo imaging lacked height,
for the price we could not perhaps expect
more. Indeed Ihave heard nothing better
in this price sector.
Trevor Butler
supplier: Panasonic Ltd Willoughby Rd. Bracknell
RG12 4FP. Tel: (0344) 862444
73
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A ONE YEAR SUBSCRIPTION TO HI-FI NEWS & RECORD
REVIEW COSTS £20.40 (POST FREE) FOR THE UK. £29.00
FOR EUROPE (INCLUDING EIRE) AND OVERSEAS
SURFACE MAIL AND £47.00 FOR OVERSEAS AIR MAIL

. . . SUBSCRIBE TODAY!

Please send me 12 monthly issues of Hi Fi News & Record
Review commencing with the next available issue.

(Please print in block capitals)

£20.40 UK and BFPO
£29.00 Overseas Surface, Europe and Eire
El £47.00 Overseas Air Mail

Name:

D

Address:

Ienclose acheque/postal order/International money order
payable to Link House Magazines Ltd.
or debit my credit card
El VISA

D ACCESS/ El

DINERS

D AMEX

MASTERCARD
Credit card no.

Expiry date

To HiFi News & Record Review Subscription Department
Link House Magazines Ltd
120-126 Lavender Avenue, Mitcham, Surrey CR4 3HP.
I
understand that I
am committed to one year's subscription and should I
wish to
cancel no refund will be made.

I

Low

Signature

Registered in England and Wales No. 1341560

ACCESSORIES

TOOLS OF
THE TRADE

Rapitest's home testing tools reveal
all you need to know about mains and system
wiring for optimizing your installation.
Ken Kessler plugs in
ost hi-fi buffs own acertain number of set-up tools, an
assortment of screwdrivers, pliers, and spanners, a
stylus balance and so on; but few hi-fi tool- kits contain
anything to help you to determine mains polarity, the health of
batteries and fuses or to locate breaks in acircuit. We've found a
range of simple- to- use, inexpensive testers which should be in
every audiophile's tool box. They're the kind of items you never
have when you really need them; our special prices will mean
that you no longer have any excuses!
13 Amp Socket Tester: the simplest tool in the range. Just
plug it into awall socket and it tells you via three yellow lights il
the socket is wired correctly or if there's no earth, if live and
neutral are reversed or if there are any faults. A must, considering
the effect incorrect mains polarity can have on the sound.
Power Detector': this detects the presence of mains power
without actual contact with the cable or the electrical appliance.
Also useful for tracing wiring faults in long cable runs - especially
thin-strand or solid core types which tend to be fragile.
Multi-Check": this comprehensive tool combines anumber
of the above, including the battery/bulb tester and all if the
circuit tracing facilities. It comes supplied with probes and its
own power tester. l'he best one-off purchase in the bunch!
*Battery supplied. •* 9V battery: not supplied.

Stax more

CLUB

Use this form to order accessories.
HFNIRR 001 Fluxdumper: black- ash box £22.00 Ill
HFNIRR 004 Blackhead: m-cstep-up transformer; £59.95 O
HFNIRR 005 spikes: timber O steel D. inc fixing kit, set of 8. £ 10.00 D
HFNIRR 006 Flutterbuster: 33.3/45rpm. 220/240 only. OK for most
synchronous t/t ( specify type); black- ash case £79.95 CI
HFNIRR 007 Carrydisc: 14 CD's in a40mm travel pack! £ 11.95 D
HFNIRR 009 Headcase: headphone amplifier. 40mW Class A unit
allows use of headphones; black- ash case; 220/240V-only £ 79.95 CI
HFNIRR 010 News Stand: 19in/430mm housing. 36in high. complete
with 5shelves ( 3adjustable) black finish £ 139.95 D
HFNIRR 011 Mushcrusher: 220/240V mains filter. 5A rating £24.95 O
HFNIRR 012 Software Storage System: satin black timber ( Medite).
stackable, supplied in kit form. LP unit ( 120 capacity) £45.(X)
CD/cassette unit ( 40/25) £25.00 O singles unit ( 200) £ 35.00.
HFNIRR 013 Wallnut: wall mounting two- level turntable support
complete with two shelves; finish. black £49.95 0
HFNIRR 014 Stylus Cleaner: ultrasonic cleaner; £ 17.50 O
HFNIRR 015 Test CD 11:99 tracks, 75mins £ 11.95 CI
Tweek: contact enhancer; clean all signal connections £ 15.95 U
Nagaoka LP inner sleeves: pack of 50 £6.95 0
High Performance Loudspeakers: Martin Colloms' book £ 18.00
Tape head de- magnetizer: electronic cassette de- magnetizer £ 12.95 D
Michell Tenderfeet: aluminium cones. Small £5.45 0 Large £8.45
Cobra Indoor FM antenna: indoor aerial, built-in amplifier £47.50 O
Sicomin CD damper: best CD damper we have come across £ 27.50 0
Extra rings for Sicomin. pack of 20. £2.50 0
Audioquest vacuum tube dampers: set of 4 £ 11.95 CI
Audioquest damping sheet: sorbothane. 6in x6in self-adhesive £ 11.95 D
Good Sound: Laura Dearborn's paperback £ 10.95
VPI HW16.5 record cleaning machine: £375.00
HFN/RR self-build loudspeakers: details available for DCI & Bassett
Audiophile records: Cantate Domino £6.95 CI Jazz at the Pawnshop £ 13.95 LI
Aureum gold-plated mains plug/socket: twin unswitched socket, flush
mounting, complete with two 13Amp plugs. £25.00 D
Harrison Cassette Alignment Tape wow! or not wow? 0[20.00
Last Formula 1 £ 11.95 DFormula 2 £ 16.50 OFormula 3
£7.50 OStarter pack £ 12.50
Alphason Tonearm Lifter: Yes, it really does! £ 13.95 O
PAS-01: Passive control unit kit £86.50 CI
Blacktak: £2.00 D
CD Feet: Audioquest Sorbothane. Pack of 4 £24.95
Michell Surelock 4mm locking speaker plugs, set of 4, £ 18.95 O
Breakfast Plugs, phonos, pair, £5.95 El
Stax binaural CDs: Space Sound, £ 16.95 O; Glenn Miller. £ 16.95 D;
Warsaw Baroque Soloists. £ 16.95 O; Supercharge, £ 16.95 D; Mozart
lAition Vol 1, £ 16.95 Ell; Guitar Crusher Live, £ 16.95 O
Decca record cleaning brush: £9.45 O
Vecteur spaced banana plugs: two twin plugs £9.45 CI
CD Jewel Cases ( packs of 10): standard, Sin complete E £6.50;
standard Sin, outer only O £5.00; slimline Sin D £6.50; 3in O £6.50.
Double Jewel Case, complete ( each) O £ 1.75. 5in clear protective
sleeve ( pack of 5) C 75p. CD single adaptor, silvered ( each) O 60p.
Toppers: stick-on spikes; set of 6O £5.95; set of 8D £7.95
Kevlon damping rings: for small i/alves £33.50 per pair [3
Mission Isoplat: 17in x13in Medite isolation platform; £28.00 U
Billy Cotton/Russ Conway: and George Melly: £9.45 for the 2LPs
Calotherm: Complete Compact Disc cleaner £2.25
Calocoat: Hi-Tech Lenscloth £ 1.60 O
Rapitest: Amp socket tester £8.95 O
Rapitest: Power detector £5.95 U Rapitest: Multi check £ 17.95 E
NAME ( caps please)
ADDRESS

_

lenclose PO/Cheque/MO *
wish to par by AccesslVisalDinerslAmex e
My card number is

The latest additions to the Stax catalogue of dummy-head.
binaural CDs, now available from the Accessories Club, include:
MOZART EDITION VOL 1, SYMPHONIES I, performed by the
Chamber Philharmonic Orchestra, conducted by Wojciech
Rajski. Audiostax AXCD 90401 ( 65m 53s). Worth purchasing
just for the hilarious broken English in the lavish booklet.

il

GUITAR CRUSIIER LIVE AT THE QUASIMODO, BERLIN, Sidney
Selby and Orchestra featuring Benny Bailey. Audiostax AXCD
90303 ( 67m 07s). The best Stax Cl) yet, a glorious rhythm
blues set ( live and studio) from an 11-piece outfit with no less

Cheques should he made payable to HFNIRR Accessories Club.

than Earl Bostic in its ranks. 10HUH NEWS & RECORD RES'IEW
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AII prkes include pov & packing

Expiry date

111111111111111
Signature _

_
Please send orders to HFNIRR Accessories Club. PO Box 200, Bedford. MK-l0 I
YII
I ) elivery subject to:availability.

Accessories Club hotline 1311234 7-41152

NON UK SALES VAT FREE BUT WHERE APPLICABLE
SUBJECT TO ADDITIONAL CARRIAGE CHARGES.
Photo copies of this form are acceptable. E&OE
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THE

NATURAL

CHOICE

Rogers
Manufactured by Swisstone Electronics Limited, 310 Commonside East, Mitcham, Surrey CR4 1HX. Tel No: 01 640 2172, Fax No, 01 685 9496, lelex. 893980 Rogers.
Distributed by Audio Influx Corp. N.J. USA, Plurison PO. Canada, Audio 2000 NSW Australia, Excel Hi Fi Hong Kong, Denco Audio New Zealand. Atlas Hi Fi Singapore

ST1
Capacity 600 LPs
price £220.00

ST15
Capacity 66 Videos
price £ 166.00

THE PROFESSIONAL SOUND & VISION STORAGE
SYSTEM DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER
Whether your collection is records, cassettes, CD's or videos, the
ARJAY system is ¡ ust for you. in fact, at many music studios,
stores and libraries throughout the country. ARJAY is
considered essential equipment.
Its classic and original design makes the best possible use of
available space to provide the ideal storage and display
conditions.
You have achoice of the "Record Collection" the
"Compact Disc Collection" or the "Video Collection"
which consists of units in varying sizes designed specifically for
your personal collection. Additionally, the "Combination
Collection" has three different sized units, designed for your
mixed collection of records, tapes and CD's. Either way ARJAY
has designed aunit for your own requirements.
You couldn't put your music collection in better hands.
CONTACT SANDRA ON: 01-390 2101 or send the coupon
below to:ARJAY Ltd. 54 Lower Marsh Lane, Kingston, Surrey KT1 3BJ.

rr)lease send me THE ARJAY Sound Storage System brochure.
I
Name
ST8
Capacity 90 CD's & 120 LP's
price £ 121.00

ST11
Capacity 270 CD'sAddress
price £ 161.00
I

All prices are ex-works and inclusive of VAT.

—()

Tel no.
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Ku NG WHA CHUNG
A change of direction.
After 17 years with Decca.
amove to EMI — and a
first 'live' recording
with Klaus Tennstedt
by Sorrel Breunig

t is difficult to believe that nearly two
decades have passed since Kyung Wha
Chung gave her first performance here.
The familiar dimunutive, slender figure —
always elegant — the spontaneous smile, and
warm personality remain unchanged. But
life events and the resulting maturity have
radically changed her attitude towards her
playing and public appearances. Although
she is still totally committed and dedicated,
the passion and intensity which drove her
earlier career have now mellowed.
Born into a musical family of seven
children in Seoul. Korea. she moved to New
York when she was 12 to take up a scholarship at Juilliard, under Ivan Galamian.
Winning the Leventritt Competition in 1967
led to an international career, and a debut
here with the ISO ( standing in for ltzhak
Perlman, a fellow Galamian pupil). with
Andre Previn conducting. This was to be the
first of many happy collaborations with
Previn — including a 1971 Soviet Union/Far
East tour with Sir William Walton — also
producing some of her finest recordings.
['l'he two Prokofiev Concertos, coupled with
the Stravinsky, are at last available on CD]
After some 17 years on the Decca label,
she recently signed a new recording contract with EMI. She will re-record the
Beethoven Violin Concerto ' live' with the
Concertgebouw Orchestra under Tennstedt.
'It is the first time Ido alive recording. so
it should be very interesting. I was very
scared of live recording. Ilove his work, and
we have done wonderful concerts together.
So when EMI suggested a live recording I
said under normal circumstances I would
never say yes, but with Tennstedt I am
willing to try it. Because Tennstedt is an
artist where something really happens during alive performance — and he actually goes
berserk, you know, in a recording studio ...
So we don't want a couple of artists going
berserk in the studio!'
Is there any given moment in a pertbrmance when you think awork is ready, and it
can go on record — possibly for all time?
'Oh! You make it sound so scary. And that
is how Ifelt when Ifirst started to make a
recording: Isaid to myself my God! Because
of the cancellation of an artist Igot into the
studio. If somebody had actually asked
me...'
Is that what happened?
'I made an audition for Decca after my
London debut, because they had no violinist.
11111 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Somebody told me about this and Ithought.
oh well, I'll go and audition. Ileft, Iwas in
Korea and suddenly I got this telegram
saying come back: there is asinger who has
cancelled a session.'
So the decision was made for you.
'Yes, that's right. Idid the recording and
immediately I got an exclusive contract.'
Did you choose for your first recording?
'They asked me what Iwould like to do, so
I chose two concertos. Tchaikovsky and
Sibelius. And the Sibelius Concerto I had
never played with an orchestra. And that is
one of the best things Ihave done. How can I
explain it? The amount of work, the amount
of love that I put into that concerto.
'Then Iplanned very carefully. But Inever
liked recording for a long time. Now,
beŒuse one develops certain strengths ...
you get more courage to do it. Ialways suffer
so much from rmording, because it is never
what you want it to be.'
And of course, it is unique in that, in alive
concert you cannot actually know how it is
coming across. But in arecording studio it is
there for you to hear.

'It's a different technique: you learn the
trade. The microphone is so different from
the audience, because you can make such
refinements — the colours — and in the
concert hall it is so seldom that you could.
You get such a variety of textures with the
microphone.'
And you must see the new contract as a
new phase in your recordings.
'That's right. It is like a completely new
family. The contract with EMI was made, and
Isaid Iwant to work with such and such
artist, and so it is all coming into being, and
it is very exciting.'
Will you be recording composers who, in
the past, you have decided against? Perhaps
Mozart?
'I don't want to say. Because Ihad a big
blank phase, of not playing Mozart. Now 1
am. You cannot imagine — it's just such joy' it
brings me. Ifelt restricted, so little when I
played: you know, its dealing with this kind
of incredible divinity. You feel ... just
drowned in it. Then Isaid to myself, after all,
he was a human being. And it is something
which speaks to us directly. Mozart was 19
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Amplification by Croft Acoustics,
Albarry Music Sound Design,
Esoteric Audio Research.

CENTRE

Klipsch Horn Speakers, Mentor and
Space Deck Turntables
& Mentor Arms.

At Reading HiFi Centre we cater for the
interests of every type of music lover from
the most sophisticated Hi Fi enthusiast to
the first- timer coming to enjoy this
superior listening experience.
Our helpful staff have sound product
knowledge and our comfortable demonstration rooms offer excellent conditions
for you to hear quality lii Fi at its best.

Cartridges London Supergold, Decca
Garrott P77 and most Cartridges can
be sent to Nottingham
Analogue Studio for microscanning.

Listen to us and buy abetter system.
Home demonstrations can be arranged in
most cases and when you have decided
on the right system, w.ewill be happy to
install it to our own
high standards.
•

AIWA • ARCAM
AUDIOLAB AURA • BEYER
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO • CELEF • CELESTION
CREEK • EPOS
EXPOSURE • FINESTRA
GOLDRING • HEYBROOK • [ INN PRODUCTS
MARANTZ • MERIDIAN • MICHELL MUSICAL
FIDELITY • NAKAMICHI • PHILIPS • PRO-AC
Q.E.D. • QUAD RADFORD • REGA RESEARCH
REVOX • ROGERS • ROKSAN ROTEL ROYD
SENNHEISER • SME SONY ES
STAX • TOWNSHEND
YA MAH
You'll find us in Queens Walk on
14
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4Queens Walk, Broad Street Mall,
Reading RG I7QF
Tel: ( 0734) 585463
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AuDio CONSULTANTS

SME
Jecklin Float
Alphason
Deltec
Sumo
Vecteur
ProAc
Sumo
Spica
ATC
Bose
Ortofon, MC3000
& cartridge
Testing Service

Audio Technica
Kiseki
Cambridge
Marantz
Finestra
YBA
Michell
Master Link cable
Alexander
Moth Series 30
Chesky Records &
other well known
reference recordings.

HOME DEMONSTRATIONS A PLEASURE

CLOSED ALL DAY MONDAY
OPEN THURSDAY TILL 7PM

3A3/1.

Telephone: ( 0773) 762947

Open till 630 Mon to Sat
Sounds Exclusive for next four weeks £ 100 in part exchange for your old
speakers against the price of Bose Acoustimass AM5 speaker system.

Opening Hours: Tuesday- Saturday: 10am-6pm
(Lunch 2to 3pm Except Saturday)
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For an enquity or appointment regarding these
and many other leading products ring:
Guildford 0483-268185
Now in new shop incorporating records, CD's and tapes all makes
of audiophile recording stacked and computerised catalogue at
1, Kent Hse, High St, Cranleigh, Surrey.
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MUSIC
when he wrote those five concertos. Isaid to
myself, it is ridiculous at my age — he didn't
write to give me such heart-ache, so I
decided... right. There is no resistance now:
it is awonderful experience suddenly to go
into that phase now.'
For an established soloist there is only
self-criticism, self-guidance. Can you remember at what stage you had stopped being
taught by others and realized that you had to
judge things for -() urself?
'A gifted child always has something to
say. First, it is raw and purely intuitive, so a
child has to have the right development,
right education. "Hwy could be stimulated
and directed in completely the wrong way —
you see, time and time again, avery talented
young player is going off to nowhere.

there, and you bring it to life. You live with
it, and you put the life into it.
'Your allegiance is first with the composer
and what he has set out for you to do.'
Do you think one can look too deeply into
the score — to find out what this writing in
the margin could be?
'Oh, absolutely. Too much. But nowadays
Ithink maybe we are going slightly out of
that phase. At first [ at the beginning of this
century] music was read in such different

ways. Different publishers, different editions.
They played the way they liked — the ways
they made rubatos whenever they felt like it.
It was too ... one's men meaning, so to
-of
speak.
'Each school had such a different characHaving worked uith Ktystian Zimerman mer
ter. In asense, it was %Try interesting. Some
an eight-year period, Kyung Wha Chung
interpreters were far more intelligent and
has recorded the RStrauss Violin Sonata,
'I studied under avery wonderful teacher
acutely aware of the form of the music, and
and the Sonata in B- minor by kespighi
in New York. Ivan Galamian, for me like
others more intuitive. Now, due to the
I
DG 27 617-2j Photo: Clive Barda, 1970.
God. Ile gave a solid foundation. He had a
gramphone industry and our world shrinkwonderful training technique. At School
ing to golf-ball size, there is acertain lack of
an outsider: you know, other people are in
there was another chamber music teacher,
identity, of variety. But I don't think the
frenzy — tracking the globe. And I think,
Josef Gingold. He was of course tremendous
individual interpreter ... how one brings
why?
... music, music. music. Mr Galamian was
about a work is so personal.
'On the other hand, they have to do what
very disciplined, aformidable teacher of the
'It can become very sterile, just checking
is in them. Idid it once, too. In fact, Ididn't
violin. But the balance was very good. Then I
every dot. Someone was interpreting a
find it fulfilling, so Iwalked into my manawent on to study with Joseph Szigeti. and
certain piece by Brahms. He was observing
ger's office — that was when Ihad turned 30
Szynum Goldberg. One I studied f
or one
certain rubatos and said to Brahms " this
— and Isaid " Right. Iam stopping. Idon't
summer, the other Iwent to afew times in
shouldn't be allowed, because you didn't
want to play for one year.". And I gave
about a year and a half, maybe five or six
write these" and Brahms said " if you like, I
everybody aheart attack! Finally, Idid get off
lessons. And that was enough for me. From
will ensorse them!", because it was so
six months.'
then on. I worked, worked. worked. One
natural. You need to know those scores,
And was that a sudden decision?
teacher opened my eyes: because violin
that's fine, but when you become obsessive
'Yes. I've had it. Ihave got to stop and
playing doesn't stop with the violin. You
to the point that things are very angular...
think it out. My friends, colleagues, said "you
have to relate it to visual art, literature.
'When you are ven much younger, the
have some courage ... Iwould be scared to
There was always adirection Iwas going for.
sheer force of energy that is in this person.
make a break and see yourself. Maybe you
Music is the sixth sense, the soul that goes
physically there are no bounds. 'Mat is a
don't like what you see". Because, you don't
into it is unexplainable ... How do you
special stage of an artist, it's a gift. Such an
have time to think, even if you are not
explain the communication — there is no
artist doesn't spend hours saying, why is this.
satisfied. Because there is a " next one" you
racial barrier?
this and this. It makes such an explosion in
go on. In a way it is easier, because the
'Some people have a mentor, and of
their system it just carries them through.
wheel, the engine is going.
course when Galamian was alive I was
Pure intuition, plus of course they are
'It was ashock to my system, but life is a
always going to him. Now, these days. Idon't
trained. Then comes a period when you
matter of surviving. All this and that. A
have a friend who would actually sit in the
have to explain, why you do it. That's the
period of breakdown and pickings- up again.
audience, and Iwould say "you know that
beginning of the painful process called life!'
Very little of that the public sees: they don't
passage ..." Icouldn't do that. Iwish Icould.'
Commitment, though, is surely a natural
need to. Except. Idon't know if it is for the
What about family? Your brother and
thing?
better, now everything is talked about. In a
sister?
"1"hat's right. Some people have such
way it is healthy — can you imagine asociety
'Oh. sure. If Iwanted to turn, in desperaintensity. Some people — yes. they are
where you could not?
tion, " what about this, what do you think of
committed — they trot off a "surface" and
'Basically, you survive if you love somethat?", they would give their opinion.
make it very presentable. Some go deeper.
thing very much. The essence is love.'
Funnily enough. Iwas always %•m - puzzled
There is no choice: you have to carry on,
why my brother would ask certain musical
But you reached astage when you could
because it is not like apainter who has done
leave it for a while...
opinion of his wife. What does she know?
amasterpiece and it just hangs there forever.
'That happened when Ihad children. Until
She is agreat music lover, she attends alot of
then — nobody could touch my violin. Only I It is something you have to put life into
concerts, is knowledgeable. But she's not ...
every time.
could carry it. Iwent hysterical at the airport
Now Isee myself in that position — Iask my
'I think it is because our audience is
when somebody wanted just to move it!'
husband. I take care of technical matters
different, and therefore our interpretation
What do you feel about giving interviews?
myself. Iam not asking "why am Ihaving this
has to be different. Iwill have spent hours
Can it not all he said through your performproblem with this fingering?". Certainly not.
working at some piece which lasts 50
ancei?
Iask something that does not work musiminutes. Hours and hours. until you go on
'Musicians don't. necessarily, have to talk
cally, he tells me his opinion, and Iput it in
stage and — oh — give birth to it. 'Mat first
at all. If you are performing, whatever you
the back of mind — it's what kind of effect it
performance is such a traumatic experiproject. that goes to the audience. Now, it
had on him.'
ence.'
depends on the audience: how fully aware
So you are saying the opinion of someone
So you chose very carefully where that's
they are of what's going on. They receive
very close to you is almost more important
going to be, and with whom.
different kinds of messages.
than a musician's.
'Of course. Now it is, actually, not a
'On the other hand, you do publicity — in
'It is different. Unconditioned — you know
physical threat because I am prepared.
order to make the public aware of what you
what I mean?'
Especially now Ihave more time to think
have done — why you have done it that way.
Fundamental changes in Chung's life in
about it. Whereas in the days when Iused to
But, ultimately it's the performance, and
the last eight years ( she is now happily
travel like crazy ... now Iwould never put
married to an English businessman, has a communication with the audience that's
myself in that situation. Idon't think it is
going on.
permanent home here, and two beloved
right. On the other hand. Idon't deny the
'Face to face with amusician, and you are
sons, Eugene aged two and Frederick nearly
weakness of human nature, Idon't know if I
talking about why. particularly, you do
six) have made her reassess her priorities.
was strong enough to be able to resist
something: that's absolutely wonderful.
'I am more reasonable now. Ijust drove
even -thing that was around me. Although.
Music cannot be put on paper, in words.
myself to such apoint. Irealize that it was so
basically, Ihave a very suspicious nature: I
Some people are much more eloquent, and
physically bard that Iput nn self in fits of
have never allowed any compliment to sink
can describe: Ithink that's an art. A musician
•depression. Nevertheless Iwould have gone
below. It just floats and evaporates. What
goes to a composer, and he asks why it is
on working. giving a lot of concerts and so
remains is what I should have done, and
on. But thank God Idid have afamily. and I written this way, that way. You don't need to
what Iwant to do.+
know why, or how it is put together — it is
find that when Ilook around Ireally see as
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As acat of some discernment,
Rupert's choice of Chew & Osborne
for the very best audio-visual
equipment — and excellent service —
was most fortuitous.

c40
Chew & Osborne
HI-FI • TELEVISION • VIDEO
COMPACT DISCS • CASSETTES

. . . sounds outstanding
148 HIGH STREET • EPPING • ESSEX • 26 KING STREET • SAFFRON WALDEN • ESSEX • 70 SOUTH STREET • BISHOP'S STORTFORD • HERTS
(0378) 74242
( 0799) 23728
( 0279) 656401

reel Radlett Audio
-THE

Atbans

GREATEST LITTLE SHOP IN THE COUNTRY - 8

1Zadlett Audio Consultants
141 Watling St, Radlett. Herts.

W0923-856497
iLso.u: Sounds Good.
147b Uxbridge Road
Ealing. London W13 9AU

W01-579 3963
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aybe it's just an opinion (we're too modest to suggest otherwise), but during
our 11 years here we have been told many times by importers,
manufacturers and customers, that we are " The best little shop in the country."
Being small has advantages. Without the vast overheads of alarge, flashy
shop, we can devote as much time as it takes to ensure our customers get the
best for their money, whether it's £5or £5,000. Futhermore, we are all
knowledgeable enthusiasts (not salesmen on commission) with no need to push
the most profitable lines. And we never rush, hassle or waffle— we like to keep
our customers as friends.
Our demonstration studio is furnished as asitting room, but stocked with one
of the finest ranges of Hi Fi in the country, including the largest selection of valve
amps anywhere. Each and every item is ruthlessly chosen for it's sound quality,
performance, reliability and value. If it's worth having, we probably stock it and
would be delighted to demonstrate why. So, give us aring or drop in— you'll be
very glad you did.
We stock fine equipment from. LINN PRODUCTS • REGA•PROAC•CROFT•AUDIO RESEARCH•VTL•MENTOR•EAR•ORACLE.IDUAD
•INFINITY•KOETSU•MERIDIAN•DENON•AUDIOLAB.SD ACOUSTICS•VOYD.J.A. MICHELL
•APOGEE•TUBE TECHNOLOGY•ROTEL•CAMBRIDGE AUDIO•DELTEC•CREEK•EPOS
•MAGNEPAN•MUS1CAL FIDELITY•MONITOR AUDIO
•ARCAM•SME•MARANTZ AND JEFF ROWLAND
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Tennstedt

will

record

Mahler's First Symphony with the
Chicago SO in May - part of his
extended contract with EMI. Two
violin concerto recordings with
Kyung Wha Chung - the Sibelius.
and Bruch G- minor - and the 120
will follow their ( Concertgebouw)
Beethoven collaboration together.
More

than

230

I.Ps

were

Decca have made a new series of

120 Mahler cycle disappeared in a
175 CD deletion list ( mostly full-

eleven historic performance CD
transfers, ranging from Rachmaninov piano rolls to the unsurpassed

Koch International have taken up

,tionvegian pianist Lof Ore Ant/sties
Pierre

Boulez

has

signed

a

recording agreement with DG. His
first Sacre du Printemps LP ( produced in France) created astir; in
the '60s he developed a major
catalogue of recordings for CBS,
then became principal conductor
of the NYPO, before resuming
academic work in Paris. His earlier
ix; recordings included Berg's
Lulu (three- act version). and
other 20th-century pieces. Plans
involving the Chicago SO feature
the orchestral/stage works of Bartok, including the Cantata Profana. At Cleveland he will rerecord Debussy and Messiaen. He
will also duplicate his Webern
cycle; a new piece for Pollini
(piano/orchestra) will appear.
Evelyn Glennie has apercussion
recital on BMG next month - to
coincide with an autobiography.
She was voted 'Scotswoman of the
Decade'

by

readers

of

The

Scotsman.

Kathryn Stott 'Hits the road ... in
a marathon nationwide tour', a
more than usually exuberant PR
sheet informs us. Watmough's
(colour printers) sponsor her 20
recitals - Wigmore on April HI the programme to include Lloyd's
Lily- leaf and Grasshopper, and
the Chopin Ballades. In preparation for Conifer: aLiszt collection;

the distribution of the Supraphon
catalogue. A low-priced • Supraphonet• CD label will appear; the
'Crystal Collection' will expand
(to 70 titles in 1990), and various
Josef Suk and Vaclav Neumann
reissues will be made. Czech representatives confirmed that, in
future. CDs will be exported from
Czechoslovakia ( including their
Panton catalogue), whereas CDs
had previously come from

Monteux/ISO Daphnis & Chloe.
Artists featured: Kleiber (Rosenkavalier, Beethoven 9). della Casa
(R Strauss), Krips, Katchen. Backhaus, Flagstad ( Act I Walkiire).
In what, in newspaper parlance.
might be deemed a spoiler'. DG
are anticipating the huge Philips
Mozart Edition with a 25CD
budget release this month of symphonic, concerto, chamber and
vocal music. Karajan. Bawl,
dominate the lists - the latter
conducting the four opera highlights CDs.

Bridge's Piano Sonata.

Japanese plants. Political changes
had led to a profit-oriented state
enterprise in respect of publishing

Research officer Janet Snowman
would like to hear from former

and recording, domestic supply
networks, and foreign trade.

students of the Royal Academy of
Music, who were there between
1964-88. Please ring 01-935 5461.
(The object is to regisier their

Sony Classical products are here.
The first release — the Vienna
New Year concert ( Mehta).
Mahler song- cycles ( Fischer'

Howard Blake's Granpa. shown
on Channel 4 at Christmas, is on
video from Palace; CD/MC from

Dieskau/BPO/Barenboim), and a
Sofia Festival 3CD Prince Igor — is
followed this month by ' Das Kon-

CBS IHFNIRR Feb '891.

zere ( BPO/Barenboim, live, in
Beethoven 7, Piano Concerto 1 ).
Murray Perahia in Chopins two
Concertos ( Israel PO/Mehta), and
Bartok: Concerto for Orchestra/
Miraculous Mandarin (BPO/
Mehta). DATs will be released in

parts played subsequently within
the profession.)
Mitsuko

Uchida's ' Mozart

con-

certo cycle, with ECOlTate, was
completed in February with the
E-fiat, K271. Later in the year
Uchida will perform all five Beethoven Piano Concertos.

Tippett records for Nimbus
Time, as everyone knows, is money. And in the record industry ¡be
ever-present spectre of the clock haunts even the most untroubled of
sessions. In ajet-set world where artists and orchestras are booked rears
in advance careful planning is not simply advisable but essential.
Yet problems still happen. Me increasing tendency of producers to
opt for !it'd.)
,acoustics and fewer microphones has placed silence at a
premium. CD owners want to hear the music, not the traffic. And it teas
the ceaseless sound of cars and lorries on the RoundbayRocu4 Leeds,
that caused Nimbus's Music Director Adrian Farmer aconsiderable
headache.
There to record Sir Michael Tippett conducting the English Northern
Philharmonia in aprogramme of his own music in the rich but warm
acoustic of St Aidan's Church, he was soon forced into some hasty
rescheduling. Taping would have to be done In the evenings The
consequence um some tight tinting. The recording, be admitted, would
now have to be done under 'almost performance conditions: What had
been intended for two sessions would now have to be managed in one
But he remained optimistic Rehearsals had gone well; the orchestra
acre responding enthusiastically to Sir Michael's mixture ofgentle
humour and touching frailty. ' Very guod up there,' he 'multi call,
making light (dins now failing eyesight. 'Very good on my part too. I
thought. quite frankly'
The players, better knoun for their often stunning work in the Opera
North pit. certainly knew the music The project WaS very much the
brain- child of the orchestra's Principal Conductor, David Llo.yd Jones.
'I've been looking for an opportunity for the orchestra to make
recordings ever since we started. But these things take tinte and money
I've felt all along- but particularly since our production of Tippett's
The Midsummer Marriage afew years ago- that it was an
extraordinary fact that there was no recording of the opera's 'Ritual
hIFI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

417 134.)

deleted from EMI's Classical catalogue in February. Tennstedt's

price items); 58 discs were also
withdrawn last December.

right 1is signed to Virgin Classics.

Schotts have announced that they
will distribute the Leipzig Breitkopf & }beet catalogue of scores
here. Performance material may
also be hired ( 01-43 - 1246).
Meanwhile, Faber Music and
Bárenreiter have extended their
reciprocal arrangements. ( Hire no:
01-278 7436; sales enquiries: 02 -9

APRIL 19.-X)

Virgin Vision announce opera
videos (£ 16.99) - Kent Opera/
Norrington, King Priam, Drottningholm/Ostman,

Magic Flute;

Salzburg/Chailly Cenerentola and (£ 12.99) aKirov Ballet Sleeping Beauty.

the US; a decision has not been
made over European markets.

Dances' conducted by Tippett himself He is, we must remember. a
conductor - ob, it's not conventional conducting. but he has a unique
way with orchestras It's rather as if no one had asked Elgar to record
the Enigma Variations '
The discs, of which his CD of string music with the Scottish Chamber
Orchestra on Virgin is the most recent, certainly speak for themselves.
There is no denying that, whatever the eccentricities, and some unuld
say inadequacies, of his baton technique. be has a unique feeling for
the tempo and rhythmic articulation of his own music But, now in his
mid-80s, Tippett is not as sprightly as he once was. The long
rehearse- record process was taxing; and everyone- particularly
orchestral manager Ian Killik - was very aware that, for the orchestra,
it was theirjirst chance ofa really big break
'Me recording aspect is the one thing we haven't succeeded in, the
one nut we haven't cracked. And it's something we are anxious to gel
into. It raises the profile; it gets the name of the company and orchestra
- we hope - internationally known. But it's agreat problem. There are
so many recordings done all mer the place that you !mie to come up
with aparticularly original idea and, of course some sponsorship.
Unless you're the Berlin Phil, there's no point in offering arecording
company Beethoven 5. '
As usual, it all comes back to money and marketing. But with Tippett
anxious to make two or three discs for Nimbus, including perhaps his
oratorio, A Child of Our Time, the orchestra's recording prospects do
look encouraging. Another disc this time with David Lloyd-Jones at the
helm, is already in the planning stage As for the composer. he has spent
the first three months of 1990 globe-trotting, taking in America.
Australia and New Zealand. Recordings will have been the least of his
worries.
Simon Cargill
[See pages 93 and 95 for Nimbus review - also three Decca CD transfers.1
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RECORD
CLASSICAL
JS BACH
Magnificat, etc ( Kuijken)
Cantatas 54/169/1'0 (Bowman/
King's Con )
Cantatas 35 & 170 ( Doeslarr)
BARTOK
Piano music ( Frankl)
BEETHOVEN
Symphonies 7 & 8 ( Solti)
Symphony 9 ( Bernstein )
BERNSTELN
Symphonic Dances. etc ( Lahèques)
BRIDGE
Piano Quintet ( Coull QtSchiller )

85
85
85
85
85
86
86
87

BRUCH
Violin Concerto I ( Shahatn/Sinopoli )
BRUCKNER
Symphony 4, ( Chailly)
Symphony 5, etc ( Haitink )

88
86
86

BYRD
Motets & Anthems ( Rutter )
DVORAK
Slavonic Dances ( COB winds )

86
85
92

String Quartet Op 96 ( Endellion Qt )
ELGAR
Piano Quintet ( Coull Qt/Schiller )
Piano Quintet, etc ( Allegri Qt et al)
GOTTSCHALK-KAY
Cakewalk Ballet ( Endo )
HANDEL
Coronation Anthems ( King's Con)
Messiah ( Parrott )
HAYDN
String Quartets Op.76:4-6 ( Takács Qt )

87
87
87
8"
8'
87
88

L'Infedelta Delusa ( Kuijken )
HUMMEL
Octet Partita ( COB winds )
JANACEK
Mladi ((:OE winds )
KROMMER
Octet Partita (( OE winds)
LLOYD
Symphony 5 ( Lloyd )
LUMBYE
Polkas, etc ( Guth)
MACHAUT
Messe de Notre Dame, etc ( Hilliard Ens )
MACONCHY
String Quartets I - 4 ( Hanson Qt )

85
85
85
88
88
88
88

89
89

MENDELSSOHN
Violin Concerto ( Shaharn/Sinopoli)
MOZART
Flute Quartets, ( Gauwells et al)
Piano Sonatas K310/333/545 ( Pires)

89
89

Arias ( Lootens/Prégardien/Kuijken )
Magic Flute ( Beecham)

88

87
89
89
91

PISTON
The Incredible Flutist ( Mester)
POTTER
Symphonies 8 & 10 ( Wetton )
PROKOFIEV
Divertimento, etc ()evi)
Love of Three Oranges ( Nagano)
PURCELL

R STRAUSS
92
92
92

Metamorphosen. etc ( Salonen)
Mctamorphosen, etc (Jam')
Metamorphoscn, etc ( Blomstedt )
TCHAIKOVSKY

93
93
93

Symphony 4, etc ( Dutoit)
Symphony 4, etc ( Litton)
Piano Trio Op.50 ( Chung Trio)
TIPPETT

93
93
93
95

Symphonies 1-4, etc ( Solti)
Ritual Dances, etc ( Tippett)
String Quartets 1.3 ( Lindsay Qt )
King Priam ( Atherton)
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS

95

Sinfonia Antartica, etc ( Thomson)
VERDI
Ftigoletto ( Chailly)
Rigoletto ( Muti)
Simon Boccanegra ( Solti )
WALTON
Belshazzar's Feast, etc ( Wdleocks)
DE WERT
Madrigals ( Rooley
V/1SHART
Vox I -6 ( Elec Phoenix )

95
95
9'
97
9"
97

COLLECTIONS
99

ANYTHING GOES
(Grappelli/Ma)

99

SWEET ECHO
(Poston/Warlock)
MUSIC FOR SISTINE CHAPEL
(4 composers )
99 CARMINA BURANA
(Vols 3 & 4)
99 THE WINNERS
(8th Van album competition )
101 ORGAN ROUND-UP
(10 C)s./19 composers I
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ROCK/POP/JAZZ
HOWARD ALDEN TRIO
105 Howard Alden Trio
MILDRED BAILEY
113 Harlem Lullaby
l'HE BAR-RAYS
1I3 Money Talks
BOBBY BLAND
113 Dreamer
BLUE AREOPIANES
105 Swagger
BOULEVARD OF BROKEN DREAMS
I11

It's The Talk Of The Town
CLUNENCE 'GATEMOUTH' BROWN
Ill Standing My Ground
THE BUZZCOCKS
Ill The Peel Sessions Album
CAMPER VAN BEETHOVEN
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Odes ( Pinnock )
ROSSINI
William Tell ( Muti)

105 Key Lime Pic
THE CARPENTERS
113 A Song For You
DAVID CHESICY
111 Club De Sol
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RUBBRA
Four Medieval Lyrics, etc ( Schonzeler)

ALEX CHILTON
105 Black List

92

SCHUBERT
impromptus Opp. 90/142 ( Brendel)
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String Quartet in G ( Tokyo Qt )
SEIBER
Serenade ( COE winds)
SHOSTAKOVICH
Piano Trio 1 ( Chung Trio )
SMETANA
String Quartet I ( Endellion Qt)
STEVENS
Violin Concerto/Symphony 2
( Kovacic/Downes)

REVIEWS
FRANKIE LYMON AND THE

JOHNNY CLEGG AND SAVUKA

TEENAGERS
113 The Best Of
TOMMY MCLAIN

105 Cruel, Crazy, Beautiful World
COLLECTION D'ARNELL-ANDREA
III Ill Automne A Loroy
THE COUNTRY GENTLEMEN
113 The Country Gentlemen
RODNEY CRONVELL
105 Keys To The Highway
THE DEL LORDS

113 Sweet Dreams
MANO NEGRA

Il l Live — Flowlin' At The Halloween Moon
PASQUITO DRIVERA
II I Tico Tico
DRJOHN
113 Hollywtxxl Be Thy Name
MIMI & RICHARD FARINA
113 The Best 01
EILEEN FARRELL
107 Sings Rodgers & Hart
FINITRIBE
Il l Grossing 10K

106 Putas Fever
MARY GOES ROUND
I11 "0Suns In The Sky
THE MERINO BROTHERS
107 Vallenato Dynamos
THE MISSION
0" Carved In Sand
KATY MOFFAT
1105 Child Bride
PAUL MOTIAN TRIO
107 One Time Out
ELLIOTT MURPHY
Ill Live — I
lot Point
BILL NELSON
107 Demonstrations Of Affeetit in

FISH
106 Vigil In A Wilderness Of Mirrors
THE FLAMIN' GROOVIES

MARNI NIXON
107 Sings Classic Kern
107 Sings Gershwin

113 Flamingo
FLESH FOR LULU
106 Plastic Fantastic
111 FOURWAYCROSS
On The Other I
land
HAL GALPER TRIO
106 Portrait
CHARLES GERHARDT/NAT PO
113 Classic Film Scores For Bette Davis
GORDON GILTRAP a IUC SANDERS

NIIBQ
107 Wild Weekend
OPAL
13 F.arly Recordings
OREGON
113 Distant Hills
OST
Il l Friday The 13th — The Series
QUIREBOYS

111 One To One
THE GRACES
106 Perfect View
CLIVE GREGSON
Ill Welcome To The Workhouse

107 A Bit Of What You Fancy
RED TEMPLE SPIRITS
Il l Dancing To Restore An Eclipsed Moon
III If Tomorrow IWere Leaving For thasa
KIMBLE RHODES

THE GROUNDHOGS
113 Split
HELP YOURSELF
1.1 3 Help Yourself
CISCO HOUSTON
I13 Sings The Songs Of Woody Guthrie

105 Angels Get The Blues
RUTHLESS BLUES
Ill Ruthless Blues
NUTCH RYDER & THE DETROIT
WHEELS
113 Rev Up
THE SALNTS
113 The New Rose Years

IAN HUNTER/MICK RONSON
106 YU Orta
DICK HYMAN
I0' Plays Fats ‘N'aller
IAN a SYLVIA
113 Greatest Hits
ABDUL1A IBRAHIM a EKAYA

TONY SCOTT
109 The Chief
JOHN SEBASTIAN
113 .John BSebastian
SHANKAR

106 African River
THE INNOCENCE MISSION
Il l The Innocence Mission
IT'S IMMATERIAL
106 Song
THEJAMES GANG
113 Yer Album
TOMMYJAMES á THE SHONDELLS
113 Anthology
EVELYN 'CHAMPAGNE' KING:
II I The Girl Next Door
ALEXIS KORNEWS ALL-STARS
113 Blues Incorporated
JIM KV/ESKIN á THE JUG BAND
113 Greatest Hits
LITTLE ANTHONY AND THE
IMPERIALS

11 I Silverado
TEXANA D&MES
Il l Texana Dames
TANITA TIKARAM
109 The Sweet Keeper
THE UNDERTONES
III The Peel Sessions Album
VARIOUS
109 Mastercraftsmen
109 Oliver ( Original London Cast )

113 The Best Of
LOOP
106 AGilded Eternity
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Bach Cantatas
Beecham Magic Flute

_

109 Nobody Told Me
SHARTSE COLLEGE OF GANDEN
MONASTERY
109 Tibetan Buddhism
SHOCKABILLY
III Live '... Just Beautiful'
OKAY TEMIZ
109 Dervish Service
TERRY & THE PIRATES

89

Love of three Oranges

91

Brendel's Schubert Impromptus

92

Trevor Wilshar's vox

97

Quireboys debut__

107

It's Immaterial's Song_

106

Shartse College of Ganden Monastery's Tibetan Buddhism__

109

Ill Roo Art
113 The Song Is... Irving Berlin
RICK WAKEMAN
109 Sea Airs
JOEMY WILSON
109 Beatles On Hammered Dulcimer
WIRE
III '
The Peel Sessions Album
LINK WRAY
113 The Original Rumble
113 Link Wray & The Wraymen
WARREN ZEVON
109 Transverse City
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"touching . .. matches Dickinson's
bright stillness and her vulnerability
with beautiful precision.
His is areal talent, undoubtedly"
Gramophone

4.- •
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"fits the inwardness and elemental
simplicity of Dickinson's
poetry extremely well"
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so seamlessly into the verse
that the words and music
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ARMEN GUZELIMIAN. piano
"power to wound —
deeply, suddenly, unexpectedly"
Il'ashinglon Post

"a highly polished collection"
.Ingele3 Times

"spare introspective melodies
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as if the music
"a disc of superb and beautiful songs . . .
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"an extraordinary release . . .
very highly recommended"
Fan/ale
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JS BACH: Magnificat D Cantata 21
de Reyghere ( sop)/lacobs ( c- ten)/
Prégardien ( ten)/Lika ( bass)/Nederlands
KamerkoonLa Petite Bande/Kuijken
Virgin Classics VC 790 7792 ( 7 2m 3-s)
Some of the tempi in this Magnificat are
ideal, as in the opening chorus and ' Fccit
potentiam'. Ialways like to hear the thrilling
trumpet flourish at the end of this latter
movement, but the brass are a little distant
and the voices well forward, so the effect is
lost. ' Et misericordia' is alittle too laboured
for my taste, with heavy accentuation of the
compound time - presumably to emphasise
the dolorous nature of the music - and this I
found tiresome, as the movement doesn't
need such treatment. ' Quia respexit' is
performed with notes inégales throughout. I
did enjoy this, although Iwonder whether
Bach would not have notated the movement
with dotted rhythms if he had wanted them.
The soloists are mostly satisfactory, Greta de
Reyghere and Peter Lika stand out from the
others: Christoph Prégardien doesn't quite
manage to articulate the opening descending figure of ' Deposuit', but sings with
conviction; René Jacobs is occasionally wild
in ' Esurientes' - adelicate movement which
can't really stand up to this. Despite these
misgivings the performance is very acceptable, and the fine chorus have some interesting articulations, notably a breath between
the repeat of the word 'omnes' in ' Omnes
generationes'.
Like many of Bach's cantatas, Cantata 21,
'Ich hatte vid Bekümmernis', is in two
sections which would have been separated
by the sermon. The theme for this cantata first performed in Weimar in 1714 on the
third Sunday after Trinity - is from 1Peter,
Chapter 5: 'Cast all your cares on Him, for
He cares for you'. The music is restful and
melancholic, particularly the beautifullysung soprano aria 'Seufzer, Trânen. Kummer,
Not', and the tenor aria ' Bâche von gezalznen Zâhren'. In this cantata the mood
changes to one of rejoicing and eventually,

COE WINDS
KROMMER: Octet -Partita Op.57/
JANACEK: Mladi/SEIBER: Serenade/
HUMMEL: Octet -Partita in E 1
,1
DVORAK: 3 Slavonic Dances
COE Wind Soloists
ASV COE 812 ( 75m 18s) also LP/MC
This is absolute delight. Not just for lovers
of wind music, for the programme has
been sensibly thought out and cleverly
arranged to extract the maximum savour
from a juxtaposition of old and new
music, none of it hackneyed or overrecorded. The quality of this ensemble has
been admirably demonstrated in several
previous recordings, so there need be no
doubt that the standard of performance is
of the highest. Here is wind playing of
great subtlety, especially in Janacek's
quirky but endearing sextet, and of
immaculate intonation. Actually the
Janacek performance is one of the best, if
not the best currently available - full of
the atmosphere of warm countrysides and
happy memories. Seiber's rarely heard but
strikingly individual Serenade for asextet
of clarinets, horns and bassoons is another
pleasure ( the Netherlands Wind Ens have

praise. I'he three soloists give good accounts
here ( there is no solo part for the alto voice)
and both works are, in general, well handled
by Kuijken. [A/B:1/2]
William McVicker
JS BACH: Cantatas 54, 169, 170
James Bou 'man ( c-ten)/King's Consort
Hyperion CDA 66326 ( 59m 03s)
'I'he three cantatas on this recording arc
'Vergügte Ruh', beliebte Seelenlusf,
BWV170, 'Widerstehe doch der Stüncle'.
BWV54, and 'Gott soli allein mein Herse
haben', BWV169. After hearing the first three
notes of Cantata 170. with their different
weights and shadings, my expectations of
this recording were high. I was not disappointed. Bowman gives agood account of
these works and his voice is well-suited to
the slower sustained melodic lines.
There are many highlights: the opening
aria of Cantata 170, scored for strings, oboe
d'amore and organ continuo; the wcond aria
'Wie jammern mich doch', which is scored
without bass instruments. The last movement, the aria ' Mir ekelt mehr su leben' is
surprisingly jolly, considering that the translation of the text is ' My life is but aburden'.
Cantata 54 has only three movements,
including the chromatic phrases of the aria
'Wer Sünde tut', whereas Cantata 169 begins
with asinfonia and has six other movements.
The aria `Stirb in mir' - 'die in me earth, and
all your empty pleasure' - contains some
spine- tingling harmonic shifts. The verdict is
unhesitatingly [A*:1 * I.
William McVicker
JS BACH: Cantatas 35, 170
Jard Van Nes ( con)/Amsterdam
Soloists/Van Doeselaar
Ottavo OTR C108506 ( 49m 49s)

Cantata 170 also features on this Ottavo
recording, with the delightful and strong
contralto voice of Jard van Nes. 'Wie jammern mich doch' is rather quicker here and
the organ part sounds alittle too frenetic. In
the final movement the organ right-hand

DVOIkÁKJANÁCEK
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BARTOK: 15 Hungarian Peasant Songs El
Suite Op.14 D Andante D Allegro barbaro D 3 Rondos on Folk Tunes 0 10
Easy Pieces CI 3 Burlesques Op.8c
Rumanian Folk Dances El 2 Rumanian
Dances Op.8a
Peter Frank! (pno)
ASV DCA 687 ( 74m 39s) also LP/MC
Apart from Kocsis's Denon collection this
appears to be the most comprehensive
programme of Bartok's piano music to have
appeared on CI) so far. [ There is also
Foldes's DG ' Dokumente' €t reissue.]
Though he records infrequently, Peter
Frankl has unassailable credentials as a Bartok interpreter, and this selection provides a
useful opportunity to assess him afresh as a
performer of power and insight. He is
especially persuasive in the folk-song and
dance pieces, in which he makes aparticularly strong impression, with playing rich in
colour and contrast. The Allegro barban),
once condemned as virulent ' modernism',
now seems relatively mild - though Frankl
does manage to make it sound aggressive.
The Andante, composed in 1916, was originally the second movement of the Suite but
was omitted by Bartok before publication. It
was restored to circulation in 1955 in a
Hungarian Radio broadcast and this is its first
recording. It has been tacked on to the Suite
here as an appendix, but those so minded
can return it to the main work and decide
for themselves whether Bartok was right to
discard it. It is not a major find, of course,
but an interesting addition to the Bartok
discography. Good clean rounded sound
helps make this adesirable collection. [A:1]
Kenneth Dommett
BEETHOVEN: Symphonies 7 8c 8
Chicago Symphony Orchestra/Solti
Decca 425 525-2 ( 65m 04s) also MC

recorded it on Denon), while the Krommer and Hummel works are played with
sparkle and whole-hearted enthusiasm. To
round off with an arrangement of three of
the most popular of Dvoralc's Slavonic
Dances may break the mould a little, but
they are so infectiously done that only the
most curmudgeonly would complain.
Excellent sound and balances. [A*:1* j
Kenneth Dommett
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part is replaced by flute obbligato. The
Hyperion recording [ above] has the advantage of James O'Donnell playing the obbligato with considerable zest, on adelightful
1988 Sillman chamber organ. ( When are we
to hear prize-winning O'Donnell in a solo
recording? )
Bach evidently had at his disposal a fine
alto voice whilst Cantor at St Thomas's
Church in Leipzig, for he completed Cantatas 35, 169 and 170 within three weeks in
1726. Cantata 35, 'Geist und Sede wird
verwirree begins with a five-minute 'Concerto', with a substantial organ part performed on a 1976 Blank organ at the
Bethlehemkerk, Papendrecht. This Concerto
and the Sinfonia which opens the second
part of the cantata are thought to be from a
lost concerto from the composer's Ciithen
period. The first aria 'Geist und Sede wird
verwirret' is a lengthy eight- minute piece
which evidently was written in a hurry,
although this is not apparent from the music.
[A*:1*/1]
William McVicker

Hard on the heels of Hogwood's identical
coupling comes the same generous programme with amodern orchestra. In 7, Solti's
tempi are slower than those indicated by
Beethoven's metronome marks but not by
much, and the relative speeds between
movements are consistent. In particular, it is
good to have the Allegretto and the trio of
the Scherzo flowing at a forward- moving
pace and, indeed, both performances feel
comfortable at their chosen speeds. As the
work progresses however, the sense of
85

comfort reduces the music's impact, which
may be something to do with the warm,
unspectacular recording. Modern, rounded
timpani, though adequately balanced fail to
give the military effect of the older instruments, and the horns sound no more than
calmly accurate. In the finale. Beethoven's
angry cross- rhythms are simply not attacked
strongly enough — similarly, there is no real
build-up of tension in the passage before the
arrival of the recapitulation in ( i) so that this
climactic moment passes barely noticed.
One might have warmed to this skilled if
uneventful performance eventually,
however, but for Solti's bizarre view of the
proportions of the Scherzo where he
observes only the tiny first ( twelve-second)
repeat and omits the remaining three. [ All
were taken in his older CSO Seventh. Mus
Ed.I The proportions of this movement
suffer all the more since the long repeats are
made in both the outer movements.
No.8, though further below the metronome markings, has greater drive, and I
enjoyed the breadth applied to the Minuet
whilst the finale is grand and the- instruments
seem more colourful than elsewhere. All in
all however, Idon't find this disc exciting.
For a modern- instrument version of 7 try
Carlos Kleiber's fervent, driving interpretation 1
VPO/DG [ and for a broad No.8,
Jochum. Schmidt-lsserstedt and Karajan all
remain convincing. IA/B:21 Antony Hodgson
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 9 'Choral'
June Anderson ( sop)/Sarah Walker ( mezsop)/Klaus Kônig ( ten)/Jan-Hendrik
Rootering ( bass)/Orch & Ch/Bernstein
DG 429 861-2 (78m) also LP/MC, live
recording
Augmented by members of the ISO, NYP,
Orchestre de Paris. Dresden Staatskapelle,
and Kirov Theatre Orchestra, the Bavarian
RS() and Chorus, together with the GDR
Chorus and children from Dresden, performed Beethoven's Ninth in two historic
Christmas- time concerts, one each side of
the broken Berlin Wall — the D(i recording
from the East. The word ' Freiheir ( Freedom) was substituted for ' Freude' (Joy) — it
still comes as a shock, even when forewarned.
As a sound-only recording*, it doesn't
really convey the emotional charge which
must have been felt in the Schauspielhaus —
except in the slow movement. There, the
extraordinary sense of dedication and raptness can be very moving. And, obviously, it
recalls a similarly charged occasion: the
Furtwiingler Ninth marking the reopening of
the Bayreuth "lbeatre. ( My one regret is that
Bernstein tends to push the first appearance
of the Andante moderato. He adds 21
/ m to
2
his VPO/DG timing for the movement.)
Elsewhere the reading is marred by
exaggerated gestures and mishaps. The
beginning of ( i) is massively expansive and
underlined; as things seem to be following a
more normal path. two bars after Letter M. in
the recapitulation, there is a thoroughly
jolting unmarked ritard, the seeds of which
may be traced in the Vienna concert recording. If only ( i) had the clean, urgent pacing
of the older CBS version!
'Me Scherzo is unexceptional, apart from
the very tine horn playing in the trio. The
return to the scherzo brings perhaps the
loudest of several podium foot- stamps, and
the mies catch various groans from the
conductor. The two fl outbursts at the start
of ( iv) go awry, trumpet voices riding over
virtually incoherent sequences. And the
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string recitatives are portentously slow. Idid
like the clarity of bassoons counterpointing
the march theme as it develops, and the bass
who proves the most musical singer in asolo
quartet whose ensembles suffer from
unsteadiness. The balances don't make one
aware of the children's voices, and in general
the engineering is undistinguished, with
some obvious pulling-back at climaxes.
'the artists have waived their royalties for
East German purchasers, but elsewhere this
full-priced release — in the shops only 17
days after the concert — makes no goodcause concessions. [13:3/21, with some parts
11* 1.
Christopher Breunig
'Last month at 5- in the lel Top

- 5'

chart. placed 1

in lel classical listing.

BERNSTEIN (arr. Kostal): Symphonic
Dances* & Songs from West Side Story'
Katia & Marielle Labeque (pnos), with
perm*
CBS CD 45531 (48m I9s)
These arrangements by Irwin Kostal were
apparently made at the instigation of the
Labèque sisters, with the percussion ( and
jazz drums) added to the Symphonic Dances
at the insistence of Bernstein. The music is
well enough known to need no sponsorship;
some of it has been made over by so many
performers that one almost forgets how it
sounded originally, especially the songs.
Kostal has done his job remarkably effectively, and it was a touch of genius to turn
the 'Jet Song' into aboogie. It is said that the
1213i:clues at first resisted the idea of including ' Ifeel pretty': why is not explained, but
in the event the tinkly music-box version
won them over. It is just long enough to
entertain without becoming oversentimental and wearisome. The pianism is,
as usual, dazzling, but the sound is dry and
after a time becomes rather aggressive on
the ear. Some tracks disturbingly catch one
of the sister's Singalong' noises — Mus Ed.]
113:11
Kenneth Dommett
BRUCKNER: Symphony 4, ' Romantic'
Concertgebouw/Chailly
Decca 425 613-2 (66m I4s) also MC
This is a much more attractive proposition
than Chailly's recent Bruckner Symphony
'No.0' with the Berlin Radio Orchestra, both
in terms of sound and of performance. Some
of the gorgeous cushioned weight of the
early Decca Concertgebouw recordings
with van Beinum is evident, and detail is
good. 'Me horns are especially rich in tone,
and if the trumpets are unusually present, I
suspect it is to do with the conductor's
preference. Although mostly faster than, for
example, Bühm's magnificently spacious version for the same company, Chailly's interpretation has asense of breadth. It is difficult
to think of an orchestra more suited to this

music, and Chailly's ability to create asense
of hushed expectancy before dramatically
climactic moments brings a most sensitive
response from this fine orchestra. The
Andante quasi allegretto is imbued with a
brooding darkness — far removed from the
distant military march evoked by Kertesz,
Wand, or Klemperer — and Chailly also gives
the Scherzo an admirably firm tread. 'Me
dynamics here are not especially wide, with
timpani acting as asturdy pedal to the music
rather than changing the orchestral colour
on entry. At the recaptiulation ( just under
three minutes into the Scherzo) when
repeating the horn rhythm, the woodwind
surprisingly omit the first note of the phrase.
Though tiny, this alteration to the regular
rhythmic pattern catches the ear — this
oddity occurs on the repeat also. The finale
is perhaps Chailly's most successful movement. It is not one of Bruckner's strongest,
but the conductor makes it admirably
cogent ( no Jochum/Karajan/Knappertsbusch
cymbal clash by the way ). Nowak's edition is
used — it is virtually identical to that of Haas.
For edition buffs the quickest way to instant
identification is in the final coda, where
Nowak ( but not Haas) has the horns play the
notes of the opening theme of the work.
IA:1]
Antony Hodgson
BRUCICNER: Symphony 5 D Te Deum
Mattila/Mentzer/ColelHoll/Bavarian Radio
Ch/VPO/Haitink
Philips 422 343-2 (2CDs, 101m 06s)
The eighteen years since Haitink's previous
recording of Brucluier's Fifth Symphony
(with the Concertgebouw) have witnessed
his steady rise towards pre-eminence among
conductors. ibis is afine, strongly integrated
reading of the symphony; if it lacks something in sheer fervour, the wonderfully rich
playing of the VP() and the spacious acoustic
of the Musikverein see to it that there is
warmth enough. Haitink's interpretation has
deepened with the years, most advantageously in the opening movement, it
seems to me; before, there was a touch of
haste, now poise and weight are finely
balanced, and there is an uninhibited cutting
edge to the climaxes. Though scherzo and
finale too are now broader, the Adagio,
interestingly, is taken quicker than it was,
inevitably with some loss of Innigketi (a
quality that Haitink is content to leave to
other Brucknerians).
The Te Deum is given a performance of
great beauty — surely even finer than
Haitink's own 1967 recorded performance,
or Karajan's of 1975 with BP() and Vienna
Singverein. There is a blazing intensity to
this new performance, with fine solo and
choral singing, and the more reflective
passages are expertly managed. The recording is luminous, in every respect bar one
even ideal: if one sets the volume control by
the magic pp pizzicato opening, neighbours
may complain about the grandest fff tuttis.
1/1*/A:11
Peter Branscombe
BYRD: Motets & Anthems
Cambridge Singers/Rutter
Collegium COLCD 110 ( 71m )
Three English anthems and fifteen motets
make this a generous selection of some of
the most intense word-settings to have
emerged in the late- 16th and very early
17th-centuries ( many of the pieces included
here were in fact published in one or other
of the Gradualia collections of 1605 and
1607, though exact dates of composition are
MN NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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difficult to establish). The Cambridge Singers, under the expert direction of John
Rutter, sing the music with impressive,
innate understanding and evident love; but
that cannot compensate for the weak- toned
quality of their young, strictly amateur
voices, however well shaped the interpretations. This field of music- making has become
highly professionalized during the past
decade, hence it is not really possible to
recommend the disc to those unassociated
with its making. [B:3]
Stephen Pettitt
ELGAR: Piano Quintet/BRIDGE: Piano
Quintet
Allan Schiller (pno)ICoull Qt
ASV CD DCA 678 ( 70m 05s) also I.P/MC
ELGAR: Piano Quintet C Violin Sonata*
D Serenade III Concert Allegro CI Sonatina
John Ogdon (pno),Allegri Qt/Hugh Bean
(vin)/*David Parkbouse (pno)
EMI CDM 769 8892 (77m 15s) ® 1970-1
There really is very little to choose between
these two fine performances of Elgar's Piano
Quintet. Interpretatively the most striking
difference comes in the Adagio, which is
almost two minutes broader on the new ASV
than on the EMI ( 13m I2s against Ilm I3s )
but here Ogdon and the Allegri lose nothing
in expressive feeling over their rivals. They
also have the finer pianist — admirably
though Schiller plays, Ogdon is the more
imaginative and authoritative of the two in
places such as ( i)'s development, or the
episode in the Finale where shadowy
reminiscences of earlier ideas temporarily
undermine the fragile confidence of the
striding main theme. Both quartets respond
to the demands made upon them with some
superbly refined string playing. Where the
newcomer does have an advantage is in its
excellent recording quality, which emanates
from the Adrian Boult Hall in Birmingham
(an ideal venue for chamber music by the
sound of it); by comparison the EMI lacks
tonal bloom ( especially the piano ) but is still
perfectly acceptable.
And what of the couplings? Well, ASV offer
us areal rarity in the shape of Frank Bridge's
Piano Quintet, the last of his pre- 1914
chamber works to be commercially
recorded. To be truthful, this is not one of
Bridge's strongest creations, sounding
(unusually for this composer) diffuse in ( i) —
where the development curiously hangs fire
— and strangely laboured in the Finale. The
middle movement is in Bridge's favoured
'arch' form and its central Scherzo is the
work's most attractive feature; but overall
the piece is not as impressive an achievement as, say, the String Sextet — which was
also completed in 1912. Nevertheless, it is
good to have it on disc, especially in a
reading as committed as this. On their Elgar
compilation, EMI have filled the remaining
space with Hugh Bean's strong performance
of the elusive Violin Sonata ( which sounds
excellent), and some of the piano music
(including the big Concert Allegro written
for Fanny Davies in 1901 ). Ogdon's impressive advocacy is given a hard-edged recording. ASV [
A/A*:1I, EMI [
A/B/C:1].
AndretvAchenbach
GOTTSCHALK-KAY: Cakewalk Ballet/
PISTON: The Incredible Flutist
Louisville/Orchl'EndolMester
Albany TROY 016-2 (66m 46s)
Originally released in the US as part of the
HUH NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Louisville First Edition series on separate
LPs, neither recording has hitherto been on
general release here. The Cakewalk Ballet is
a compilation of Gottschalk piano pieces,
including some well-known ones like ' Bamboula' and The Banjo', interspersed with a
few Minstrel tunes. The honours, however,
really belong to Hershey Kay who orchestrated the music. Kay, who died in 1981, is
virtually unknown here. He was much more
successful as an orchestrator ( of Bernstein's
On the Town among other things) than for
his original music, and this work shows that
he had a keen ear for novel and apposite
effects. This recording is the first to reveal
the complete score. Several pages were
removed from the manuscript and other
passages were edited out by the publisher
before performance, and these have now
been restored by dint of patience and
perseverence on the part of the producer.
Piston's ballet dates from 1938, and aSuite
drawn from it won wide popularity. The
complete ballet has not been recorded
before. Piston's reputation as the author of a
standard work on orchestration ensures that
his score has at least piquancy, and Mester's
performance of it has adegree of sparkle that
helps disguise the fact that the musical ideas
are often pretty thin. Both works are more
dependent on colour than content to make
their point, but it is at least good to be able
to hcar — if only occasionally — in performances of commitment some of the marginalia
of American music. The sound is not out of
the top drawer but is more than adequate.
113:11
Kenneth Dommett
HANDEL: Four Coronation Anthems III
Music for the Royal Fireworks
New College Ch Oxford/King's Consort
Hyperion CDA 66350 (56m 5-is)
The first choral entry in Handel's anthem
Zakok the Priest is one of the most thrilling
moments in music, and Robert King makes it
even more shattering than usual. Others
have also underlined the nobility of this
anthem, notably John Eliot Gardiner, whose
daringly slow tempo is grippingly dramatic —
but King provides all four and his attention
to rhythmic drive is very stylish. The recording brings the voices into precise focus, and
even when King allows trumpets, drums and
organ their head the words remain clear.
The final fugal Alleluia of The King Shall
Rejoice is a case in point.
Musick for the Royal Fireworks continues
the atmosphere of grand celebration and the
period instrument band plays the original
wind version of the score: 24 oboes, 9
trumpets, 9 horns, 11 bassoons, doublebassoon, three pairs of timpani, the doubledrums and an unspecified number of sidedrums ( four are used here). Clearly the
British Library score has been carefully
researched ( resulting, incidentally, in our
being spared the serpent). Most convincing
— but not done in all performances — is the
ordering of the final minuets in the form:
Minuet II- Minuet I- Minuet II. This, and the
logical changes of instrumentation on
repeats in dance movements, confirms
King's sure sense of contour. On the other
hand, the outdoor band is sometimes used in
an ' indoor' fashion, as in the Allegro of the
Overture, which is shaped with swells and
fades, and on the return to the main melody
(7 minutes in ) the Allegro settles to aslower
tempo only to speed up again six seconds
later.
Elsewhere there are some over-elegant
timpani gradations, and at the end of the

work the four side-drums are somewhat
reticent.
The spacious recording copes well with
the huge forces and the wide lateral spread
is exciting. Inevitably brass overpower
woodwind at times, but detail is good. There
is still room for Mackerras's first wind- band
version Wye] to be reissued, but Robert King
is clearly a Handelian to be reckoned with.
[A:1]
Anton.yHodgson
HANDEL: Messiah
Kirkby/ Van, Evera ( sops)/Cable ( alto)/
Bowman ( c-ten)/Cornwell ( ten)/Thomas
(bass)/Taverner Ch/Taverner Players/
Parrott
EMI CDS 749 8012 (2CDs, 146m 15s)
The listener who loves his traditional
rendering of Messiah and who fears the
'authentication' of his beloved oratorio need
not be afraid of listening to this new
recording by Parrott, for it is surprisingly
conventional. Although period instruments
are used, the temptation to go for a 1784style Handel Commemoration performance
(which used 525 musicians) has been
resisted; the model has been the Messiah
which took place at the Foundling Hospital
in the 1750s.
None of the performances of this work
directed by the composer can, it seems, be
regarded as ' normal' — Parrott wisely
believes that there can be no single definitive version of this work. One from 1753 has
been singled out as being ' more normal' than
others; some of its features are adopted here:
the use of two sopranos and horns, and the
size of the choir in relation to the orchestra.
These are listed in the Foundling Hospital's
records, dating from 1754. There are 35
orchestral players and 22 singers. l'he result,
as one might expect, is that the orchestra is
bolder than the choir, and this has both
positive and negative points: the choral
contributions are correspondingly tighter
and the eight sopranos ensure that the sound
carries well — a refreshing change from the
full-throated choral society sound. But I
found that the tenors lacked clarity in the
ensemble — noticeable in the denser counterpoint of 'And He shall purify'. This seems
a shame, especially when the harpsichord
can be heard reasonably clearly in the
orchestral- and-choral textures.
Of the soloists, Emma Kirkby and David
Thomas are outstanding. Kirkby avoids
excessive ornamentation in ' He shall feed his
flock', and Ienjoyed most of her additions —
and particularly the central section of
'Rejoice greatly', with its freer tempo. Thomas gives excellent accounts, although only
the shorter 'Why do the nations' is performed, depriving the listener of the full
gourmand meal of Thomas's roast-beef bass.
"Me trumpet shall sound' includes Crispian Steele- Perkins performing on an instrument c.1717 from the Bate Collection in
Oxford. This instrument has a strong but
refined tone. The horns are used in the
orchestra to play the trumpet parts down an
octave. The ' Hallelujah' chorus is really
thrilling and there the whole texture sounds
considerably fuller. IA:1*/1]
William McVicker
HAYDN: String Quartets Op.76:4-6
Takács Qt
Decca 425 467-2 ( 67m 39s)
A string quartet is by no means an easy
ensemble to record, but here Decca have
succeeded convincingly. The instruments
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are forward and bright, suffused with the
glowing resonance of St Barnabas' Church.
Rarely have I heard such precise internal
balance.
In the past there have been some immediate-sounding quartet recordings ( those by
the Tátrai come to mind ) but sometimes the
limitations of the LP format have turned
brilliance into harshness. The disc under
review might also have given a cutting
engineer problems: on CD this brilliance is
attractive but never wearying.
The Tackitcs Quartet approach Haydn
with vigour but also have the gift of sustaining the broad tempi in slow movements
without any hint of slackness. The finales are
all exceptionally exciting, and the complex
themes of the final Allegro spirituoso of
Op.76:6 are expounded at a daringly fast
speed bet with extraordinary precision. At
the other end of the scale, the opening
movement of the 'Sunrise', Op.76:4 is given
with solemn breadth and much richness. In
view of so much skill and sensitivity it may
seem churlish to carp at minor whims, but a
worrying example arises in the minuets.
That of the 'Sunrise' is sturdy enough — a
swiftish Allegro with dancing rhythm, but
that of op.76:5 lacks its usual lazy swing. I'he
little ' leanings' at double bars and the
hurried return to the minuet after the
delightful trio with its grandfatherly cello
solo negate the elegant humour. In Op.76:6
these tendencies to shift tempo become
fidgety. It is not easy to play a minuet and
trio Presto, but the freedom within that
tempo is here unsettling. Each double bar
suffers asurge of extra speed and, again, the
return of the minuet pushes forward. It is sad
that these few oddities should detract from
an otherwise magnificent presentation.
[A* : 1 */31
Antony Hodgson
HAYDN: L'Infedeltà Delusa
Argenta/Lootens/Prégardien/Schüfer/
Varcoe/La Petite Bande/Ku/ken
BMG/DHM RD 77099 ( 2C1)s, 120m)
Who would have guessed even afew years
ago that in 1990 we should be welcoming
the fourth commercial recording of this
spirited and charming opera? Its dramatic
substance is slight — brother and sister
deservedly overcome the odds and make
good marriages, to the vexation of the
ambitious father of the second donna. Just
five characters, no chorus — but a rich and
delightful score.
Sigiswald Kuijken directs a lively, stylish
and affectionate performance; done complete like this, there are some very long
recitative scenes, but skilful pacing and
characterizatión, and proper vocal gracing,
maintain our involvement. The fine cast is
strongly led by Nancy Argenta's resourceful,
unexaggerated Vespina, her disguises neatly
done, her true emotions touchingly conveyed. So good is Stephen Varcoe as her
brother that one regrets that he alone in the
cast has only one aria. Of the two tenors,
Christoph Prégardien as the father is much
the better; Lena Lootens is an excellent foil
to Argenta.
'Ibe recording is bright yet full- toned,
with good balance if little sense of the stage.
The only disappointment is the fourlanguage booklet: it gives us Georg Feder's
informative introduction, to be sure, but
otherwise an inadequate summary ( indebted to Marc Vignal's for the Dorati/Philips
recording), and an incurratc and illegible
handwritten transcript of the Italian libretto.
[A:11
Peter Branscombe
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LLOYD: Symphony 5 in 13I,
BBC PO/Lloyd
Albany TROY 022-2 (56m 28s)
It has taken me rather a long time to catch
up with George Lloyd's music, though Idid
encounter some of it in the 1960s soon after
his re-emergence on the music scene following his long and debilitating illness. Rather
like Tubin in another environment, his has
been a neglected voice. He writes in a
personal idiom, but one firmly based on
tradition. It is rich and varied, not crankily
idiosyncratic as Havergal Brian's, and it does
not appear to have been touched by the arid
Central European fads that have coloured so
much of our contemporary music, and
enraptured the judgment of our most adventurous ( and admired) critics. For that reason
one supposes that so sturdily constructed
and emotionally sustaining a work as this
five- movement symphony, written in
Switzerland in the hot summer of 1947 and
unashamedly blazoning a key- signature
which it develops coherently, will remain
now something of a minority taste.
However, the growing response to the
composer's advocacy of his own work and
its espousal by other conductors suggests
that the minority is growing in size and
strength. Lloyd's lengthening catalogue of
symphonies is already well represented on
record, on Conifer as well as on Albany, and
Ishall hurry out to sample them, anxious to
find out if they are all as rewarding as this
rich and humane essay. [
A:1]
Kenneth Dommett
LUMBYE: Polkas, Mazurkas and Waltzes
Odense SO/Guth
Unicorn-Kanchana DKP (CD) 9089 (75m
30s) also MC Live recording May 1989
Hans Christian I.umbye ( 1810-74), a native
of Odense and near- neighbour of Hans
Christian Andersen, virtually established the
taste for Viennese waltzes in the Danish
capital, though he gave them a decidedly
native accent. He is perhaps the least wellknown of the early masters of the form,
Strauss the Elder being the most famous; but
in the Tivoli Gardens where he played his
spirit continues to flourish. It is perhaps for
his Galops, of which there are five here, that
he was most celebrated. These have
tremendous vitality epitomised in his most
famous piece ' Champagne' with which this
collection ends. Not as great amaster of the
waltz as his contemporaries further south,
I.ymbye nevertheless composed some
attractive and individual examples of the
genre, of which ' Queen Louise' is one. This is
not the complex string of waltzes favoured
by the Strausses, but 'Amelie' and ' Pictures
from a Dream' ( a piece of quasi-oriental
exoticism) show that he could think in
longer paragraphs. In all there are fifteen
examples of his work in this attractively
played and presented collection which, as
far as the current catalogue is concerned,
breaks virgin soil. Recorded live with,
happily, no serious evidence of audience
participation — they were probably too busy
dancing... (A:11
Kenneth Dommett
MACHAUT: Messe de Notre Dame CI Le
Lai de la Fonteinne D Ma fin est mon
commencement
Hilliard Ens
Hyperion CDA 66358 (53m 30s)
The main rival the Hilliard Ensemble's performance of Machaut's Messe de Notre Dame

has to face is the one that attempts to set the
music within the kind of ceremonial for
which it must have been composed [ Taverner Ch/EMII. Iam far from dogmatic about
these things and often enjoy performances
of renaissance masses senza prayers and
suchlike. But in this strictly medieval work,
whose five movements — as Paul Hilliard's
sleeve notes say — are united more by
commonness of intent than by any musical
link, the context of the ritual within which it
was first heard is more vital to an appreciation of its richness.
That said, the Hilliard Ensemble deliver
their usual finely balanced, intense performance, and there is the bonus of ample room
left on the disc for Machaut's Lai de la
Fonteinne, whose twelve stanzas are divided
equally between monodic and three-part
settings. Machaut's use of canonic writing is
symbolic, signifying two Trinities, the first of
them consisting of the poet, the reluctant
object of his worldly affections, and the
Virgin Mary to whom he turns for blissful
solace, and the second of them ( of course)
the Holy Trinity. Mark Padmore, Rogers
Covey-Crump and John Potter are the finelytuned, poised singers in this beautiful work,
while Padmore is replaced by Hillier in the
work that completes this recital, the retrograde canon Ma fin est mon commencement,
an ingenious, and here darkly sonorous,
expression of the fundamental reality of life
and death. [
A:11
Stephen Pettitt
MACONCHY: String Quartets 1-4
Hanson Qt
Unicorn-Kanchana DKP(CD)
(59m) also MC

9080

This is the first volume in an enterprising
series from Unicorn-Kanchana which will
bring us all 13 of Elizabeth Maconchy's
string quartets, and it certainly makes a
promising start. Written when she was only
25, the First Quartet — beautifully laid out for
the medium, concise, always invigorating
rhythmically and teeming with contrapuntal
activity — immediately establishes her formidable credentials in this field. By comparison, the Second ( first heard four years later
in 1937) is rather more introspective in
character, though no less rewarding: the
material for all its four movements derives
from the viola's somewhat Bartokian opening motif, atechnique one also finds in both
the pithy, single movement Third Quartet of
1938 ( which is full of her favourite irregular
five-to-the-bar metres and constant major/
minor tension) and the wartime Fourth from
1942-3, which Ifind the most satisfying of all
in its balance of the lyrical element against
the more purely rhythmical. Indeed, Iwould
advise against listening to all four quartets at
one sitting for fear of a certain rigid uniformity setting in — but taken individually
they do offer a bracing, refreshing experience, particularly when played as well as
they are here by the Hanson Quartet. Admirable recording. I await Volume Two with
interest. 1A:1]
Andrew Achenbach
MENDEISSOHN: Violin Concerto in e/
BRUCH: Violin Concerto in g
Gil Shaham ( vin)/Philharmonia/Sinopoli
DG 427 656-2 (55m 24s)
The record companies' search for an ideal
(or perhaps even more lucrative) version of
this coupling goes on. Hard on the heels of
an excellent account of the Bruch by the
young violinist Xue Wei comes a plausible
alternative, courtesy of the even younger Gil
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Shaham. There are times, however, when
one wonders whether the role of the work
as a sort of obligatory rite-of-passage for
young fiddlers does not simply result in alot
of immature interpretations being inflicted
on a piece which - perilously easy to busk
clichés through - contains many secrets that
are revealed with maturity.
Shaham is by no means acallow youth; but
his version of the Bruch never really recovers from its low-key opening, and the feeling
that he is tied to note- lengths and bar-lines.
Slightly heavy rhythms and alack of rhapsodic ardour leave an impression of rather
empty facility very different from Wei, who
contrives to suggest more inwardness,
despite consistently faster speeds.
It is much the same story in the Mendelssohn, with the first- movement cadenza losing its way amid rhetorical pauses and flights
of fancy more concerned with immediate
effect than line or structure. The slow
movement finds Shaham again indulging in
his passion for weighing down the first beat
of every bar.
It would be wrong to make too much of
this; but this is definitely for people who like
their romanticism straight'. [
A/B:21
Simon Cargill
MOZART: Flute Quartets D Adagio and
Rondo for Glass Armonica, K617
Dennis James (glass armonica)1Marc
Graunwells (J10/Brussels Virtuosi
Hyperion CDA 66392 (63m 40s)
Ihave always found the lengthy Adagio and
Rondo to be a fascinating work, not least
because of the delightfully disturbing sound
of its principal instrument - the glass armonica ( here supported by flute, oboe, viola,
cello). The notes describe the sound as
'angelic and obsessive'. This centuries-old
device obtaining music from bowls and
wetted fingers was played with skill by Franz
Anton Mesmer ( originator of mesmerism),
was immensely popular in the late 18thcentury, and was once banned for fear that
listeners would be sent mad. Its strange
tones may in any event quickly drive the cat
from the room when this disc is played. The
sheer beauty of the music - the last chamber
work that Mozart ever wrote - is a delight,
the extraordinary instrumental colouring a
bonus. Dennis James maintains an admirably
even rhythmic pulse, notably so at the faster
pace. The soloist is balanced without exaggeration but one or two edits can be
discerned, and Ihear a low studio hum at
times.
The four Flute Quartets are skilfully rendered with high spirits in the two Rondeaux
(the finales of I & 4 ) and endearing delicacy
in the pizzicato-accompanied Adagio of 1.
The lilting minuet of 2 bespealcs eloquent
chamber style too. Altogether this Belgian
group ( and its American armonica player)
gives amost impressively cogent account of
these modest works, and Graunwells has an
admirably rounded, breath- free tone. The
recording is clean yet not especially immediate, but it has an attractive ring to it. [
B:1]
Antony Hodgson
MOZART: Piano Sonata in a, K310 D in
B
1(333 (
2 in C, K545
Maria Joao Pires (pno)
DG 427 768-2 (61m)
Maria Pires's London recitals are red-letter
occasions and it is deeply gratifying to hear
her at her superlative best, working - at last
- for a top-level recording company. All
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these performances show an ideal combination of fastidiousness and the most concentrated musical energy. Few pianists have so
successfully captured both the allegro and
maestoso of the A- minor Sonata's opening
movement, and although the playing is as
clear-sighted and honest as the day, it is also
relentlessly probing - nervously alive to the
music's undertow of Romantic anxiety. In
the dark central section of ( ii) Miss Pires's
rapid crescendi from p and f are intensely
dramatic, an example of atelling and potent
emphasis and afar cry from genteel dalliance
or expressive leeway. Every bar of K545, the
so-called Sonata facile, emerges with the
most tensile strength and articulacy; though
perhaps the most memorable playing of all
comes in the Andante cantabile of the B-flat.
Here, surely, is musicianship at the most
exalted level.
"l'hose on the look-out for more readily
accessible attributes - for playing more
ardent, demonstrative or decorative - may
occasionally feel rebuffed, but Miss Pires's
economy should not be confused with
frostiness or undue severity. The distinctive
brightness of her sound is beautifully captured in DG's crystalline recording and,
overall, few Mozart Piano Sonata performances have been so meticulous, sensitive or
highly wrought. [
A:1*]
Bryce Morrison
MOZART: Arias - Va, dal furor portata,
Kl9c t: Si mostra la sorte, K209 D Voi
avete un cor fedele, K217 E Clarice cara,
1(256 D Ah, lo previdi!, 1(272 D Se al
labbro mio, 1(295 D A questo seno, 1(374
D Misero! o sogno, K425b D Bella mia
fiamma, K528
Lena Lootens ( sop)1Cbristoph Prégardien
(ten)/La Petite BandelKiujken
Virgin Classics VC 790 7532 (72m 43s)
also MC
A delightful selection of arias for tenor and
soprano, beautifully sung, played and
recorded. They range in time from the
nine-year-old Mozart's very first surviving
vocal composition ( an astounding if slightly
unwieldly aria of anger) to the big scena
written for Josepha Duschek afew days after
the completion of Don Giovanni. Both Lena
lootens and Christoph Prégardien are excellent stylists, the tenor giving particular
pleasure with his smooth line and supple
phrasing.
La Petite Bande, with its fine wind players
well to the fore, provides vivid accompaniments, and Sigiswald Kuijken is an alert,
sensitive Mozartian ( the appoggiaturas
observed for better reasons than dull pedantry). Though the recording initially seemed
rather close, the ear soon adapts, and detail
emerges cleanly. Texts and translations are
included, with a good German note inadequately rendered into English. [
A/B:1]
Peter Branscombe
MOZART: Die ZauberflOte
Soloists/BPO/Ch/Beecham
EMI CHS 761 0342 (2CDs, I29m 35s) 8)
recorded 1938
Here, after two recent false prophets ( in the
shape of what one used to think of as pirated
recordings) is EMI's own long-awaited transfer of the famous old recording that
Beecham made in Berlin in 1937-38. Though
one cannot help being aware from time to
time of 78 hiss, even of incipient distortion
in the loudest passages, the transfer has been
triumphantly accomplished by Keith Hardwick; the straightforwardly natural central

image has much to commend it. The performance, despite the total absence of dialogue, can still make strong claim to be the
finest yet. Sir Thomas's love and understanding are patent on every page, even if one or
two tempos are on the slow side, and
rallentandos at the ends of numbers sound
dated. The cast, far better than the sum of its
parts might suggest, is joyously topped by
Gerhard Hüsch's Papageno, Rosvaenge
(Tamino), Lemnitz ( Pamina), Berger
(Queen) and Strienz ( Sarastro) all have
uncomfortable moments but give far more
delight, and the small parts, as well as the
choral and especially the orchestral contributions, are vital ingredients in awonderful whole. For the first time with this
often- reissued recording, exemplary data
about the sessions are provided, and the
three- language libretto contains a prose
summary of most of the spoken scenes.
[H:1*/2]
Peter Branscombe
POTTER: Symphony 8 in E D 10 in g
Milton Keynes CO/Davan Wetton
Unicorn-Kanchana DKP (CD) 9091 (63m
09s) also MC
Unicorn-Kanchana deserve congratulations
and thanks for their enterprise: though
issued to coincide with the Milton Keynes
CO's London début concert, this CD can
count on neither the composer nor the
artists as obvious selling-points. Ican only
say that Ihave enjoyed it enormously - and
wonder when I last played a CD straight
through for an immediate second hearing.
Cipriani Potter ( 1-92-1871) has never quite
been a forgotten name, though his achievements as composer, teacher, pianist, editor
and administrator ( principal of the ( R)AM)
may now seem distinctly dusty. It is
however on the basis of these two symphonies not difficult to understand the good
opinion that Beethoven and Wagner had of
him. The E-fiat ( 1828) is the bigger and
more obviously attractive, the 6- minor one
of four years later is the more adventurous,
even wayward. Hilary Davan Wetton has
clearly built up the MKCO with skill and
devotion - it is afine, responsive body, and
the occasional abrasive touch is much preferable to bland surface polish. The recording ( produced by Antony Hodgson) is fulltoned and lifelike, though quality becomes
rather thin at a low volume-setting. Above
all, the music has real individuality; let us
hope this is the start of a Potter revival!
1A/13:1/2]
Peter Branscombe
PROKOFIEV: Divertimento, Op.43 D
Andante, Op.29 bis E Symphonic Song,
Op.57 D The Prodigal Son, Op.46
SNO/Jiirvi
Chandos CHAN 8728 (70m 435)
If Prokofiev wrote it, Jârvi will record it. The
conclusion that he likes his CD world neat
and tidy is an easy one to come to. Yet one
cannot help but feel that the resulting
practice of orchestra ( and perhaps conductor?) learning works specifically for recordings, with little or no chance to perfect
interpretations through years in the concert
hall, often leads to spectacular but somewhat facile readings. The excitement of a
new discovery may be there, but the
nuances born of a lifetime of study are not.
There are times here when Jârvi and the
SNO seem simply to slip into their generalpurpose Prokofiev mode ( something the
composer was also guilty of) and let the
notes take care of themselves. Given the
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or Mahogany Veneer ( extra for Oak,
Rosewood, Walnut or Black). Four 3Channel Drawers with cross- dividers. Eight
drawer cassette chest also available ( E495)
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but made to Ian Edwards'
usual high standard
ALSO AVAILABLE IN GEORGIAN STYLE PLEASE ENQUIRE
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For our brochure showing some of
our other units write to

IAN EDWARDS
The Old Chapel,
282 Skipton Road, Harrogate.
0423 500442
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CLASSICAL
distinction of the performers, the results are
never less than listenable; but there are
moments when one detects just a hint of
skilful routine. The opening of the Symphonic Song is not as well shaped as it might he,
with Járvi opting for spectacle rather than
detail. Certainly there is no doubting that
the SN() have got their ' Russian brutal tutti'
sound off to a tee; and anyone who fancies
giving their sound-system and next door's
windows arattle will find ample scope in the
demonstration-quality recording. But one
wonders whether, interpretatively, there is
not alittle bit more to be wrung from these
scores, particularly the composer's transcription of the Andante from his Fourth
Piano Sonata. [
A*:1/21
Simon Cargill
PROKOFIEV: The love of three oranges
Lagrange/Dubosc/VialalGautier/Bacquierl
Bastin/Soloists/Ch & Ord l'Opera de Lyon!
Nagano
Virgin Classics VCD 791 0842 ( 2CDs,
101m 53s) also 2MC
The title I have given in English, though
what we have here is ramor des trois
oranges' in what Virgin, like Glyndebourne
with their Sendak production, bills the
'original' French. Well, thereby, as they say,
hangs atale. For, if Prokofiev had completed
his opera based on Carlo Gozzi's fable before
the then Italian director at the Chicago
opera had died, we might be listening to
L'amore delle tre melarancie in the ' original' Italian. Of course, Prokofiev wrote his
music to his own Russian libretto and
translated it into French for the Chicago
Opera which, by the time of the premiere in
1921, was essentially aFrench company, run
by the first Mélisande, the Scottish soprano
Mary Garden.
A new recording in the original Russian,
therefore, is obviously needed, but it will
have to be outstanding to surpass this superb
set from the Lyon Opera. The company's
new American music director, Kent Nagano,
conducts with an astonishing grasp of the
mechanics of Prokofiev's score: he achieves
an ideal balance of the music's grotesque
humour — the card game between the witch
Fata Morgana and the Sorcerer Tchelio — and
its sinister undertones.
The Lyon Opera has cast the work
thoughtfully, too, with delicious cameos
from the veterans, Gabriel Bacquier as the
King of Clubs and Jules Bastin as the
fearsome cook in drag who guards the three
oranges. Michèle Lagrange and Gregory
Reinhart are formidable as the forces of
darkness and the tenors Georges Gautier and
Jean-Luc Viala are always witty and to the
point as Truffaldino and the Prince. Virgin
has caught the atmosphere in an extremely
fine recording, revealing more real music in
this usually noisy score than Iwould have
ever thought possible. A new recording of
Poulenc's Dialogues des Carmelites is their
next project with Nagano, and Ican't wait.
IA:11
Hugh Canning
PURCELL: Odes
Smith, Friday, Amps (sops)/Chance, Wilson
(c-tens)/Ainsley ( ten)/George, Richardson
(basses)/English Concert & ChlPinnock
Archiv 427 663-2 (68m 17s)
Purcell was the master and inventor of
English celebratory music; the odes were
designed to celebrate events and to give
praise to God or the Monarch, hence the
reliance on trumpets and drums in these
works. The first of the three odes 'Come ye
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sons of art, away' was written for Queen
Mary II's last birthday, in 1694. King William
had left for Holland on that very day, and this
may explain why this is the least ostentatious of the birthday odes. 'Sound the
trumpet, sound' for the two counter- tenors
is a marvellous number, and is given an
excellent performance. The liner notes
(which, in my copy of the CD were cut and
stapled incorrectly and printed on poorquality, thin paper ) do not make it clear who
the counter- tenor soloist is in 'Strike the
viol', which includes arefined vocal effect at
the words ' touch the lute'. Ifound Jennifer
Smith's ornamentation disappointing and
was surprised to hear the startling difference
in recorded presence between soprano, bass
and harpsichord in 'See Nature, rejoicing'
and the entry of the chorus with trumpet
and drums, which is also at aslightly slower
tempo. Itried to enjoy Stephen Richardson's
voice, but found his tone sometimes without
colour.
The Ode for St Cecilia's Day, 'Welcome to
all the pleasures', was written for the inaugural celebration of London's Musical Society
in 1683. The soloists are Michael Chance —
who gives afine account of Here the Deities
approve' — John Mark Ainsley, whose clear
tone I enjoy, and Michael George, whose
voice has awarmth that Richardson's sometimes lacks. This latter ode ( with its charming final chorus, sung with great clarity) is
given a better performance, Ifelt, than the
former.
'Of old, when heroes thought it hase'
(1690) — an apologia for Prince William's .
recent invasion of England — is generally
known as The Yorkshire Feast Song. It is
fiercely anti-papist, mentioning the Prince
by one of his titles in the counter- tenor and
tenor duct 'And when the renown'd Nassau',
which features the trumpets. It was composed for an annual gathering of York
nobility — one of several banqueting
societies of country gentlemen. It opens
with a dramatic Symphony with trumpets,
which is later repeated. ' The pale and the
purple rose', sung by Michael Chance, is
worth mentioning for its unusual off- beat
texture, as is the bass duet 'They did no
storms', with its dark textures and descending harmonic movement. Some good performances here, but some weaker moments
too. IA/B:1/31
William McVicker
ROSSINI: Guglielmo Tell
StuderlFelleld'Intino/Merritt/Zancanaro/
Sulan/Roni/De Grandis/La Scala Orch &
Ch/Muti
Philips 422 391-2 (4CDs, 230m) also 41.1)/
4MC, recorded live 1988
Do we really need another recording of
Rossini's four-act French opera in ( revised)
Italian translation, especially when the
results are so flawed and costly as this,
Philips's first opera project with Riccardo
Muti? It begins promisingly — though contrary to press- release hype, the engineers
have been not successfully overcome the
notoriously arid Scala acoustic — with an
overture of irresistible dash and a lovely
cello solo in the pastoral episode. Later, it is
in the exquisite Pas de six ( the theme tune
for Radio Three's ' Matinee Musicale' of fond
memory) that the spirits are momentarily
raised. Otherwise, this is apretty depressing
record of the current state of be/ canto
singing: the first voice we encounter is that
of the Fisherman, Vittorio Terranova,
strangulated in timbre, ungainly in phrasing
— compare Charles Burles on EMI's greatly

underestimated French set conducted by
Gardelli — and this cameo contribution is a
fair representation of the singing throughout. Only Giorgio Zancanaro's noble hero
and, intermittently, Cheryl Studer's coolly
beautiful Mathilde — somewhat glassy of
timbre and shaky of line in 'Selva opaca' —
offer much halm to the ears, and even they
are no match for Milnes and Freni ( Decca)
in terms of dramatic involvement, let alone
Bacquier and the ravishing Cahallé ( EMI ) for
vocal and stylistic accomplishment.
The real problem, though, is the heroic
tenor role of Arnold Melcthal, written for
the tragic suicide Adolphe Nourrit ( the first
Count Ory), which has never been satisfactorily cast on record: the role ideally
requires the range, technique and vocal
elegance of an Alfredo Kraus, the heroic
timbre of aBjiirling or Domingo, the authentic French idiom of a Thill or Ansseau.
Neither Gedda ( EMI) in French, nor Pavarotti ( Decca) in Italian are perfect, but they
sound models by the side of the American
Chris Merritt whose coarse vocalism is hard
to take on record, though possibly acceptable — just — in the theatre. In the publicity
sheets, Erik Smith claims that he is ' the only
person who can currently sing all those high
notes' which is all very well, except the
sound is so pinched and nasal, the emission
crude and the bottom of the range virtually
non-existent. He does muster a tolerably
phrased ' 0 muto asil', but follows it with a
cabaletta which contradicts Smith's claim
about his high notes. Ican't imagine anyone
wanting to hear this performance more than
once, and that goes, I'm afraid for the entire
opera. The comprimarii, without exception,
are wretched.
It is a tragedy, because Muti is blazingly
committed to the full text and conducts
with an incandescence and theatrical fire
which Gardelli and Chailly cannot equal.
The Act III finale and the Act IV storm are
terrific. But his work is severely undermined
by the live recording which blurs orchestral
detail, recesses the chorus, but captures
with quite formidable vividness every noise
and bump emanating from the stage. One
might be prepared to put up with this on a
pirate recording of awork unavailable commercially, or an Italian Te// starring Callas,
Gobbi and the young Kraus. At just under
£48, this offering is an affront to the
record- buying public. The EMI set is considerably cheaper and presents a far more
effective case for Rossini's masterpiece.
113:3/41
Hugh Canning
RUBBRA: Four Medieval Latin Lyrics El
Amoretti D Five Spenser Sonnets El
Sinfonietta
Marlyn Hill ( ten)/David Wilson Johnson
(bar)/Endellion Qt/City of Lond Sinfl
Schonzeler
Virgin Classics VC 790 7522 (60m 23s)
There is some wonderfully passionate singing and playing on this disc, but alas neither
can help Edmund Rubbra's music sound
anything other than rather dull after not very
long. It is not a matter of the composer's
spirit being weak — one detects much
empathy in his Four Medieval Lyrics of 1932
with the spirit of the poetry, and Iwould
much rather hear his setting of 'Tempus est
iocundum', the first of the poems, than Carl
Orffs. Similarly, both the Five Spenser Sonnets for tenor and string orchestra, of 1935,
and Amoretti, also a set of five Spenser
sonnets from the same year but scored for
tenor and string quartet, spring from a
9I

simple and genuine affection for the words.
Yet Rubbra resorts too often to bland modal
mannerisms — and how frustratingly reluctant he is to give life to his rhythms.
David Wilson-Johnson sings the medieval
texts with a vibrant lightness in the two
more boisterous poems and with atouching
sense of emotion and space in the other two.
Martyn Hill is equally ardent in all ten
Spenser settings, with the Endellion Quartet
providing warm sounds in Amoretti. The
other two cycles are scored for string
orchestra, and there, as in the Sinfonietta,
Hans- Hubert Schonzeler and the City of
London Sinfonia make the hest possible case
for this once modish composer. [
A:11 is fair
enough for the recording and performance,
and if you like the music anyway — many will
— you should not care with what letter or
number Iwould assess that. Stephen Pettitt
SCHUBERT: Impromptus, Op.90 & 142
Alfred Brendel (/ no)
Philips 422 237-2 ( 60m 58s) also I.P/MC
Criticism falls silent when faced with such
Olympian musical achievement. In a
strongly competitive field ( Radii Lupu on
Decca, Murray Perahia on CBS, and Brendel's own early Philips recording) these
performances stand apart. a timeless
exploration of an ultimate yet always elusive
vision. lo a salutary und unusual degree
Brendel has once more re-examined and
re-experienced the classic masterpieces of
the repertoire, anxious — in his own amusingly understated words — to avoid all
possible staleness. over-familiarity. or ' old
hat'. The result, in the opening C- minor
Impromptu for example, is arrestingly personal yet unidiosyncratic, whether bold or
subdued, eloquent or withdrawn. In 2and 3
from Op.90 Wendel's seriousness precludes
the sort of superficial grace or pianistic
complancy that so often passes for authenticity. The E- minor, too, from Op.142 has an
almost operatic fullness or declamation, yet
remarkably each and every drama seems
uninfiated and 'contained'. The A- fiat is
broadly and grandly conceived
again with
no concession to traditional Viennese taste
or seductive charm. And when you listen to
the way the melodic line is etched in the
central Trio you may well wonder when you
last heard such perfectly arched phrases,
such musical heart- ease. The concluding
F- minor .. 111egro scherzando goes at a wild
tempo, its surface whimsy contradicted by
Brendel's sense of other darker, more manic
forces at work, and it is here that his
pedalling is so infinitely subtle. The sound is
directed now here, now there: not as part of
some striking pianistic effect, hut as a
revelatory poetic touch.
In short, I have rarely, if ever, heard
stronger yet more richly engaging Schubert
Impromptus. The recordings, when you stop
to notice them, are exemplary. [
A*:11
Bryce Morrison
SCHUBERT: String Quartet in G, D887
Tokyo Qt
RCA RD 60199 (46m 26s)
This is awonderfully accomplished performance, with playing of great beauty, strength
and sensitivity. The recording too is of the
highest class, with each instrument making
its indialdual contribution to a finely integrated sound-picture. The sound is clear and
natural from ppp
flf, and there is afeeling
of space without undue resonance ( Rutgers
Church, New York City). Comparison with
9.!

the recent Lindsay Quartet version [ ASVI
suggests that the Tokyo Quartet lacks something in vividness of characterization; and if
one looks to the famous old Busch version
(coupled with ' Death and the Maiden' on a
very generous ' Références' CD ) one is left in
no doubt about their depth of insight. The
Tokyo Quartet, unlike the Lindsays, do not
observe the first movement repeat, which
may influence your choice. To sum up, the
ASV is more exciting, the RCA a safer
recommendation — the Busch part of gramophone history. [
A:11
Peter Branscombe
SMETANA: String Quartet 1 in e/
DVORAK: String Quartet, Op.96
Endellion Qt
Virgin Classics VC 790 8072 (54m 34s)
If one is not going to couple the two
Smetana quartets this is the most sensible
alternative, considering the relationship
between the two works. Surprisingly, it does
not happen very often. This present offering
has the benefit of some dedicated playing
but lacks the ultimate refinement of phrasing
and expression such familiar and — dare one
say it — competitively recorded works
demand. In the Smetana dynamics are carefully, almost fussily indicated by the composer, hut have been less carefully considered by the players here, and much the
same can he argued for Dvorak where,
additionally, there seem to he some oddities
of tempo at points where a return to the
original speed is indicated; presumably for
expressive purposes these are slower than
the original. Considering the excellent work
these players usually commit to record this
is a mite disappointing. [A:2]
Kenneth Dommett
STEVENS: Violin Concerto D Symphony
2
Ernst Kovacic ( vIn)/BBC PO/Dou ,
nes
Meridian CDE 84174 (63m 28s) also MC
A rewarding release on all accounts, not
least because of the quality of the music:
anyone who responds to Sibelius, Nielsen,
and ( more recent) Ruhbra or Simpson, will
find that much of the rugged purposefulness
and sense of momentum one encounters
with those figures is present here too.
Bernard Stevens ( 1916-83) wrote his Violin
Concerto in 1943, responding to acommission from Max Rostal, who finally gave the
work its premiere in a 1946 BBC broadcast
with Anatole Fistoulari conducting. Certainly the dark, brooding atmosphere of ( i)'s
sinewy opening paragraph seems to reflect
the troubled time of the concerto's composition, as well as accurately gauging its character as a whole; even the work's solitary
cadenza, in ( i), is underpinned by an anxious
timpani pedal. The melancholy lyricism of
the central Adagio leads without abreak into
the urgent Finale, where, after adeclamatory
brass outburst, the G major coda at last
ushers in ahard-won, if still uneasy tranquility'. Ernst Kovacic is the eloquent soloist and
he is given sympathetic support by Edward
Downes and the BBC PO ( in excellent
form).
The Second Symphony was completed in
1964, but did not receive its first performance until 1977, when this orchestra ( then
called the BBC Northern SO ) was conducted
by Harry Newstone. The first movement is
an inventive chaconne which gradually
increases in tempo from an Andante to a
restless Allegro before we are plunged into
the coda with its icy wind and brass chords.

Both here, and in the lugubrious waltz- like
theme which acts as aTrio for the explosive
Scherzo which follows, I was more than
once reminded of Shostakovich. As in the
Violin Concerto, a mournful Andante leads
straight into the Finale which generates a
tremendous energy right up to the final bar —
an exhilarating conclusion to a powerful
work whose unerring sense of form and
mastery of organic development proclaim a
born symphonist. Edward Downes and the
BBC PO respond superbly, and they have
been accorded a most natural balance by
producer Peter Marchbank and engineer
John Shuttleworth. Do investigate. [
A:1/11
Andrew Achenbach

R STRAUSS: Metamorphosen CI DuetConcertino U Capriccio — Prelude
Paul Meyer (clO/Knut Sónstevold ( bssn)/
Neu , Stockholm COISalonen
CBS CD 44702 ( 59m 29s)
R STRAUSS: Metamorphosen U Drei
Hymnen U Tod und Verklárung
Felicity Lott ( sop)/SNO/JUrvi
Chandos CHAN 8734 (7 1m 29s) also
11.13/MC
R STRAUSS: Metamorphosen U Till
Eulenspiegel 0 Tod und Verklâtung
Dresden Staatskapelle-Bhonstedt
Denon CO-73801 (( 7 m 5-is)
The more the age demands asense of social
responsibility from its creative artists, the
more likely it seems that Metamorphosen
will come to he labelled Strauss's greatest'
work. It will never he his most representative; nor is it an ideal candidate for the
recording industry. What it can he is richly
demonstrated by Karajan's 194 7 Vienna
performance ' EMIL replete, surely, with a
response as heartfelt and grief-striken as
Strauss's own to the then recent devastations; what it can also be, if you simply play
the notes and avoid emotional involvement,
is all too plain from Herber Blomstedt and
the Dresdeners. Turning then to Jarvi and
Salonen, you find in varying degrees what
the Staatskapelle strings are missing — a
gravity accumulated ii the wake of the
central section's fond reminiscences of time
past, and hardly' contained as the main body
of themes once more pass before us, heads
bowed. For the Scottish National Orchestra
players, the moment of unbearable sadness
rests with the return of the third melody
(bar 408), heavy now with a new descending phrase in first and second cellos; thereafteriarvi shies alittle away from the climactic
statements, preferring to maintain a faster
tempo from 433 onwards. Not so Salonen:
even Karajan's Berliners never tore at those
three repeated notes as viciously as the
III- Fl NEWS & RECORD lin'IEW
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Stockholm Chamber strings. The CBS
recording stares them richly, unflinchingly,
in the eye: afaithful testimony to Salonen's
excellent work in Sweden. And how far he
seems to have come since his loose-limbed
early days; with his organic control of the
steadily- increasing tempi in the central section, he has the edge over the stolid Blomstedt, whose strings refuse to take wing, or
Jârvi, slightly whimsical in his speeds if
unsurpassable in the textural detail at the
height of the development (je the flyaway
counterpoint of first viola and select violins,
bars 278-299).
Couplings offer rich complications. Blomstedt alone is predictable, perhaps, and fairly
unappealing in a Till without fangs save in
cymbal-crash and the odd timpani thwack;
oddly charmless, too, coming from an
orchestra once steeped in Kempe's sense of
affectionate fun. More striking are the deathbed palpitations of Tod und Verkliirung,
warm in its earlier woodwind phrases but
scotched by a transfiguration which sounds
as foursquare and platitudinous as many
commentators believe it to be. Jârvi argues
glowingly in its favour — alittle rushed as the
spirit first rises ( with curious overlap effects
obviously gauged by Strauss but rarely
heard: adeliberate out-of-phase feeling), but
opening out infinite vistas for the two great
climaxes. Overwhelming, too, is the protagonist's struggle towards the first full
unfurling of the ideology- motif before death.
Ever the master of self-quotation, Strauss
slips the childhood theme from Tod into the
second of his Drei Hymnen, prolix effusions
of platonic love set to washy Hölderlin texts
in 1921; besides an unexpected voluptuousness in the most lavish phrases, Felicity Lott
uses firm diction to give a much-needed
backbone to the third song. For the chance
to hear them, many thanks! Salonen's lightagainst-dark, the Duet- Concertino, is likewise tightly argued, the soloists apparently
taking the Beauty- and- the- Beast ' programme' as ahint for some graphic dialogues;
the finale, which can ramble so, has
tremendous point, though I wish clarinet
and bassoon had been allowed to speak from
the body of the orchestra. Otherwise, only
an inflexible Capriccio Prelude, in Salonen's
arrangement for full strings, is likely to pall
on this disc. As for the sound on the other
two issues, it follows in both cases the
natural high standards of predecessors in the
series. Salonen 1A/B:1*/11; Jârvi [
A:1/2]
Metamorphosen, Ill others; Blomstedt
[A:1/21
12] others.
David Nice

roe

TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony 4 El Francesca da Rimini
Montreal SO/Dutoit
Decca 421 814-2 (67m 30s) also MC,
TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony 4 I: Serenade for strings
Bournemouth SO/Litton
Virgin Classics VC 790 7982 (75m 21s)
Surplus to need, if not superfluous, must be
the final verdict on both these Tchaikovslcy
Fourths, since, ultimately, neither adds up to
a fresh and compelling view of the symphony. The Montreal players might seem
unlikely harbingers of a heavy-hearted submission to Fate, but in fact the Russian touch
is at the magnificent strings' demand — even
if woodwind tend to go under in climactic
welters, as you can judge from the first peak
of ( i). And the recording, in command as
ever of Montreal's St Eustache, helps the
illusion of spaciousness with antiphonal
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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horns and trumpets ( startling in the Francesca whirlwind). What's lacking is afeeling
for atmosphere; most of the dynamics are
observed, but rarely is there anything
behind the notes. The first movement, with a
far from lugubrious second subject, and a
development which has nothing to say, is all
bone and no emotional flesh; the second is
more about phrasing and contrast — the
middle section, nicely determined and prefaced by an eloquent flute, begins to warm —
than any especially vocal sorrow.
For Dutoit, the master of colour, the finale
extends the diversion of his brilliant
scherzo, all clean articulation and flashing
geniality. At least Litton does follow through
here the image of the outsider at the feast,
with a slow-paced handling of the ' Birch
Tree' tune ultimately leading to areassertion
of fate which squashes hope flat; after that,
the dance can only be agrim joke. Yet Muti
and Abbado have told us so before, and
unlike them Litton doesn't have the complete command to carry off his dark
thoughts across the span of the symphony.
There are strange quickenings of the pulse:
some deliberate if bizarre, as at Letter B in
(i), others — such as the return of the
limping waltz, or. the cellos' sweep at the
second half of the melody in ( ii) — suggestive of uneasy rubato. I.itton's dynamic
additions smack alittle of the Jansons touch;
ahandful could be argued from an expressive point of view, but by no means all. And is
there any precedent for the timpani breaking in with a swift crescendo at bar 283 of
(i), when the score suggests that it thunders
out fortissimo one bar later?
There carping begins, perhaps, but such
glosses do beg the question of Litton's quest
for originality. His relaxed account of the
work's symphonic predecessor — the first in
the cycle — offers other qualities, and his
Rachmaninov cycle in concert ( also
recorded subsequently by Virgin) certainly
scaled the heights rather deliberately tackled here. When the Bournemouth orchestra
catches fire, as at key points in the symphony
and a spring-heeled finale to an otherwise
airless Serenade, we hear aformidable partnership keenly at work; too often, though,
the sound lacks cut, and Idon't think that
can be ascribed to Wessex Hall acoustics as
filtered through the recording. By the side of
that, Dutoit and his Montreal Symphony
consistently dazzle with their keenness.
Their Francesca da Rimini amounts to more
than the symphony, too, with biting tempests and a love- scene the more lacerating
for the alliance of aslow, steady tempo with
clear-sighted attention to detail. Litton 1A:2/
31; Dutoit [
A*:1/2] Symphony, 111 Francesca,
David Nice
TCHAIKOVSKY: Piano Trio, Op.50/
SHOSTAKOVICH: Piano Trio 1, Op.8
Chung Trio
EMI CDC 749 8652 (59m 36s)
Record companies have tended to opt for
the crash- bang- wallop end of the
Tchaikovsky repertoire, so it is always
pleasant when some of his rather neglected
chamber music surfaces.
Although not perhaps a world-shattering
masterpiece, the A-minor Piano Trio finds
the composer deft in a medium which he
admitted he found difficult. Indeed those
who respond to the composer's protracted
sessions at the musical wailing-wall may be
disappointed by the comparative restraint of
it all. There is no doubting the Chung Trio's
commitment, however — even if the spa-

cious recording rather projects a slightly
swimming piano- tone. The extended set of
variations which comprises the work's
unorthodox second movement is nicely
paced, though perhaps the general approach
could have been a little more intimate.
The Shostakovich Trio ( an early work)
fares slightly less well, with the characteristically schizoid juxtapositions of passion,
tenderness and irony being smoothed over
in the interests of unity. [
B:2] Simon Cargill

TIPPEIT: Symphonies 1-4 III Suite in D
Harper/LSO/Chicago SO/Solti
Decca 425 646-2 (3CDs, 170m) 10 1968.
'73, ' 76, '81
'Ibis is not now quite the definitive set it was
once thought to be. Tippett's own concert
performances have revealed there are other,
perhaps more radical ways of playing this
music. Still, there is no arguing with the
general standard. The Second Symphony
fares the best, with its remastered 1967
recording coming up remarkably well. The
First and Third are also good, with Sir Colin
bringing great rhythmic verve to the faster
movements. It is Solti's performance of No.4
which raises rather more questions, with its
consistently aggressive approach to articulation and phrasing, and bright, rather brash
sound. But it is the radical Third ' with 1, a
Philips production], complete with ‘'ocal
blues that remains the most indelible experience, containing as it does in ( i) surely some
of this century's most exalted and uncompromisingly gritty symphonic writing. Challenging perhaps, but rewarding. [
A/B:1/2]
Simon Cargill
TIPPE1T: Ritual Dances D Sosostris's
Aria O Praeludium CI Suite in D
Hodgson/Ch Opera North/English Northern
Philh/Tippett
Nimbus NI 5217 (60m 55s)
Hampered by noise, short of time, and
restricted by the waning strength of the
composer, the sessions teetered on the brink
of disaster. Yet from its jaws was pulled a
recording of quite remarkable tension and
commitment. The English Northern Philharmonia is one of the North's best kept secrets
and, a few ensemble difficulties apart
(caused perhaps by Tippett's eccentric
beat), they play with warmth and flexibility.
If only the same could be said of the
recording. The current fashion for using
churches as recording venues does not pay
off here. The balance, particularly in the
Ritual Dances, is distinctly odd, with perversely distant woodwind often tootling
away to little effect, in what sounds like the
next street. But it is all forgiven on hearing
the astonishing, ecstatic swirlings of the final
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SUPERB EQUIPMENT FROM:Michell, Voyd, Systemdek, Townshend, Kuzma, Rega ( arms
only) Helius, SME Audionote, Goldring, Koetsu, Kiseki, Milltek,
Ortofon Decca, Audio Innovations, Rose Industries, Audion,
Audio Technica, Quicksilver, Kelvin Labs, Albarry, Sugden,
Proac, TDL, Glastonbury, Snell, Spica, JPW, Celef, Alexander,
Ruark, Marantz, Alphason, Meridian CD Players, Supra,
Kimber. Vecteur. QED. Target, Pirates Cardas Cable.
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and you'll hear music like
you've never heard it before.
We are probably the only specialist Hi Fi Dealers who record as well as
listen to live music. With this expertie we can recommend equipment
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Foundations. Goldring. Helius. lecklin Float. IPW. IBL. Marantz. Nagaoka
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Voyd or(
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SUB- WOOFERS AND OTHER ANIMALS
The ancient Greeks may have had aword for it ( Cerberus?) but, as far as we
are concerned, the notion that asub-woofer, used in association with small
but very precise front speakers, might provide the perfect answer to the
domestic problems of the majority of music- lovers first arose about a
decade ago. The fact is that such athree-way system — consisting of the
Audio Pro B 1-45 sub-woofer and a pair of Rogers/BBC LS3/5A monitor
speakers — produces the kinds of musical performance normally requiring
very bulky loudspeakers and does so, moreover, at afar more reasonable
cost ( 090 for the complete system). Only the small speakers need to be
visible; the sub-woofer, which measures 14 3
/ in. square by 20 1
4
/ in. high,
4
.can be placed anywhere in the room, either out of sight or covered by a
table-cloth, because even the very deepest sounds will be perceived as
emanating from the normal sound stage.
For those requiring greater power handling than the LS3/5A can
encompass, the Audio Pro sub-woofer also makes an ideal complement to
apair of Acoustic Energy AEI speakers which, while closely resembling the
LS3/5As in tonal quality and only marginally larger, can cope with up to 200
watts. And, where neither space nor outlay are prime considerations, it is
our view that combining the QUAD ESL 63 loudspeakers with a B 1-45
sub-woofer will offer the finest, most truly musical sound that can be
achieved under domestic conditions.
At our studio you can listen at leisure to the Audio Pro sub-woofer in
association with the three above- mentioned speaker pairs, and you will be
astonished to discover how superb any of these combinations sound even
when fed from modestly- priced CD players and receivers. In addition to
such components by JVC. Denon or Yamaha, we are also demonstrating a
QUAD system that includes their new CD player and their 66 pre- amplifier,
complete with remote control panel.
The fact that audio equipment is, for us, never an end in itself but simply
a means to a deeper understanding and enjoyment of great music is
further underlined by our truly comprehensive stock of classical Compact
Discs, which are available to those who have bought equipment from us at
a generous 20% discount. Nor do we neglect visual pleasures for, quite
apart from supplying selected TV sets and Hi Fi Video Recorders, we
demonstrate CD Video and stock a wide range of CDV recordings,
especially opera and ballet. So there is always plenty to see and hear at
MUSIC IN THE HOME!
NOTE: We will he closed Good Friday to Easter Monday incl.

Thomas Heinitz Ltd

MUSIC IN Till 1101.11

35 Moscow Road Queensway London W2
Telephone: 01-229 2077
Opening hours: 9.30 to 5.39 ( Thurs. 9.3(1 to I: Fri. 9.39 to 7).
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Situated 5minutes off the M2 near Rainham, Kent, we offer
first class no obligation Dems here or in the more realistic
environment of your own home —

Phone: Dave on 0634-389004
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Cost-effective
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from
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AUDAX TITANIUM TWEETER UPGRADE.
Change your 1" dome tweeters for these Titanium units and
enjoy crisper, cleaner response. Suitable for replacing
tweeters up to 91dB sensitivity. Kit includes constant
impedance level controls so that you can adjust for optimum
results without any crossover modifications.
order TITANIUM 100 ( 100mm round plate) £43.50 pair.
or TITANIUM 12 x9 ( 120 x90mm) + p&p £2.50
ELAC METAL DOME TWEETER UPGRADE.
As kit above but using the Elac tweeter which has had such
rave reviews. To replace units up to 89dB sensitivity.
order METAL 25DT30 ( 104mm round plate) £63.50 pair.
or METAL 25DT29 ( 120 x90mm plate) + p&p £ 2.50
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8139, B110, T27 combination, this crossover greatly improves
detail and definition. ( Screw terminal connections) £58.95
pair+ p&p £ 2.50
WACOUSTIC PANELS inhbit panel resonance and limit
cabinet- induced colouration. ( Foam sandwiched between
two layers of bitumin.) Self adhesive. Size: 270 x200 x16mm.
Set of 8 (will treat pair of small/med. speakers) £ 16 + p&p
£2.50
Telephone credit card orders
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CLASSICAL
dance ( here done with soloists and chorus,
as in The Midsummer Marriage itself) and
Alfreda Hodgson's authoritative and visionary account of Sosostris's Aria. How one
wishes that Tippett could undertake to
record the whole opera.
The rather better known Suite for the
Birthday of Prince Charles is affectionately
and often tenderly managed — far preferable
to Solti's re-released account on Decca. But
the real find is Praeludium — here receiving
its first recording. Angular and blockstructured, it is in many ways a modern
equivalent of Stravinsky's Symphonies of
Wind. The brass and percussion, which
make up the score, are excellent and the
sound rich and tangible in its reality.
All composer-conducted recordings come
into aspecial category; but music- making of
this integrity has seldom been heard since
Britten laid down the baton. If only the
sound was more in tune with the music's
needs
[
B/C:11
Simon Cargill
TIPPETT: String Quartets 1-3
Lindsay Qt
Decca 425 645-2 ( 71m Ois) 0

1975

Times have moved on. When these recordings first saw the light of day they represented Tippett's complete contribution to
the medium. Since then afourth quartet has
appeared and a fifth is being planned. But
these performances remain classics. It was
the I.indsays who were the first to get to
grips with the composer's complex yet
buoyant rhythmic language and reveal the
extraordinary lyricism latent within the profusion of notes. Yet for all their virtuosity
(only in the Lento of 3 is there a hint of
strain), they never miss out on the music's
essential tenderness. With the 1975 recording wearing its years lightly, it is difficult to
see how these versions will be surpassed in
the immediate future. [
A:1]
Simon Cargill
TIPPETT: King Priam
Soloists/London Sinfonietta/Atherton
Decca 414 241-2 ( 2CDs, 128m) 0 1981
Right from its crisp opening fanfares ( surely
one of the most exciting openings to any
20th-century opera) it is clear that this is
going to be a recording of quite extraordinary power and commitment. Norman Bailey
charts the fall of King Priam himself with a
haunting mixture of nobility and selfquestioning, while Thomas Allen as Hector,
and Robert Tear as Achilles, sound as if they
might have been created to sing the roles.
With Heather Harper as Hecuba, Felicity
Palmer as Andromache and Yvonne Minton
as Helen, there simply is not aweak link in
the cast. But the top honours must go to
David Atherton, who builds the tension
remorselessly and weaves together the
music's complex tapestry of tiny but pungent gestures. If you are only going to buy
one opera recording this year, make it this
one. Top-notch sound is abonus. [
A:11
Simon Cargill
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Sinfonia Antartica
Toward the Unknown Region
Catherine Bott (sop)/LSO & Ch/Thomson
Chandos CHAN 8796 (54m 44s) also
LP/MC
Not surprisingly, given Bryden Thomson's
reputation on record as a Baxian, this is the
most sensual and voluptuous Sinfonia
Antartica Ihave come across; in fact, I'm
sure some will think it too insufficiently
III.F1 NEWS & RE(:ORI) REVIFNA'
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bleak ( CB for one found it ' somewhat
equatorial' for his taste), and it cannot be
denied that Chandos's spectacularly
resonant recording ( St Jude's, Hampstead)
does impart a warm glow to the proceedings. At the same time there's also no
gainsaying the first-rate response Thomson
obtains from the LSO ( superlative brass) in
their sensitive realization of VW's fascinating
scoring: the coda of ( i) is tremendously
powerful, as is the sanguine tread of the
march- like opening in the Epilogue. Both the
soprano Catherine Bott and the chorus
sound suitably alluring, their praiseworthy
contributions atmospherically balanced by
the engineers. A special mention too for the
notably realistic wind- machine. Yes, perhaps
the Scherzo is a trifle lethargic ( Previn's
lighter touch here is preferable) and the
organ entry in ( iii) is not as arresting as it
can he — these are but minor quibbles: Ihave
already derived agreat deal of pleasure from
this new performance.
Toward the Unknown Region provided
VW with his first big success when it was
performed at the 1907 Leeds Festival. Like
the Sea Symphony (completed two years
later ) it is asetting of atext by Whitman, and
the two works have much in common: VW
had been working upon them at the same
time. Thomson's noble account is a worthy
successor to the fine versions we have had
from Boult and Del Mar, with ( again)
orchestral playing and choral singing of the
highest quality. An excellent issue. 1A/A*:1/
1*1
Andrew Achenbach
VERDI: Rigoletto
Anderson/Verrett/Pavarotti/Nucci/
Ghiaumv/Ch & Orch Bologna/Chailly
Decca 425 864-2 (2CDs, 113m 14s) also
21.13/2MC
Decca had originally scheduled anew Trovatore from Bologna with the great Italian
tenor, and Mirella Freni tackling Leonora,
but Pavarotti apparently decided at short
notice to change to a Rigoletto with the
three principals of the recent Met production: himself, Leo Nucci and June Anderson.
This, Isuspect, explains the extraordinary
statement in the Decca booklet ' thanks to
Miss Verrett who agreed to make a cameo
appearance in the role of Maddalena as a
special favour to Mr Pavarotti'. Whether a
recording constitutes an appearance or not,
Miss Verrett is not the only distinguished
mezzo to take this part on disc — Cossotto,
Obrasztsova, Barbieri, Fassbaender, to name
but four. Indeed, Verrett's hollow, spectral
singing is so feeble that she would have done
everyone — above all herself — a special
favour by retiring gracefully from the project. ( Presumably she was to have sung
Azucena in Trovatore — in which case, we
have all been spared.)
It is regrettable to have to write so harshly
of aonce great singer, but Miss Verrett offers
herself to the paying public and she must be
judged accordingly. Her vocal decline — by
way of the soprano roles which probably
brought her to this sorry state — is paradigmatic of Verdi singing on this set which,
though often exciting, is predominantly
coarse, raw and effortful. The most notable
sufferer is the baritone of the title role, Leo
Nucci, whose rather grey voice sounds
stretched by Rigoletto's great emotional
outbursts — 'Cortigianir has none of Gobbi's
tragic rage because he simply rants the
music — and his inability to mould an even
legato, to sing a true mezza voce worries
me, perhaps, more than it will opera lovers

whose memories do not stretch back to
Bruson, Cappuccilli or Milnes.
Pavarotti, on the other hand, is in splendid
form, considering that he is no longer in the
first flush of youth. Again, Iwould not want
to compare this 1989 taping with Bergonzi.
Kraus, or even Pavarotti's younger self on
Decca with Joan Sutherland — he pushes
now for his top notes and the tone has
frankly lost its easy, liquid beauty of yore —
but he is always alive as a character. His
Duke of Mantua has a vocal twinkle in the
eye, a lady-killer instinct which his great
rival Domingo completely misses on the
distinguished, but rather 'worthy' Giulini set
(DG).
June Anderson is no Ileana Cotrubas
(whose heart-rending portrayal of Gilda
compensates for some less than precise
vocalism), but by today's standards she is
pretty amazing, technically flawless in her
staccato pyrotechnics at the close of ' Caro
nome'. I wish, though, that she would
abandon her attempt to become the Sutherland de nos jours: her style and inflections
are too close for coincidence. Her voice
lacks the warmth and security at the top of
the real thing.
Nicolai Ghiaurov — as on DG — is a
saturnine Sparafucile, perhaps alittle woolly
round the edges; and Chailly conducts a
dramatic account of the score, while allowing considerable rhythmic licence to his
singers. Unlike Muti, he is no puritan on the
subject of unwritten high notes. If they were
more beautifully sung, Iwould be with him
all the way. The playing and choral singing,
though, has plenty of theatrical atmosphere,
even if the soloists are brought forward by
the recording with aloss of definition in the
orchestral 'background'. Worth sampling,
but not one of the great recorded Rigoletti.
[A/B:1/2]
Hugh Canning
VERDI: Rigoletto
Dessi/Senn/Lo Scola/Zancanaro/
Burchuladze/La Scala Ch & OrchlMuti
EMI CDS 749 6032 (2CDs, 115m 51s)
We put up with some third-rate singing for
the sake of Toscanini's Aida, Bohème and
Bailo, so why not for Muti's Rigoletto?
Certainly, Muti is the principal reason for
hearing this !
Jet Rigoletto has never sounded
like this before on disc. The prelude
announces adrama of electric tensions with
explosive fortissimi, shuddering tremolandi
and a dynamic range which makes Sinopoli
sound tame. This is unquestionably the
maestro's set, and he unleashes a
tremendous dramatic momentum which
never lets up: the storm trio is breathtaking,
the orchestral torrent beneath Rigoletto's
Cortigiani more overwhelming than any I
know. ( Chailly sounds feeble by comparison.) Iwill keep this set to remind myself
what a thrilling operatic conductor Muti is,
even if, occasionally — in the Rigoletto/Gilda
duets, for instance — Icould do with amore
yielding sense of tempo.
But whether I will want to hear these
singers again, I am not so sure. Giorgio
Zancanaro's Jester is the best of the bunch, a
really distinctive noble baritone, who sings
with an ideal Verdian line and exploits the
full- range of tone-colours available in his
voice. But, truth to tell, he is abit dull. Even
Nucci's wretched singing ( Decca) cannot
undermine the emotional power of
Rigoletto's love for his daughter. Zancanaro
sounds uninvolved, traditionally ' operatic'.
Muti has chosen largely unfamiliar names
for Gilda and the Duke but, however pleas95
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CLASSICAL
ing it is to hear young Italian voices in these
parts, neither Daniela Dessi nor Vincenzo lo
Scola have the technical wherewithal to
triumph over Verdi's demands. Both voices
tend to contract towards the top of the
range — Dessi's 'Caro nome' is a particular
trial — and neither is at all memorable in
timbre.
Among the cameo parts, the American
Martha Senn is agood Maddalcna, hut Paata
Burchladze's booming, out- of- tune Sparafucile in mangled Italian is a sorry showing
from the singer whom the late von Karajan
hailed as the second Chaliapin only about
five years ago. Yet another example of the
wonderland of hype in action.
Unlike Philips' Guglielmo lei!, this is a
'studio' recording at 1.a Scala, but it suffers
from similar defects to the Forza from the
same source: adry acoustic, fierce sounds in
the treble and — blight of today's opera
recordings — an orchestra and chorus which
sound as if they are in adifferent room from
the soloists. If modern sound is as mediocre
as this, why should we take modern singing?
So, adifficult one to rate. [B/C:31 with a [* 1
for the conductor.
Hugh Canning
VERDI: Simon Boccanegra
Nucci/ Te Ka na wa/Burchu ladzelAragalll
ConilLa Scala Orch & Ch/Solti
Decca 425 628-2 (2CDs, 125m 13s) also
2MC
_ .
Neither Abhado's theatrical La Scala recording nor the dramatically strong, if vocally
uneven. Alden/Fielding production for the
ENO ever taught me to love Boccanegra
quite as much as has this new Decca set. I've
listened many times already to that fascinating Second Act, blending as it does the last,
and most melodically inspired, of the early
Verdian manner with the late furnace of the
proto-Otello Council Scene; I've also conne
to admire — at least, without ascore in hand
— the strange meeting of heavy-vowelled
Burchuladze and unsubtle hut heart-of-oak
Aragall. The deepest pleasure of the recording, however, both in this act and later, lies
in the casting of Kin ite Kanawa's Amelia to
Leo Nucci's Doge. Nucci's tendency to force
the top of the voice under pressure may be a
consequence of his involvement, but he
certainly can hold it in check for the public
Boccanegra. Kin, conversely, fighting against
facelessness with a surprisingly Italianate
sense of portamento and keen reactions to
the intrigue around her, once again
bewitches with the sheer beauty of the
sound. After the sweep of Verdi's greatest
father- daughter scene — heart-easingly
extended by SoIti and the Milanese players —

Nucci's tear- jerking plea for peace and love
could hardly be more effectively answered
than by the soprano's limpid line in the
ensemble.
SoIti's guiding of the drama is sure hut
surprisingly discreet; once the tone of each
act has been set — and the opera's dark
undertow is beautifully caught by lower
strings in the Prelude — the singers take over.
As the recording has it, the orchestra may be
slightly recessed, hut that's better than the

The Te Deum includes exciting antiphonal
effects and the whole is written for two
choirs, two semi- choruses, organ (John
Scott), orchestra and an additional brass
group. The whole is quite thrilling, and I
enjoyed this and the Gloria more than
Belshazzar. The Gloria is quite substantial
and lasts about twenty minutes in performance; it was Walton's last large-scale work
and is given a vigorous performance which
features the three other soloists: Ameral

bristling close balances in every department
on the DG set. Watch out, incidentally, for
the name of Paolo Coni, who gives a
remarkably datk. firm performance as villain
Paolo. [
A/B:1*/1 j
David Nice

Gunson, Neil Mackie, and Stephen Roberts.
IA/B:1/21
William ,NcVicker

WALTON: Belshazzar's Feast D Coronation Te Deum I: Gloria
Hou 'eli ( bar)/Gunson ( sop)/Mackie ( ten)/
Roberts ( bass)/Bach Ch/Philharmonial
Willcocks
Chandos CHAN 8760 (61m 38s) also
LP/MC
This is the second recording of Belshazzar
to be reviewed recently, the other being
Hickox's recording for EMI [ Sept '89 p.941.
By chance Icompared the ISO Chorus with
the Bach Choir in that review, preferring the
latter. Istand by what 1said then, but Iam
disappointed with this recording. This is not
because the Bach choir do not sing well, hut
because on EMI the chorus are well forward,
and the whole, including the orchestra,. is
clearer than here. Such clarity is not without
its problems, and the ISO Chorus do sound
correspondingly rougher — as would any
choir recorded close — but whilst the Bach
Choir sound more well-rounded, the bite
required in this work is occasionally lost in
the acoustic at All Saints' Church Tooting.
None of this particularly matters at the
outset of Belshazzar, but as the singers have
to pit themselves against louder orchestral
passages, the myriad of articulations
required in their parts tend to get drowned
out.
There is humour in the orchestral introduction to ' Then sing aloud to God' and
elsewhere, which is refreshing, and joyful
too, although the Philharmonia are not as
tight as the LSO under Hickox. It is in the
final stages of the work that the orchestra
begins to obliterate the voices almost completely at times ( and it is this that I find
disappointing). Gwynne Howell is magnificent, although I prefer David WilsonJohnson's interpretation of the unaccompanied ' Babylon was a great city', on EMI.
The Coronation Te Deum and the Gloria
make splendid companions with Belshazzar.

DE WERT: Il settimo libro de Madrigali,
1581
Consort of Musicke/Rooley
Virgin Classics VC 790 7632 (57m 56s)
Giaches de Wert may not be a name that
trips off the tongue readily today, but this
composer's position in the musical world of
the late 16th-century was an important one.
Born near Antwerp, he moved as a child to
Italy, where he later worked at Mantua, both
as maestro di capella at Santa Barbara and
within the courtly circles of the Gonzagas.
His style develops clearly throughout his
twelve books of madrigals, gradually refining
itself from an early ' affective' manner to the
mannered and dramatic language of the
madrigals of the seventh, eighth and ninth
books. This recording of the seventh hook
shows him responding in avariety of ways to
his well-chosen texts, whether in the
anguished love sonnets of Petrarch's 'Solo e
pensoso', in the concentrated emotion of
'Voi bolete ch'io muoia', or in the lament of
Tancredi at Clorinda's tomb taken from
Tasso's epic `Gerusalemme liberata, Giunto
alla tomba'. To each madrigal the Consort of
Musicke respond with their usual intensity,
though occasionally that goddess of madrigal singing, perfection, eludes even them in
matters of ensemble and intonation. Nevertheless an invaluable issue. [A:11
Stephen Pettitt
WISHART: Vox 1-6
Electric Phoenix
Virgin Classics VC 791 1082 (66m 32s)
Known as much for his position as one of
electronic music's most respected theorists
as for his compositions, Trevor Wishart has
inevitably been criticised for producing
ideas which are more interesting than his
music. This release may go some way
towards putting the record straight.
For those inclined to treat much recent
electronic music as, at best, a cure for
insommnia. Wishart's Vox cycle may corne
as a pleasant surprise, for it has about it an
imaginative precision of gesture, light-years
away from the exuberant sci-fi extravaganzas
which characterize the work of lesser practitioners in the medium. It is very definitely
music rather than gimmickry. Indeed, the
evocations of nature in Vox 2 have a
theatrical immediacy and responsiveness to
atmosphere not far away from film. Once
one accepts the conventions of the medium
one is left receptive to asound-world as rich
and distinctive as any that have materialized
in the last ten or so years.
This is one case where listeners familiar
with '60s psychedelia will find themselves at
a distinct advantage... For many, though, it
will not be music at all, hut simply what
sounds like a quartet of vocalists making
strange noises over a taped background. A
good place to start then would be the
disco-dancing, rapping Shiva dance of Vox 6,
97
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CLASSICAL
working backwards to the more abstract
earlier pieces. Some, however, will share the
composer's own doubts about the appropriateness of 6 as a finale. But one cannot
argue with the quality of the performances
or recording. IA:11
Simon Cargill

co!' FCTIONS
ANYTHING GOES
Stephane Grappelli ( vIn)/Yo-Yo Ma ( vlc)/
rhythm acc
CBS CD 45574 (55m 23s)
Anything goes? Well, yes, it does practically.
When legends cease to have potency they
tend to turn into myths, and Iam sorry to say
that the legendary partner of the even more
legendary Django Reinhardt in those far-off
Quintet of the Hot Club of France days has
become something of a pale imitation of
himself. Stephane Grappelli is at risk of being
made the victim of a formula which postulates that by partnering him with another
famous virtuoso the partnership will fructify
and give him, at least, new life. It may have
worked once, or twice even, but alas this
tired recital of familiar but no longer very
meaningful gestures towards ( mostly, as the
label has it) Cole Porter does adisservice to
a composer whose contribution to music is
worthier of abetter testimonial, and to two
musicians who have done better things. IA:?]
Kenneth Dommett
SWEET ECHO: Music by Poston & Warlock
Rayner- Cook ( bar)/Finzi Singers/Spicer
Abacus ABA 604-2 ( 68m 34s)
Following on from their excellent disc of
English choral music reviewed in January.
Abacus have come up with another fascinating collection, this time devoted to the
music of Elizabeth Poston and Peter Warlock.
Effectively contrasting the sensuality of
the latter's part-songs with the former's
more austere solo items, the result is a
cleverly varied disc of considerably more
than just specialist interest. The Warlock
settings ( including the well-known ' Bethlehem Down') are exquisite. Refined and
world-weary in their sinuous chromaticism,
yet simple and poigantly direct in their
expression, they cry out to be more widely
heard. And the Finzi Singers, rich and wellblended yet still agile and flexible, give them
with an eloquent commitment, tempered
only by an awareness of the perils of
sentimentality.
Beside them, the occasional moments of
raw tone produced by the light- voiced Brian
Rayner Cook in the Poston song sequences,
'Re-creations' and 'Autobiography', can seem
a little jarring. But their solid diatonicism is
the perfect foil for Warlock's sensitive and
manicured suavity, and it is good to have
them available.
As a taster, try the ravishing account of
Warlock's ' The Full Heart', gorgeously captured by an excellent recording. [
A:1*/21
Simon Cargill
MUSIC FOR THE SISTINE CHAPEL —
Allegri/Josquin/Morales/Palestrina
Taverner Consort/Parrott
EMI CDC 747 6992 ( 61m 10s)
True to our image-crazed society, musicians,
and early music devotees in particular, can
no longer get away with recording random
assortments of vaguely similar works, and
HI- 11 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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instead are producing increasingly imaginative, thoroughly researched collections of
both standard and little-known masterpeces.
Such gift-wrapping has perhaps been
taken as far as is useful in this release based
on the repertoire of the superlative Sistine
Chapel choir of around 1600. Nevertheless,
with Taverner's historical research as rigorous as always and under Andrew Parrott's
exquisite control they present adiverse set
of familiar works with new stylistic authority
and a clearly evident sense of unity.
Most celebrated at the time was the
choir's attention to ornaments made possible by their faultless unanimity and delicate
phrasing of each part's living contours. The
sheer talent of the Taverner Choir relays this
with a perfect sympathy for the music's
kaleidoscope of embellishments and
chromatic incidentals. Authenticity is clearly
vital to such specialised intentions, and
modern vocal timbres help to achieve overall faithfulness to the original.
This is all very well in making the first
modern versions of rediscovered works. but
Allegri's Miserere has existed in a string of
editions dating from the early 17th-century
to 1930. Astonishingly, Taverner here present the Miserere in all its known versions,
each verse in a more recent setting. If the
result weakens the intense web of shining
phrases by exchanging sustained power for
continuity, it is certainly not incoherent, and
the experiment's fascination-value by far
outweighs such an unconventional
approach. Taverner may yet go too far in
seeking unprecedented routes to freshness,
but this is certainly another of their carefully
thought-out programmes; a pleasure to listen to, both technically and musically.
[A*:11
Helena Stoward
CARMINA BURANA, Vols III & IV
New London Consort/Pickett
OiseauLyre 425 117-2 ( 2CDs, 123m 43s)
Iam not sure why Decca have chosen to
issue the third and fourth volumes of their
Carmina Burana project together in one
package, unless, of course, marketing
research has proved that potential purchasers of such music are not likely to be
satisfied with isolated volumes. It seems a
little unfair to those whose finances might
not stretch to buying two discs at once, but
there we are.
The formula is very much as before: which
is to say varied and improvisatory, as you
have to be in performing this repertoire.
Two soloists are given star billing; Catherine
Bott's idiomatic singing graces songs like 'Ad
cor tuum revertere' and the beautiful, long
'Flete, fideles anime' ( Vol III) and ' Bonum
est confidere' ( IV), while Michael George's
nut-brown sound is heard to appropriate
effect in the moralistic ' lice eger cum
egrotis' ( III) and the touching, courtly love
sentiments of ' Hebet sidus'. But there are
songs of other flavours than these: ' 0 curas
hominum' ( Bott, George, and Andrew King,
with Stephen Henderson's thundering tabor
beats) is the song of a — flagellant? —
penitent, ' Fac et nefas ambulant' a joyous
conductus extolling righteousness sung by
six voices. Both of these are treated to strict
rhythmic interpretations. Songs designated
as solo pieces tend to be sung in free
rhythms, often above drones. Instrumental
contributions, except in the dutifully noisy
first and last pieces on each disc ( is this an
unchangeable prerequisite of the medieval
recital?) are kept modest.

As before, one's feeling is that the performers are very much inside the aesthetics of
this poetry,and music. They provide us with
a direct link with a remote past, proving
once again that human emotions, our fears
and our passions, even our consciences,
have not really changed very much in a
thousand years. There is something that is
somehow reassuring about that. [
A:1]
Stephen Pettitt
THE WINNERS — 8th Van Cliburn International Piano Competition, 1989
Aleksie SuHanoi) (USSR, first prize), José
Carlos Cocarelli (Brazil, second prize),
Benedetto Lupo (Italy, third prize) (
pnos)
Teldec 246 103-2 (2CDs, 140m 28s)
Of the major — or perhaps one should say
most widely publicised — international piano
competitions, the Van Cliburn has the most
undistinguished track record of all. Out of
seven victors, only one ( Radu Lupu) has
advanced to achieve a convincing international career. Alas, this de luxe two-disc
presentation from Teldec confirms one's
worst fears, with top awards for blatant
immaturity and a flashy disregard for anything beyond the obvious. As one of the jury
members recently put it to me, 'we seemed
to be looking for something on the wild
side', a search that resulted in a strident
celebration of 19-year-old Alelcsei Sultanov's
bludgeoning strength and facility. Sultanov's
talent is unquestionably immense, but his
daunting capacity to play everything for
maximum competition effect is rarely complemented by subtlety or lucidity, by
relevant tonal coloration, finesse or genuine
musical dignity. In Beethoven's Appassionata and Chopin's Third Sonata his noholds- barred approach confuse brashness
and confidence. Even in Liszt's first Mephisto
Waltz (less vulnerable, one would have
thought, in this respect) his performance is
punch-drunk rather than evocative, and a
couple of études by Chopin and Rachmaninov suggest only the most heedless virtuosity.
Benedetto Lupo ( recently confused in one
American newspaper article with Radu
I.upu!) is scarcelessly less indulgent, turning
all semblance of organization in Rachmaninov's Second Sonata into improvisatory
chaos. His 'edition' — unpleasantly related to
the Horowitz conflation so oddly sanctioned
by the composer — makes nonsense of an
already free-wheeling score, and in Chopin's
Second Scherzo he again plays all-out for
superficial effect.
Fortunately Cocarelli is altogether more
engaging. His Chopin ( the Fourth Ballade)
can be static and unmotivated — it is, after all,
con moto as well as Andante — yet the
poetic intention is unmistakable. And in
Brahms's Schumann Variations (a significant choice for such aromatically susceptible rather than barnstorming pianist) he is
genuinely imaginative — delightfully skittish
in ( ii), stylish and moving in the haunting
final pages.
All these performances taken ' live' from
the competition are greeted with strident
applause, as if musical greatness was on offer
at every turn. The recordings are close and
colourless, the accompanying booklet crass
and commercial: ' in our efforts to offer the
listener a complete impression of this
experience, we have even gone so far as to
include Sultanov's wild passionate recording
of the Mephisto Waltz by Franz Liszt ... this
is the stuff that winners are made of'. [C:3/41
Bryce Morrison
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ORGAN ROUND-UP
The organ at Lincoln Minster is not one
which is regularly broadcast or recorded. It
is in essence a fine 1898 Father Willis
romantic instrument. Colin Walsh, the new
organist at the Minster, puts it through an
all- French programme ( Priory PRCD 281,
70m 47s], opening with two of Gigout's
best-known works: the Grand Choeur
Dialogué and the B- minor Toccata. Franck's
A- minor Choral ( No.3) is the main attraction, although Saint-Saens's rarely- recorded
D-fiat Fantaisie is well performed, giving an
opportunity to hear some of the organ's
wealth of quieter colours. Ifound the E- fiat
Fantaisie a little weary, and wanted to hear
the organ with more clarity, as some of the
articulation is lost in the vast acoustic. The
Allegm from Widor's fifth symphony closes
the programme. The organ is not quite in
tune and this sometimes spoils the overall
effect. [A/11:1/21
Colin Walsh also appears on Priory ] PRCD
905, 73m 1Is], playing another all French
programme, this time of works by Durufié,
Vierne and Langlais ( with whom Walsh
studied). The pieces by LangLis include
Suite Breve and the Suite Médiévale en
Forme de Messe Basse. These compositions
consist of short movements, none exceeding
six minutes in length, some of which ( particularly the cantilène from Suite Breve) are
especially beautiful, with their strong harmonies. Walsh is joined by the soprano Anne
Richards for aperformance of Viernes threemovement Op.57, Les Angelus — also
recently recorded by David Hill, who chose
to use a baritone. This appears without
translation in the Priory release. Both organ
and voice are very clear, and the detail is
much more discernable — particularly in 'A
Midi' from Les Angelus — than on the
recording from Lincoln Minster. The programme ends with a rousing performance of
Duruflé's Prelude and Fugue sur le nom
d'Alain. [
A:1]
From French organ music to German — JS
Bach's— performed on a 1969-70 Klais organ
housed in an 18th-century case in the
monastery church of Kreuzberg in Bonn.
Simon Preston's all- Bach programme IDG
427 668-2, 61m 56s1 on this 24-stop organ
includes the well-known Toccata and Fugue
in D- minor, BWV 565, in aperformance with
some unexpected registrations. There is also
a stunningly virtuosic performance of the
Prelude and Fugue in D BWV 532, the fugue
of which ( performed staccato) is taken at a
phenomenal tempo. It is exciting, breathtaking, impeccable, clear, and thus typical of
1111-1,1NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Preston. In lighter mood is a delightful
performance of the Pastorale BWV 590, with
alittle added humour. Also included are the
curious Mizler-inspired Canonic Variations
BWV 769. The organ is recorded very close,
and, although nothing is out of perspective,
there is some noise from the console; some
may be bothered by this. [A*:11
In stark contrast to this latter recording is
an all- Bach programme [ Priory PRCD 267,
74m 33s] played in Edwardian English style
by Kevin Bowyer on the fine romantic organ
at St Mary Redcliffe in Bristol — an instrument favoured by Bowyer for his recording
of Sorabji's Organ Symphony I ( issued last
year) and to whose memory this disc is
dedicated. Many readers will be repulsed by
the notion of flagrantly ignoring Bach and
organological scholars, and deliberately performing his works in this anachronistic way.
The bizarre, but amusing programme notes
(written in the form of a dialogue between
'A' and ' B') offer some form of consolation to
the offended. Iwould encourage doubtful
readers to sample this recording, as it has
much to offer. Whilst there are tubas and
32- foot reeds popping up everywhere on
this recording, there is much musicality in
the performances, even though the end of
the D- major Fugue BWV 532 is uncharacteristically sloppy for Bowyer. The music is a
selection of the ' Grand' Preludes, Toccatas,
Fugues and Chorale Preludes. [A/11:1]
Peter Hurford's recordings of Bach ( 197881 ) have been reissued in Decca's ' Ovation'
series. Volume I includes all the major
Preludes, Toccatas, Fantasias and Fugues, the
Passacaglia BWV 582 and Toccata, Adagio
and Fugue BWV 564, along with the Kleines
harmonisches Labyrinth BWV 591 and the
Pedal-Exercitium. Trios and other Fugues
[421 337-2, 3CDs. 218m 50s]. Volume 2
1421 314-2, 3CDs, 212m 39s] includes the
Clavierübung Ill, Kirnberger Chorale Preludes BWV 690-' I3, and the Six Trio Sonatas
BWV 525-530. There are several complaints
here: firstly, the CDs are not marked with
their basic contents or approximate trackings, simply with volume and disc number.
This is not really helpful, as the back of the
box contains scant details and finding tracks
has to be done in close consultation with the
liner notes. Secondly, the excellent notes by
Peter Williams which accompanied the original recordings have been removed. Williams's notes and books have been asource
of inspiration to performers and scholars in
recent years, and to have the explanation of
the more technical side of the music
removed is apity, even though the replacement notes by Clifford Bartlett are informative.
Relistening to these recordings was very
interesting. Hurford is at his best when
performing the Trio Sonatas, and pieces with
trio textures. These bubble along with great
joy and are s'en' satisfying. Iwas alarmed to
hear how breathy some of the flues sound on
the Grant, Degens and Bradbeer organ at
New College Oxford. Peter Hurford's
recordings have given those British students
and scholars who grew up with them in the
1980s the opportunity to re-evaluate their
Bach playing and how to approach matters
of articulation, registration, fingering and
pedalling. I wonder whether in another
decade they will be seen as a product of
their generation — particularly as we hear
more and more of the flexible tempi and
attention to ' line' ( found particularly with
the Scandinavian and Continental players)
still foreign to English ears. There are some
tremendous performances on these discs,

but as Hurford has moved on to record other
repertoires, I look forward to hearing
alternative recordings of Bach's organ
works, particularly Hans Fagius's for BIS.
More Bach, this time from Piet Kee on the
1'38 Christian Müller organ in Saint Bayos
Church in Haarlem Chandos CHAN 0506.
61m 54s]. Kee's interpretations are almost
diametrically opposed to Hurford's. The
Fantasia and Fugue in G- minor BWV 542,
which opens the disc demonstrates this
immediately, with lashings of rubato in the
Fantasia. There are eight Chorale Preludes
from the Orgel-Büchlein and the Prelude
and Fugue in C BWV 531, and the B- minor
BWV 544. It may be provocative of me to say
that I do not like the sound of this
monumental organ — at least in organo
pleno. Yes, it is an acknowledged masterpiece ( and who could deny that it must be
one of the most impressive- looking instruments ever made?), but most of the mixtures
on the organ were new in 1961, some
additional to the original stop- list, and Ifind
that they pall very quickly. It is same with
John Scott Whiteley's recording of music by
Leiding. Bach, Buxtehude, Bruhns and
Lubeck on the same instrument for Priory
IPRCD 256, 70m 47s1; the programme is
interesting, but the organ is at its best when
the mixtures are off. Curiously Priory's
recording is not so harsh as Chandos's; Piet
Kee [A:1*/1], John Scott Whiteley's less
flexible recording [A:1/2].
A Moflete release Motette CD 10561,
51m 09s] of Venetian Organ Music features
the organs of San Marco ( a part-Callido
organ of 1766), San Zaccaria ( another Callido organ, 1790) and SMaria del Rosario
( Gesuati )( aBazzani instrument from 1856 ).
'Mc organist is Roberto Micconi, who plays
with great exuberance. The selection of
organs is interesting enough, and the whole
CD makes fascinating listening. There is
music by Padovano, Gabrielli, and Cavalli at
San Marco, and asuperb Sonata am rLçposta
di Haut° by Galuppi at San Zaccaria, featuring the reed stops. Another beautiful piece is
Bertoni's Sonata in F; the Voce tmane'
combination features in Lucchesi's Sonata 1
in F . which also uses the divided treble and
bass stops. This recording is well worth
hearing if you are looking for something a
little different. As with all older organs there
are some noises from the mechanical
actions. [A/1]
The compositional output of Franz
Schmidt ( 1874-1939) is still being evaluated; about half of his works are for the
organ. Opinions range from ' a master after
Brahms and Bruckner', through acomposer
who effected an ' ingenious completion of an
epoch' to ' eclecticism without significance'.
Schmidt totally rejected the romantic organ
and was a passionate supporter of the
Orgelhewegung. Molettes release
CD11191, 58m 31s1 includes three of his organ
works: the Prelude and Fugue in E- flat which
dates from 1924 ( and lasts emit 33
minutes), the Toccata and Fugue in A-fiat
(1935) and the Toccata in C ( 1924). I
enjoyed the first work on this Cl) enormously. The organist is Helmut Binder, who
tackles these very difficult works with great
conviction. Binder plays the 3- manual. 40stop Franz Schmidt organ. built by Pirchner
in 1985 at St Augustine's in Perchtoldsdorf.
Niederüsterreich. My only complaint here is
that the bass of the instrument seems indistinct. There may be a variety of reasons for
this, hut it certainly sounds as if the pedals
are frequently under- registered. [ 8:11
William McVicker
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ROCK/POP/JAZZ
HOWARD ALDEN TRIO:
HOWARD ALDEN TRIO
Concord CCD 4378
(48m 54s) CD
Dist by New Note
Another young star from Concord's seemingly inexhaustible
stock of brilliant guitarists. With
Warren Vaché on cornet and
Ken Peplowski on clarinet added
for most of the eleven tracks it's
brilliant small-group jazz, if now
rather predictable in style. There
are some nice surprises — such as
Vaché doing a Cootie Williamsstyle growl solo in Duke's ' Purple Gazelle' and his harking back
to Roy Eldridge in the final track,
'Keep a Song in Your Soul', an
early Fats Waller song. There is
typical swing ers drumming
from Mel Lewis and some slapbass effect which is pure Wellman Braud. Alden plays tributes
to earlier guitar men with a
trio- only version of Django's
'Douce Ambiance' and a solo
treatment of George Van Eps'
'Love Theme' — Alden learned
from Van Eps' recordings and
played duets with him at a 1988
festival, saying ' I'd have been
glad just to carry his amplifiers.'
Now we can enjoy the rise of
Howard Alden on the world
circuit. IA:11
Denis Argent

BLUE AEROPLANES:
SWAGGER
Ensign Records CHEN 13
Already established on the indic
circuit, this Bristol based three
guitar combo have upgraded to
major status with their first
album on Ensign, a branch of
Chrysallis. They're a strongwilled bunch who compare
favourably to REM and even
supported them on tour. They
play great guitar rock with
strong folk influences but have
the wierdest on-stage line-up
incuding a DJ, a Polish dancer
and a vast collection of ancient
instruments. More coordinated
than in previous releases, the
Blue Aeroplanes display in Swagger a greater maturity, at ease
with the bigger soundstage the
larger budget offers. But they
still have the gall to break the
rock and roll rules with poetic
lyrics and wild mood-swings
between songs. Devastating live.
the Blue Aeroplanes now invade
your living room. [A:1 * 1
Nez '111e Farmer

CAMPER VAN BEETHOVEN:
KEY LIME PIE
Virgin America VUSLP8
The latest Camper's effort is
indeed a far cry from the days
when they used to take the
skinheads bowling without a
care in the world. Somewhere
along the line, adeep gloom has
settled on the band and it gets
NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

the fullest expression on Key
Lime Pie. This is not intended in
any way to be off-putting — the
record is as fine apiece of work
as they've ever produced, and
their trademark eerie fiddle/
wired guitar sound has never
been heard to such perfect
effect. The first side is a procession of dark gems. 'Jack Ruby' is
five minutes plus of glorious
dying cadences, 'Sweethearts'
touches indefinable small parts
and ' When I Win The Lottery'
and ' Laundromat' hit heights of
mordant wit virtually unknown
in the pop music of today. None
of the music has been caramelized by slick production — what
you get is what nature intended.
[A:11
Pete Clark

ALEX CHILTON: BLACK LIST
New Rose Rose 194
You know life can't be all bad
when anew Alex Chilton record
pops up. This latest mini-set
from the deep cult figure contains three original and three
cover versions all shot through
with Chilton's lazily acute grasp
of rock'n'roll dynamics. The pick
of his own songs is 'Guantanamerika', a beautifully drawn
out sneer at Tammi Bakker.
Since his belting days with the
Box Tops, Chilton has refined his
vocal style to akind of lazy drawl
which sometimes maintains a
spectacularly loose relationship
with the tune, but more often
suggests that the most natural
thing in the world is for him to
sing and for you to listen.
Nobody could possibly claim
this for a masterpiece, but
pleasant interludes don't come
any finer. 1B:21
Pete Clark

JOHNNY CLEGG & SAVUKA:
CRUEL, CRAZY, BEAUTIFUL
WORLD
EMI Records. EMC 3569
Clegg, the Rochdale Zulu, has
always received critical acclaim
yet Britain'a record buying public has paid little attention to
him. But what Clegg achieves in
blending African and Western
music is a sound so accessible
and engaging that his relative
obscurity is baffling. Cruel,
Crazy, Beautiful World is
another lively collection of wellcrafted songs with entrancing
arrangements and delicious harmonies. I.yrically, Clegg is
clearly preoccupied with the
problems and joys of living in
South Africa, which may sound
tired on some lips but which
could not be performed with
more understanding or conviction than by Clegg. The production, by Hilton Rosenthal, is
sensitive and adventurous and
gives us an album made for
playing loud and dancing to.
[A:11
Neville Farmer
APRIL 19911

Katy Moffatt

FRESH COUNTRY AIRS

rating. If Rhodes is the prairie
flower, Katy Moffatt is, most
definitely, pure cactus plant.
KIMMIE RHODES:
She's abrasive, soulful, driving,
ANGELS GET THE BLUES
and delivers in amanner that's
Heartland HLDCD 010 ( 45m
like Tina Turner gone Opry.
41s)CD
Her range of material spans
KATY MOFFATT:
John Hiatt's ' We Ran' ( a
magnificent version), Arthur
CHILD BRIDE
Alexander's 'You Better Move
Heartland HLDCD 009
On' and Doc Pomus's ' Lonely
(38m)CD
Avenue' through to a cantinainclined rendition of P J
RODNEY CROWELL:
Proby's ' In A Moment'. And if
KEYS TO THE HIGHWAY
the overall feel is somewhat
CBS 466002-1
reminiscent of a Blasters outThe varying colours of couning, then that's not surprising
when the cast list — includes
try music. The Heartland
the names of Brenda Lee
issues rate among this month's
indispensables and, though
Eager, once astaple part of the
Jerry Butler show, and explothey are vastly different in
approach, it's hard to split
sive keyboardist William
them in terms of quality. Kim - `Smitty' Smith — features Steve
mie Rhodes favours the softBerlin and Dave Alvin, the
sell, opting mainly for adelectlatter to be found jousting
ably delivered brand of Texan
vocally with Moffatt on aclosing 'Settin' The Woods On
torch, all smooch and sagebush. It's an approach that
Fire' IA:11.
By contrast, Rodney
works particularly well in ' Bad
Crowell's latest offering is
Times For Me', 'Trying For My
Heart' and 'Just One Love', a tame stuff. Though he, as
usual, has the support of a
duet with Joe Ely, whose fellow Lubbock- lovers, Butch
stellar band that turns 'Tell
The Truth' into agrade A slice
Hancock and Jesse Taylor, also
took part in these Sun Studios
of '90s rockabilly, there are
few surprises, no moments
sessions, along with Jack Clement, Jimmy Day, Wes
that grab the ears or the heart.
McGhee and others. Though a It's a solid enough affair, as
would be expected from a
couple of party-time rockers
singer-songwriter of Crowell's
and acajun tilt are included to
ability. But, after Rhodes and
punctuate the proceedings.
Moffatt's distinctive deliveries,
it's the more laid-back offerings that really stay in the
solid is not enough IA* :21
Fred Dellar
mind and promote an 1A:11
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FISH: VIGIL IN A
WILDERNESS OF MIRRORS
EMI CDP 793 6342 ( 5Im 20s )
(:I)
11w first soki Fish we heard was
in the singles 'State Of Mind' and
'Big Wedge' — the latter one of
the better tracks on the album,
more ' poppy' and catchy than
you'd expect. 11w trouble with
Fish is, whenever he tries to put
across 'complicated messages
he seems to drown in muddy big
words and before you know it he
and his message are lost. That's
what upset old Marillion. But if
he uses simple inspiration he can
be touching, moving, anything
he likes. ' Family Business', a
poignant tale of child- abuse,
proves just what Fish can
achieve, l'ut it this way: there are
16 lines of credits for the nine
tracks on the (. 1) — plenty of
good people who were willing
to join him — so it should be
worth listening to. And it is, but
not over and over again. IA:2]
Karen Douthwalle

FLESH FOR LULU:
PLASTIC FANTASTIC
Beggars Banquet BEGA 100
Heaven knows it happens rarely
enough, but it's always pleasant
to be pleasantly surprised. Flesh
For Lulu were always tucked
away in that dingy basement
marked ' goth', thrashing away at
non- songs in a most unpleasant
fashion. Someone's obviously
tampered with their herbal tea in
the meantime, because this latest
effort is light years ahead of
anything they've laid a hand on
before. There's a classic rock
feel, much of it American, to
many of the songs on Plastic
Fantastic: decent melodies,
wholesome chords, effective
vocals, small and perfectlyformed guitar breaks. Naturally
there's acouple of quibbles. The
lyrics are fairly risible, for example, and some of the songs have a
nagging familiarity about them.
But what the hell, this is apretty
fine effort. Consult ' Decline And
Fall' or ' Every I.ittle Word' for
proof. IA:11
Pete Clark

Hal Galper is pianist from the
Phil Woods Quintet, an experienced man from the concert
circuit who does not let sheer
technique run away with him.
This album, with sympathetic
bass and drums from Ray Drummond and Billy Hart, shows him
in varied aspects, from arelaxed
ballad style which could be called top-class cocktail piano, to a
presto cascade of quite tuneless
runs on 'What Is This Thing
Called I.ove?', whose chords
were famously transformed by
Charlie Parker into ' Hot House'.
In between these extremes are a
Coltrane standard, surprisingly
melodious, Ellington's 'Azure'
and Brubeck's ' In Your Own
Sweet Way'. It's hard to avoid the
word eclectic when assessing
this recital. Ifound that this CI)
was more rewarding when sampled from a random track than
when played right through. Certainly none of the tracks here
could ever be called boring —
and ' After You've Gone', the
opener, is areal old-time rouser.
IA:11
Denis Argent

THE GRACES: PERFECT VIEW
A8cM AMA 5265
Instead of ablatant solo venture,
it's awall of guitars and perfectly
blended voices, like the Go-Gos
grown up. The trio — Caney,
guitarist/vocalist Meredith
Brooks and singer Gia Ciambotti
— acts like a group, probably
because lead vocals are shared,
Bangles- style. But the Graces,
soft moniker aside, are tougher
than any of the other Children of
the Mamas and Papas. llow
much of this is down to the use
of some of the finest studio
must's in the business ( Kenny
Aronoff and Paulinho da Costa,
to name but two) is irrelevant:
there's a feeling that the Graces
would cook despite their support. A brilliant debut, because —
at last — here's some retro pop
for adults who preferred the
Beau Brummels to the Lemon
Pipers. [A/A*:1* [
Ken Kessler

IAN HUNTER/MICK RONSON:
fil ORTA
Phonogram 838 973-1
Hunter — former Mott the Hoople frontman — and Ronson —
guitarist with Bowie in the Stardust days — thought they'd throw
a hand together to tour and
record. And the result is much as
you'd expect: slick and accomplished musicianship from Hunter and Ronson, and competent
composition hut, dear me, it's
dull. Maybe it's the fault of the
unvaried bass lines, the unadventurous drumming, or the antiseptic backing-singing: or perhaps
Messrs Hunter/Ronson wished to
appeal to just acertain squeaky—
clean sector of rock audiences.
Although some tracks do stray
away from the ' Chas and Dave'
sound towards a marginally
more exciting ' Dave Edmunds—
type' groove, every song here
has emerged from the same formula mould. It's safe, and boring,
and the production is worrying:
antiquated guitar sounds and
warbling on the fades. 111:2/3]
Karen Douthwaite
ABDULLA IBRAHIM & EKAYA:
AFRICAN RIVER
Enja 6018 1
Abdullah Ibrahim's music has
been patchy over the past kw
years. When he's at his best, he
draws from his roots, and the
music has a clear, personal
identity. But on this album, too
much of the music is competent
but uninspired jazz mainstream.
Even the master jazz recording
engineer Rudy Van Gelder fails
to breath life into the overall
sound. Fils old classic, ' The Wedding' still hits the spot by virtue
of its appealing melody, and
there are the occasional reminders of past greatness, but overall Ibrahim fans will find this
album disappointing. [ B:2/3]
Ken Hyder

various girlfriends with very
ordinary names. Though not as
sparse or atmospheric as the
Blue Nile work, It's Immaterial's
music is perhaps more easily
acceptable. It is also more rhythmic and the production and
arrangements are clever enough
to avoid repetition. The first
album was an absolute gem and
the second in no way tarnisties
their reputation. [A:1*1
Neil /it' Farmer

LOOP: A GILDED ETERNITY
Situation 2SITU 27CD
(56m r's ) CD
A big had noise hut nothing
that'll frighten you. Loop use
massed guitars to create soundlandscapes, can be allied to the
Stooges, with maybe ahint of Joy
Div and Hendrix tossed into the
metal melange. Loop is an apt
name. For their wares come
tape- loop connected, their riffs
have abeginning, another beginning, something that might be
construed as a middle, hut no
real end. Vocals are virtually
non-existent, just wispy echoes
that float out of reach beyond
the barbed-wire. Loop seem to
be sometimes trundling, sometimes leaping, down the road to
nowhere, producing music that
is, at once, boring yet engrossing. If you don't feel the need to
be happy all of the time, loop
make intriguing companions.
[A:21
Fred Dellar

IT'S IMMATERIAL: SONG
Siren Records SFtNLP27
Soft soporific sounds envelope
clever lyrical exercises in astyle
not dissimilar to the Blue Nile.
Similarly poetic lyrics describe
New Brighton in the rain or

MANO NEGRA: PUTA 'SFEVER
Virgin V2608

Flesh For LuIld

HAL GALPER TRIO:
PORTRAIT
Concord CCD 4383 ( 54m 21s)
Cl)
from New Note Distribution

From France, Mano Negra arc
led by Manu Chao and there's
eight of them altogether, the
instrumentation taking in everything from guitars to trombone
and trumpet. Biggest single
influence on the sound is middle- period Clash, rock'n'roll
spiced with echoing, chanted
vocals and deep dub effects.
Putas Fever ( Puta means whore,
by the way) does not skimp on
APRIL IWO

ROCK/POP/JAZZ
hearted or numbingly banal. On
this, the group's third record, the
music is as defiantly unoriginal as
ever, which allows them to avoid
both pratfalls and any kind of
spark. The only track to break
the mould is 'Amelia', astark and
rather powerful tale of child
abuse. As the first track on side
one, it sets up expectations
which are never remotely fulfilled. [ B:21
Pete Clark

PAUL MOTIAN TRIO:
ONE TIME OUT
Soul Note 121 224-1
Dist by Harmonía Mundi

quantity of tracks — you get 18 in
all — and if you don't like the
song you're hearing, another will
be along in a minute. Try the
opening set of tracks — the
band's theme song, ' Rock 'N' Roll
Band' and ' King Kong Five' — and
try to remain unmoved. Provided this lot don't get
enmeshed in some groovierthan- thou' scam so beloved of
certain sections of the press,
then they could well scorch a
large number of behinds. IA:1]
Pete Clark

THE MERINO BROTHERS:
VALLENATO DYNAMOS
Globestyle CDORB 049
(35m 05s ) Cl)
If you've ever watched movies
set in Central America, and have
been knocked out by the soundtracks, then this CD may be for
you. I'm talking about the cantina number where the main
action involves some shady deal,
while the locals get down to
serious drinking in the background. This Colombian music
captures that kind of atmosphere
well with its accordiondominated sound and cheery
vocals. But underneath the initial
attraction is some very tricksy
bass playing and deceptively
simple- sounding percussion
which swings the whole proceedings with tremendous
punch and style. This is highly
accessible world music, brimful
of goodtime mirth. Pass the
tequila Juan ... [A:11 Ken Hyder

THE MISSION:
CARVED IN SAND
Mercury 84225H
Behind the obligatory wall of
guitar noise, there lurks a set of
lyrics of such dripping sentimentality as would reduce any
Fotherington Thomas to aweeping wreck. The lyrics to ' lovely',
the final track, are acase in point:
it would take a brave soul to
make the choice between openill- F1 MAY'S & RECORD REVIEW

Motian is a drummer rooted in
the past but he is also innovative,
subtle and exciting. His brushes
often suggest huge rhythmic
propulsion with the lightest,
sparsest strokes. Yet on the title
track he kicks and blasts adense
barrage from his instrument. He
plays off the phrases of the
pieces, most of which he wrote,
and in doing so, his playing
suggests much more than adrum
part. Guitarist Bill Frisell has
been with Motian for quite some
time now, and although he's
becoming better known for his
forays into arockier avant garde,
his most appealing playing seems
to have been with this group.
Like the leader, Frisell is capable
of saying much by understatement. The tenorist Joe Lovano is
perhaps the most conventional
of the trio. He has asmooth tone,
but one with an edge and depth.
Committed music with intensity
and variety. (A*:1*1 Ken Hyder

BILL NELSON:
DEMONSTRATIONS OF
AFFECTION
Cocteau CDJEAN 89
(186m 07s) 4CDs
When this gorgeous four-disc
box set arrived Ithought Nelson
had gone over the edge. Wrong:
the CDs contain what Nelson
almost apologetically describes
as 'previously unreleased demos,
a musical sketchbook', recorded
over the past two years. But the
collection is made up of real
songs, none of which took more
than two hours to record, and
Nelson is so fastidious that he's
been able to make these spontaneous reactions to a personal
crisis' sound like he laboured
over each track for months. Sets
this size usually contain a lot of
deadwood. No way, Nelson,
when not pumping out mood
pieces, can produce pop gems
worthy of the Cars or XTC. And
Rundgren-like, he's able to
impersonate everyone from
Bryan Ferry to Steely Dan. He
even gets funky at times. Funky?
Bill Nelson? Don't take my word.
Prepare yourself for an evening
of pop and rock of the finest
kind. [A/A*:11
Ken Kessler
APRIL 1990

NRBQ: WILD WEEKEND
Virgin America VUSLP 12
NRBQ originally stood for New
Rhythm & Blues Quintet, but
they're down to a quartet now
(and have been for many years).
They are principally known in
their native America as a live
attraction with a penchant fie
crazy cover versions ( would you
believe Sun Ra's ' Rocket Number
Nine'?) and frequent forays into
country and jazz of their own.
Most of their albums to date
have been jive sets. Therefore
Wild Weekend is doubly welcome, both as aproper studio set
and as aset of original tunes. l'he
music of NRBQ is probably best
described as *goodtime', in that it
leaves a genuine glow of pleasure, but that description should
not obscure the fact that they
can play the socks off almost
anyone you care to name. ' little
Floater', ' Poppin' Circumstance',
'like A Locomotive'—three good
ones picked Out at random, but
you really can't go wrong anywhere. IA:11
Pete Clark

QUIREBOYS:
A BIT OF WHAT YOU FANCY
EMI CDP 793 177 2
(45m 24s ) CD
Debut album from ayoung British hand, and straight into the
album charts at No 2, thanks to
the following they've earned live
over the last couple of years. It's
scintillating rock and roll with
the odd ballad thrown in to
prove the choir-master taught
them more than one hymn.
'Spike' can certainly sing, though
its a rough gritty kind of vocal
which he produces — matched
by superb guitar, keyboards,
lively drumming, with mixing
and production which sensibly
don't overdo the 'studioness'. A
Bit of What You Fancy is exactly
that, bouncy and cheerful,
guaranteed to get you high, and
with ballads for those pensive
moods. There isn't asingle poor
track and there are plenty as
good as the singles, ' 7 o'clock'
and ' Hey You'. It almost makes
you proud to be British.
(A*:1***1
Karen Douthwaite

CD REFERENCE COLLECTION
EILEEN FARRELL:
SINGS RODGERS & HART
Reference Recordings
RR-32CD ( 42m 08s) CD
DICK HYMAN:
PLAYS FATS WAILER
Reference Recordings
RR-33DCD ( 59m 28s) CD
MARNI NIXON:
SINGS CLASSIC KERN
Reference Recordings
RR-28CD ( 59m Ois) CD
MARNI NIXON:
SINGS GERSHWIN
Reference Recordings
RR-19CD ( 47m 08s) CD
(Dist by Deltee)
At last, from an 'audiophile
label', music that's worth
listening to for more than just
sonic reasons. The arrival on
CD of another Farrell session
and the two Marni Nixon packages from 1985 and 1988 combine to produce a surprisingly
comprehensive lesson in classic 20th Century American

stage music. Soprano Farrell
has the more operatic and
richer voice while Nixon offers
the trills. Nixon's Gershwin set
finds the lady backed by I.incoln Mayorga on piano; those
craving a bigger, multi-piece
backing should opt for the
Rodgers & Hart and Kern sets.
Even so, Idon't see how anyone could resist buying the lot.
[A*:11
The big news, though, is
Hyman's Fats Waller session,
the world's first direct- to-CD
release in a numbered, limited
edition. l'he sound of the
Bosendorfer Reproducing
Piano is so lifelike and tactile
that .some people are going to
have to re-think their attitudes
towards CD.
Hyman swings with enough
verve to satisfy all but the
purists, the bottom line being
that you can't beat Fats doing
his own material. Act now: this
CD is going to become a collector's item, and for all the
right reasons. [A***:11
Ken Kessler
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ROCK/POP/JAZZ
TONY SCOTT: THE CHIEF
Champion Records
CHAMP 1022
Dist by BMG UK
Tony Scott talks about the history of the Indian, the problems
of ecology and so on. Sadly the
music offers little to assist Scott's
deep monotonous banter. His
young musical partner, Fabian
Lenssen, throws in some new
sounds at times which will
doubtless score big points on the
dancefloor but it makes tiresome
listening — by the end of the
album one is left drained of
emotion. Tony Scott will be very
successful in the clubs but not in
my living room. [B:2]
Neville Farmer

SHANICAR:
NOBODY TOLD ME
ECM 1397
Over the past few years Shankar's playing has become
tediously commercial. This
album, however, gets back to the
soul of Indian music. Because
he's not playing in the strict
tradition, and he doesn't mind
using an electric double- necked
violin, the sound and approach is
looser and more open. There are
rich subtleties in here too, and
he's playing with other Indian
musicians who have had their
flirtations with western jazz
idioms. This is peaceful music.
but there's a harder energy
underneath. It's good to see the
man back on the tracks. [A*:11
Ken Hyder

SHARTSE COLLEGE OF
GANDEN MONASTERY:
TIBETAN BUDDHISM
Bridge BCD 9015 ( 66m 34s )
CD Dist by Impetus
This CD is unique. Each monk
chants achord at atime. The first
sound you're aware of is the low
growling, at the bottom. But as
well as producing this note, each
monk can sing one or two additional notes on top. 'Ills slow
chants — played loud — create a
calm, peaceful atmosphere for
the listener. It's superbly
recorded, and just to surprise
you when you get used to the
sound, there are dramatic interruptions from percussionists,
reed players, and blowers of
brass alpenhorn- type trumpets.
1A*:11
Ken Hyder

now, and he has afeel for getting
the combination of ingredients
right. In the end it's the soul,
spirit and intensity of the music
which matters, not authenticity.
So, within his mixture, Umiz
allows himself to play the Brazilian herimbao — a twanging
musical bow. But this is principally aTurkish affair, recorded in
Istanbul with local musicians.
There is a mix of electric and
acoustic instrumental sounds in
the music. This is an unusual
album worth checking out. IA:21
Ken Iti ,
der
TANITA THCARAM:
THE SWEET KEEPER
WEA 9031-70800-2 ( )
CD
On her last album Tanita was 18
going on 40. Now she's a 20
going on 45. Her naïvety hidden
beneath aheavy veneer of otherworldly poise and prose upset
many. But the results sounded
better on Top Of The Pops than
your usual run of SAWn-off
poperamas. Not surprisingly The
Sweet Keeper provides more of
what you had before. Some of
the arrangements are immaculately- shaped — Gil Evans
wouldn't have been ashamed of
'Once And Not Speak', one of the
several tracks that features the
Milesian trumpet sound of Mark
!sham, while Helen O'Hara's Celtic violin capers illustrate what
was missed on Kevin Rowland's
solo jaunt. The songs are melodic enough, and if Tanita's vocals
are hardly things of beauty, they
at least provide her with an
instantly recognizable identity,
which, in the short run at least, is
an asset. Lyrically everything and
nothing happens and a Wilfred
Mellors could have a field day.
But that's not my problem. Nor, I
think, WEA's. The accountants
will love it. [A:1]
Fred Dellar
(Note — there are a couple of
drop-outs at the very beginning
of my copy of the CD. So check
before you buy.)

RICK WAICEMAN: SEA AIRS
President Records RW8

VARIOUS: OLIVER —
ORIGINAL LONDON CAST
Deram 820 590-2 ( 56m 38s)
CD
CD reissue of a famous 1960
Decca release reminds us of the
high promise that Lionel Bart
then showed as a composer/
lyricist. Oilier was a Broadway
hit and made an international
star of Georgia Brown. Of the
songs, far more are worth hearing than the half- dozen which
usually figure in selections. The
notes with this CD are twofold:
the apt 1960 commentary on the
show by Peter Clayton and an
update by John Tracy, who picks
out the odd fact that Barry Humphries was in the New Theatre
cast as Mr Sowerberry the undertaker, having also understudied
Ron Moody as Fagin. Despite
Dame Edna and Sir I.es, he has a
good singing voice, heard in one
of the less-familiar songs, ' That's
Your Funeral'. The Cl) is all good
musical fun, but there is no
meaningful rating. Denis Argent

VARIOUS ARTISTS:
MASTERCRAFTSMEN
Nico Polo CD003 ( 5Im 1Is)C1)
Honouring the Coventry-based
wizard luthier Rob Armstrong,
this CD gathers together the
cream of British folk music to
show off the sounds of his
guitars, mandolins, mandolas and
other string- driven things.
Recorded almost entirely without overdubs, Mastercraftsmen
is both a musical and a sonic
delight; I doubt that there's a
more intimate way of hearing
the likes of Dave Mattacks,
Simon Nicol, Dave Pegg, Bert
Jansch, Gordon Giltrap or the
rest, short of front row seats at a
live gig. The high point for this
old Byrds fan is the exquisite
cover of * Goin' Back' by Vikki
Clayton, which could become a
hi-fi show fay. A little masterpiece. [A*:1*]
Ken Kessler

Turkish drummer Okay Temiz is
an early pioneer of world music
fusion. He has been combining
jazz and eastern music, principally Turkish, for many years
NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Tanta Tikarar,

OKAY TEMIZ:
DERVISH SERVICE
Ton Son Ton SNTCD 1020
(47m 41s) CD
Dist by Sonet

Yet again the keyboard king
releases a ' New Age' album but
far from being a mass of synthesizers and organs this is pure,
simple and rather restful piano
music. Simply written and
exquisitely played it is the
second part of a trilogy of piano
albums and bears aresemblance
to, at best, Ravel and, at worst,
piano bar background music.
New Age is one categorization
that is guaranteed not to sell
records but this deserves better
recognition. It is calm, peaceful,
pleasant and a bloody sight better than the Anderson Bruford
Wakeman and Howe twaddle.
[A:21
Neville Farmer

JOEMY WILSON: BEATLES ON
HAMMERED DULCIMER
Dargason Music DMCD-106
(45m 08s) CD
To enjoy the content, you have
to be either a Beatles maniac
(like me) or a worshipper of
quasi-Medieval sounds, but most
audio loonies are so undiscriminating about music that this will
probably fall into the wrong
hands whatever Isay. What you
get are a dozen cleverly chosen
Lennon/McCartney compositions which so perfectly suit an
ensemble of hammered dulcimer, Celtic harp, flute, violin
and guitar that you'd be forgiven
for thinking that John and Paul
actually cribbed their masterworks from a long- lost Middle
Ages songbook. 'She's Leaving
Home', ' In My Life', ' Norwegian
Wood' and some unlikely crossovers like 'She Loves You' make
this an absolute joy. Drop a line
to Darg,ason Music, PO Box 189,
Burbank, California 91503, USA.
[A***:11
Ken Kessler

WARREN ZEVON:
TRANSVERSE CITY
Virgin Records America
CDVUS 9 ( 41m 50s)CD
Some major names come to
Zevon's aid on this, his second
Virgin album. Neil Young, Gerry
Garcia and Dave Gilmour all
contributed to the axe bashing
on this axe-grinding concept
album which highlights Zevon's
concern about life, the universe
and everything. Subject matter
swings from traffic chaos to chemical pollution to Russia's political problems but despite
Zevon's reputation for wit and
insight, the songs sound a little
smug. But musically Warren
Zevon still cuts the mustard. His
rough and ragged voice keeps
the record from becoming too
glossy and sugar-coated. Transverse City is flawed but still beats
the pants off most West Coast
American products. [A:11
Neville Farmer
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MY FRIEND SAID THAT
YOU'D SORT ME OUT
(IN THE NICEST POSSIBLE WAY U)
Most of our customers come to us on the recommendation of
afriend. There are probably a number of reasons for this.
It may be because we stock the widest range of quality hi-fi in
the area. It may be because we provide proper demonstration
facilities. Unbiased professional advice by staff who are
genuinely interested in music and hi-fi must be a large plus
point especially as they are not motivated by how much commission they might be earning (because none of our staff
receive any).
It could be the free delivery and proper in- home installation
and the 3year guarantee of systems (which means we have
confidence in the products that we recommend).
However, we'd like to think that there's also an extra factor.
We believe that every customer has individual musical needs
and we take a pride in trying to provide the best possible
solution to those needs. After all our reputation is important to
us for if we take enough care, perhaps you'll soon be recom mending us to your friends.
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ROCK/POP/JAZZ
BOULEVARD OF BROKEN
DREAMS:
IT'S THE TALK OF THE TOWN
Hannibal HNBL 1345
This Dutch conglomeration does
a stunning job pretending that
it's an American night club act of
the 1930s/40s. Exquisite taste in
standards, aslavish adherence to
authenticity — it's as if someone
found a way of taking old 78s
and cleaning them up while
converting them to true stereo.
S'wonderful, s'marvellous. IA:11
CLARENCE *GATEMOUTH'
BROWN:
STANDING MY GROUND
Alligator/Sonet AL4779
The blues revival continues: In
the wake of recent Willie Dixon
and John Lee Hooker ' comebacks', a fine new growler from
guitar slinger Brown, fronting a
crack band and complete with a
superb take of 'Got My Mojo
Working'. A rich Southern blues
delight. IA:1/1*1
THE BUZZCOCKS:
THE PEEL SESSIONS ALBUM
Strange Fruit SFRCD 104
(44m ) CD
Double- length ' Peeler' featuring
14 tracks recorded at the Beeb
between 1977 and 1979. Absolutely perfect New Wave from
what's looking more and more
(with hindsight, of course) like
punk's finest practitioners. An
ace companion to the Product
retrospective on EMI. [
B:1]
DAVID CHESICY:
CLUB DE SOL
CheskyJD33 ( 57m 23s) CD
The label's co-founder in front of
the mic, showing his prowess as
composer, arranger and piano
player. Latin- tinged jazz which
ranks right up there with the rest
of the catalogue. Which means a
dead cert.[A*:11
COLLECTION D'ARNELLANDREA:
UN AUTOMNE A LOROY
Lively Art ARTY 19CD
(61m 34s) CD Dist by APT
Ethereal, haunting — all the adjectives you like to apply to Kate
Bush, but this time it's for an act
from across the Channel.
Sometimes Gothic, sometimes
comically Gallic ( they are a
moody lot...), but infinitely
more interesting than British or
Icelandic indic gloom. IA:2]
THE DEL LORDS:
LIVE — NOWLIN' AT THE
HALLOWEEN MOON
Demon FIEND CD 162
(36m 01s)CD
Hard-rockin' party music from
one of the few utterly unpretentious outfits still operating in the
mega-decibel league. No HM
posturing or blow-dried tresses;
these guys sweat. After all, it
takes real spirit to cover both the
Flamin' Groovies and Freddy
Cannon in the same set. [
B:1]
HUI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

PASQUITO D'RIVIERA:
TWO TICO
CheskyJD34 ( 56m 42s) CD
Another Latin/jazz title from the
Chesky brothers, this time
featuring woodwinds maestro
D'Rivera in a set with the emphasis on the jazz as much as the
Latin. Breathtaking. [
A*:1*]
FINITRLBE:
GROSSING 10K
One Little Indian TPLP24CD
(54m 18s)CD
Grossing £ 1.50 is more likely
unless there realy are enough
technoids out there to make ahit
of this aggravating display of
mixing desk madness. Acid/
house/dance gone awry, strictly
for those who hate the thought
of acoustic music. [A*:2/31
FOURWAYCROSS:
ON THE OTHER HAND
Fundamental SAVE 78 CD
(68m 59s ) CD
The kind of band reviewers fear
because they're unclassifiable.
Yes, it's jangly indic music, and
yes, it's gloomy, but the melodies are delicious, the sound is
delicate and ponderous all at
once, and it's infectious in away
that Joy Division never was ( despite what Camusreading critics
told you). Cerebral fun. [
A:1]
GORDON GILTRAP & RIC
SANDERS: ONE TO ONE
Nico Polo NP002
(56m 38s) CD
Mix New Age with UK folk of an
almost medieval antiquity and
what do you get? Middle Age?
Anyway, this moves from purist
Greensleevism to quasi-Grapelli
swing, picking up on acoustic
traditions of every sort, so it's
thumbs up for an interesting
British alternative to Windham
Hill. [
A:21
CLIVE GREGSON:
WELCOME TO THE
WORKHOUSE
Special Delivery/Topic SPD
1026
Fa-a-antastic: Gregson's second
solo, in between time spent as
half of Gregson-Collister. Made
up of ' loose ends' produced
throughout the 1980s, it's still
cohesive as hell and a must for
anyone who'd like to hear a
blend of, say, Elvis Costello,
Richard Thompson and John
Fogerty. A class act which transcends the limitations of a folkroots tag. [
A:1***1
THE INNOCENCE MISSION:
THE INNOCENCE MISSION
A&M AMA 5274
In keeping with the flood of
ultra- tuneful, folkish acts —
10,000 Maniacs, Indigo Girls, etc
— here's another with the added
cred of Larry Klein production
values. Led by a female vocalist
who sounds frighteningly like Ms
Hoffs of the Bangles, and that's a
very good thing. IA:11
APRIL 1990

EVELYN 'CHAMPAGNE' KING:
ME GIRL NEXT DOOR
EMI bm. 1050
The girl next door probably
being Paula Abdul, because that's
the sound which dominates. But
Ms King is a world-class soul
songstress, and when she cribs
the odd lick, it's always
tempered with her own touches.
Tasty. [
A:11
MARY GOES ROUND:
70 SUNS IN ME SKY
Lively Art ARTY 17CD
(48m 12s) CD
French indic duo which admits
to 'being strongly influenced by
Kevin Ayers, early Pink Floyd
and the Cure'. Sounds more to us
like they've got this thing about
the Velvets and anyone with a
jangly guitar, but what the heck:
the melodies transcend the indic
genre. A real find. (
A/A*:11
ELLIOTT MURPHY:
LIVE — HOT POINT
New Rose ROSE 191CD
(60m 29s) CD
The eclectic cult object caught
live with a backing band
containing the inimitable Chris
Spedding, whose presence adds
a nice, crisp edge to Murphy's
often- light, mid-period Dylanstyle rock. A marriage made in
heaven. IA:1*1
OST: FRIDAY THE 13TH
— THE SERIES
GNP Crescendo GNPD 8018
(72m 28s) CD
Whatever you may think of the
slice 'n' dice film series, this
collection of material from the
TV version rates with the best
sonic spectaculars we've heard.
Sinister, ominous and/or downright bizarre, this mood music
chills both inside and out. Great
fun for EC Comics collectors.
IA* : 1/21
RED TEMPLE SPIRITS:
DANCING TO RESTORE AN
ECLIPSED MOON
Fundamental SAVE 74CD
(65m 22s ) CD
RED TEMPLE SPIRITS:
IF TOMORROW IWERE
LEAVING FOR LHASA, I
WOULDNT STAY A MINUTE
MORE
Fundamental SAVE 75CD
(51m 53s) CD Dist by APT
Imagine an archetypal indieband
doing world music and you're
part way there. Tribal vibes
throughout. [
A:21 For the
double- length debut ( SAVE
74CD) with [A:11 for SAVE
75CD.
RUTHLESS BLUES:
RUTHLESS BLUES
President PTLS 1102
Probably the best of the current
UK blues bands, a tart, punchy
outfit. Fine mix of originals and
well-chosen covers, and there's a
(tenuous) Yardbirds link for
completists. 113:1/11

SHOCICABILLY:
LIVE `. . JUST BEAUTIFUL'
Shimmy Disc Europe SDC
8914 Dist by Greyhound
The late lamented Shockabilly,
sort of like a warped cross between the Dickies and NRBQ,
caught live in ' 85. It's a weird
journey through rock history,
with frightening covers like a
jugband version of ' Oh Yoko',
but you can handle it if you think
a sense of humour is as important as breathing. A bonus, too: a
remixed version of their debut
EP. [
B/C:11
TERRY & THE PIRATES:
SILVERADO
Big Beat/Ace CDWIK 89
(51m 29s)CD
Stalwart members of the San
Francisco scene and ahotbed of
talent, numbering among its
graduates some of the city's
finest. This includes some of the
last performances by the late
John Cipollina, which explains
the strong similarity to
Quicksilver Messenger Service.
A West Coast/guitar fetishist's
dream. [
A:11
TEXANA DAMES:
TEX4NA DAMES
Sonet SNTF 1026
The TDs being Charlene
Hancock and daughters La Conni
and Traci Lamar, each with an
equal share of this LP. Sort of like
a three-way Judds or a lowbudget Dolly/Linda/Emmylou,
but braver in that they can
handle a wider range of C&W
sub-genres. Or, Ya-hoo!, as they
say. [
A/B:11
THE UNDERTONES:
THE PEEL SESSIONS ALBUM
Strange Fruit SFRCD 103
(33m 55s) CD
A dozen brilliant power-punkpop tracks recorded live at the
Beeb during 1979-82. Honestly,
this band should never have
split. Listen for an amazing ' Here
Comes The Summer' and agreat
cover of Gary Glitter's ' Rock ' n'
Roll'. [
B:11
VARIOUS: ROOART
rooArt/Phonograrn 838 924-1
Six tracks, six bands, six genres: a
fine showcase for the Aussie
performers overshadowed by
INXS, Midnight Oil, et al. This set
proves that the Australian
explosion is no fluke. Indic angst,
hard rock, Yankee-style melodies
— it's all here. 1A/B:1/21
WIRE:
THE PEEL SESSIONS ALBUM
Strange Fruit SFRCD 108
(39m 08s) CD
Early Wire, 1978-79, at the
Beeb, showing the way for most
of the thrash bands that
followed. What their progeny
gained in speed they lost in
melody, so rejoice in one of the
more ' tuneful' of that era's bands.
¡B:1]
III
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Accurately matched and of known consistency, the
SP2/2 should endure for as many years as its
illustrious predecessor, and deserves a strong
recommendation. It was as neara perfect all-rounder
in its price range as anything Ihave yet reviewed.
Hi Fi News & Record Review October 1989
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ROCK/POP/JAZZ
MILDRED BAILEY:
HARLEM LULLABY
ASV CD AJA 5065 ( 60m 09s)
CD
Twenty immaculate period performances, the period being
1931-1938. A delicate Georgia
On My Mind' sets the pace, and
it's easy to hear why the onetime Mrs Red Norvo was one of
very few non-black female vocalists to earn lasting credibility in
an era where the likes of Bessie
Smith set the standard. [ H:1]
THE BAR-ICAYS:
MONEY TALKS
Stax/Ace CDSXE 023 ( 34m 35s)
CD
Wonderful compilation from
one of the few funk outfits on a
par with Booker T. The material
dates from 1972-1975, and
you're forgiven for feeling that
this group deserves as much
credit as George Clinton for
fathering ' spacey' funk. [
A:1]
BOBBY BLAND: DREAMER
BGO LP63
The smoothest R&D vocalist of
all, in a still- modern-sounding
Barri/Omartian production from
1974. Why this didn't put him up
there ( sales-wise) with the likes
of Marvin Gaye is still a puzzle.
[Ask any girl who she prefers! —
Ed] IB:1]
THE CARPENTERS:
A SONG FOR YOU
Mobile Fidelity UDCD 525
(37m 19s)CD
A most worthy subject for goldplating. Exquisite vocals, at least
three major hits, production
values of the highest order. No
sweat, a guaranteed [A*:11
THE COUNTRY GENTLEMEN:
ME COUNTRY GENTLEMEN
Vanguard/START VMD 73123
(36m 51s)CD
The subtitle of this early 1970s
bluegrass set is Featuring Ricky
Skaggs On Fiddle', which tells
you just how that New Country
celebrity is now perceived.
Hootenanny-ish singin' and
pickin', and worthy of shelf
space alongside the Nitty Gritty
Dirt Band. [
A:1/21
DRJOHN:
HOLLYWOOD BE THY NAME
BGO LP62
New Orleans funk. Great, rollicking Dr John sounding as if he
didn't have acare in the world in
1975. Check out the superb
cover of Smoke)' Robinson's 'The
Way You Do The Things You
Do'. [
B:1/2]

THE FLAMIN' GROOVIES:
FLAMINGO
Big Beat/Ace CDWIK 925 ( 60m
37s) CD
A stunning return for this garage/
pop classic, augmented by four
outtakes previously only available on a rare compilation and
two never released in any form.
Good sound, great feel — this
rocker was only 19 years ahead
of its time. [A/13:1/11
CHARLES GERHARDT/
NATIONAL PHILHARMONIC
ORCHESTRA: CLASSIC FILM
SCORES FOR BETTE DAVIS
RCA GD80183 ( 40m 55s) CD
Timely reissue of the 1973 sessions engineered by K E Wilkinson, a sonic memorial to the
recently- deceased screen
legend. But this fine-sounding
reissue has an interesting twist:
it's been remastered for Dolby
Surround Sound, which is probably a first for this format. And
you thought you'd only ever use
that Dolby processor for
videotapes. [A*:1]
THE GROUNDHOGS: SPLIT
BGO LP76
Another progressive blues session, this time from 1970, in
BGO's Groundhogs resurrection.
Sounding awfully Tull-ish in
places, almost Zeppelin-esque in
others, but great material if
you're charting the development
of heacy metal. [
A/B:21
HELP YOURSELF:
HELP YOURSELF
BGO LP52
Their 1971 debut, a treasure
from the days of pub rock, a UK
stunner to rank with the best of
an American genre. If you love
the Band, the Spoonful or any
other mellow tunesmiths, apply
here. A Man connection, too, for
collectors. (
A:11
CISCO HOUSTON: SINGS THE
SONGS OF WOODY GUTHRIE
Vanguard/START VN) 2131
(46m 42s)CD
A masterful tribute CD, recorded
circa 1960 by a man who
travelled with Guthrie and knew
the material first-hand. He died
not long after this was recorded,
too young at 42; this exquisite
transfer is a double testimonial
to a folk singer of the old, preDylan school and his mentor as
well. [
A*:1]

MIMI & RICHARD FARINA:
ME BEST OF
Vanguard/START VCD 21/22
(73m 47s) CD
Twenty tracks from an ill-fated
duo who had great impact with
their undiluted protest/folk
music. A real find for rootscollectors. [
A/B:1/2]

IAN & SYLVIA:
GREATEST HITS
Vanguard/START VCD 5/6
(70m 23s) CD
Prettier, more ' commercial'
alternative to folkie contemporaries Mimi & Richard Farina. Like
Peter, Paul & Mary minus one
male voice — Dylan covers, a
Gordon Lightfoot, some selfpenned classics and absolutely
wonderful takes of ' Four String
Winds' and ' Someday Soon'.
[A/B:1]
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THE JAMES GANG:
YER ALBUM
BGO LP60
Joe Walsh in his earliest incarnation, astill-unusual mix of American country- rock feel with a
strong experimental element.
Walsh's voice is the link twenty
years on. Worth owning just for
the outrageous cover versions
within. [
B:1/11
TOMMYJAMES & THE
SHONDELLS: ANTHOLOGY
Roulette/EMI CDP 793635 2
(74m 45s)CD
Containing 27 pop masterpieces
ranging from blue-eyed soul to
hard rock to sugary psychedelia.
The source for at least four
cover- version hits in the 1980s.
[A/13:1/1*]
ALEXIS KORNER'S ALL-STARS:
BLUES INCORPORATED
Transatlantic/Line TACD
9.00634 ( 30m 17s ) CD
Historically invaluable, the birth
pangs of British blues circa 1964
and a sensible starting point for
any collection. Hear why Korner
is regarded as the daddy of the
genre through these wellpreserved recordings. [
B:1/2]
JIM ICWESKIN & THEJUG
BAND: GREATEST HITS
Vanguard/STATE VCD 13/14
(72m 47s) CD
l'ndiluted jug band music ( what
you once called skiffle) for a
band which quite blatantly
inspired the Lovin' Spoonful.
Fine mix of coffeehouse standards and quirky originals. [
A/
B:1]
LIME ANTHONY AND THE
IMPERIALS: THE BEST OF
Roulette/EMI CDP 793468 2
(44m 43s)CD
Desperately needed collection
from an almost-forgotten vocal
group on a par with the best of
Motown. After hearing the original ' Tears On My Pillow', you'll
wonder how the recent cover
version managed to sell. A stunning retrospective in every way.
IA:11 ( CD has extra tracks.)
FRANKIE LYMON AND THE
TEENAGERS: THE BEST OF
Roulette/EMI CDP 793443 2
(49m 18s)CD
Twenty tracks from the doo
wop/rock'n'roll outfit which
gave us the immortal Why Do
Fools Fall In Love' and ' I'm Not A
Juvenile Delinquent'. A real
throwback — what the 1950s was
all about. [
A/H: 1/11
TOMMY McLAIN:
SWEET DREAMS
Ace CDCH 285 ( 57m 10s) CD
Another singer whose best work
should never have gone 0/P.
Absolutely chilling countryish
pop in the Presley/Proby/Twitty
vein, the title track still as an
all-time great smoocher. Ace
deserves an award. [ B:1/11

OPAL: EARLY RECORDINGS
Rough Trade ROUGH128
Nice rarity- laden career
retrospective for one of the best
of the current Paisley Underground outfits, more into
melody than trippy sound
effects. Just in case you were
wondering if the Peanut Butter
Conspiracy survived. [
A/B:1]
OREGON: DISTANT HILLS
Vanguard/START VMD-79341
(44m 18s)CD
When launched, it was called a
fusion of jazz and folk. Now you
can dub it ' nascent New Age'. An
off-shoot of the Paul Winter Consort, who will in future be
judged guilty as accessories
before the fact. IA:2/3]
MITCH RYDER & THE
DETROIT WHEELS: REV UP
Roulette/EMI CDP 793632 2
(63m 02s ) CD
One of the best results of the
freeing of the Roulette catalogue: a superb 20- track run
through one of the sharpest rock
catlaogues of the 1960s. Inspiration for every powerhouse party
band from Springsteen on down.
[A/13/C:1*]
THE SAINTS:
THE NEW ROSE YEARS
Fan Club FC 060 CD (65m I3s)
CD ( Dist by APT)
Magnificent 17-track collection
gathering together a number of
rarities produced by this hardrockin' Aussie outfit during the
first half of the 1980s. (
A/13:11
JOHN SEBASTIAN:
JOHN B SEBASTIAN
Edsel ED304
Sebastian's delightful solo venture, a gentle alternative to his
poppier yet often rocking work
with the Lovin' Spoonful. Jammed to the edges with famous
guests, and containing anumber
of Sebastian classics. [
A:1/11
VARIOUS: THE SONG IS
... IRVING BERLIN
ASV CD AJA 5068 (64m 25s) CD
A heartwarming memorial, 22
classics performed by other(s)
s)
than you might expect, eg the
Gerald° Orchestra & Singers
playing 'White Christmas' and
'Alexander's Ragtime Band' or
Lew Stone & His Band with
'Cheek To Cheek'. (
11:1/21
LINK WRAY:
THE ORIGINAL RUMBLE
Ace CDCH 924 ( 58m 20s ) CD
LINK WRAY:
LINK WRAY & THE WRAYMEN
Edsel ED CD 149 ( 36m 53s) CD
The Ace set offers 23 raunchy
instrumentals from a left- field
guitarist who still sounds like he
came from another planet — a
warped ' Batman' and 'That'll Be
The Day'. 1A/13/C/D:1] Edsel's
1959/60 material complements
the Ace set, but with much
better sound overall. (
A:11
113
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MUSIC & VIDEO
EXCHANGE

Meridian

Chandos

NATURAL SOUND
RECORDINGS

APRIL RELEASES
Prokofiev: Semyon Kotko: Symphonic Suite/
The Gambler: Four Portraits
SNO / Jirvi
CHAN 8803 CD; ABTD 1431 - Cassette; No LP

56 NOTTING HILL GATE
LONDON W11
01 727 0424

ON LP

Saint-Saëns: Symphonies Nos. 2 and 3 ( Organ')
Weir/ Ulster Orchestra/Tortelier
CHAN 8822 - CD. ABTD 1447 - Cassette; No LP

Limited stocks of LPs are still available,
including the following.

Walton: Symphony No. 2/Suite " Troilus 8 Cressida'
London Philharmonic/Thomson
CHAN 8772 - CD. ABTD 1410 - Cassette, No LP
Shostakovich / Bloch IProkofiev:
Music on Hebrew Themes
Pelle/ Han/Nolan / IMusic' de Montréal / Turovsky
CHAN 8800 CD: ABTD 1429 - Cassette, No LP
Buxtehude/Sweelinck: Organ Works (Alkmaar)
Piet Kee
CHAN 0514 - CD, EBTD 0514 - Cassette, No LP
Beethoven: Six Variations Op. 34/Rondo No. 1 8 2
Op. 51 / Für Elise/15 Variations Op. 35, " Eroica"
Louis Lode
CHAN 8616 CD; ABTD 1305 Cassette, No LP
Bach: St. John Passion
The Sixteen Choir 8. Orchestra/Chnstophers/
Partridge / Wilson-Johnson / Kwella / James/
Kendall / George
CHAN 0507-8 - CD; EBTD 0507-8 - Cassette; No LP
Schumann: Carnaval / Toccata / Kinderszenen
Howard Shelley
CHAN 8814 CD: ABTD 1439 Cassette; No LP

E 77027

ANTHONY HOLBORNE
Extempore String Ensemble. [A: 11
VIERNE: Symphony No.4.
David Sanger.[A . 1.)
E 77040
ELGAR: EVENING SCENE Part Songs.
Philharmonic Chamber Choir [A, 1)
E 77044
HOW LOVELY ARE THY DWELLINGS
Salisbury Cathedral Choir. [ A.: 1)
E 77048
VIERNE: Symphony No.5.
David Sanger. [ A:11
E 77051
WALTHER: Transcriptions for Organ
Gerald Gifford.[A: 1]
E 4577058 ALLEGRI: Misere Met
Choir of SI. John's College, Cambridge. [ A': 11
E 77072
MORCEAUX DE SALON
Jeremy Polmeal (ob.) / Diana Ambache ( pno)
[A: 1./1)
E 4577076 MY MINSTREL LOVE
Ann Mackay ( sop) / Simon Wynberg (gtr) [A.: 1]
E 77130
SCHOECK Notturno Op.47.
Ian Caddy ( b- bar) / Bochmann Qt. [ A: 1)
E 77033

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
HIFI
RECORDS
TAPES / CD'S
VIDEOS
WANTED FOR CASH
OR EXCHANGE

NONE REFUSED!

MAIL ORDER CD's

SUPERIOR SOUND
MAGNIFICENT MUSIC

BLUE NOTE/BLUE BIRD CD'S AT £ 7.50

Meridian Records

RING MARK ON
01-807-6606 NOW

PO Box 317, Eltham, London, SE9 4SF.
Send SAE for catalogue and details of
free LP offer.

SOUNDS GOOD

FOR YOUR FREE CATALOGUE
OF OVER 3000 JAZZ & BLUES CDS
ALL AT CRAZY PRICES

IS NOW

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

dEORF1

Suppliers of 7" 12" LP's
CASSETTES & CD'S

IMPORTS OBTAINED

MUSIC

Also Classical available
OPEN 10AM
TO
7PM
6DAYS

ADVERTISE IN

Nostalgia etc. Huge stocks of CDs, LPs
and tapes: Noted for Jazz Books and
Videos. Best prices paid for S/H LPs and CDs.
Free lists. Callers welcome by appointment.
GROVE HILL, VICTORIA ROAD, BARNSTAPLE
DEVON EX32 8DS. TEL: 0271 43477.

TEL: 01 653-6471

16
54
1FC
104
20
76
34
108
82
94

Be_yer Dynamic
Billy Vee
Brady & Son,W.A.

96
28
22

Cambridge Systems Technology
Celestion
Chew & Osbourne
Cleartone
Covent Garden Records

14
36
80
44
88

David Stephens Fii-Fi
Deltec Precision Audio

84
56

Ian Edwards
Electroactivity Shamlit Ltd.

90
82

Gordon Getty

84

114

TO

Mail Order Specialists for Jazz, LatinAmerican, Big Bands, Blues, R&B,

7HIGH STREET
SOUTH NORWOOD
LONDON
SE25

Absolute Sounds
Acoustic Arts Ltd
Acoustic Research (Teledyne)
Alternative Audio
Apogee
AR Tay Interiors
Arcam
AT Labs
Audiofreaks
Audio South

78A Warwick Road, Edmonton, London N18 1RT

Incorporating
Peter Russell's
Hot Record Store
Est 1959

THIS SECTION
CONTACT SOPHIA
ON 01-686 2599
EXT: 447

Hailer (H.W.)
H.W. Shure
H.W. International ( Koss)
Hampshire Audio
Harbeth Acoustics
Heinitz Ltd Thomas

40
24
46
98
70
94

Radlett Audio
Rayleigh Hi Fi
Reading Hi Fi
Rogers
Ron Smith Aerials
Rotel

K.J. Leisure Sound
KEF Electronics

60
12

Mana Acoustics
Mission Electronics
Mordaunt Short
Music Room, The
Mute Records

72
OBC
50
66
26

S.M.E. Ltd
Sevenoaks HiFi Centre
Sounds Exclusive
Spalding Electrical Ltd
Spendor
LE. Sugden

Neat Hi Fi
Nottingham Analogue Studio

90
78

Oxford Audio Consultants

72

PM Components Ltd
90
Path Ltd
8,18
Paul Green Hi Fi
46
Pinewood Music
52
Pioneer
10,11
Progressive Audio
94

Target Audio Products
Technics
The Listening Room
The Sound Galley
Transducer Developments Ltd
Unilet
Wilmslow Audio
Woodside Electronics
Zenonlec
Zeus
III.FINEWS& RECORD REVIEW

80
110
78
76
24
IBC
38
102,103
78
22
112
100
30
67
48
90
32
4
94
48
62
104
APRIL 1990

READER SERVICE

S
AVE ON COMPACT DISCS

Can't find the disc you want!
Try the HFN/RR CD Service and
order those hard-to-get items
by mail. This offer applies to
records reviewed in this issue
and listed below. Simply tick
the boxes for the compact discs
you want and fill in the order
form. There is a small charge
for post and packing. ( Please
note that the HFN/RR CD Service can supply discs to overseas readers: overseas orders
are VAT- free but additional
shipping charges may be
added.)

CLASSICAL
JSBACH

(AMPLI) VAN BEETHOVI- N

POTIER

D Symphonies 8 & 10 ( Welton #
PROKOFIEV
E] Divertimento, etc ( Parsi #
LI Love of Three Oranges ( Nagano 1£19 90

King's Con) £& 95
Cantatas 35 & I70 ( Doeslarr I
BARTOK

RUBBRA

DFour Medieval

Lyrics, etc Schonzeler I #

BEETHOVEN
0 Symphonim 7 & 81Solti 1#
['Symphony 9 ( Bernstein f

:J Motets & Anthems1Rutter)

D Tico 'Geol. I3.95

STEVENS
D Violin Concerto/Symphony 2

0 Hollywood Be Thy Name

(Kovacie/Downes #

HANDEL
Parrott 1.119.90

HAYDN
0 String Quartets Op.76:4-6 ( Talcics Qt )$
L'Infedeltà Ilelusa ( Kuijken1£19.90

JANM:EK

COLLECTIONS

0(4 composers

) #

ROCK/POP/JAZZ

LLOYD

5 ( IJoyd)

HOWARD ALDEN TRIO

•MISVE

Howard Alden Frio #

Ett. (Guth)*

MILDRED BAILEY

NLACHAUT
Mess.: de Notre 1>ame, etc ( Hilliard Ens )

0 Harlem lullaby #
11IE BAR-RAYS

£8.95

0 Money Talks #

MACONCHY

BOBBY BLAND

Li String Quartets I --1( Hanson Qt )#
MENDELSSOHN
O Violin Concerto ( Shaham/Sinupoli ) #
MOZART
Flute Quartets, ( Gauwells et at 1114.95
D Piano Sonatas K310/333/545 ( Pires )

DArias

D ( Poston/Warlock I #
MUSIC FOR SISTINE CHAPEL

D(8th Van Cliburn competition 1119.90

Octet Partita ( COE winds )$

J.,

D ( Grappelli/Ma 1 #
SWEET ECHO

111E WINNERS

C3 Mimi' ( COE winds),
KROMMER

nSymphony

I

( Lootens/Prégardien/Kui)ken I #

Dimmer
BLUE AREOPLA.NF-S
El Swagger #
BOULEVARD OF BROKEN DREAMS
It's

The Talk Of Tile

CLARENCE GATEMOI TIT BROWN

Magic Flute ( Beecham 1113.90
PISTON

Standing My Ground #
THE BUZZCOCKS

Ihe Incredible Flutist ( Mester I #

The Peel Sessions Album £6.95

AI.I. DISCS MARKED

4

ARE £9.95 ( Ex(: P&P ), OTHERS AS INDICATED

PLEASE ADD POSTAGE OF Sop T( ) Y01. IR ORDER. OR £ IPER ORDER
FOR IWO OR MORE DISCS. ALLOW 28 DAYS FOR DELIVERY.
\

D Early Recordings é
OREGON
D Distant Hills £695
OST

FISH

D Friday The Iith - the Series é

Vigil In A Wilderness Of Mirrors #
111E FLAMIN' GROTWIES

QUIREBOYS
O A Bit Of What You Fancy #
RED TEMPLE SPIRITS

O Flamingo #
FLESH FOR LULU

0 Dancing To Restore An Eclipsed Moon #
0 If Tomorrow 1Were Leaving For Lhasa #

0 Plastic Fantastic
FOU RWAYCROSS
in The Other Hand #

KIMMIE RHODES
0 Angels Get The Blue s$
RUTHLESS BLUES
0 Ruthless Blues #

HM. GiU.PER TRIO
0 Portrait #
CHARLES GERHARDYNAT PO
0 Classic Film Scores For Bette Davis

MITCH RYDER & THE DETROIT

e

GORDON GILTRAP & RI( SANDERS

WHEELS
D Rev Up #

D One To One $

THE SAINTS

THE GRACES

D The New Rose Years #

D Perfect View

DWelcome

TONY SCOTT
D The Chief #

'To The Workhouse

JOHN SEBASTIAN
John It Sebastian #

0 Split £8.95

SHANKAR
D Nobody Told Me #

0 Help Yourself £8.95

SHARTSE COLLEGE OF GANDEN

CISCO HOUSTON
0 Sings ' lite Songs Of Woody Guthrie .tiG95

MONASTERY
D Tibetan Buddhism #

IAN HUNTER/MICK RONSON

owl Una

#

Just Beautiful' £ 10.95

OKAY TEMIZ
0 Dervish Service #

IAN & SYLVIA

TERRY & THE PIRATES

lits1.6.05
0 Greatest I
ABDULLA IBRAIIIM & EKAYA
D African River $
111E INNOCENCE MISSION
D 'Me Innocence Mission #

Silverado
TEXANA DAMES
D Texana Dames #
TANITA TIKARAM
D Tile Sweet Keeper £805

IT'S IMMATERIAL
rlSong

THE UNDERTONES

Othe

THE JAMES GANG
I _IYer Album

SHOCKABILLY
0 Live

DICK HYMAN
D Plays Fats Waller £ 25 00

4

Peel Sessions Album £6.95

VARIOUS

TOMMY JAMF-S & THE SHONDEUS
Anthology #

D Mast • altsmen
ID Oliver ( Original London Cast I #

EVELYN ' CHAMPAGNE' KING:
Lt the Girl Next Door #
ALMS KORNER'S ALL-STARS
C Blues Incorporated
JIM KWESIUN & THE ,,HIG BAND
0 Greatest lilts £6 95
LITTLE ANTHONY AND THE
IMPERLIU.S

O Roo Art #
0 The Sung Is ... Irving Berlin é
RICK WAKENL1N
Sea Airs #
JOEMY WILSON
0 Beatles On ILuninered IMIcimer #
WIRE
the Peel Sessions Album £6.05

0 file Best 011.6.95

LINK WRAY

LOOP

C the Original Rumble #

0 A Gilded Eternity #
FRANIUE LYMON AND THE

D link Wray & The Wraymen
WARREN ZEVON

TEENAGERS

El Transverse City #

O The Best 0(1.6.95

SEND YOUR COMPLETED ORDER TO: 111FISI/RR CD SERVICE, po) Box 200,
Bedford MK40 IYIL ( TEL: 0234 741152). PI tttttttttttt of this form will he
accepted.
Total disc price

Ienclose aclwytic • , ma] ., rder• payable to HEN RR (. 1) SERVICL1 v.ish to pas ht credit card'
Please debit mi

OPAL

EILEEN FARRELL

THE GROUNDHOGS

WISIIART
Vox I -6IEke Phoenix 1#

CARMINA BURANA
D) Vols 38 -8)1,19 90

I

)

tbe Best 01-1,095

CI1VE GREGSON

ANYTHING GOES

D Coronation Anthems) King's Con ) £8.95

winds

NRBQ
D Wild Weekend #

HELP YOURSELF

OCITTSCHALIC-KAY

Octet Partita ( COL

0 Sings Gershwin £ 13.95

4

RICHARD FARINA

FINITIHBE
0 Grossing 10K #

0 Cakewalk Ballet ( Endo) #

HUMMEL

mum &

Metamorphosen, etc ( Blomstedt ) #
TCHAIKOVSICY

0 Piano Quintet ( Coull QcSchiller ) #

0 Messiah

DR JOHN

MARNE NIXON

CI Sings Rodgers & 11;u-t1 I3.95

DE WERT

0 Piano Quintet, etc ( Allegri Qt et all £095

B1111 NEISON
0 Demonstrations Of Affection #
0 Sings Classic Kern £ 13.95

Metamorphosen, etc ( Jarvi )

0 Madrigals ( Rooley #

D String Quartet Op.96( Endellion Qt 1#
ELGAR

ELLIOTT MURPHY
O Live - Ilut Point #

#

D String Quartet 1 ( Endelliun Qt )$

IA Belshazzar's Feast. etc ( Willcucks)#

Dvo&&&

Slavonic Ikuices ( COE winds 1$

PAUL MOTIAN TRI()

PASQUITO DRIVERA

D Simon Boccaney,ra ( Sulti ) £ 19.00
WALTON

BYRD

KATY MOFFATT
El Child Bride #
O One 'Time Out #

RODNEY CROWELL
THE DEL LORDS
D live - I
lowlin' At ' lite I
lalloween Moon

SMETANA

D Rigoletto ( Mutt I£90

.1 Symphony A. ( Chailly )
Symphony 5, etc ( Flaitink ) I:19.W

THE MISSION
Carved In S.nut

THE COUNTRY GENTLEMEN

SHOSTAKO'VICH
D Piano Trio I ( Chung Trio #

VERDI
D Riguletto ( ( badly I119.9)

BRUCKNER

El Cruel, Crazy, Beautiful World #
COLLECTION DARNELL-ANDREA

0 Keys To The Ilighway

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS
Sinfonia Antartica, etc ( Thomson I #

BELCH

O Vallenato Dynamos #

List #

JOHNNY CLEGG AND SAVUKA

O The Country Gentlemenkh 95

1-3 ( Lindsay Qt )#
0 King Priam ( Atherton 1119.90

0 Violin Concerto I ( Shaharn/Sinopoli)

THE MERINO BROTHERS

SURER
D Serenade ( COL winds If

oString QUAnCt.,

BRIDGE
0 Piano Quintet ( Coull Qt./Schiller ) #

MARY GOES ROUND
0 70 Nuns In The Sky #

IA String Quartet in CI ( Tokyo Qt #

TIPPETT
I -- à, etc ( Solti)1.29M)
O Ritual Dance›, etc Tippett 1.18.05

0 Symphonic Dances. etc ( Labirgues1$

DAVID CHESICY

0 Un Antonini: A Loroy

DSymphonies

BERNSTEIN

0 Putas Fever $

SCHUBERT
it Impromptus Opp. 90 I12 ( Wendel I #

0 Symphony 1. ele ( WWI( #
0 Symphony 4, etc ( litton ) #
Piano Trio t)p.50 ( Chung Trio ) #

Piano music ( Frardil I #

MANO NEGRA

ALEX CHILTON
E1 Black

ROSSINI
D William Tell ( Muti 1139.9))

D Metainorphosen. etc Salonen #

a Cantatas 54/ 1(,9.170 ( Bowman'

Dreams $

111E CARPENTERS
DA Song For You £25.00
:1Club De Sol £ 14.05

PURCELL
D Odes ( Pinnock I #

R STRAUSS

D Magnificat, etc ( Kuijken) #

lOMMY MCIAIN

0 Key lime Pie $

Ames or Iliners account as belou.

Postage price
TOTAL ORDER PRICE £

PLEASE SIGN Ill RI II
PAYING BY (. 1001 It ARD
All prices include \ . sI

Name:

•Please delete where nog applicable
ACCESS

D VISA D

My account number

X

is.

AMEX

D DINER, D

Address:

LXP1RY »ATE

POST CODE
Block letters please. E&OE. Delivery subject to availability

Aylesbury HI-Fidelity

C (1,-ton
cucho

THE real HIFi specialists in Buckinghamshire
Aiwa, AKG. Alphascm. Audio Technica (CD Players also). ADC. AR.
A&R. Beard. Boston, BLQ, Castle. Celestion. Denon, Diesis, Dual.
Exposure. Gale Goldbug. Goldring. Grado. Gyrodek. Heybrixik.
Harmon Kardon, KEF, Logic. Linn Arms. Monitor Audio, Michell.
Magnum. Mantra, Musical Fidelity. Meridian. Mission, MordauntShort. Maranu, Monster, Myst. Nakamichi, Nagaoka. NAD, Ortofon.
Paragon. Philips (CD only). P.S. Audio. Proton. Quad. QED. Rata.
°tel. Renos. Revolver. Roksan. Sennheiser. Something Solid. Sonden.
Stand & Deliver. Spendor. Systemdek. Tannoy. Target. Teac CD.
Thorens. Trio CD. Walker, Wharfedale, Yorkshire. Yamaha. Zeta.

STOP PRESS

Cambridge Audio
Musical Evening
on Wednesday 11th
April 1990
Free Tickets

available now.

98 Cambridge Street, Aylesbury, Bucks.
0296 28790

4WEST STREET
ALDERLEY EDGE
CHESHIRE
•L7 0625 582704
Mood.

OPEN 10am-6pm. Monday-Friday, 9.30am-5.30 Saturday
redit card facilities available

BUCKINGHAMSHIRES
FOREMOST HI-FI DEALER

"

HI-FI SPECIALISTS

•

MARANTZ SPENDOR KEF
AUDIO-TECHNICA TANNOY
QUAD MUSICAL FIDELITY
REVOLVER YAMAHA STAX
MORDAUNT-SHORT SME
DENON CELESTION
MONITOR AUDIO ROGERS
B & W NAKAMICHI CELLO
MERIDIAN AUDIOLAB
AMADEUS ZARATHUSTRA
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO ROTEL
ROKSAN

LYRIC HI-FI
163 STRANMILLIS ROAD, BELFAST
(0232) 381296

DISCOUNT CD A TAPE
X1F NDE 0 CilIARANTlI
INTERT SI FREE CREDIT

the
sound gallery
A&R, AIWA, AUDIOLAB,AUDIO TECHNICA,
B&W, CAMBRIDGE, CELESTION, CREEK,
DENON, DUAL, LINN PRODUCTS, LOGIC,
HEYBROOK, SYSTEMDEK.REGA. REVOLVER,
NAKAMICHI, KEF, PROTON, MARANTZ,
NAIM AUDIO, ROTEL, YAMAHA, SONY,
QUAD, NAD.
FULL DEMONSTRATION AND
INSTALLATION SERVICE FOR
DOMESTIC AND IN-CAR HI-FI.
65 CASTLE STREET HIGH VVYCOMBE
BUCKS

atcruzzagizamm

COMPACT Masté
THE HI- Fl SPECIALISTS

«,„Wrtidarza',
AGENT FOR QUAD AND ATC MONITORS
h.
CAI

076,14
,

OLR

m.

•,

5,a• •.. • • QUAD

••

.

•.

r.

. ATC

In.nsherd
Mardnti

Lab,

and

..•
S•. ,•

CD's

Open 10-6 Tues Sat
LATE NIGHT DEMS. THURSDAY
BY APPOINTMENT.

Active
Audio

sound systems

Demonstration And Home Trial Facilities. Account and Credit
Cards Ring For Opening Times And FREE 'FACT PACK'

Active Audio,
12, Omaston Road,
The Spot, Derby

EX1711
ENE ULTIMATE
SOUND ADVIL-

11' ( 0332) 380385

DOUG BRADY HI-FI
KINGSWAY STUDIOS.
KINGSWAY NORTH, WARRINGTON. WA1 3NU.
Tel: 0925-828009
FAX: 0925 825773

CLOW

Open 6 days
[INN * NAIM * QUAD * CAMBRIDGE *
ARCAM * MERIDIAN * NAKAMICHI *
REVOX * KRELL * AUDIO RESEARCH *
ORACLE * SONY * DENON
also at -COVENT GARDEN AND 401
SMITHDOWN ROAD. LIVERPOOL 15.

Tel: 051-733-6859.
110

Closed Wednesday.

27, Market Parade, Havant
Hampshire P09 1PY
Tel: ( 07051 473952

am, Sco,

ARCAM UARISTON UCELEST1ONU DENON UHEYBROOK KEF
REFERENCE UCYRUS UMUSICAL FIDEUTY UMARANTZ 111 MERIDIAN
RE VOX UROTEL UROGERS àETC.

6Abbey Street, Carlisle
•r* 0228 46 756

ACOUSTIC ENERGY, AUDIO-TECHNICA,
ALEXANDER, AUDION, CAMBRIDGE AUDIO,
CASTLE, DENON, DUAL, PINK TRIANGLE, KISEKI,
KUZMA. ROTEL, NAGAOKA, KENWOOD. QED,
SME, SD ACOUSTICS, SE NNHEISER, SPICA,
SYSTEMDEK, TARGET, TANNOY, DELTEC,
THE MOD SQUAD, WHARFEDALE & MORE

55 Main Street, Blackrock
Dublin. Tel: 0001-888477
0001-889449
Linn, Rega, Creek, Naim, Castle,
Aragon, Quad, Nakamichi,
Arcam, Tannoy.
Closed all day Mon/Thur & Fri open till 9pm

HOPKINS HI-FI

111+1 M.IIIKETS

NO 1DEALER FOR THE SOUTH EAST
30-40 FRATTON ROAD, PORTSMOUTH,
HANTS P01 58X. TEL: (0705) 822155
THE SPECIALIST DEALER FOR:
Technics NAD • Kenwood • Onkyo • Quad • Denon • Dual •
Cambridge Audio • QED • Tannoy • KEF • Mordaunt Short •
Heybrook • Monitor Audio • Sennheiser • Ortofon • Maranta •

El

4

DEMONSTRATION ROOM

z

ClassicalSounds

SPECIALISTS IN RECORDED
CLASSICAL MUSIC AND HIGH
QUALITY AUDIO EQUIPMENT
THE LARGEST SELECTION OF
CDs AND MUSIC CASSETTES
IN NORTHAMPTONSHIRE.

I
I
-

STOCKISTS OF: Quad. Musical
Fidelity. Role). OM Spendor.
Nakamichi. 138W. Mordaunt,
Short. Rogers, Philips, Aura
Ceiesoon. Dual and Sennheise,

Watling Court, 84E Watling Street East, Towcester,
Northants NN12 7I3S. Tel: Towcester 103271 359588

Major credit cards welcome
11111 NEWS &

KE(.0RD RINIEW

A PRI I. I990

AUDIOVE\UE
alffl

MONITOR
SOUND
•
•
•
•
•

MI A & R Cambridge
• B&O IIIB&W
II Castle IM Celestion
Ill Denon U Dual II Marantz
II Mission II Monitor Audio
Mordaunt-Short S Musical Fidelity
Nakamichi Is Pioneer II Philips CD
Quad U Rogers U Rotél U Revox
Sony U Spendor U Tannoy U Technics
Thorens • Trio II Yamaha etc
Two-year guarantee
Private listening room
Excellent comparator demonstrations

AUDIO CONSULTANTS AND RETAILERS
24 CHURCH ROAD, CRYSTAL PALACE,
LONDON SE19 2ET — TEL: 01-771 7787
Stockists of: Linn Hi Fi, Naim Audio, Creek,

Audio Tech, Epos, Denon, Dual, Revolver, BLO.
Yamaha, Marantz etc.
2single speaker demonstration rooms.
Instant Credit Facilities

FIVE WAYS HIGH FIDELITY
A&R, ADC, AKG, Alphason, Audio-Technica, B&W,
Beyer, British Loudspeakers, Castle, Celestion,
Creek, Denon, Dual, Dynavector, Elite (Inc. Rock),
Glanz, Goldring, Hunt-EDA, KEF, Lowther, Meridian, MFSL, Michell, Monitor Audio Musical Fidelity, Nagaoka, Nakamichi, Ortolon, Philips (C.D.
only), Quad, Revox, Rogers, Sennheiser, Shure
Sondex,Spendor,Tannoy,TDK, TDL, Thorens, Zenn.
Five Ways Hi-Fidelity Ltd.,
12 Islington Row,
Edgbaston, Birmingham B15 1LD.
Telephone: 021-455 0667.
Demonstrations by appointment

9.30-6.00 Tuesday-Saturday

All equipment delivered & installed.
Comprehensive turntable rebuilds etc
Interest Free Credit. 2year warranty

54 Chapel St.,Chorley, Lancs.

Open 10-6pm. — Closed all day Wednesday

Telephone ( 02572) 71935

DOUG BRADY
HI-FI
18 MONMOUTH STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
LONDON WC2H 9HB
Te1:01-379 4010. Fax 01-497 9205
OPEN 7 DAYS
LINN • NAIM • QUAD • CAMBRIDGE •
ARCAM • MERIDIAN • NAKAMICHI e REVOX
• KRELL • AUDIO RESEARCH • ORACLE •

Warstones
HiFi
Studio

SONY • DENON
Also at Warrington and Liverpool (see Cheshire)

KELVIN LAB • DENON
• INFINITY • ROLAND

RESEARCH • ORACLE
• ROTEL • QUAD •
SPENDOR • CROFT ACOUSTICS •
TIME WINDOW • TIME PANELS
Hours of Opening.
Mon, Tues, Wed, Sat lOam-6pm
Thurs. Fri lOam-9pm

Recording Playback
Eig Monitoring Limited
2 Burland Road
(Comer of Webbs Road)
London SW11 6SA
Tel: 01 SEIS 0274

R

P

(Near ClaphamJuncton. Clapham
South 45 South Orcular RoaO)
Open -Tues Sat 1030am-6.30pm

griffin AUDIO

54a Warstones Road, Penn, Wolverhampton
Tel: Wolverhampton 345114

Authorised Stockists of: Linn, Naim, Raya. Creek, Ion.
Denon, Sony, Cambridge, Revox, Nakamichi.
Goodman& Royd, Ruark, BLQ.
Accessories from: Chord Company. Audiotech, Sound
Organisation. Sound Factory, Audio Technic& Hunt
EDA, Sennheiser, Beyer.
2 Comfortable Single Speaker Dm Rooms
Informed Advice in a Relaxed Environment

AUDIBLE DIFFERENCE

Full Delivery á Installation Service

Waveney House, Bungay Road,

2 Year Warranty

Scole, DISS, NORFOLK IP21 4DX.

Highly Experienced Tumtable Service & Restoration
Facilities

0379 740227

Access, Visa St Instant Credit.

NORFOLK/SUFFOLK DEALER FOR THE
EQUIPMENT REVIEWERS USE AND
RECOMMEND.
DELTEC amplifiers. Slink cables.
PDM ONE bit stream convertor.

ANALOG AUDIO
(HI-FI Specialists'
849 High Road, London N12
Tel: 01 445 3267
Finchley's Centre for (
Denon, Dual, Marantz,
NAD, Onkyo, Pioneer, Proton, Rotel, Yamaha.
Stockist of full range of speakers and
electronics for all mapor manufacturers.
Please phone for details.

11111e1 MARKETS.f
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VALVE AMPS by Audio Innovations, BBA
(BB1001. Croft, Concordant, Grant and others.

ROM, MORDAUNT SHORT, ARCAM. LINN. MONITOR
AUDIO. EPOS, NAIM. MISSION, REGA, DUAL, ROTEL.
CYRUS, CREEK„NAKAMICHI, DENON. MARANTZ.
RE VOX. QUAD
94 BRISTOL ST., BIRMINGHAM
692 1359. TUE -SAT 10 am - 6 pm

TURNTABLES by Alphason, Pink Triangle, Voyd
Valdi.
SPEAKERS by Snell and Rogers.
Also Mod Squad, Moth, OED, ooyd. Goldring, Audio Technica. Target.

AUDIBLE DIFFERENCE
Diss (
0379) 740227
1r

Active
Audio

sound systems

0011

CASTLEFORD
Tel ( 0977) 553066/556774
Stockist for All Leading
Manufacturers
Full Demonstration
Facilities
closed Wednesday

r irl

1111 - ILTIN A. II
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Tamworth, Derby.

E

WEST YORKSHIRE WF 10 5BS

Demonstration And Home TnalFactIttles Account and Credit
Cards Rog For Opening Times And FREE 'FACT PACK'

e

( _ A', '

64 & 85 BEANCROFT ROAD

ARCAIVI UARISTON UCELESTION I DENONU HEYBROOK à KEF
CYRUS I MUSICAL FIDEUTY 3 MARANTZ
REVOXU ROTEI.0 ROGERS U ETC.

Active Audio,
29, Market Street,

'Ele WILEY

IN TUNE - NATURALLY

e(0827) 53355

111.P

effries

4ALBERT PARADE
69 LONDON ROAD

GREEN STREET

EA .“

BRIGHTON 60943 t

3demonstration rooms at each shop

€24q5e 8
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LATE NIGHT- WEDNESDAY- 8PM

E

'
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CENTRE
MARANTZ • RoTE E. • DENON • CANIBRIDGE •
MICHELL • A R • J . B. L. • HEM • KEF • DUAL
•SUPRA • SENNHEISER• ARAI* TANNOY •
Q.E.D • INFINITY • HARMAN KA RDON • SONY
• ARISTON S.JECKLIN • MONSTER • BEYER •
A.K.G. • CELEF • MORDAUNT-SHORT •
YAMAHA • WHARFDALE • AUDIO-TEC HN I (' A •
PIONEER • TARGET • PARTINGTON •
SUGDEN • GOLDRING • T.D.K. • THAT'S etc
DEMONSTRATION ROOM
D CDV STOCKIST

TO
ADVERTISE IN
THIS SECTION
CONTACT
SOPHIA
ON 01-686 2599
EXT.447

KENWOOD

72 Terminus Road, Eastbourne
E.Sussex BN21 3LX Tel ( 0323) 640911

For the
finest
names
in

HiFi

:S&

WILKINS

WORTHING
(BOWERS •°„, WILKINS)
LlItlehamplon Road Tel Worn.% 64141

ELECTROTRADER HI-FI
19 Colwyn Crescent, Rhos On
Sea, Colwyn Bay, Clwyd. (0492)
48932. Ariston, B&W, Cambridge
Audio, Canton, Heco, Infinity,
Onkyo, Rotel, Tannoy, Teac, TDL,
Yamaha etc. Dem room. Appts
preferred. Home trial. Free
installation. Access, Visa, American Express, Diners. 9.30-1.00.
2.00-5.30 Mon-Sat.

Audio Projects

45 Headingley Lane, Leeds
LS6 1DP.
Tel. 0532 304565.

ClrlICIMESTEIP
11-11100 FlUIELITY
Retailers of quality audio equipment
7 St. Pancras. Chichester. West Sussex P019 IS.'
L Telephone 0243 776402
Closed Mondays

iiastivigs

fi

CONSULTANTS

(38 WESTERN ROAD, 8T.LF.ONAIL136. ( 0484) 441119;1i.

',elected Hi-fi
front
EXPOSURE. MUSICAL FIDELITY. QUAD.
NAKAMICHL MONITOR AUDIO. ROGERS,
TANNOY. NAD. MA1V77CORE. TDL. MARANT7
AUDIO LAB. DENON. CELESTION. LINN.
KEF. YAMAHA. WHARFEDALE. ARCAM.
SNELL. AUDIO INNOVATIONS. SYSTEMDLIs
PROA C. RO TEL.
• ( 111 .h ` 1() , \I/
nit
Df
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Open Tues. -Fri. 9.30-6.00.
Sat 2.50-5.30.
HiFi SPECIALISTS.

UNDERGROUND- AUDIO
(HEATHROW AIRPORT)
HI- END USED
AND EX-DEM
AUDIO EQUIPMENT
BOUGHT— SOLD — TRADED
GRYPHON • RAY LUMLEY •
COUNTERPOINT • KRELL
• TRIPLANAR • E./1.R •
ROWLAND • LURNE •
AUDIO RESEARCH • LEVINSON •
ARAGON • ORACLE
PROAC •JARDIS • Etc• Etc
HOURS 11-6.30 MON—FRI SAT 9-12
TEL (0895) 53003

BERLIOZ & BEETHOVEN. Strange bed- fellows, but
they were both full of ideas and opinions which
influenced their music and helped to shape the Romantic Age. The thoughts, beliefs and attitudes of each arc
examined in highly praised biographies- with- a.
difference by one-time HFNIRR editor John Crabbe.
Hector Berlioz - Rational Romantic and Beethoven's
Empire of the Mind are available from bookshops at
£6.95 each, and if your stockist doesn't have copies on
his shelves, tell him that each can be ordered from
Messrs Kahn & Averill. Or you could try your local
library. Either way, they make an intriguing read.
(X/S)

NEWS is now available in Australia.
within 2 weeks of publication. Also hack
issues are available.

/lease

cmilacl:

Audio Q Imports, 64a flurwood Road.
Hawthorn 3122, Victoria, Australia.

Tel: (03)813 -3691

ATTENTION: ALL U.S.A. AND CANADIAN HI-FI
DEALERS. HI Fl NEWS AND RECORD REVIEW IS
NOW AVAILABLE FOR SALE IN YOUR STORE. COPIES
ARE DELIVERED WITHIN 1WEEK OF PUBLICATION
DATE. FOR INFORMATION
CALL STU WEIN,
MUSIC AND SOUND IMPORTS,
4509 PIKE ROAD, HUNTINGTON VALLEY,
PA 19006 U.S.A
phone: 215-953-9222 FAX 215-953-0360
111-11 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Advertisements for this section must be pre-paid. The rate is 50p per word (private), minimum £ 13.00 incl. of VAT. Box Nos. £. 00
extra. Trade rates 60p per word, minimum £ 16.00 incl. VAT. Copy and remittance for advertisements in May issue must reach these
offices by 23rd March 1990 addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, HiFi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2TA. Please include name and address. Cheques made payable to Link House Magazines Ltd.
NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten, illegible copy will be returned.
Classified Lineage Advertisements cannot be accepted over the telephone
Replies to Box numbers should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, HiFi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope.

FOR SALE- Private

F * R SALE- Private

QUAD 405-2. New in box £265.00. o.n.o. Tel: evenings
(0384) 891708. ( D)

MERIDIAN 207 COMPACT DISC PLAYER 14 bit
with 209 remote control handset. Excellent condition.
Recently serviced. £500 o.n.o. Tel: (0480) 61911. ( D)

MARANTZ PM94 AMPLIFIER, mint condition, versatile, musical, powerful, boxed £550. Collectors items: Michell Hydraulic Turntable plus many extras, £ 125.
Soundscraftman 20-12 Equaliser, 20-band £65. Reading
(0734) 345633. ( D)

THORENS TDI24 SN45262, SME3009S 2(DEI), A &
R C77, no plinth or cover, mint condition. Offers
around £200. Tel: (0582) 763429. ( D)

THRESHOLD SA1 OPTICAL BIAS MONO POWER
AMPLIFIERSIatest cost £ 10,000 £4995. Audio
Research DUS MK2 Power Amp £ 1550. Musical
Fidelity MVX Pre Amp £ 1295. Magnapan MG3A
Speakers £ 1495. All v.g.c. Tel: (0689) 61935. ( D)

MUSICAL FIDELITY A370 power amp, Audio
Research SP- 14 pre amp. Apogee pair speakers. All
mint. All offers considered. Tel: 01-958 1864 after 6pm.

ARC D70 MKII £ 50, Mark Levinson MLII power amp
£750. VDH MCI nine months old £350 Tel: (0235)
833181 evenings. ( D)

NAKAMICHI CASSETTE DECK RX 202E. Nakamichi 580M twin head cassette deck. Nakamichi Rega
Planar 3glass turntable deck, plus mike, mixer MX100
power supply and remote control. Wharfedale MACH
7Speakers. Trio KR6400 am.fm tuner. Sansui SC3330
cassette deck. KEF SP111 speakers. KEF SP 1016
Chorale speakers. Pioneer digital timer DT501. Braun
classic design centre record player, collectors item.
Offers. Tel: 049-161 3375 Oxon. ( D)

BEARD P100 MK2, New valves £550 o.n.o. Sony CDP
555 ESD £625 o.n.o. Gale 65402 black £450 o.n.o. Tel:
(0570) 470920 West Wales. ( D)
DAIS TURNTABLE two platters, belt, new motor
fitted by Tom Fletcher. Original Cover £285, Alphason
MC1005 VDH silver wired and tube damped £220
VDH MCI Cartridge £350. Tel: (0235) 833181 evenings. ( D)
TDL MONITOR LOUDSPEAKERS £ 1150. Excellent
bass and fine mid/top. ' Recommended' Transmission
line model, original boxes. Delivery possible. Tel:
(0483) 893251 (Guildford). ( D)
MERIDIAN M20 MKII Active Loudspeakers rosewood. Have to let them go. Best offer over £900 will
secure excellent sound and condition. Tel: Andrew
(0602) 619772. ( D)
MERIDIAN M60 ACTIVE LOUDSPEAKER,as new,
boxed etc. rip £ 1800, will sell £ 1500 or exchange for a
passive system: for example, Audiolab 8000P plus
Acoustic Energy AE2s, or Proacs/ATC SCM50. If
interested in a demo Tel: Guy 01-539 6235. ( D)
'PAIR QUAD ELECTROSTATIC SPEAKERS f200.
Very good condition. Bronze grill, teak trim and legs.
Further details: Martin 01-261 6869 (office) Southendon-Sea 204223 (evenings). ( D)
APOGEE CALIPER SIGNATURES £2500 o.n.o.
Musical Fidelity A370 II MVX £3200 o.n.o. Will split.
Ortofon MC70 cartridge. Just run in £400. Koetsu
Rosewood Sig. £900 2 months old, Krell KSA 200B
mint £4000. Audio Research SP14 £2300. Tel: Phil
(0706) 813987. ( E)
LURNE JI/SL5 CLEARAUDIO '
Signature' £ 1795.
Matisse Phantasie preamp. Chromed brass finish
£1825. Quicksilver £675. All mint Helius 'Cyalene.
brand new, unused, £795. Superb bargains. 352 4845.
(D)
MERIDIAN 10IB/M3's (
M30 stands) £400 101B/105's
£400 104 Tuner £ 185. Factory serviced year ago.
Yamaha CA1000 ( new P-supplies) £40. Mission 700's
heavy-duty cables £40. Everything boxed Tel: 01-626
2971 (daytime) 0344-54836 (evenings). ( D)
INFINITY IRS 2B SPEAKERS, immaculate £ 1600
superb sound. Tel: (0381) 20655 anytime. ( D)
AR9Ls FLOOR STANDING LOUDSPEAKERS. Capable up to 400w per channel, walnut cabinet £350.
Pioneer Reel-to- Reel Tape Deck RT-707 4 head auto
reverse auto repeat £200. Evening Tel: No. (0293)
512736. ( E)
KOETSU 80TH ANNIVERSARY CARTRIDGE - only
80 pieces worldwide. Less than ayear's use, cost new
£3000. Bargain at £2200. Tel: (0264) 62425. ( D)
HI- Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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(D)

REVOX B 750 MK 2 AMPLIFIER. Revox B 760
Tuner. Revox B 710 Mk 2 Cassette. All perfect with
packing and accessories £ 1000. Yamaha NS1OOM
Speakers £550. Mission 772 Power Amplifier with
preamp £450. Quad FM4 34/306 £700. Spendor BCIs
£160. Marantz CD 65 Mk2 £ 180. Tel: 061-928 1954 and
talk to the machine!
QUAD 33 CONTROL UNIT 303 AMP. PM3 Tuner
ESL Speakers. Amp and Speakers serviced by Quad in
July 1989 £700 o.n.o. Tel: (0788) 521712 office. (0788)
69767 home, evenings. ( E)
PAIR OF LOW'FHER AUDION FOLDED HORN
SPEAKERS (
34"h x 1(Y'w x 18"d) fitted with P.H.6
drive units - £ 120 o.n.o. Tel: 084-428 294 evenings. ( D)
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NEW EARS! For too many years we tried to sell and
hear old HiFi. Now we sell and listen with pleasure
through New Croft valve amplifiers and New Tannoy
Speaker Systems. For details phone or write - Midland
Radio Supplies, Maypole Lane, Birmingham B14 4PE.
Tel:021-430 7817. ( M)

NORFOLK/SUFFOLK STOCKIST OF DELTEC
AMPS and cables, Croft, Audio Innovations, Sugden,
Snell, Rogers, 15% off Moth arms and all cartridges.
Audible Difference, Diss (0379) 740227. Visa/Access.
(E)

ATC has the following for sale; it is mostly S/H or ex
demonstration stock. Primare 928 beautiful Danish
preamp list £2,900 sell for £ 1,750. Quad 44 £250. Sumo
Athena £500, Sumo Polaris £500. Thorens TD125 MK
II with SME 3012 arm and Shure V15VMR cartridge,
as new £250. Yamaha PC2002M 250 WPC professional
power amp, virtually unused £850. C Audio SR606
600WPC professional power amp new £900. Tel:
Ashley James on 028-576 561 daytime or 0453 882164
evenings. ( D)

APOGEE DIVAS - superb condition, anthracite finish,
boxed, guaranteed, less than half price at £4000.
KRELL KSA-200B, boxed, guaranteed, perfect, £4300,
KRELL KSP-7B preamp, subject of fantastic review.
absolutely as new, £2300. Linn LP12 with EKOS arm,
perfect, £ 1000. AUDIO RESEARCH D-115 Mk2,
overhauled, boxed, £ 1200. AUDIO RESEARCH D-125,
boxed, £3250. COUNTERPOINT SA-20, £1500. Telephone for details of these and other high end bargains.
Pinewood Music, ' Martins', Church Lane, Goodworth
Clatford, Andover, Hampshire SPII 7HL. Tel: (0264)
57536. (D)

FOR SALE-Trad
LATEST CD PLAYER UPGRADES available for all
Philips- based 16-bit players. The new " Pro 11" modification uses components of the highest quality plus an
additional circuit board for £ 149. For those seeking the
ultimate in quality there is the new " Reference"
upgrade, available for full-width machines only. This
incorporates apower supply unit of the highest quality
with the above upgrade. Discrete regulators and a
dedicated toroidal transformer are used to power the
DIA converter and analogue stages independently.
This produces amachine with the very finest sound for
£250. Owners of " Pro" modified machines may
upgrade to " Reference" standard for £ 149. Enquiries
to Geoff on 01-379 7427 x 126. Covent Garden
Records, 84 Charing Cross Road, London WC2.

KRELL KRS-200 - your chance to own apair of these
incredible 4(8) watt Class A monoblocs. Very huge,
very heavy, very beautiful; massive power and control
combined with precision and delicacy. Balanced or
single-ended operation. Cost new £ 18500. This pair is
absolutely perfect with a 10-year parts and labour
gurantee and are packed in sturdy wooden crates. As
we already have another pair of demonstrators, we are
able to offer the pair at the very special price of £9500.
Pinewood Music, ' Martins', Church Lane, Goodworth
Clatford, Andover, Hampshire SPI 17HL. Tel: (0264)
57536. ( D)

REGA RB300 / RB260
VAN DEN HUL
REWIRING
If you own one of these superb arms, why not
upgrade the performance by rewiring with Van
den Hul cable?
Our engineers will replace the internal wiring
with vdH MSS7 and leadout cable with 1m of
vdH MC-D502.
We will fit superb gold plated/Teflon insulated
phono plugs and gold plated shrink sleeved
cartridge tags.
Our price for this skilled conversion is just
£84.95. plus £3.75 p&p, and we will return your
arm within 21 days. Furthermore we will fully
guarantee our work for 12 months.
(Due to customer demand, we now offer the
following options: vdH phono plus £ 15.00
extra. 1.5m leadout £ 15.00 extra.)
Details sent on request, or simply package the
arm properly and send it to us by insured post.
SOUND DEALS: 52-548 SHORTMEAD ST.
BIGGLESWADE BEDS SG18 OAP ENGLAND
TEL: 0787 312249
FAX: 0787 315714
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HIGH QUALITY
VINYL PRESSINGS
WILL COMPLIMENT

AND ENHANCE YOUR PLAYING
EQUIPMENT TO THE FULL!

AND ARE AVAILABLE FROM:BECKENHAM

_

RECORD CENTRE
• —

DIRECT CUT. ORIGINAL MASTERS. ' 2SPEED. JAPANESE ETC.
REFERENCE. PROPRIUS. OPUS 3. CHEW,.
11431/LINN
SHEFFIELD LAB. MOBILE FIDELITY ETC. A STOCK OF DLYRITA
SEND A 6"x9" SAE FOR OUR NEW CATALOGUE.
TRY 'JAZZ AT THE PAWN SHOP' DOUBLE LP £ 16.99
LIGHT GOOD-TIME JAll - THE FAMOUS ' YOU ARE THERE PRESSING
--------------...
WE ARE SPECIALIST VINYL RETAILERS AND IN CONJUNCTION
WITH OUR SUPERCUT DEPARTMENT WE STOCK AND HAVE ACCESS
TO AFULL RANGE OF RECORDS COVERING- BLUES. RAB, UK AND
IRISH FOLK, ELECTRONIC. NEW AGE, JAll. FUSION. COUNTRY
ETC ETC. AND BACK CATALOGUE OF ALL KINDS

STOP

•SidereolKops The finest

* Huge increase in soundstage width, height and depth.
* More space around each now clearly distinct instrument.
* Much deeper. extended bass with better control and
focus.
* More natural, relaxed sound especially with CD.
* Cuts out RF interference.

•

This is the only unit we have found which accomplishes
these things without degrading the music in anyway. The
Lynwood Conditioner will supply iner 50011 of clean power
and is fitted into an expanded mains plus to replace the
ordinary plug on your equipment leads or extension sockets.
Available on asale or return basis for
£49.95 incl P&P
send acheque or SAE for further information to

W'ENTWORTH AUDIO
('olev Lane Farm Wentworth.
120therhant S62 7S0

IF YOU HAVEN'T GOT AGOOD LOCAL SHOP - WHY NOT TRY US?
•
—
WE ENDEAVOUR TO OFFER APROMPT AND HELPFUL MAIL ORDER SERVICE
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS WELCOME BY PHONE CAREFUL PACKING
OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS MOST WELCOME
POSTAGE RATES ON APPLICATION
WE ARE OPEN FOR BROWSING MON SAT
64 BECKENHAM RD, BECKENHAM, KENT, BR34LS
01-658-3464

FAX. 01-650-0374

EX- DEMONSTRATION

CELLO
AUDIO SUITE PRE- AMP & MASTER SUPPLY
£ 9,990.00 ( List £ 15,500.00)
AUDIO PALETTE
5,990.00 ( List £

9,750.00)

EQUIPMENT AND SPEAKER STANDS
• Why lose out with mediocre performance in
the CRITICAL area of support for equipment
and speaker support.
• Discover for yourself the reasons that ORIGIN
LIVE stands have had so many rave reviews.
Not only reviewers but many Origin live users
consider changing supports to be the most
cost effective upgrade possible - even when
previously using more expensive support
systems. Faster transients, increased separation
and claritys with improved imaging.
MONEY RICA
().‘ . i1.1. ST INDS
%Of 1.1111lLMED
Phone or — Send for details.- ORIGIN LIVE,
87 CHESSEL CRESCENT, BITTERNE,
SOUTHAMPTON 502 4BT ( 07031671237/442183.

AUDIO PERFORMANCE POWER AMPS
£9,990.00 ( List

AUDIOPHILE QUALITY COMPONENTS

the noise from domestic electrical equipment cg. flourescent
lights, televisions. fridges. etc. affecting your Hi Fi system
hy fittirri Lynwood Mains Conditioner. This results in;-

15,500.001

Full details available on request

Polypropylene capacitors with Kimber Kable
Teflon leadout Expensive but the best.
SOLEN CHATEAU ROUX Polypropylene caps.
Inexpensive and only second best.
111>DNM SLIT FOIL Electrolytic Capacitors Stunning

OKIMBER KABLETM speaker

cable. Interconnects Internal wiring. Cleanopen - transparent - smooth.
Learn more about these superb products. Don't
build with less than the best.

e
•Write for NEW Price list for 1989.

0

RUSS ANDREWS TURNTABLE ACCESSORIES LTD
EDGE BANK HOUSE, SKEISMERGH, KENDAL,
CUMBRIA LA8 9AS TEL:SELSIDE (053 983) 247

RESTORATIONS OF CLASSIC EQUIPMENT by
Electronics Engineer, suitably qualified ( Degree/
MAES) and nearly 40 years experience. Quad service
agent and specialist knowledge of Radford, Leak.
Rogers. Armstrong etc. Extensive workshop enables
original design standards, accompanied by detailed
reports. 7 days. Woodford, Essex. Tel: 01-504 5467.
(X)
STUDIO ACOUSTICS Importers and Distributors of
specialist audio equipment for Lector Audio Pre +
Power Amplifiers ( tube) Discreet Technology Cables
and Vandersteen Speakers. For further details please
telephone (0626) 67064) - Tradc enquiries welcome. ( F)

TURNTABLES. ARMS. CARTRIDGES. STYLI.
CONNOISSEUR: GARRARD: GOLDRING: LENCO:
ORTOFON; SHURE; SME; THORENS.
All available. Genuine Spares Service. Repairs. Overhauls
Cartridges & Specialist styli for Early Recording, - 78, & LP.
PLEASE NOTE OUR NEW ADDRESS
TECHNICAL & GENERAL PO BOX 53.
CROWBOROUGH. E.SUSSEX. TN6 2BY
TELEPHONE: 08 92 65 45 34

Interest free credit 0% APR subject
to personal status
written details upon application.

ASTON AUDIO LIMITED
4West Street, Alderley Edge, Cheshire.
Tel: 0625 582704
Fax: 0625 586285

Falcon DIY SPEAKERS
44
%

PRECISION TEST CASSETTES
Harrison test cassettes are used by recording studios. TV and radio
stations. hi-fi service departments, electronic shops, and in short, anyone
interested in good quality reproduction from their cassette deck They are
recommended by HI-FI News. Hi Fi Choice and Australian
The
design of the tapes and the clear instructions mean that you don Ineed lo
be aprofessor with stacks ot test gear to use them Each cassette is
individually digitally mastered in real time using top quality tape

"EVERYONE WHO'S SERIOUS ABOUT CASSETTE
PLAYBACK AND RECORDING NEEDS THIS TAPE."
News, December 1989.
"THE MULTI-PURPOSE TAPE IS AN EXCELLENT
PRODUCT, WELL WORTH THE ASKING PRICE".
Australian HiFi.

HI Fl

£3 75
Dolby Level
Azimuth Alignment
£6 35
Speed Accuracy
£585
.. £8.95
Dolby Level/Azimuth ....
£12.00
Dolby Level/AzimutIVSpeed
Dolby Level/Azimuth/ 30Hz.15KHz FREQUENCY RESPONSE
f14 50
(120usect)
Mule- Purpose. 6tests: DOLBY LEVEL. AZIMUTH. 30Hz-I 5KHz
FREQUENCY RESPONSE. DOLBY BiC TRACKING.
SPEED/WOW -tFLUTTER. Bros
£20 00
METER TONE- BURST Il 20us eq)

Postage: U.K. 75p/Tape, Europe £ 1,
Elsewhere £2.
ORDERS ENQUIRIES TO IAN HARRISON. 7. MILL HILL REPTON.
DERBY. DE6 6G0 TEL 0283 702875
20

Send for our FREE price list PL18:
all we ask for is alarge S.A.E. (28p)
(Overseas U.S. $2bill)
(Europe — 3International reply coupons)
SYSTEM DESIGNS (
Total Kits):
Focal, KEF Constructor Series, etc.
DRIVE UNITS FOCAL, KEF, Audax,
Celestion, Coles, Peerless, Seas,
Flac Metal Dome, Siare, Scanspeak, etc.
Also Group/Disco Units
CROSSOVER NETWORKS —
Active & Passive Components,
Accessories, Polypropylene Caps.
Expert advice via our enquiry service.
ELEKTOR-KEF PL301
Units, Networks & Components
Full details from
FALCON ELECTRONICS
(Dept H.F.N.) Tabor House, Mulbarton,
Norfolk NR14 8JT ( 0508) 78272
(Proprietors: Falcon Acoustics Ltd.)

QUALITY HI FI WANTED. Quad, Audiolab. Krell,
Kef I04/2's. Ioffer up to 40e, retail on items under 2
years and 25% over 2years. Tel: ( 057(1) 470920 West
Wales. ( D)
TANNOY IS" Dual-Concentric, with crossover network. Good condition but enclosure not required.
Private buyer. Tel: ( 0491) 681484 evenings. Fisher,
"Amphora", Crays Pond, Reading. ( D)
LEAK 3000 SERIES TUNER AND AMPLIFIER in
excellent condition. Tel. I
i61-797 0677 (Manchester)
in
time. (
D)

EQUIPMENT

moDIFIcATIONS

Readers should be aware that any
modifications to proprietary equipment,
carried out without the original
manufacturer's knowledge or approval, will
invalidate any warranty or guarantee.
Readers having equipment modified by
third parties do so entirely at their own risk
and while many companies offering
modifications do provide an excellent
service, neither the original manufacturers
nor HiFi News & Record Review will accept
responsibility for equipment so modified,
should it become unserviceable.
111-F1 NEWS &
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VALVES FOR AUDIO
MADE IN ENGLAND OR USA

Harrison test cassettes are used by recording studios TV and radio
stations hi-fi service departments electronic shops and in short, anyonr
interested in good quality reproduction from their cassette deck. They are
recommended by Hi Fi News. Hi Fi Choice and Australian
The
design of the tapes and the clear instructions mean that you dont need to
be aprofessor with stacks of test gear to use them. Each cassette is
individually digitally mastered in real time using top quality tape
"EVERYONE WHO'S SERIOUS ABOUT CASSETTE
PLAYBACK AND RECORDING NEEDS THIS TAPE." HI-FI
News. December 1989.
THE MULTI- PURPOSE TAPE IS AN EXCELLENT
PRODUCT. WELL WORTH THE ASKING PRICE".
Australian Hi Fi.
Dolby Level.
£3.75
Azimuth Alignment
£6.35
Speed Accuracy
£5.85
Dolby Level/Azimuth
£8.95
Dolby LevetrAzimuthSpeed
£ 12 03
Dolby Level/Azimuth/ 30Hz-15KHz FREQUENCY RESPONSE
1120us eq)
£ 1450
Muth- Purpose. 6tests: DOLBY LEVEL. AZIMUTH. 30Hz-15KHz
FREQUENCY RESPONSE, DOLBY BC TRACKING.
SPEED/WOW+ FLUTTER. 8ms
METER TONE- BURST ( t20u5 eq)
£20 00
Postage: U.K. 75p/rape. Europe £ 1. Elsewhere £2.
FREE C60 BLANK CASSETTE with every order.

SPEAKER DESIGNERS: Use IMP Professional on
your Macintosh computer to predict phase, amplitude.
and square wave response ( with audio output!) for your
driver/crossover combinations £35 ppd. Ralph Gonzalez, PO Box 54, Newark DEI9711, USA. ( D)

1,000,000 VALVES IN STOCK
SELECTED LOW NOISE/LOW
MICROPHONY TYPES AVAILABLE.
MATCHED PAIRS/MATCHED
QUARTETS AVAILABLE.
OVERSEAS. WHOLESALE & TRADE
ENQUIRIES WELCOME
PHONE OR FAX FOR IMMEDIATE
QUOTE RE CURRENT AVAILABILITY
& PRICES

AUDIO TECHNICA CATRIDGES, AT OC7 for
£129,00 + VAT AT OC9 for £ 199.00 + VAT Send
cheque and order to: Mrs. P. Gregarek KleineSchwerter-Str.115, 46(X) Dortmund 41, West-Germany.
Prices include postage. ( VAT is payable in U.K. after
arrival of cartridge). Exchange cartr. less 30%. ( F)

BILLINGTON VALVES

Audio Cables Direct i
Low U.S. Domestic Price.s

Highlands Road, Horsham, Sussex
RH13 5LS ( UK)
Mon- Fri 9am - 5.30pm
Callers by appointment only
Min.Order: £ 20 + VAT & carriage
Telex: 87271
Phone 0403 210729 Fax: 0403 40214
Visa, Access & American Exp. accepted.

r

OFIDEFISENODIRIES TO: IAN HARRISON. 7. MILL HILL UPTON.
DERBY DE6 6GQ. TEL: 0283 702875

TO

WANTED— VINTAGE VALVE HUI
Amplifiers: Lowther. Radford Leak Stere, 5(l & 60. Quad. etc.
Turntables: Garrard 301. Thorens TDD124. TD224. MK11)
Pickup arms & heads: Decca FFSS & 3012. etc.
Loudspeakers: Tannoy - Monitors and 112. Axiom 80. Wharfedale
Airdale. Quad ESL etc.
New illustrated 28 page ' Wanted List - available upon request
Buyer collects in areas on aregular basis
The Vintage Wireless Company Ltd., Tudor House, Cosshans Street,
Mangotsfeld, Bristol. BSI; 3EIN. Telephone ( 0272) 565172 Anytime.

ADVERTISE IN
THIS SECTION
CONTACT
SOPHIA
ON 01-686 2599
EXT.447

We're the showcase for the audio
cable industry. Interconnects,
speaker cables, power cords
(and accessories, too.)
*Free shipping on purchases.
*39 brands. 194 cable products.
*Free of all U.S. taxes.

(Ile Cable ( ' onipan)
WRITI: OR I- AN FOR 1/1:1 AILS
(215)294-9576.

or fax

( 215) 294-9586

_

I p.o.box 305. upper black eddy, pa 18972 J

é

»1«.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS ORDER FORM
Rates: Trade:
60p per word.
Min £ 15.00

Private:
50p per word.
Min £ 12.00.

PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS
Box No's:
£3.00 extra

(These rates are
inclusive of VAT)

Debit my credit card account ( tick as appropriate

Card Expiry Date

s

VISA
et‘

1
— ]

Credit Card No:

Ilf 1 IIIIIII1II
Signature _

To: HI- Fl NEWS, please publish the above advertisement for
insertions under
the heading
Cheque/P.O. to be made payable to LINK
HOUSE MAGAZINES PLC and send to Hi Fi News, LINK HOUSE, DINGWALL AVENUE, CROYDON CR9 2TA.
Is a Box No. required? Yes
No .
If no, please include remittance to cover name and address and/or tel. no.
Name
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uring its decade or so of active
life, Riverside Records put out
some of the finest work of Thelonious Monk, Bill Evans, Cannonball Adderley, and Wes Montgomery. The label's
creative driving force was Orrin Keepnews: a New Yorker who founded Riverside with Bill Grauer in 1953.
Keepnews' early career was in book
publishing. But his main passion was for
jazz, and his association with Grauer on an
obscure jazz magazine led to Riverside's
birth as are-release label, offering classic
jazz material by the likes of Louis Armstrong and Ma Rainey.
By 1955, Keepnews and Grauer were
doing their own recordings. Their first
major artist was pianist Thelonious Monk,
who was suffering one of the lowest
periods of his career; he was under
contract to Prestige, but new recordings
seemed unlikely. Monk actually owed
Prestige money and so, as Keepnews
explains, he and Grauer brought Monk's
contract for ' 5128 and some change'.
'By signing Monk we made it clear to
the world that we were serious about
current music, because you'd have to be a
complete idiot to get involved with
Thelonious Monk if you weren't serious!
'In those days the costs of musicians
and studios were sti s
ch that if albums sold
an average of two to two- and- a- half
thousand copies, we stayed in business.
You could get by with very low sales
because your whole cost structure was so
low. Monk on his second contract was
getting a thousand dollars advance an
album. You couldn't get a kid to do his
first album for that today.'
Keepnews went straight in as producer
of Monk's first session.
'By virtue of saying I was a record
producer, that's what Ibecame. Since it
was my company. there was nobody to
tell me Icouldn't do it. That's also the
story of Blue Note, of Prestige. Contemporary or Pacific jazz. All those labels
were professionalizing fans. A lot of very
respectable and valuable music resulted
from these self-created professionals.'
That first date with the idiosyncratic
Thelonious Monk was successful, and
122

subsequent albums led to the renaissance
of his career. But working with Monk was
never easy.
'I had to learn on the job. Ilearned that
you have to earn the respect of the
musician and have respect for him. Monk
was atremendously difficult man to work
with because he was so demanding, in the
sense that he demanded from other
people the same kind of perfection he
demanded of himself. Ile knew exactly
where he wanted to go and what he was
doing. and we didn't know. He was not a
patient man. Ile was even harder on the
musicians than he was on the producer.
His music was difficult to perform and
difficult to understand. Ile never understood what was difficult. It wasn't difficult
for him. Why was it difficult for you?
If he had done nothing else, Orrin
Keepnews would be assured of his place
in jazz history for bringing Montgomery
to the cars of the jazz world as a solo
performer. It is generally acknowledged
that Montgomery's Riverside recordings
offer more authentic jazz than most of the
later, more commercial and contrived
productions for Verve.
'Recording Wes Montogomery was a
wonderful experience because he
belonged to that small group of people
who believe they never do anything right,
and he was so off-base and so self-critical.
He didn't like solos which were perfectly
good. Iwas so pleased when, many years
later at Fantasy, Iwas able to bring out the
Alternative Wes Montgomery and
Encores albums which consisted of
nothing but unreleased takes of material
with solos he was unhappy with. Ithink
he would eventually have agreed that
those were fine performances.
'I've often wished that there was some
creative middle ground — something that
was more money- making than the simple
small group things that we did, but still
gave him more chance to show himself off

Orrin Keepnews, founder
of one of the great independent
jazz labels of the
1950s — Riverside Records

as a performer rather than those very
restrained don't- get- too- far- away-fromthe- melody performances he did with
Creed Taylor. But Creed Taylor and I
always had very different approaches to
life. Fundamentally, he believed in the
"kingmaker" theory. I believed in the
"catalyst" theory: that it was my job as a
producer to bring out in aperformer his
best potential, the catalytic agent to make
the circumstances as right as possible. Not
manufacture the material to make aman
into a star.
'What we're dealing with in recording is
realism — giving the sound of what jazz
performance should be. Not reality —
giving an impression of what happened.
To create adefinitive performance you're
entitled to make it as neat and clean as
possible. What you're not entitled to do is
turn it into something that's not valid, and
if the solo is played at a different time
from the rhythm it's not valid. Certain
things have to be the way performance is.
There is a lot of inherent sloppiness in
good jazz because the circumstances of
independent jazz recording have often
been such that we go in there with the
minimum or no rehearsal so that by the
time it's right the performance sounds
bored. The optimum moment is when
maybe the ensemble isn't quite together
but it will pass, but the solos still sound
fresh and inspired. That's the magic time
known as "Close enough for jazz"!'
Riverside had great success artistically,
and some commercial hits as well. The
Cannonball Adderley in San Francisco
album sold about 100,000 copies. But as
the 1960s went on, jazz sales decreased
and eventually the company folded.
Two years after Riverside went out of
business, Keepnews founded Milestone
Records and resumed recording with,
notably, Sonny Rollins and McCoy Tyner.
But aside from a few major artists, jazz
didn't sell too well in the late 'sixties and
recording and administration costs kept
rising. In 1972 Ralph Kaffel of Fantasy
Records bought up the Riverside and
Prestige back-catalogues and acquired
Milestone as well. Keepnews was brought
in to mastermind the reissuing of this
classic material. He did his job with great
care, compiling budget-priced double
album ' twofers' with unreleased tracks
and informative liner notes.
In 1980 he left Fantasy ' to get out of the
pressure cooker' but four years later he
was back in action with his own Landmark
label, recording ex-Art Blakey pianist Mulgrew Miller (' He's going to be a
tremendously important artist') and getting Donald Byrd back to playing straight
jazz: ' I'm trying to make Landmark into a
self-indulgent label. Me doing things I
insist on doing. Things that if / didn't do
no-one else would. It's like these records
are my children. You don't necessarily
love the prettiest or the smartest of your
children best. There are some that just
appeal to you for personal reasons.'+
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REACH FOR
THE BEST
RT830AL

LW.MW.FM STEREO
ANALOGUE TUNER

Designed to complement performance amplifiers the RT830AL offers a
stunning performance for its price. It modest appearance, operating
simplicity and manual tuning belie the sophisticated circuitry employed.

RT850AL

LW.MW.FM STEREO
DIGITAL TL NER

The definitive tuner in its class. Designed to provide very high standards of
radio performance and musical quality with the convenience of push button
tuning and 16 station selection. Nominated by What HiFi magazine for Best
Tuner of the Year 1990.

RT870L

LW.MW.FM STEREO
AUDIOPHILE TUNER

The audiophile tuner for those seeking even higher standards of radio
reception and musical performance. Designed to extract the best from the
quality radio broadcasts available throughout the UK today.

These fine components are but asmall selection from Rotel's award winning
range of performance HiFi Products which offer very high standards of
technical excellence and musical enjoyment. Phone or fax Rotel UK for
further information and nationwide dealerlist.

UK

DESIGN

ROTEL UK,
25 Heathfield, Stacey Bushes,
Milton Keynes, MK12 61-1R.
Tel . ( 0908) 117707 Fax . ( 09010 122704

AND

DEVELOPMENT

DrAsk someone who knows...

lisscin

CLECTRWICS
because people like music

